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ABSTRACT
This work is concerned with both static and dynamic behaviour of 
elastic plate systems. It is restricted to a particular, but 
important, class of structure made up of a series of thin, flat 
rectangular plates connected together along their longitudinal edges, 
and simply supported along their ends. The study is subdivided into 
three parts dealing, respectively, with the following aspects of the 
topic: (i) theoretical static analysis; (ii) theoretical dynamic
analysis; (iii) experimental dynamic identification.
For the static analysis of plate systems, of open or closed 
cross-section, a number of procedures are developed as extensions of 
the matrix progression technique. The proposed methods are exact in 
the sense that they are derived from elasticity theory and are highly 
efficient, especially for cross-sections of simple-chain configuration. 
They are more versatile than previous elasticity methods for plate 
systems in that they are applicable to orthotropic as well as 
isotropic plates, carrying distributed as well as concentrated 
loadings. .
A new composite formulation is then presented for the free 
vibration analysis of plate systems. In this method an exact static 
stiffness matrix for orthotropic plates is used in conjunction with 
a consistent mass matrix adapted from finite strip theory, to give a 
linear eigenvalue problem which may be solved by standard routines. 
Special attention is directed to flexural vibration in the presence 
of in-plane forces, and to the vibration of systems with attached 
concentrated masses. The effect on accuracy of dynamic condensation 
techniques is also investigated.
In the experimental study a statistical procedure, utilising 
pseudo-random test signals and cross-correlation analysis, is applied
iii
to the dynamic identification of plate systems. The method offers 
advantages of noise immunity, small amplitude disturbances and 
avoidance of excitation near resonant conditions. The potential 
of the technique is established by tests performed, initially, on an 
isotropic plate and, subsequently, on multi-plate systems of T- and 
box-section. In all cases the results compare favourably with those 
given by an alternative, but more tedious, experimental procedure. 
Comparisons with theoretical solutions show good agreement for the 
less rigid systems, but variations are more pronounced with systems 
of greater stiffness. Finally, the extension of the study to the 
prediction of dynamic response to forced inputs is reported briefly.
IV
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PRINCIPAL NOTATION
Symbols
a H/D etc.
y
b Transverse width (y direction)
b D /D etc. x y
D , D x y Flexural rigidities*
D1 Coupling rigidity*
Dxy Torsional rigidity*
E , E x y Moduli of elasticity
f Frequency (Hz)
G Shear modulus of elasticity
h Thickness of plate
■ h(t) Impulse response function
H D. + 2D 1 xy
H(f ) System function
l Longitudinal span (x direction)
Ira Number of terms, m, in series
M , M x y Bending moments*
n(t) Noise signal
P , Py z Force components (global co-ordinates)
Q , Qx y Shear forces*
r Number of segments or strips
R ( t ) Correlation function
S In-plane shear force*
S(f) Spectral density function
t Time
T , Tx y In-plane forces*
T Period
Symbols
AT Clock period
Tc Computational averaging time
u Longitudinal displacement
V Transverse displacement
V , V x y Kirchoff shear forces*
w Normal displacement (z direction)
x, y, z Rectangular co-ordinates
x(t) Input signal
y(t) Output signal
a, a mn/Z for m̂ -h term of series
6 , 6 
y z Displacement components (global co-ordinates)
0
y
Transverse rotation
y Mass per unit area
V , Vx y Poisson's ratios
P Mass density
T Delay time
At Delay time increment
<P Force function
* Root mean square (R.M.S.) value
a) Natural frequency (rad/s)
* per unit width or length
Matrices
La : Bending action transformation matrix
Lb : In-plane action transformation matrix
1—1 (xi 
1 _1 Fundamental distribution matrix
{F} Vector of external forces
i—i0
1 
_i Action distribution matrix
Matrices
1—1 •“3
1_1 Final boundary restraint matrix
D O Initial boundary restraint matrix
1—
1 
a Mass matrix
{R} Vector of applied actions
i—i CO 
1_1 Stiffness matrix
{U} Displacement vector
{w} Vector of w and its first three
{X} Vector of plate forces
(z) Vector of plate actions
{Z} Vector of unknown actions
{z} Action loading solution vector
{*} Vector of <j> and its first three
Subscripts
h> P 
m, n 
1, 2
Homogeneous, particular solution 
Longitudinal, transverse mode 
Edges of strip, y * 0, b
Superscripts
b, p Bending, in-plane behaviour
1 Global co-ordinates
Xlll
UNITS
Generally, the S.I. System of units has been adopted throughout 
this work. However, in order to facilitate comparisons with previous 
work, some of the numerical examples are expressed in terms of 
Imperial units, as used by the original authors. For these cases the 
corresponding values in S.I. units may be computed by applying the 
following conversion factors.
Length: 1 ft = 0.3048 m 
1 in = 25.4 mm
Force: 1 lbf - 4.448 N
(kip) (kN)
Force/Unit Length: 1 lbf/ft * 14.59 N/m
Modulus of Elasticity: 1 lbf/ft2 * 47.88 Pa (N/m2)
1 kip/in2 * 6.895 MPa (N/mm2)
Mass Density: 1 lbf.s2/fttf ■ 515.4 kg/m3
1 lbf.s2/!^ = 10.69xl06 kg/m3 .
S/mjb/e -  Cha/n
¿oofi
Fig. 1.1 Typical Plate Systems
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SECTION 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Structural systems made up of a series of thin, flat rectangular 
plates connected together along their longitudinal edges are of 
considerable practical importance. They may be classified according 
to whether their cross-sections are of open or closed configuration 
(Fig. 1.1):
(a) Plate systems of open cross-section are also referred to as 
"chain" systems, and may be further classified as either simple-chain 
or branched-chain systems. Included in the first category are simple 
structural sections such as channels and angles and, on a larger 
scale, co-planar systems such as floor slabs and wall panels, and 
more general configurations such as folded plate roofs. Examples of 
branched-chain systems are I-sections, flat plates with longitudinal 
thin-walled stiffeners as occur in aircraft, ship and bridge structures, 
and multiple folded plates with junction stiffeners.
(b) Structures of closed cross-section are also referred to as "loop" 
or "cellular" plate systems. They include thin-walled tubes of any 
polygonal section, corrugated-core sandwich panels, and spine-beam 
and multi-cellular box-girder bridges.
Over the past decade, developments in the finite element method 
have made possible the static or dynamic analysis of practically any 
structural system. However, such generality has been achieved only 
at the expense of large computer storage requirements and excessive 
execution times.
For the subject class of structure, a dramatic improvement in 
computational efficiency is afforded by utilising well-known 
techniques in reducing the solution for any component plate to an 
essentially one-dimensional problem.
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In the special case of simply-supported ends, an exact solution 
may be obtained by means of a Levy-type approach which reduces the 
governing partial differential equations for each plate to ordinary 
differential equations. Previously, such elasticity-based methods 
have been available only for isotropic plate systems.
For more general end conditions a Kantorovich-type variational 
method based on virtual displacements, or minimum potential energy, 
may be applied. Such an approach gives rise to the finite strip method, 
as distinct from finite element method, for the approximate analysis 
of plate systems. With simply supported ends the solution uncouples 
as for the elasticity method; with other support conditions, 
however, the size of the overall system increases with the number of 
terms considered, and efficiency diminishes rapidly as a consequence.
Part 1 of the present work is concerned with the development of 
exact methods for the static analysis of orthotropic plate systems 
having simple end conditions. At the outset, attention is directed to 
the application of the matrix progression method to the analysis of 
orthotropic plates under the separate actions of normal and in-plane 
loadings; the segmental-type solution is then generalized for the 
case of simple-chain folded plate systems.
For multi—plate systems of branched—chain or loop configuration, 
the matrix progression technique is reformulated as a stiffness 
method. Solutions for T-beam and box-section systems are compared 
with experimental results obtained from tests on aluminium models.
A method is also proposed for the approximate analysis of 
stiffened-plate systems, where orthotropy is due to geometry of 
construction rather than material properties.
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For a given system, the analysis of dynamic behaviour is an 
order of magnitude more demanding than the static solution; 
correspondingly, there are greater savings to be achieved by improved 
computational efficiency, relative to the finite element method.
Here the exact approach based on the governing differential equations 
of motion leads to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem, requiring 
special solution techniques. Alternatively, an approximate analysis 
may be performed using the finite strip procedure.
A new composite formulation, utilising certain features of both 
the above methods, is presented in Part 2. In this method, an exact 
stiffness matrix for orthotropic plates is used in conjunction with a 
consistent mass matrix adapted from finite strip theory, to give a 
linear eigenvalue problem which may be solved by standard routines.
Initially the method is developed in its more general form as 
an extension of the matrix progression stiffness procedure for 
multi-plate systems. Special attention is given to condensation of 
degrees of freedom as a means of further improving efficiency.
The flexural vibration of various orthotropic plates is then 
studied as a particular application of the above theory, and the 
scope is widened to allow determination of natural frequencies in the 
presence of in-plane forces.
A theory is presented also for the dynamic analysis of systems 
with attached concentrated masses, incorporating harmonic coupling.
Part 3 is concerned with the experimental identification of the 
dynamic characteristics of plate systems. The various procedures 
available for this purpose have in common the observation of the 
system*s response to a known stimulus. With conventional 
techniques such as steady-state sinusoidal testing, and impulse
(i) The danger of producing excessive steady-state response 
near resonant frequencies;
(ii) The need to inject large amplitude impulses so as to transmit 
the required energy into the system, with the possibility of 
overloading components;
(iii) Problems of extracting wanted signals in the presence of 
background noise.
The above difficulties may be largely overcome by means of a 
statistical technique using random test signals and cross-correlation 
analysis. Such a method, using pseudo-random binary sequences, has 
gained much favour in the field of automatic control in view of its 
potential immunity to extraneous noise. Further, the pseudo-random 
test signal has desirable characteristics from the viewpoint of 
bandwidth and energy input for a given amplitude.
As a first step in assessing the potential of the technique 
applied to structural systems, a pilot study has been performed on 
an isotropic rectangular plate, simply supported along the two ends.
The method is then extended to the dynamic identification of plates 
with longitudinal rib stiffeners in the form of T - and box-sections.
In each case the system model is established by statistical 
analysis and verified experimentally by conventional resonance 
testing. A comparison is made also with theoretical solutions using 
the methods of Part 2.
Finally, a brief evaluation is made of the applicability of the 
previous results in predicting the dynamic response of a typical system 
to specified forcing functions.
testing, a number of practical difficulties may arise, including:
PART 1
STATIC ANALYSIS OF PLATE SYSTEMS
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SECTION 2. ORTHOTROPIC PLATES IN BENDING
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Component plate elements of a multi-plate system generally are 
subject to two sets of actions: a bending set and a plane stress set 
For small deflections, and in the absence of eccentric stiffeners, 
these two sets of actions are uncoupled. Hence it is convenient to 
deal with each behaviour separately. In this section, attention is 
confined to plate bending.
Recent developments in the analysis of orthotropic plates in 
bending may be grouped into two main categories: those of a more 
general nature for which plates are a particular application, and 
those associated with studies of load distributions on quasi - slab 
bridge decks. Typical of the first category is the finite strip 
approach due initially to Cheung (Refs. 1, 2) and developed by others 
(Ref. 3), in which numerical work is reduced very considerably 
compared with the conventional finite element method (Ref. 4). The 
analytical solution proposed by Cusens and Pama (Ref. 5), on the 
other hand, is applicable only to the more restrictive case of 
orthotropic bridge decks, and is the basis of an improved method of 
distribution coefficients.
In this section is presented a method with certain advantages 
over those just mentioned, exact in the sense that it is derived from 
elasticity theory, and utilising a development of the matrix 
progression technique due to Tottenham (Refs. 6, 7). Herein it is 
referred to as the matrix progression "segmental" method. In its 
present form the method is applicable to rectangular orthotropic 
plates having two opposite ends simply supported, and may be 
considered as an extension of work carried out by Shaikh (Ref. 8).
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The special feature of the segmental method is a device known as 
bringing up the initial boundary" which can be used to advantage in 
structures of open cross-section in overcoming the numerical 
sensitivity encountered with ordinary matrix progression or transfer 
matrix approach.
2.2 GOVERNING EQUATION
The classical small deflection theory for thin orthotropic plates 
in bending (Refs. 9, 10) gives the governing partial differential 
equation as
D + 2Hx axH
8*+w
+ Dy W  “ q (2 .1)
in which -
w(x,y) is the deflection
q(x,y) is the intensity of normal loading
H * D, + 2D1 xy
Dx and are the flexural rigidities in the x and y
directions, respectively:
D «
Ex h-
x 12(l-v v ) x y
D = Ey h3y 12(1-v v ) x y
D, and D * 1 xy
respectively:
D. * v D = v 1 x y y
D - Gh3 xy *" 12
are the coupling and torsional rigidities,
Dx
where E , E , v , v and G are the various elastic constants and x y x y
h is the plate thickness.
* The torsional rigidity in each direction is strictly 2D (refer 
Section 6.2): xy
Gh32Dxy 6
/ 6
Z  ( a )
JC
Fig. 2.1 - (a) Typical Rectangular Plate in Bending
(b) Internal Actions
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In the particular case of istropy
Eh ̂D - D = H = = D
noting that
= vD
and
Dxy
E h3 (1-v) 
2(l+v) * 12 " 2
2.3 REDUCTION TO UNIDIRECTIONAL PROBLEM
For a rectangular plate simply supported along opposite ends 
x * 0 and x * i (Fig. 2.1), the boundary conditions at these ends 
are given as 
w ■ 0
9 ̂ w 9 ̂ wM * 0 or D -Hr + D. = 0. x x 9x^ 1 9y*
A function which satisfies these conditions may be taken in series 
form as
w(x,y)
where
T w (y) sin ax z, m m
(2.2)
a mir £ *
The applied load may be similarly resolved as 
q(x,y) = l «^(y) sin ax. (2.3)
For example, in the case of a uniform load q (Appendix A),
\
4a
mir. , m odd
0 , m even.
Substitution back in Eq. (2.1) thus yields for function w^ the 
ordinary differential equation
¿h a2
(D„ TT- - 2H“2 T 7  + Dv““>w™ * <L­y dy dy£ x m mi (2.4)
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2.4 SOLUTION IN TERMS OF INITIAL EDGE CONDITIONS
Consider first the homogeneous equation corresponding to 
Eq. (2.4). This may be written as
(~~~r - 2aa2 j—7 + balf)w = 0 dyH dyz m
, H Dvwhere a « —  and b = .
y Dy
Eq. (2.5) of 4th order has a general solution
(2.5)
w, = l C. (2 .6)
i=l
in which X^ (i * 1, 2, 3, 4) are the roots of the characteristic 
equation
P(X) » A1* - 2aa2A2 + ba* *= 0
i.e. s t a/a + /a^-b .
(2.7)
(2.8)
From inspection of Eq. (2.8) three separate cases are possible -
(i) a2 > b: roots real and distinct,
(ii) a2 * b: roots real and repeated,
(iii) a2 < b: roots complex and distinct.
In each case expressions for the constants C^, C^, C^> C^ in
Eq. (2.6) can be found in terms of initial values w, , w' , w" , w"’no no ho ho
at y ■ 0, and the solution given as 
3
wh = j A (y)
^ ^ o
a k dy
(2.9)
where f^ (k ■ 0, 1, 2, 3) are termed the fundamental solutions, and
d who is taken to mean w, .hody°
In determining fundamental solutions it is also convenient to 
utilise algorithms developed by Tottenham (Ref. 11). This alternative 
approach is applied to orthotropic plates in Appendix B.
A general solution to the non-homogeneous equation can then be 
obtained, for the term, as
w(y) = wh (y) + wp (y) (2.10)
where is a particular solution of Eq. (2.4). For q^ = constant,
this may be taken as
w _ qm 
p “ F o FX
(2 .11)
2.5 FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX PROGRESSION FORMULATION
From Eq. (2.9) the full set of w, and its first threen
derivatives is given as
Vh f0 f2 f3_
f  'who
w'hi ( _ f'0 f3 • o ■v-
--
w"h f"0 fl £2 *3 w"ho
w"'Wh J f.M_0 £i" f- *3__ w"’
or {W)h (y) - [F](y) {W}h <0), (2.12)
where L F j ( y ) Is the fundamental distribution matrix, details of which 
are given in Appendix C.
Then, from Eq. (2.10),
{W}(y) = {W)h (y) + (W) (y), (2.13)
where
(W>p (y)
• ’ w
p
f 'w
p
w * 0
P . = -
w M
p
0
w"'
p J fi -
for q^ « constant
Combining Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13),
(W}(y) =[F](y){W}h (0) + (W) (y) 
i.e. {W} (y) - M ( y )  ({W}(0) - (W}p (0)) + {W}p (y) (2.14)
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or, in matrix progression form,
{W}(y) = [F](y){W}(0) + { U  (y) (2.15)
where
(U(y) = iW} (y) - [Fl](y){W} (0) (2.16)P P
is the fundamental normal loading solution vector.
2.6 TRANSFORMATION TO PLATE ACTIONS
Actions associated with bending of orthotropic plates, for the 
mth term (Appendix D), are given by
w 1 0 0 0~ r \w
0
y «1
0 1 0 0
•
w 1
*
M
y
a2D1 0 -D
y
0 w"
< - - 0 a2(2 H—D j) 0 -Dz l w J
or (Zb}(y) * [A]{W}(y), (2.17)
noting that .
(Zb}(x,y) * (Zb}(y) sin ax.
Applied to Eq. (2.15) the above transformation leads to
(Zb}(y) = CGb](y){Zb}(0) + (Zb}(y) (2.18)
where
b —IEG ](y) * CaX fH (y)CAl] is the bending action distribution matrix 
and (Zb}(y) ■ EAH{L}(y) is the bending action loading solution vector. 
From Eq. (2.16) ,
{Zb} (y) = [AÜ{W}p (y) - ([a T f](y)[A] *) ([Al{W}p (0)| ,
or {Zb}(y) - (Zb}p (y) - [Gb](y){Zb}p (0). (2.19)
2.7 SOLUTION FOR ARBITRARY EDGE CONDITIONS - ORDINARY METHOD
For open - section structures such as the plate of Fig. 2.1 half 
the actions will be known at the initial boundary y = 0, either 
explicitly or as linear combinations of the other half. This is in 
contrast with cellular structures such as box girders.
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The initial actions may be expressed in general terms, therefore,
as
{Z} = [k] {Z} + {R}o o o o (2 .20)
where
M o is the initial boundary restraint matrix (here of order 
4 x 2),
{Z>o is the vector of unknown actions at y = 0 (of order 2), 
(R}q is a vector of applied actions at y = 0, 
and {Z}^ is the total vector (Z^}(0).
For example, if the initial boundary is a free edge with 
concentrated load P, Eq,. (2.20) is expanded as
f w ~1 o'o
0 0 1yo
* S3M 0 0yo
V o o_y° J
w
yo
-Pm (2 .21)
in which, for P at midspan (Appendix A),
P = m
2P . mir —  sin -r- , m odd l 2 *
0 m even.
Details of matrix CkD for the usual boundary conditions are 
provided in Appendix E.
Substituting Eq. (2.20) in Eq. (2.18) and dropping the superscript, 
the actions at any section are given in terms of the unknowns at the 
origin as
(ZHy) = CG](y)[K]o{Z>o + [G](y){R}Q + {Z}(y). (2.22)
If, at any section y = a (0 < a < b), there is a discontinuity 
in {Z} due to applied actions {R} then, for y > a, Eq. (2.22) iscl
extended as
(z}(y) = M ( y ) C K : o{Z}o + [GH(y){R}o + [G](y-a){R)a + (Z}(y). (2.23)
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At the final boundary y = b half the actions will again be 
known and may be isolated as .
[j]({Z)b + {R)b) = {0} (2.24)
where
[j] is the final boundary restraint matrix (of order 2x4),
(Z>k is the total vector (Z^}(b),
is a vector of applied actions at y = b, 
and {0} is a null vector (of order 2).
For example, taking similar edge conditions as before, Eq. (2.24) 
is expanded as
0 0 1 0 w b 0
0 0 0 1_ 0 , 0t yb > < »
+M  , 0yb
V , -p
> l ybJ L m J
« >
loj
(2.25)
Details of matrix CjD for the usual boundary conditions may be 
found also in Appendix E.
Eq. (2.24) is then solved for the unknowns (z^, after substituting 
for ( z ) ( b )  from Eq. (2.23), and hence the actions at any section are 
obtained. In this way the boundary value problem is reduced to an 
initial value problem.
2.8 SEGMENTAL METHOD
Conventional matrix progression has an inherent disadvantage, 
namely its numerical sensitivity. This becomes more pronounced with 
increasing values of progression width/span ratio, and at higher terms 
of the load series. The problem is well illustrated for the case of 
cylindrical shells by Ramaswamy and Singh (Ref. 12). For a 
progression width/span ratio of 0.63, using an IBM 1620 computer, it 
was found necessary to adopt a floating point mantissa length of 16 
digits for m values up to 9, and 28 digits for m values up to 17.
X
Fig. 2.2 Division of Total Interval into Segments
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Similar limitations with the transfer matrix approach are described 
by Livesley (Ref. 13).
The above mentioned difficulties may be overcome in the case of 
open-section structures by a device known as "bringing up the initial 
boundary" (Ref. 7), in which that part of the structure up to a 
particular section is replaced by its equivalent elastic restraint.
To utilise this technique the total interval b is first 
divided into a series of segments of width b.̂  (i * 1, 2, ..., r) as 
shown in Fig. 2.2. The method is established by considering 
progression across segment 1, assuming applied actions {R} ata X
yi * a* (0 < ax < bx).
At yx 53 bx, the actions given by Eq. (2.23) may be rewritten as
{Z>x = [k*]x{z}o + {R*}x (2.26)
where
[K*]j = [G](b!)[K]o
and
{R*h - [GlIOnMR^ + [G](b1-a1){R}al + {¿JOn).
If {Z) is partitioned as
in which
{U} = displacements
and {X} = forces,
then
Solving for {z }q in terms of displacements {u)x yields
{Z)o -
or {Z)o = [QlljiUjj - {Y}j (2.27)
which, on substituting back, gives
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or {Z}1 - [K^iZij + W l (2.28)
where the unknowns {Z}  ̂ are displacements (U}t.
Alternatively, solving for (Z}q in terms of forces (X)1 yields
{z}o = - CK*3"‘{R*>12
or {Z}Q - [Q]1{X}1 - {Y}j
which, on substituting back, gives
R }  • M « .  R - R R
or {Z>1 - DKUjiZjj + {R}j
where the unknowns (Z}j are now forces (X^.
(2.27a)
(2.28a)
It will be observed that Eqs. (2.28) and (2.28a) have the same 
form as Eq. ( 2.20) and can be used as the initial conditions for 
segment 2 - hence the term "bringing up the initial boundary". At the 
same time {R}j must be incremented for any applied actions at y  ̂ = b1.
By repeating the above procedure for segments 2, 3, ..., r, the 
actions at the final boundary y^ * b^ may be obtained as
{Z}r = W r{Z}r + {R>r - {Z)b (2.29)
and a solution found for {Z>r by applying Eq. (2.24). Thus
D I kI (Z) + [J]({R} + {R}. ) - {0}r r r d
whence
{Z>r - -<[j]CK]r)-1[j]({R>r + (R)b) (2.30)
Where the final boundary is either fixed or free, Eq. (2.30) is 
simplified as follows -
(i) For a fixed edge, using a procedure based on Eqs. (2.27) and 
(2.28):
(Z)r - {U)r - -[Jj{R)b (2.31)
" {0} in the absence of imposed displacements
at y br>
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(ii) For a free edge, using a procedure based on Eqs. (2.27a) and 
(2.28a);
{Z>r * {X)r = -CJ]{R)b (2.31a)
= {0} in the absence of applied forces at
y = b .Jr r
Thereafter it is simply a matter of back - substitution to
determine the complete set of actions {ZK (i = r, r-1, ..., 0) using
{Z>i =» [K]i{Z>i + (R}±
" r a i{i}i - {Y}i
(2.32)
Once {Z} is known for a given section other actions are readily 
found (Appendix D). For example the additional bending moment Mx is 
obtained as
Mx (y) - ~  My (y) + ( D ^ ^  ̂ *)ct2w(y) (2.33)
y y
noting that
Mx (x,y) - Mx (y) sin ax.
Finally all results from successive harmonics are accumulated.
2.9 COMPUTER PROGRAMME
A computer programme has been written for the solution of 
isotropic and orthotropic plate bending problems, and is listed as 
Programme 1 in Appendix J. This programme, in common with others 
contained in Appendix J, is written in FORTRAN V language for the 
Univac 1106 computer. In it the various procedures of the matrix 
progression segmental method are incorporated as generalized subroutines. 
Standard-precision arithmetic is used throughout.
The present version of the programme is restricted to uniform 
plates carrying uniform loading over any number of segments and/or 
a single concentrated load at any point. It would be a simple matter 
to modify the programme to allow step-wise varying properties or 
alternative loading cases. However, such possibilities are provided
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for in other more general programmes to follow. 
Input data consist of -
(i) Job title
(ii) Longitudinal span £, and transverse width b
(iii) Flexural rigidities Dx and Dy, coupling rigidity V and
torsional rigidity D
(iv) Boundary conditions
(v) Number of segments r
(Vi) Intensity of uniform loading q, and segments over which it is
applied
(vii) Intensity of concentrated load P, its longitudinal position,
and its transverse position
(viii) Number of harmonics 7m.
The following output is produced -
(i) Summary of input data for reference and checking purposes
(ii) Accumulated results for each odd harmonic*, comprising midspan 
values at each section of: deflection w; rotation 0 ;
y
transverse moment My ; transverse shear Vy ; longitudinal
moment M .x
Computation time for a complete analysis is almost negligible: 
in the case of a typical example for which r — 8, all segments are 
loaded, and Jm ■ 9, execution (c.p.u.) time is only 1.0 s.
2.10 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Example 1
An isotropic rectangular plate with both edges free and width/span 
ratio of 2:1 has been analysed for uniform load q. Only half the plate
* An option is provided whereby accumulated results for every fifth 
odd harmonic, only, need be produced.
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is used because of symmetry. The results obtained are summarized 
in Table 2.1, and demonstrate the effectiveness of the segmental 
method (r ■ 2, 4), as compared with the ordinary solution (r = 1).
It is seen that satisfactory convergence is given by the 
summation of five non-zero harmonics (£m = 9), and that this requires 
a segmental width of £/4 for good accuracy, relative to the 
classical solution of Ref. 9.
Following on from remarks made in Sec. 2.8, it must be remembered 
that numerical stability is a function of the internal precision of 
the computer used. In this respect it is interesting to compare the 
results of Table 2.1 with those obtained on an IBM 360/50 computer, 
as presented in Table 2.1a. The improvement due to Univac’s 36-bit 
word (9 decimal digits), as compared with IBM’s 32-bit word (7 decimal 
digits), is self evident. Note, however, that such improvement is not 
quite adequate to alter the convergence criteria.
Example 2
A less demanding test than the previous example is included for 
the sole purpose of providing a direct comparison with the finite strip 
technique (Ref. 2). This is carried out on a simply supported 
isotropic square plate under uniform load, with results as shown in 
Table 2.2.
For the matrix progression (M.P.) segmental method, complete 
convergence to the classical solution is achieved by again using a 
segmental width of &/4, and £m = 9. With the finite strip (F.S.) 
method, however, a similar accuracy requires a much finer subdivision, 
and strip widths of &/10 and less are commonly adopted (Refs. 1, 2, 14)
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Table 2.1 - Uniformly Loaded Isotropic 
Rectangular Plate with Both Edges Free 
(Univac 1106)
V = 0.3 Centre of Plate Centre of 
Free Edge
r Em w M M w M
X y X
1 1 0.01294 0.1275 0.0376 0.01526 0.1371
3 0.01288 0.1227 0.0361 0.01520 0.1320
5 0.01287 0.1138 0.0179 0.01520 0.1331
2 1 0.01294 0.1275 0.0376 0.01526 0.1371
3 0.01288 0.1227 0.0362 0.01520 0.1320
5 0.01289 0.1237 0.0365 0.01520 0.1331
7 0.01289 0.1234 0.0364 0.01520 0.1327
9 0.01289 0.1239 0.0371 0.01520 0.1329
4 1 0.01294 0.1275 0.0376 0.01526 0.1371
3 0.01288 0.1227 0.0362 0.01520 0.1320
5 0.01289 0.1237 0.0365 0.01520 0.1331
7 0.01289 0.1234 0.0364 0.01520 0.1327
9 0.01289 0.1235 0.0364 0.01520 0.1329
Ref. 9 0.01289 0.1235 0.0364 0.01521 0.1329
Multiplier qi,1* q£2 qil4 q£2
D D
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Table 2.1a - Uniformly Loaded Isotropic 
Rectangular Plate with Both Edges Free 
(IBM 360/50)
V = 0.3 Centre of Plate Centre of 
Free Edge
r Em w M M w M
X y X
1 1 0.01294 0.1275 0.0376 0.01526 0.1371
3 0.01289 0.1231 0.0368 0.01520 0.1320
5 0.01229 -0.2364 --0.7164 0.01520 0.1331
2 1 0.01294 0.1275 0.0376 0.01526 0.1371
3 0.01288 0.1227 0.0361 0.01520 0.1320
5 0.01289 0.1232 0.0354 0.01520 0.1331
7 0.01289 0.1282 0.0462 0.01520 0.1327
4 1 0.01294 0.1275 0.0376 0.01526 0.1371
3 0.01288 0.1227 0.0362 0.01520 0.1320
5 0.01289 0.1237 0.0365 0.01520 0.1331
7 0.01289 0.1233 0.0363 0.01520 0.1327
9 0.01289 0.1235 0.0364 0.01520 0.1329
Ref. 9 0.01289 0.1235 0.0364 0.01521 0.1329
Multiplier qZ2 q** qZ2
D D
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Table 2.2 - Simply Supported Isotropic 
Square Plate under Uniform Load
v=0.3 wmax (M )X max (M )y max
r Em M.P. F.S. M.P. F.S. M.P. F.S.
1 1 0.00411 0.00414 0.0517 0.0540 0.0492 0.0561
3 0.00406 0.00409 0.0471 0.0494 0.0477 0.0546
5 0.00406 0.00409 0.0481 0.0504 0.0480 0.0549
7 0.00406 0.00409 0.0478 0.0504 0.0478 0.0549
9 0.00406 0.0476 0.0473
2 1 0.00411 0.00411 0.0517 0.0520 0.0492 0.0502
3 0.00406 0.00406 0.0471 0.0474 0.0477 0.0487
5 0.00406 0.00406 0.0481 0.0485 0.0480 0.0490
7 0.00406 0.00406 0.0478 0.0481 0.0479 0.0489
9 0.00406 0.0479 0.0479
Ref. 9 0.00406 0.0479 0.0479
Multiplier ^  q£2
D
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Example 3
The rectangular plate of Example 1 has been re-analysed with 
different edge conditions:
(a) One edge fixed; other edge simply supported
(b) One edge fixed; other edge free
(c) One edge simply supported; other edge free.
Tables 2.3 to 2.5 show the respective results for £m = 9. In 
all cases a segmental width of l /4 was adopted.
Example 4
Solutions are presented in Table 2.6, again for £m = 9, in 
respect of the square plate of Example 2, but under the following 
loads:
(a) Central concentrated load P
(b) Partial uniform load P = q£2/2 over £/4 < y < 3A/4.
Whilst case (b) results were determined using a similar segmental
width as before, the value of w in case (a) could be obtainedmax
using a single segment for the half-plate. Convergence to the value 
quoted in Ref. 9 required the summation of 14 non-zero harmonics, i.e. 
Im s 27.
Example 5
Analyses have been carried out on uniformly loaded orthotropic 
square plates with the following edge conditions:
(a) Both edges simply supported (Table 2.7)
(b) Both edges free (Table 2.8).
In each case it is assumed that the various plate rigidities are 
related as
D1
Dxy
v/D D x y
1-v
2 /d D . x y
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Table 2.3 - Uniformly Loaded Isotropic 
Rectangular Plate with One Edge Fixed 
and the Other Simply Supported
v = 0.3
Centre of Plate Centre of 
Fixed Edge
w M
X
M
y
M
y
M.P. Segmental 0.00927 0.0942 0.0469 -0.1216
Method
Ref. 9 0.0093 0.094 0.047 -0.122
Multiplier q i , " q £2
D
Table 2.4 - Uniformly Loaded Isotropic 
Rectangular Plate with One Edge Fixed 
and the Other Free
v = 0.3
Centre of Free 
Edge
Centre of 
Fixed Edge
w M
X
M
y
M.P. Segmental 0.01495 0.1306 
Method
-0.1247
Ref. 9 0.0150 0.131 -0.125
Multiplier ^  ql*
D
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Table 2.5 - Uniformly Loaded Isotropic 
Rectangular Plate with One Edge Simply 
Supported and the Other Free
V  = 0.3
Centre of Free 
Edge
Centre of 
Plate
w M
X
My
M.P. Segmental 0.01507 0.1317 0.0414
Method
Ref. 9 0.01507 0.132 0.041
Multiplier q £ l+ q £ 2
D
Table 2.6 - Simply Supported Isotropic 
Square Plate under Concentrated and 
Partial Uniform Loads
Cone. Partial Uniform Load
V  = 0.3 Load
w w (M ) (M )max max x max y max
M.P. Segmental 0.01156 0.00588 0.0714 0.0778
Method
Ref. 9 0.01160 - 0.071 0.078
P£2Multiplier D P
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Table 2.7 - Uniformly Loaded Orthotropic 
Square Plate with Both Edges Simply 
Supported
V Dy = 5'0625
v = 0.15
wmax (M ) x max (M ) y max
M.P. Segmental 
Method
0.00153 0.0770 0.0173
Ref. 9 0.00152 0.0770 0.0173
Multiplier q#,1*
D
y
q£2
Table 2.8 - Uniformly Loaded Orthotropic 
Square Plate with Both Edges Free
D /D = 9  x y
V = 0.15
Centre of Plate Centre of 
Free Edge
w M
X
M
y
w M
X
M.P. Segmental 0.00143 0.1239 0.0060 0.00154 0.1299
Method
Ref. 14 0.00143 0.1237 0.0060 0.00154 0.1298
(Im = 7)
Ref. 15 0.00143 0.1241 0.0060 0.00154 0.1301
(Im = 9)
Multiplier ql" q£uD
y qx, 15y q i2
D
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Fig. 2.3 - Uniformly Loaded Orthotropic Square Plate
with Both Edges Simply Supported: Effect 
of Varying G.
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As a result of orthotropy with D /D >> 1, it was preferable
x y
to use a segmental width of £78 (possibly £76) for satisfactory 
convergence at £m = 9. However, by interchanging axes in case (a) 
so that Dx/Dy «  1» the desired convergence could be obtained for a 
segmental width of 1/2.
The solution for case (b) is compared with that of a finite 
strip analysis (Ref. 14), in which half the plate was divided into 
five strips, and both are seen to be in excellent agreement with the 
classical solution of Ref. 15.
Example 6
The orthotropic plates of the previous example still fall into 
the same solution category as isotropic plates since, for the assumed 
relationships between rigidities:
a
b
i.e . a2
_H_
D
y
5*
D
y
! b
D
y
In order to check the alternative formulations for the
fundamental distribution matrix (Appendix C), the properties of case
(a) plate in Example 5 have been systematically modified by varying
G fthe value of shear modulus in the range 0.5 < —  < 1.5. The results 
are plotted in Fig. 2.3. Whilst no comparative solutions are 
available, the smoothness of the curves, together with their 
consistency with expected trends, provide some evidence of their 
correctness.
2.11 CONCLUSIONS
The matrix progression segmental method has been demonstrated to 
be an accurate and efficient method of analysing the flexural
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behaviour of orthotropic rectangular plates having simple end 
conditions and arbitrary edge conditions.
Accuracy of the method is due to its elasticity - based 
formulation, together with the segmental device used in overcoming 
the numerical difficulties associated with solution by conventional 
matrix progression. Its computational efficiency stems from the 
fact that the total number of operations varies almost linearly with 
the number of segments, and requires inversion of only ( 2 x 2 )  
matrices.
Because it is derived from classical thin plate theory, the 
method is inherently more accurate than the finite strip technique, 
in which accuracy is dependent not only on the discretization used 
but also on the displacement function selected.
In following sections it will be shown that by incorporating 
in-plane behaviour, the present method can be readily extended to 
the analysis of orthotropic folded plates. In this respect it is 
more versatile than orthotropic bridge deck theory.
It is also thought possible to utilise standard beam functions 
corresponding to other end conditions, as with the finite strip 
approach, to further extend the scope of the method, but only at 
the expense of accuracy and efficiency.
6
Fig. 3.1
s/'
( « )
0>)
-  (a) Typical Rectangular Plate in Plane Stress
(b) Internal Actions
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SECTION 3. ORTHOTROPIC PLATES IN PLANE STRESS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In this section it is intended to develop a method of analysis 
for orthotropic plates under the action of in-plane loading. The 
problem posed is basically that of a deep beam or, more specifically, 
wall beam (Fig. 3.1) in which the opposite ends, i.e. vertical edges, 
are again assumed to be simply supported.
Recent developments in deep beam theory have been concerned with 
the progressive refinements of earlier methods based on finite 
difference equations (Refs. 16, 17). However, such deep beams are 
commonly assumed to be supported along their bottom edge for a short 
distance at either end, so that the boundary conditions are quite 
different from those applicable here.
Classical solutions of two - dimensional problems are readily 
available (Refs. 18, 19), but are limited to isotropic plates. Apart 
from the generalized finite element method, only the finite strip 
technique (Ref. 20) appears capable of analysing orthotropic plates 
in plane stress, but subject to certain approximations.
The method proposed herein is derived from classical elasticity 
theory and uses the same numerical solution technique as for plates 
in bending.
3.2 GOVERNING EQUATION
From the theory of two-dimensional elasticity the differential 
equations of equilibrium, in the absence of in-plane forces in the 
x-direction, are obtained as
3Tx 3S---- + ---3x 3y 0
3T 3S (3.1)
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where Y(x,y) is the intensity of in-plane loading in the y-direction, 
and is assumed to be uniform.
These in turn are satisfied by the introduction of a force function 
<|>(x,y) such that
a24>
W
a2f
3x* (3.2)
-( 32<fr9x3y + Y dx)
Also the strain - compatibility condition, given as
a2g y d2Y x y  a2gx  n
3x* 3xdy 3y2 * *
may be written in terms of stress components for orthotropic plates 
as
dx
32 (fx _ vxax 32 fTxy> . 32 Oy vvch) - (-¿JL) + -2^ (I2L _ IXTZ ) , oEx ' 3x3y K G J T ^  Ey ' U (3.3)
or, in terms of force components, as 
vvTv *252 /Ty  _ vx Tx. _ 32 ¿ v  32 A  v yT y x _
3x 2 E _ E  ̂ 3x3y V  3y2 ê_ ~ E ^ (3.4)y x x y
Finally, Eqs. (3.2) may be substituted in Eq. (3.4) to yield the 
single governing relationship
J_ a.1** 2 a1** l  a“*
e ax- + F aïïzfTT + 1“ äpr * 0 
y x  J
(3.5)
where
I  - -LF ” 2G ~ Ey ’
3.3 REDUCTION TO UNIDIRECTIONAL PROBLEM
For the plate of Fig. 3.1 the boundary conditions at simply 
supported ends x * 0 and x » l are given as
Tx “ 0 or 0  = 0
Ty “ 0 °r 0  "
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Proceeding as for bending, a function which satisfies these 
conditions may be taken as
<j>(x,y) = l <l>m (y) sin ax 
m
where
a mrr 1 *
The applied load may be similarly resolved as
Y(x,y) - l Ym (y) sin ax, 
m
in which, for uniform load Y
(3.6)
(3.7)
Ym
4Y , m oddmir
0 , m even.
Substitution back in Eq. (3.5) thus yields for function <f>m
the ordinary differential equation
, 1 d1* 2 2 d2 . 1
(I“ d 7 i " F “ d F + E~ x J y
or, in a form similar to Eq. (2.5) 
= 0
SB 0
for bending,
(3.8)
(3.9)
where
E Ex , , xa * —  and b ■- —  .
y
It follows that a fundamental solution similar to Eq. (2.12) may 
be obtained as
(*>(y) - [F](y){$}(0). (3.10)
3.4 MATRIX PROGRESSION FORMULATION
Actions associated with in-plane behaviour of orthotropic plates, 
for the term (Appendix F), are given by
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f  yTy "-a2 0
0 0 ~ f \4>
f % 0
s 0 - a 0 0 1_a
u
> = Vya 0 1 0
« k + Y 4 ■ *
0
V E ^ a
0 1 1 vv VG Ey' 0
1 A >*t 1V
* -
h ExhoiJ <PL J Gha2k J
or {Zp}(y) ■ CB]{4.}(y) + (ZP}p (y),
noting that
{Zp}(x,y) *
1 0
cot ax
cot ax
0 1
(Zp}(y) sin ax
Combining Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11),
(Zp}(y) - M X K y M * }« ))  + {zp} p(y)
i.e. {ZP}(y) =CBlF](y)CB]^1({ZP}(0) - {Zp}p(0)) + (Z^iy)
or {Zp}(y) - CGPD(y){ZP}(0) + (ZP}(y)
(3.11)
(3.12)
where
[ G P :(y) - [ B X F ] ( y ) [ B ] - 1 
is the in-plane action distribution matrix 
and
(Zp}(y) - (ZP)p (y) - [GP](y) (ZP}p (0) 
is the in-plane action loading solution vector.
3.5 SOLUTION BY SEGMENTAL METHOD
Equation (3.12) for plane stress is similar to Eq. (2.18) for 
bending, and its solution by the segmental method will follow that 
outlined in Sec. 2.8, with only minor alterations.
Since displacements (U) and forces {X} are now contained in 
reverse order in the action vector {Z}, boundary restraint matrices 
for the various edge conditions must be re-defined (Appendix G).
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For example, in the case of a free edge with uniform line load 
p, the initial boundary conditions given by Eq. (2.20) are written 
explicitly as
o>>
H 0 o" «U •
* * 
m
so 0 0 y *
+ -
0
\uo 1 0 0
Vo 0 1 0l J
in which (Appendix A) 
^  , m odd
,0 , m even.
(3.13)
At the final boundary, for the same edge conditions as above, 
Eq. (2.24) is now expanded as
‘l 0 0 o" f  \T Vyb of1- y
S <
o'
p 1 0 0_ Sb + 0
0k /
«
%
* «
0
•
►
0
k à 4
Care must also be taken to observe that Eqs. (2.31) and (2.31a) 
now apply to opposite procedures.
Once {Z} is known for in-plane loading, the additional force 
Tx is obtained from Appendix F as
V y) “ VxTy (y) ~ Exhau(y) (3.15)
noting that
Tx (x»y) ■ Tx (y) sin ax.
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3.6 COMPUTER PROGRAMME
A computer programme for the analysis of in-plane behaviour of 
isotropic and orthotropic plates is listed as Programme 2 in Appendix J. 
Because of similarities of analysis, the programme uses many of the 
subroutines listed with Programme 1, and is subject to similar limitations.
Input is thus similar to that required for Programme 1 (Sec. 2.9), 
with the following exceptions -
(i) In place of rigidities: elastic moduli E^ and E^ ; Poisson's 
ratio Vy ; shear modulus G ; and thickness h.
(ii) In place of concentrated load: intensity of uniform line load p , 
and its transverse position.
Results produced as output comprise values of: transverse force ; 
plane shear* S ; longitudinal displacement* u ; transverse displacement 
v ; longitudinal force T^.
3.7 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION OR RESULTS 
Example 1
An isotropic rectangular plate with both edges free and depth/span 
ratio of 2:1 has been analysed for uniform load Y. Only half the plate 
is used because of antisymmetry, and the results are summarized in Table 
3.1.
It may be observed by comparison with Table 2.1, for normal loading, 
that convergence is generally slower in the case of in-plane actions.
However, the convergence provided by the summation of five non-zero harmonics 
( £m « 9 ), using a segmental width of A/4 as before, is considered to be 
acceptable.
*Values for these items apply at supports, whereas others are at midspan.
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Table 3.1 - Uniformly Loaded Isotropic 
Rectangular Plate with Both Edges Free
v = 0.3 Top Edge of Plate Mid-Depth 
of Plate
r Em T u V S vX
1 1 -0.8270 0.2632 0.4319 0.4824 0.3901
3 -0.7369 0.2728 0.4162 0.5278 0.3777
5 -0.7693 0.2748 0.4196 1.0153 0.3073
2 1 -0.8270 0.2632 0.4319 0.4824 0.3901
3 -0.7369 0.2728 0.4162 0.5275 0.3777
5 -0.7693 0.2748 0.4196 0.5437 0.3804
7 -0.7528 0.2756 0.4183 0.5513 0.3793
9 -0.7628 0.2760 0.4189 0.5228 0.3823
4 1 -0.8270 0.2632 0.4319 0.4824 0.3901
3 -0.7369 0.2728 0.4162 0.5275 0.3777
5 -0.7693 0.2748 0.4196 0.5437 0.3804
7 -0.7528 0.2756 0.4183 0.5520 0.3794
9 -0.7628 0.2760 0.4189 0.5570 0.3798
11 -0.7561 0.2761 0.4186 0.5603 0.3796
13 -0.7609 0.2763 0.4188 0.5626 0.3797
Multiplier Yl Yl
2
Yl Y l2Eh Eh
3 A
Example 2
An analysis has been carried out for the case of an isotropic 
square wall beam under the action of a uniform line load p along its 
top edge. The results presented in Table 3.2 are based on a segmental 
width of £/8 in order to allow direct comparison with a classical 
solution for this problem due to Kalmanok (Ref. 18), and also a finite 
strip solution due to Cheung (Ref. 20). In the immediate vicinity of 
the load, it was necessary to adopt £m - 19 for satisfactory 
convergence, whereas elsewhere the values tabulated were obtained for
Im 85 9.
The matrix progression (M.P.) segmental method provides good 
agreement with the classical solution and, in respect of the 
longitudinal force Tx , appears to be superior to the finite strip 
approach. Moreover,there is no particular difficulty with the present 
method in obtaining values of the transverse force T^ at segmental 
boundaries. With the finite strip procedure, on the other hand, the 
values of T^ must be specified at the centre of each strip in order 
to obtain a meaningful distribution.
Example 3
As an illustration of the effects of orthotropy , the results of
Table 3.3 have been determined for a uniformly loaded square plate
whose elastic properties are assumed to be related as
v v = v2
x y
/Ex Ey 
2(l+v)
For E /E >> 1, as with orthotropic plates in bending, it was x y
preferable to use a segmental width of 1/8 for the desired convergence
at £m - 9. Conversely, for E /E « 1 ,  the same criteria could bex y
satisfied with a segmental width of 1/2.
Table 3.2 - Isotropic Square Plate (both
edges free) under Uniform Line Load
I
v = 6
TX V Ty
M.P. Ref.18 Ref.20 M.P. Ref.18 M.P. Ref.20
oii -1.172* -1.204 -1.168 0.830* 0.823 -0.968*
-0.957
b/8 -0.645* -0.646 0.726 -0.975*
b/4 -0.240 -0.239 -0.226 0.619 -0.877
-0.796
3b/8 0.000 0.001 0.521 -0.713
b/2 0.129 0.128 0.135 0.442 -0.520
-0.425
5b/8 0.210 0.211 0.386 -0.331
3b/4 0.300 0.302 0.294 0.350 -0.168
-0.107
7b/8 0.456 0.458 0.329 -0.048
b 0.747 0.748 0.726 0.315 0.000
Multiplier P p&Eh P
*Em = 19
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Table 3.3 - Uniformly Loaded Orthotropic 
Square Plate with Both Edges Free
Top Edge of Plate Mid-Depth
V = 0.15 of Plate
TX u V S V
E /E x y
1
9 -0.819 2.527 2.379 0.679 2.430
1
4 -0.853 1.182 1.279 0.667 1.302
1 -0.957 0.338 0.490 0.641 0.486
4 -1.160 0.104 0.212 0.604 0.197
9 -1.350 0.054 0.136 0.577 0.120
Multiplier Yi Yi,2 E hy
Yl Y£2 ' E hy
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3.8 CONCLUSIONS
A procedure based on classical elasticity theory has been 
presented for the analysis of orthotropic plates in plane stress. In 
its present form it is restricted to plates having two opposite edges 
simply supported. On the other hand, the method provides for a 
variety of in-plane loading cases, including uniform body forces, 
uniform line loads, and also concentrated loads.
Because of the analogy between the present formulation and that 
presented in the previous section for plates in bending, it follows 
that the remarks made there in relation to accuracy and computational 
efficiency are applicable equally here.
DC
0>)
Fig. 4.1 (a) Typical Folded Plate Structure
(b) Component Plate
Fig. 4.2 Folded Plate Notation
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SECTION 4. FOLDED PLATES
4.3. INTRODUCTION
Folded plate structures appear to have been first used around 1925 
and since then have become increasingly popular. Their main 
applications have been as roof structures for buildings (Fig. 4.1), but 
they have also been used as the containing structure in elevated 
bunkers. They are particularly well-suited to fairly long spans, 
possessing some of the attributes of thin shells, with the added 
advantage of somewhat simpler fabrication or forming.
Various methods have been developed for the analysis of prismatic 
folded plates, and a detailed review of the relevant literature up to 
1963 is contained in Ref. 21. Prior to the advent of finite element -
type methods, the available procedures were based usually on the
so-called ordinary theory of folded plates or, alternatively, 
elasticity theory.
The ordinary theory assumes that the plates carry loads 
transversely only by bending normal to their planes, and longitudinally 
only by bending within their planes. In other words, all surface loads 
are first considered as carried transversely by the plates acting as 
continuous one-way slabs spanning between unyielding supports at the 
joints; these joint loads are then considered as transferred 
longitudinally to the end diaphragms by the plates acting as inclined
simple beams. The solution proposed by Winter and Pei (Ref. 22) is
typical of this fundamental approach.
In a subsequent development of the ordinary method, a correction is 
introduced for the relative joint displacements created in the elementary 
analysis. This approach was adopted by the A.S.C.E. Task Committee on 
Folded Plate Construction (Ref. 21) and, in particular, a modified
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version of a method due to Gaafar (Ref. 23) was recommended. Other 
contributions to this type of solution have been made by Yitzhaki 
(Ref. 24) and Yitzhaki and Reiss (Ref. 25). A critical assessment of 
both forms of the ordinary theory of folded plates has been carried 
out by Evans and Rockey (Ref. 26).
The elasticity method was first introduced by Werfel (Ref. 27) 
and later modified by Goldberg and Leve (Ref. 28). In this approach, 
a solution is obtained by combining classical thin plate theory for 
normal loading and two-dimensional elasticity theory for in-plane 
loading. The method is exact in the sense that it does not involve 
simplifying assumptions as used in the ordinary theory.
Following on from the work of Goldberg and Leve, a direct 
stiffness method was formulated by De Fries-Skene and Scordelis 
(Ref. 29), and programmed for computer solution. The basic procedure 
is independent of the theory used and alternative versions, based on 
the ordinary theory as well as elasticity theory, are presented. The 
method has been extended by Chu and Pinjarkar (Ref. 30), using ordinary 
theory, to the analysis of multiple folded plates.
More recent developments have been concerned with the finite element 
method» and its subsequent modification with a view to improved 
computational efficiency. In one finite element study of the behaviour 
of folded plates, a rectangular element has been used by Rockey and 
Evans (Ref. 31). Contributions towards a reduction of the total number 
of unknowns have been made by Lo and Scordelis (Ref. 32) and also by 
Cheung (Ref. 33). In the first case the authors have derived a special 
type of rectangular element, termed finite segment, in which the 
number of degrees-of-freedom has been reduced by adopting the ordinary 
theory of folded plates, rather than elasticity theory. In the second 
development the finite strip technique, with its four degrees-of-freedom
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per nodal line, is applied to folded plates with simple end conditions.
In this section the theories developed in Secs. 2 and 3 are 
combined in yet another method for the analysis of simple - span 
folded plates. By reason of its precise formulation, its applicability 
to orthotropic materials, and its highly efficient solution technique, 
the new procedure offers distinct advantages in comparison with previous 
elasticity methods and also the finite strip technique.
4.2 MATRIX PROGRESSION FORMULATION FOR COMBINED BENDING AND PLANE STRESS
In common with other theories, it is assumed that the end 
diaphragms of the folded plate structure of Fig. 4.1 provide simple 
supports to all component plates. Equations (2.18) and (3.12) are 
therefore applicable to component plates under the action of normal 
and in-plane loadings, respectively.
By partitioning actions (Z) into displacements (U) and forces 
{X} Eqs. (2.18) and (3.12) become, respectively,
(4.1)
X LG 2 l ' G 22j lx oJ lx "
and
f "\ r  — i r r \vP ^P.!^P vP IvP
(4.2)
The above equations may then be combined, in the absence of 
coupling, as
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Al
In the case of displacements it is now preferable to change from 
the previous local system of co-ordinates based on axes y, z to a 
corresponding global system based on axes y f, z' (Fig. A.l). This 
is achieved by the transformation
«Z cos i|; 0 0 sin ^ w
9y 0 1 0 0 ®y
u » m 0 0 1 0 «U
6y> -sin ij; 0 0 cos ip V
or (U1}(y) » [3H(ÿ){U}(y). (4.4)
Thus Eq. (4.3) is modified as
1C 1 - - —■ sa •ÎUq 1■ + '■ffi.
_G213T | G2^
--^oX
- 
^ .X.
or (Z}(y) = CGlky) (Z}(0) + (Z}(y). (4.5)
4.3 APPLICATION TO FOLDED PLATES - SEGMENTAL METHOD
The segmental procedure is readily extended to the analysis of 
folded plates, in which each component plate represents a separate 
segment. In order to introduce the new notation, some repetition of 
previous theory is unavoidable.
For the open-section folded plate of Fig. 4.2, the initial actions 
may again be written as
{Z} * [K] {Z} + {R} (4.6)o o o o
where is now of order 8x4,
and {Z} is of order 4. o
By way of illustration, if the initial boundary is a free edge 
with uniform vertical line load p, the above equation is
{z,o , [-i-]{u’}o + { A } (4.7)
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where
{X}o
-p COSrm 1
-p sin i|>i rm 1
0
Progressing across plate 1 using Eq. (4.5) the actions at the 
other boundary, yj * b1, are given in terms of those at the origin as 
i - [G](b1){Z>o + {£}(bj)
or {Z } ,  -  CgT C k]  {Z }  + C G ] , {R }  + {Z } ,  (4.8)1 * o O 1 O 1
These actions may be rewritten as before as
{Z}x = Ck*]1{Z}q + {R*}x
where
(4.9)
[K*]1 « [g ] ^
and {K*)l » [g]1{R}q + {Z^
or, in partitioned form,
®  ■ p s K ♦  f e }
Solving for {Z}q in terms of displacements (iDj yields
{z)o - O'Hjjtu'}! - Ck*:"J{r*}u
or {Z)Q - CqDjÎU'} j - {Y}j 
which, on substituting back, gives
f e }  " K^q" {U'}i + {r^ k* ^ }
or {Z}1 = + {R}r
(4.10)
(4.11)
In order to progress across joint A it is necessary first to 
carry out a transformation of forces due to rotation of local axes, 
and to add in the effects of any joint loads. Thus
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where
l 0 0 0
Cp](y ) *
0 cos Y -sin Y 0
0 sin Y cos Y 0
0 0 0 1
or {Z}2 = Cc]A{Z}j + {R)a  . (4.12)
From Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) it follows that
( Z } 2 = DG2{ Z } 2 + {R )2 (4.13)
where
D G 2 - Cc]a[k]1
(r )2 - C c ] a {r } j + (r )a ,
and noting that
{Z}x = {U’ }1 = {U'}2 = (Z}2 . (4.14)
Equation (4.13) may then be used as the initial conditions for 
plate 2, and so on. Since displacements only have been transformed to 
global co-ordinates, an identity in terms of forces is not available 
as a counterpart to Eq. (4.14), and the alternative procedure 
described in Sec. 2.8 is not applicable to the present formulation.
At the final boundary, the actions can be obtained as
{Z}f = [K]f{Z}f + {R}f (4.15)
and must satisfy the boundary conditions
[j]({Z)f + (R)f) =* {0} (4.16)
where Cj] is now of order 4 x 8 .
A solution for {Z}f is thus found as
{Z}f = -([JlK]f)-1Cri({R}f + {R)f) (4.17)
and the complete set of actions determined as before by back -
substitution.
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For intermediate sections within a particular plate, actions may 
be obtained using Eq. (4.5). For example, within plate 2,
(Z}(y2) - LG](y2){Z}2 + {Z}(y2). (4.18)
Alternatively it may be necessary for the sake of accuracy to 
subdivide each component plate into smaller segments. The procedure 
then would be as before, noting that within a particular plate
CpD(y) - Cp](0) = [X] . (4.19)
4.4 COMPUTER PROGRAMME
A computer programme has been written for the solution of 
isotropic and orthotropic folded plate problems, and is listed as 
Programme 3 in Appendix J.
Input data consist of -
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(Vi)
(vii)
(viii) For each loaded joint, if any: number; intensity of uniform 
line load.
The following output is produced -
(i) Summary of input data, including calculated rigidities for each 
plate
(ii) Accumulated values at each section of displacements 6^, 0 , u 
and <5̂ , and forces M^, V^, T , S, M^ and T^, as defined
Job title
Longitudinal span, elastic moduli E and E , Poisson's ratiox y
v , and shear modulus G
Total numbers of plates, loaded plates, and loaded joints 
Boundary conditions (fixed or free only)
Number of harmonics £m
For each plate: number; horizontal and vertical components of 
transverse width; thickness; and number of segments 
For each loaded plate, if any: number; intensity of normal 
loading; intensity of vertical loading
F i g . 4 . 3 Three-Plate System (Example 1)
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previously.
The programme was tested by a series of preliminary checks using 
a variety of examples from the previous sections. Needless to say, 
it is not as efficient as Programmes 1 and 2, respectively, for problems 
involving only bending or plane stress. For such cases, Programme 3 
would yield zero values for half the actions.
Applied to general folded plate problems, the programme is highly 
efficient. For a typical example comprising six plates, all of which 
are loaded, and subdivided into a total of 16 segments, execution time 
for ][m = 9 is only 4.9s on the Univac 1106.
4.5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Example 1
Figure 4.3 shows the cross-section of a 3-plate folded plate 
structure, with fixed longitudinal boundaries, and supporting a 
uniform normal loading over one of the exterior plates. Other 
essential properties are: span i * 120 ft.; thickness h * 5 in.
(for all plates); and Poisson’s ratio v = 0.2.
This structure has been analysed previously by Goldberg and 
Leve (Ref. 28) using isotropic elasticity theory and the results 
presented, as amplitudes only, for each of the harmonics m = 1, 3 and 
5. Since results are not accumulated it is inconvenient to compare 
values beyond the first harmonic. Further difficulties arise from the 
fact that forces are left as determined by the stiffness-type solution, 
i.e., as joint forces in global co-ordinates. Displacements are 
relative values only and, in fact, correspond to a value of elastic 
modulus given as
24&(l-v2)
irh *E *
T 'oint
Loading
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Fig. 4.4 -- Six-Plate System (Example 2)
Fig . 4.5 Results for Example 2 (Joint Loading)
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Fig. 4.5 (Continued)
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The results tabulated in Table 4.1 have been obtained using 
Programme 3, and include only those plate forces which may be compared 
directly with the joint forces given by Goldberg and Leve. For £ra = 1, 
after making due allowance for sign convention, the values found by the 
present method are essentially identical with those published in Ref.
28. Values presented for £m = 9 were obtained (as for Jm = 1) by 
considering each plate as a single segment, whereas for £m * 19 it 
was necessary for numerical stability to adopt a subdivision of two 
segments per plate.
To illustrate the scope of the present method, additional 
solutions, have been determined for plates having orthotropic properties 
as assumed previously (Sec. 3.7, Example 3). The results are presented 
in Table 4.2, and were obtained using single segments and ][m = 9, 
with Ey = E throughout.
Example 2
The typical folded plate structure of Fig. 4.4 has been analysed 
by De Fries-Skene and Scordelis (Ref. 29) using both ordinary theory 
and isotropic elasticity theory, and also by Cheung (Ref. 33) using 
the finite strip method. Previously it had been adopted as an 
example structure by the A.S.C.E. Task Committee (Ref. 21), wherein 
the joint loadings were determined by a transverse one-way slab 
analysis. The actual distributed loadings were in fact based on a 4 in. 
thick roof slab but, for constant thickness, the distribution to the 
joints is not affected.
In Refs. 29 and 33 results are presented for four different span 
lengths of 100 ft., 70 ft., 30ft., and 10 ft., respectively. Whilst 
good agreement is evident in most instances (considering only the 
elasticity method in Ref. 29), significant discrepancies occur for
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Table 4.1 - Results for Example 1 
(Isotropic Plates)
PosTn Action Em = 1 Em = 9 Em = 19
a M
y
-71.07 -58.08 -57.12
S 17.54 16.36 16.36
b 6z 5.648 5.463 5.457
6
y
9.124 8.919 8.914
M
y
-26.14 -20.84 -20.38
s 28.81 31.65 31.84
c 6z - 5.352 - 5.224 - 5.224
6
y 8.966 8.792 8.792
M
y
5.42 4.18 4.17
s 29.42 32.66 32.68
d M
y
- 1.81 - 1.32 - 1.33
s 18.78 18.53 18.52
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Table 4.2 - Results for Example 1 
(Orthotropic Plates)
E /E x y
Action Pos n
1
4 1 4
6 a 0.0 0.0 0.0z
b 11.11 5.46 2.64
c -10.86 -5.22 -2.40
d 0.0 0.0 0.0
M a -60.50 -58.08 -56.81
y
b -19.25 -20.84 -21.62
c 2.33 4.18 5.12
d 0.46 - 1.32 - 2.19
T a - 2.05 - 3.94 - 6.97X
b -17.34 -32.21 -54.08
-17.87 -33.26 -56.15
c 16.60 30.90 52.00
16.66 31.02 52.23
d 1.49 2.84 4.81
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some actions in the case of the longer spans. Subsequent discussion 
(Refs. 34, 35) on these discrepancies revealed that whereas 
De Fries-Skene and Scordelis used five non-zero harmonics (£m = 9) 
in their analysis, Cheung used only four (£m = 7).
With a view to resolving this matter, results have been obtained 
for the 100 ft. span structure using Programme 3, and are presented 
in Fig. 4.5. Elastic properties are taken as E * 432,000 k/ft2 , 
and v * zero. For £m = 9, the plotted curves are practically 
identical with those given by De Fries-Skene and Scordelis (noting 
that no comparison is available for longitudinal moment M^, and that 
longitudinal stress must be multiplied by the appropriate plate 
thickness to compare forces T ). At the same time, for ][ m « 7, 
considerable disagreement with the finite strip method is illustrated. 
Since the present elasticity method has been formulated in a 
completely different manner from that of De Fries-Skene and Scordelis, 
it seems probable that the finite strip solution is in error.
The joint loads used so far were obtained by one-way slab 
analysis, and consequently are approximate values only. In order to 
assess the significance of such an assumption, the example structure 
has been reanalysed for the actual distributed loading, and for the 
full range of span lengths. As a further refinement, precise values 
of the horizontal and vertical components of transverse plate widths 
are now used, in lieu of those shown in Fig. 4.4 (as adopted in the 
previous studies).
A summary of results (£m * 9) for distributed loading is given in 
Table 4.4, and may be compared with corresponding values for joint 
loading, as contained in Table 4.3. For the larger span lengths of 
100 ft. and 70 ft., only single segments were required for each plate;
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Table 4.3 - Results for Example 2
(Joint Loading ; v = zero)
Action PosTn Span (ft)
100 70 30 10
6z a 0.2629 0.0816 0.0030 0.0001
b 0.2629 0.0816 0.0030 0.0001
(ft) c 0.1127 0.0358 0.0045 0.0008
d 0.0042 -0.0140 -0.0020 0.0006
M * a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0y
b 0.422 0.209 -0.051 -0.019
(k.ft/ft) c -0.203 0.165 0.139 0.026
(-0.980) (-0.612) (-0.638) (-0.751)
d -1.779 -0.952 -0.184 -0.007
(-2.375) (-1.548) (-0.780) (-0.603)
TX a 182.1 105.2 20.4 2.7
b 21.1 2.7 1.2 -0.5
(k/ft) 10.6 1.4 0.6 -0.2
c -24.3 -13.7 - 4.7 -2.0
-24.3 -13.7 - 4.7 -2.0
d -24.0 - 7.4 1.1 - 1.0
* Values in brackets obtained by superposition
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Table 4.4 - Results for Example 2
(Distributed Loading; v = zero)
Action Pos'n Span (ft)
100 70 30 10
6z a 0.2675 0.0847 0.0037 0.0001
b 0.2675 0.0847 0.0037 0.0001
(ft) c 0.1122 0.0348 0.0035 0.0006
d 0.0021 -0.0145 -0.0010 0.0006
M
y
a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
b 0.392 0.156 -0.299 -0.412
(k.ft/ft) c -1.036 -0.672 -0.621 -0.503
d -2.418 -1.541 -0.772 -0.549
T X a 183.4 107.2 22.8 3.3
b 20.5 1.6 -0.7 -1.1
(k/ft) 10.3 0.8 -0.4 -0.5
c -24.4 -13.8 -3.8 -1.7
-24.4 -13.8 -3.8 -1.7
d -23.5 - 6.9 0.4 -1.3
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for the smaller spans of 30 ft. and 10 ft. it was necessary to 
subdivide the 10 ft. wide plates into 3 segments each.
Overall, the results given by the approximate procedure based on 
"equivalent" joint loads compare quite favourably with the more 
correct solution for distributed loading. The most significant 
variations are associated with the transverse moment M , and are more
y
pronounced for the shorter span lengths. In making such comparisons, 
care must be taken to avoid undue emphasis on relative variations of 
small values associated with the shorter spans. It is to this end 
that results for all span lengths are expressed with the same 
absolute precision, thereby achieving a similar effect as plotting 
to the same scale. This is in contrast with comparisons made in Ref. 
33 of results for span lengths of 70 ft. and 10 ft., respectively, 
and based on enlarged scales for the 10 ft. span.
Notwithstanding the above remarks, it must be emphasized that 
with the present method, as with the finite strip procedure, there is 
no need to reduce distributed loading to "equivalent" joint loads; on 
the other hand, the method due to De Fries-Skene and Scordelis is 
formulated for joint loads only, and final results are determined by 
superposition.
Finally, results have been obtained using a value of Poisson’s 
ratio v =* 0.15 (instead of zero), and are included as Table 4.5.
Whilst certain variations are evident in comparison with Table 4.4, 
their magnitudes are not greatly significant. It is therefore 
difficult to conceive circumstances in which discrepancies as large 
as 33% for joint forces, as reported in Ref. 28 for v - 0.2, could 
occur other than in small values.
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Table 4.5 - Results for Example 2
(Distributed Loading; v = 0.15)
Action Pos *n Span (ft)
100 70 30 10
6 a 0.2701 0.0849 0.0036 0.0001z
b 0.2703 0.0850 0.0036 0.0001
(ft) c 0.1118 0.0346 0.0036 0.0006
d 0.0020 -0.0141 -0.0010 0.0006
M a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
y
b 0.362 0.153 -0.274 -0.406
(k.ft/ft) c -1.059 -0.672 -0.620 -0.499
d -2.439 -1.549 -0.776 -0.545
T a 184.6 107.4 22.6 3.3X
b 19.9 1.5 -0.6 -1.1
(k/ft) 10.0 0.7 -0.3 -0.6
c -24.4 -13.7 -3.8 -1.7
-24.4 -13.7 -3.8 -1.7
d -23.5 - 7.0 0.4 -1.3
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS
The present formulation has been demonstrated to be an accurate 
and efficient method for the analysis of isotropic and orthotropic 
folded plates.
Compared with previous elasticity methods the new procedure offers 
advantages in that (a) it is not restricted to isotropic components,
(b) it does not require a separate one-way transverse slab analysis, 
and subsequent superposition, in the case of distributed loadings, and
(c) it is free of the approximations associated with (b), especially 
for short spans.
Being an exact formulation for the assumed simple support conditions, 
the present method is inherently more accurate than the finite strip 
procedure, whilst offering the same versatility in respect of 
orthotropy and distributed loading. This claim is justified somewhat 
by the results for the second numerical example.
The segmental - type solution technique also provides advantages 
of computational efficiency compared with stiffness - type formulations, 
as used in the other elasticity methods and also the finite strip 
method. This arises mainly from the fact that plate forces may be 
left in local co-ordinates throughout the analysis; in the stiffness 
approach, on the other hand, forces must be first transformed to 
global co-ordinates and then transformed back after solution for the 
joint displacements. Further, actions at intermediate sections are 
readily determined after solution for actions at plate/segment 
boundaries; with stiffness methods, on the other hand, this involves 
the use of a finer strip subdivision, with consequent enlargement of 
the system to be solved.
Finally, it is thought possible to extend the scope of the 
present formulation by incorporating existing theory (Ref. 11) for 
other components such as edge or junction beams.
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SECTION 5. MULTI-PLATE SYSTEMS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In previous sections, simple-chain plate systems have been 
analysed by the matrix progression segmental method. For open sections 
of branched-chain configuration it is possible to replace branches by 
equivalent elastic supports and associated applied loads (Ref. 36), and 
thereby formulate a solution as an extension of the segmental method. 
With closed-section or loop structures, however, branches no longer 
have known initial boundary conditions, and consequently the segmental 
method cannot be adapted to such cases.
Interest in the analysis of multi-plate systems has been 
stimulated by the growing tendency towards cellular construction in 
highway bridges. Generally speaking, the various contributions may be 
grouped into two main categories, according to whether they are 
applicable generally to multi-plate systems, or to cellular structures 
only.
Included in the first category are several stiffness-type 
formulations reported previously in respect of folded plates (Sec. 4). 
Thus the method of De Fries-Skene and Scordelis (Ref. 29), based on 
isotropic elasticity theory, has been applied initially to simple-span 
cellular structures by Scordelis (Ref. 37), and also by Chu and 
Dudnik (Ref. 38). The method has been further developed by incorporating 
a flexibility analysis for the solution of redundant forces due to 
interior supports and/or diaphragms, as presented by Scordelis, Davis 
and Lo (Ref. 39). Applied to cellular structures, the elasticity 
method for folded plates is usually referred to, simply, as the "folded 
plate" method.
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The finite strip technique has been similarly developed, initially 
for single spans by Cheung (Ref. 20), and subsequently for multi-span 
box bridges by Loo and Cusens (Refs. 40, 41). The method has also 
been applied to curved box-girder bridges (Ref. 42).
Other more general solutions are provided by the finite element 
and finite segment methods. Both of these methods have been used by 
Scordelis and Davis (Ref. 43) in the analysis of continuous box-girder 
bridges, and their results compared with a folded plate solution.
Full three-dimensional finite element analyses have been carried out 
also by Sawko and Cope (Refs. 44, 45), using rectangular elements, and 
Mehrotra, Mufti and Redwood (Ref. 46), using triangular elements, in 
respect of a simple - span spine beam bridge (single cell with 
cantilever slabs).
Because of the large volume of computations associated with the 
finite element method, various approximations have been introduced for 
the particular solution of multi-cellular structures. In the method 
due to Sawko and Cope (Ref. 47), a plane stress finite element approach 
is used in which the distortional stiffness of the actual cell is 
simulated by the shear stiffness of an "equivalent" diaphragm. 
Alternative methods, either directly or indirectly including wall 
bending, have been presented by Crisfield (Ref. 48). For the analysis 
of "top-hat" beam bridges having a large number of cells (up to 40), 
Hook and Richmond (Ref. 49) have proposed a method based on a lattice 
representation of the top and bottom slabs.
The present section is concerned with the reformulation of the 
previous orthotropic folded plate theory as the matrix progression 
"stiffness" method. In this form it is readily applicable to cellular 
systems as well as those having an open cross-section. It differs in 
terminology from the previous formulation in that the structure is now
F i g . 5 . 1 (a) Typical Multi-Plate System
(b) Strip Element
DC
DC
F i g . 5 . 2 Local Co-ordinates
(a) Displacements
(b) Forces
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subdivided into strip elements (in lieu of segments) extending from 
one support to the other. In some cases these strip elements may 
comprise entire plates; alternatively, individual plates may be 
further subdivided into strips (Fig. 5.1).
The method as presented herein is more versatile than the author's 
original version (Ref. 50). For example, whereas originally it was 
required that distributed loading be applied only normally to the 
particular strip, the present theory allows uniform in-plane loading 
as well. Further, provision is now made for two types of orthotropy: 
that due to elastic properties of the plate material, and that due to 
geometric properties of the component plates (Sec. 6).
The present method offers distinct advantages also in comparison 
with an alternative formulation due to Das (Ref. 51), based on a 
variation of the matrix progression method. In particular, its 
applicability to orthotropic plates, its analytical formulation of 
the distribution matrix (as distinct from exponential series), and its 
inbuilt solution for distributed loads, are all desirable features 
not possessed by the other method.
5.2 STIFFNESS FORMULATION
For the typical strip element of Fig. 5.1, simply supported along 
opposite ends x * 0 and x * H, the bending actions along opposite 
edges y ■ 0 and y = b are related by Eq. (2.18) as
In what follows it is convenient to adopt common local force 
co-ordinates, as shown in Fig. 5.2. Equation (5.1) is then written in 
partitioned form as
(zb} ( b )  - [GbD(b){Zb}(0) + {zb } (b )
or (Zb}2 = [GbD{Zb}1 + {zb}. (5.1)
(5.2)
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where
{Ub } =
W
and
{Xb}
M
V,
The general state represented by Eq. (5.2) may be considered as 
the superposition of three separate effects:
1. Both edges y 88 0 and y =® b fixed; normal loading applied —
«0 > at pb i rb-14 Ï12v* ~ U •
* ’ 
0
rr • +  •
[ub | — — »
“x2* G21!g22 x b» 4 x b» -
2. Displacements {Uj} imposed at y * 0, fixed at y = b; no loading
i.e.
* ' 
0 « SB
pb i rb
. I
D 1
V
r x2i. rb~i~b~Lr21 tG22J YhLxi i J
3. Fixed at y » 0, displacements 
loading —
i.e.
{Ub} imposed at y * b; no
K J rb (rb « 1O 1 1Yb-X22V. J rb 'rbLg21 lG22-l X 1 2
Thus it is possible to replace Eq. (5.2) with the alternative 
formulation
x j' s?, Is!? fu?] [ > )» = -11+-12 «-1 ■ + ■ t i .
X2¿ J Sb «sb1 * 2 1  1 * 2 2 S ublU2 J xbl £m)
in which stiffness submatrices are obtained as 
[Sb]u  = -[Gb:-^ CGb:n
[sb:12 - [Gb:7 ‘
csb]21 - -[Gb]21 - CGb]22[Sb]n
[Sb]22 - -CGb]22 [Sb]12
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and fixed-edge forces as
{xb}! = -Csb] 12{ùb}
{xb}2 - -CsbD22{üb} - {xb}.
However, from symmetry considerations in the case of stiffness 
submatrices, and for uniform loading in the case of fixed-edge forces, 
it follows that
[sb]21 - [sbD12 
Csb] 22 = Csb] u  
{Xb}2 -  {xb}j
with opposite signs where appropriate (Ref. 50).
To facilitate co-ordinate transformations it is desirable, at 
this stage, to introduce the modification
thereby requiring columns of stiffness submatrices to be interchanged.
For plane stress, actions along opposite edges y = 0 and y = b 
are related by Eq. (3.12) as
{Zp}(b) = [Gp](b){zp}(0) + {ZP}(b)
or {Zp}2 = [Gp]{Zp}j + {Zp}. (5.4)
In terms of the local co-ordinates of Fig. 5.2, Eq. 
written in partitioned form as
K
r P  1 p P  
° 1 1 | G 1 2
r  p i  
X 1
x p '
—
> U 2 j
p P  1 p P  
L G 2 1 1  G 2 2
-
f i ]
‘  +  *
5 P
. -
(5.4) is
(5.5)
where
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Proceeding as before, Eq. (5.5) is replaced by
ixpi—1 "sp ! sP .
---
-
%
1 C
3 
►-T
3
___
_J
■ + *
[¿Pi«.A b
A ' oP 1 cP Lb211&22J u? ̂ZJ X?
in which stiffness submatrices are obtained as
csp:n - -[gp:;J[gp] 22
csp]12 - lgp:;}
Csp]21 - -CcPDjjCsPDjj-CgP]!,
Csp]22 = -CGp]n Csp]12
and fixed-edge forces as
ap) l - -csp:12{up}
{ x p >2 = - [ s p : 2 2 { u p } - {xp >.
Again, only half the above submatrices (vectors) need be computed, 
the other half being similar except for appropriate sign changes. The 
analogy with bending is continued by interchanging rows in accordance 
with the modification
{Xp>
S
Finally Eqs. (5.3) and (5.6), for bending and plane 
respectively, are combined as
ix bl
. - I sn |  °~ •k l - + 1 w I*-* Cr* IN> +--- 1 1 O J___, -Œ1* + *
xp - 0 ! si i - k J - 0 ' S12- & k J
*2— • SB
S21 ' 0
-k l  ——• + ^22|_^_ Ml* + «ixbih .
X2Zi - 0 ¡S21. U? ̂ Li 0 1 sp2. K . yPLa 2)
or {X}j = + M 12{U}2 + {X}j
{X>2 - DO.jW j + CsD22{0}2 + {X}2
stress
(5.7)
DC
DC
(*)
Fig. 5.3 - Global Co-ordinates
(a) Displacements
(b) Forces
Fig. 5.4 Typical Joint
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where
{u} « {ey , w • u, v}T 
{X} « {My, Vy j S, Ty}T .
5.3 ASSEMBLY AND SOLUTION
Here it is necessary to work in terms of global co-ordinates as 
shown in Fig. 5.3, and in which
{U’l - {0y, sz \ u, 6y}T 
{X1} - {My, Pz . S, Py}T .
The transformation of displacements and forces between local and 
global co-ordinates is given by
{U’} - DUKO) (5.8)
{ x ’} - M i x }
where l B J is now rearranged, relative to that defined in Eq. (4.4),
as
1 0 0 0
0 cos 0 sin iIf
0 0 1 0
0 -sin ÿ 0 COS if
Equations (5.7) then become
{X’ij - CS’DjjiU’}! + CS'D12{U’}2 + {X'Jj (5.9)
{x’ >2 = [s '^ jiu ’ jj + [ s ':22{u'}2 + {x’ }2
where
Cs’D -  C e ls T e f  
ix'} -  [8]{X).
Once the above transformations have been performed, the equations 
of equilibrium can be written for each joint in the structure. For 
example, consider joint j of Fig. 5.4, with uniform vertical line
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load p :
{X'}£ + {X’ }® + {X’ }j = {F’ }
or (Cs'^2 + [s1: ^  + + [s'D^iu^ + :s,]f2iu’}k
+  L s ' D ^ i u ’^  +  { x'}2 +  { i ’}f = { F * }
where
{ F * = {0, -pm i 0, 0}.
The various contributions may then be assembled to give the
t’Vioverall system equation for the m tn harmonic as
US'IRU’} + {X1} * (F'} (5.10)
where, in global co-ordinates,
[S'] is the system stiffness matrix,
{U*} is the vector of joint displacements,
{X*} is the vector of fixed-edge forces due to element loadings, 
(F'} is the vector of external forces applied at the joints.
It should be noted that in the absence of a one-to-one relationship 
between force and displacement co-ordinates, the stiffness matrix ES'] 
is not symmetrical.
The solution of Eq. (5.10) yields the joint displacements {U'} 
and hence (U*)! and {U ’ )2 for each strip element. Thereafter it is 
simply a matter of back-substitution to find {Ujj and {U}^ and the 
corresponding forces {X}^ and {X>2 . Other forces may be obtained
from these using Eqs. (2.33) and (3.15), and making due allowance for 
opposite sign convention for (X^*
For branched - chain or loop structures, the solution of Eq. (5.10) 
is given by any general - purpose routine for band systems. For simple 
chain structures such as folded plates, the stiffness matrix Cs1] is 
of tridiagonal form, in which the diagonal and codiagonal elements are 
(4x4) submatrices. In such cases a special - purpose routine, as
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outlined in Appendix H, provides a more efficient solution. Here 
the forward elimination process is somewhat analogous to "bringing up 
the initial boundary" in the segmental method of Sec. 4.
5.4 COMPUTER PROGRAMME
A computer programme has been written for the static analysis of 
multi-plate systems, and is listed as Programme 4 in Appendix J.
Input for the present version is applicable to geometric 
orthotropy (Sec. 6) and consists of -
(i) Job title
(ii) Longitudinal span, modulus of elasticity, and Poisson's ratio
(iii) Total numbers of joints, strip marks, strips, loaded joints, 
loaded strips, harmonics, and deflection distribution coefficients
(iv) For each strip mark: number; horizontal and vertical components 
of transverse width; plate thickness; longitudinal and 
transverse average thicknesses*; longitudinal and transverse 
flexural rigidities*; longitudinal and transverse torsional 
rigidities*
(v) For each strip: number; mark number; edge joint numbers
(vi) For each loaded joint, if any: number; midspan concentrated 
load; uniform line load
(vii) For each loaded strip, if any: number; uniform normal loading; 
uniform vertical loading
(viii) Joint numbers if any, for deflection distribution coefficients
The following output is produced -
(i) Summary of input data
(ii) Accumulated results as before:
(a) Joint displacements
(b) Strip forces
* T h e s e  items o m i t t e d  for i s o t r o p i c  p l a t e s
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Two alternative solution subroutines are provided, one general­
purpose, the other applicable only to simple open sections.
For the general solution, two different algorithms were tested:
(a) an IBM routine for band systems, using Gaussian elimination with 
column pivoting; (b) an adaptation of ALGOL procedures developed by 
Martin and Wilkinson (Ref. 52), using triangular factorization. Method
(b) was found to be marginally more efficient in terms of execution 
time; however, this advantage was outweighed by its much greater 
requirement of computer storage. The accuracy obtainable in both 
methods was very similar, but inadequate, using standard (single) - 
precision arithmetic. A double-precision version of method (a) has 
therefore been adopted.
For the analysis of simple open sections, a subroutine based on 
Appendix H is incorporated. This provides better accuracy than the 
above solutions, but still shows evidence of likely instability in the 
case of single-precision arithmetic. It is convenient, therefore, to 
use double-precision arithmetic for this option as well.
Execution times in respect of the example folded plate of Sec. 4.4 
are: 8.5 s using the general solution routine; 7.3 s using the special 
routine for tridiagonal systems.
In the more general case, the solution time is proportional to the 
square of the bandwidth (Ref. 20). This, in turn, is a function of the 
maximum difference between joint numbers for any strip. For a 6-cell 
box bridge in which each of the 19 component plates is specified as a 
single strip, and using 25 non-zero harmonics (Jm » 49) to represent 
the applied concentrated load, the total execution time is only 39 s.
(iii) Deflection distribution coefficients, if specified.
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Fig. 5.5 - T-Beam Bridge Model (Example 1)
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Fig. 5.6 Results for Example 1
Fig. 5.7 Spine Beam Bridge Model (Example 2)
Fig. 5.8 Results for Example 2
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5.5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Example 1
The cross-section of Fig. 5.5 represents a typical branched- 
chain system, and is that of a model T-beam bridge for which test results 
have been reported by Little and Rowe (Refs. 53, 54). In this particular 
example the ribs may be regarded as plate elements owing to the small 
thickness/depth ratio. Elastic properties for the perspex material 
are E * 388,400 psi, and v ■ 0.248.
Results obtained by the matrix progression stiffness method, 
using five non-zero harmonics (£m * 9), are plotted in Fig. 5.6 for 
the case of a concentrated load over one of the middle webs, as 
indicated, and a longitudinal span of 17.81 in. Here deflections 
have been "normalised” as distribution coefficients, for which the 
average deflection across the section is unity. In this form they may 
be compared with results of the abovementioned experimental work, and 
also with the results of an alternative isotropic folded plate analysis 
due to Cope (Ref. 55).
The agreement between theoretical and experimental distributions 
is seen to be quite good. However, a more reliable check would be 
afforded by a comparison of absolute deflections, if such were known 
for the other studies.
Example 2
A simple example of a cellular multi-plate system is provided by 
the spine beam bridge model of Fig. 5.7. This has been tested by Cope 
(Ref. 55) for eccentric concentrated loading, as shown, over a span of 
5 ft. Elastic properties are E * 390,000 psi, v = 0.4.
Results are presented in Fig. 5.8 and, in the case of vertical 
deflection, a comparison is made with experimental values. Here, 
account should be taken of possible variations due to the out-of-plane
p * /
Fig. 5.9 - Two-Cell Box Girder Bridge (Example 3)
1
2 2S
A
a
Fig. 5.10 Six-Cell Bridge Model (Example 4)
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stiffness associated with \ in. thick end diaphragms used in the test; 
such stiffness is non-existent in the assumed support conditions.
Except in the immediate vicinity of the applied load, convergence 
to plotting accuracy is generally obtainable for £m = 9, whilst 
three-figure accuracy may require up to 25 odd harmonics (£m =49).
It is well known, however, that the theory of thin plates breaks 
down in the vicinity of a concentrated load, and local moments and 
forces simply tend to infinity (Ref. 9). The problem of local strains 
under concentrated load has been studied recently by Loo (Ref. 56) in 
relation to finite strip analysis of box and T-beam bridges. In the 
light of experimental data, it is recommended that for the conventional 
finite strip solution (Refs. 20, 42), 45 and 95 harmonics respectively 
are necessary to yield reasonably accurate values of transverse and 
longitudinal strains immediately under the load. In the case of a 
higher-order analysis (auxiliary nodal line technique), 25 and 75 
harmonics respectively should be used. Unfortunately, neither of 
these recommendations is directly applicable to the present method; 
nevertheless, conservative results should be ensured by adopting £m = 49 
for transverse moments and forces, and Jm = 99 for longitudinal values.
It should be noted that with the present method there is no need 
for special narrow strips adjacent to the concentrated load, as 
required by the finite strip solution (Refs. 41, 57).
Example 3
In order to obtain a direct comparison with the finite strip 
method, Programme 4 has been applied to the two-cell box girder bridge 
of Fig. 5.9, for which partial results are available from Ref. 42.
The structure is assumed to be simply supported over a span of 100 ft., 
and carries a central unit point load as shown. Elastic properties are
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taken as E » 1, v 38 0.16.
The results are given in Table 5.1, and were determined using 20 
non-zero harmonics (£m * 39), as for the finite strip solution.
However, only nine strips were required, as compared with 18 in the 
other method. Unfortunately, critical values under the load are not 
available for comparison, which otherwise shows good agreement. Further, 
the finite strip results were obtained using a curved strip programme 
by making the radius very large and the subtended angle very small; it 
is this factor which is responsible for slight variations in values of 
My on opposite sides of the section. In quoting values of longitudinal
force, it is assumed that results given for Na in Ref. 42 are0
actually stresses o .
Example 4
Finally a six-cell bridge model, with the cross-section of Fig.
5.10 and a span of 36.8 in., has been analysed for two different 
loading conditions and results compared with those obtained by Sawko 
and Cope (Ref. 47). Values of elastic constants for the perspex 
material are as for Example 2.
Referring to Fig. 5.11, it is observed that the present method 
gives better correlation with experiment than the folded plate method 
of Sawko and Cope, but still shows greater deviations from maximum 
values than their modified plane stress finite element approach.
Subsequent analyses of a six-cell box girder bridge, for which 
results have been published by Scordelis, Davis and Lo (Ref. 39), have 
served to verify the theoretical reliability of the matrix progression 
stiffness procedure.
Further, the investigations conducted by Das (Ref. 51) show very 
good agreement between the folded plate solution and experimental 
results obtained also for a six-cell perspex model. However, the
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Table 5.1 -- Results for Example 3
Action Posfn M.P. F.S.
6z a 42.5 (43.0)*
b 20.6
c 20.6
d 40.6
e 19.4
My a 2.94 (3.78)**
b -0.78 -0.77 (-0.74)+
0.76 0.76
xio”2 c -0.75 -0.75
-0.75 -0.74 (-0.77)+
d 1.04
TX a -1.74 (-2.34)*
b -0.48 -0.47
-0.48 -0.47
xio” 1 c 0.57 0.57
0.58 0.56
d 1.27
0.97
a -1.90 (-2.74)*
* Em = 99 ** Em = 49
+ Value on opposite side of section
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component plates of this model were relatively much thinner than for 
that of Fig. 5.10, and this could possibly explain the improved 
correlation.
5.6 TESTS ON ALUMINIUM MODELS
In view of certain reservations expressed in Sec. 5.5, a number 
of independent static tests have been carried out, using aluminium 
alloy models.
Figure 5.12 shows details of two such models of T- and box- 
section, respectively, which will be discussed here. Joints between 
the vertical web members and horizontal top and bottom plates, where 
appropriate, were effected by a suitable epoxy resin adhesive - 
Araldite AW 106 - heat cured for maximum strength. This particular 
adhesive was chosen for its excellent resistance to impact and 
vibration, in anticipation of the dynamic tests described later in 
Part 3. The modulus of elasticity for the 5005 alloy was established 
by a series of tension tests as E - 70.3 x 103 MPa (N/mm2); Poisson’s 
ratio was found to be v - 0.33, using lateral and longitudinal 
strain gauges.
In each case a longitudinal span of 1000 mm was adopted with 
simple end supports, the other edges being free. Further, in order to 
avoid uplift at the supports, the special test rig allowed the use of 
one or more holding-down rods, with or without additional screw-applied 
forces. This arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 11.3 (Part 3).
Midspan deflections for the T-beam model are plotted in Fig. 5.13 
for a point load of 22.24 N applied (a) centrally, (b) eccentrically. 
For this system only one holding—down rod was required, without 
mechanical assistance. Also shown in Fig, 5.13 are the results of the
numerical solution provided by Programme 4. The agreement between
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theory and experiment is seen to be excellent.
Corresponding results for the box-section model are presented in 
Fig. 5.14. Here it was necessary to use two holding-down rods at each 
support, with nominal mechanical assistance. It may be observed that 
peak values are underestimated by the theoretical deflections; 
however, the scale factor is doubled now relative to the T-beam graphs, 
and the maximum variation under the eccentric load is actually of the 
same order as that at the free edges of the centrally loaded T-beam.
Discrepancies in the case of the box-section are most probably 
due to relative rotation of members at the glued joints. Here the 
problem of joint flexibility is more critical than for the T-beam 
because of the much higher moments to be transmitted to the webs. Thus, 
for truly rigid joints, a closer correlation could be expected.
5.7 CONCLUSIONS
A stiffness-type formulation of the matrix progression method has 
been developed and applied to a variety of multi-plate systems of 
branched-chain and loop configuration.
Being applicable to orthotropic as well as isotropic plate systems, 
and providing exact solutions for both normal and in-plane distributed 
loads, the method is superior to other elasticity-based procedures.
Compared with the finite strip method, the present approach is 
equally as versatile in the case of structures having simple end 
conditions. At the same time, however, it is free of the approximations 
associated with assumed displacement functions in the other method; it 
is also capable of producing accurate results under a concentrated load 
without resorting to special narrow strips.
However, for simple open-structures such as folded plates, the 
stiffness method is inferior to the segmental procedure of Sec. 4.
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SECTION 6. APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF STIFFENED-PLATE SYSTEMS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Where component plates of a multi-plate system are themselves of 
ribbed-plate construction, as frequently occurs in bridges, ships, etc., 
the method of the previous section is applicable only if there is a 
one-way system of thin-walled ribs in the longitudinal direction. For 
widely spaced ribs, such as an approach would be quite feasible in terms 
of the total number of strip elements, and would provide a theoretically 
exact solution.
For the more usual case of closely spaced ribs, however, the 
total number of strips would become prohibitively large, and it is 
necessary to adopt an approximate approach in which the ribbed-plate is 
replaced by an "equivalent" orthotropic plate. In this way the 
properties of any transverse rib system are also readily incorporated.
The application of orthotropic plate theory to the flexural 
analysis of orthogonally stiffened plates has been the subject of much 
investigation, with particular reference to concrete bridge decks. In 
this context the determination of equivalent orthotropic properties has 
been associated with the development of the method of distribution 
coefficients. This is founded on the work of Guyon and Massonnet, with 
subsequent refinement due to Bares, as summarized in Ref. 58. The 
method has been developed extensively also by Morice, Little and Rowe, 
as summarized in Ref. 54. More recent contributions, concerned solely 
with the derivation of improved expressions for rigidities of the 
equivalent plate, have been due to Cusens, Zeidan and Pama (Ref. 59), 
and also Nishino, Pama and Lee (Ref. 60).
Whilst the approximate approach has been widely adopted, exact 
theories for the analysis of eccentrically stiffened plates have also
Fig * 6.1 Typical Element of Eccentrically 
Stiffened Plate
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been formulated. One such theory due to Clifton, Chang and Au 
(Ref. 61) involves the solution of a set of three 8 ^  order differential 
equations, as compared with a single 4 ^  order equation in the 
equivalent orthotropic plate or quasi-slab method. An alternative 
theory, with a corresponding set of governing equations, has been 
presented recently by Gellert et. al. (Ref. 62). The difficulties of 
developing such an exact theory as a stiffness formulation applicable to 
multi-plate systems are only too obvious. It has been possible, 
however, to utilise the basic force-displacement relationships of 
Clifton, Chang and Au in developing a modified stiffness matrix for 
the analysis of stiffened-plate systems by the finite strip method 
(Ref. 63).
In this section the exact theories of Secs. 2 and 3 are adapted to 
the case of geometric orthotropy, with particular reference to 
eccentrically stiffened plates. To this end simple "first-order" 
approximations only are used; applied to multi-plate systems, bending 
and in-plane coupling is ignored. The validity of such a basic approach 
is assessed by direct comparison with other procedures.
6.2 RIBBED PLATES IN BENDING
Fig. 6.1 shows a typical element of a plate stiffened with an 
orthogonal system of eccentric ribs. It is assumed that the rib spacings 
Sx and Sy are small in comparison with the overall plan dimensions 
of the plate. Further it is assumed that the plate and ribs are all of 
the same isotropic material.
In proposing simple approximations for equivalent flexural rigidities 
of the stiffened plate, a desirable criterion is that they should 
reduce to the correct expressions in both extreme cases, i.e. isotropic
plate and grillage.
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Consider firstly the expressions used by Rowe (Ref. 54); these 
may be written as
EIx
(6 .1 )
D 8 E i X  X  S*
EIVD = E i = — 2-
y y sy
in which 1^ and I are flexural inertias (second moments of area) 
of the longitudinal and transverse sections of Fig. 6.1 about their 
respective centroidal axes. In the case of an unstiffened plate, for 
which
Eh3D = 12(l-v2) *
the above expressions are inappropriate except when v = 0.
Similarly, the alternative formulae proposed by Cusens and Pama 
(Ref. 64) -
Dx
D
y
E'iX
E* i
y
E lx
1-v* ■ Sx
E h.1-V • Sy
(6 .2)
are incorrect in the case of a grid system of beams only.
A compromise is provided by adopting Eqs. (6.1), but where I andx
*y are now calculated on the basis of plate widths equal to ^/(1-v2)
and Sy/(l"v2)» respectively. Such an approach has also been suggested 
by Sawko and Cope (Ref. 65).
Guided by a similar criterion as before, the coupling rigidity,
being due mainly to continuous plate action, can be taken as
Eh3D, \>D m v (6.3)1 12(l-v2) *
In the case of a grillage this reduces to Dj = 0.
Finally, allowance is made for different torsional properties in 
each direction by adopting an average value of torsional rigidity as
2 D a G(jX + jy)xy “ 2
G .Jx , Jy.
“ 2 (S~ + S') Bx by
(6.4)
¿~x#c/ ------o
Fig. 6.2 - Comparison of Deflections for T-Beam
Bridge Model
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where J and J are torsional x y
plate widths equal to S /2 andx
J =
X
hi
2 * 3 + k d t 1 x
sy hJ ,J = 9 •T' + k,d t 3y 2 3 1 y y
inertias calculated on the basis of 
S^/2, respectively. More specifically
(6.5)
where kj is the Timoshenko torsion coefficient (Ref. 19), and is a 
function of the ratio d/t for the particular rib.
The theory of Sec. 2 is thus adapted to the approximate analysis of 
ribbed plates in bending by substituting equivalent rigidities in Eq. (2.1).
The approximate method has been tested by applying it to the 
analysis of the model T-beam bridge of Fig. 5.5 using Programme 1. Two 
different solutions have been found using input data, respectively, as 
below:
Case D
X
D
y D1 Dxy
1 21525 208 52 115
2 21161 195 0 115
Case 1 rigidities correspond to the present proposals; Case 2 values 
correspond to v » 0, as adopted in Ref. 54.
A comparison of absolute deflections with those given by the more 
exact stiffness method, in which the ribbed plate is analysed as a 
system of isotropic strip elements using Programme 4, is presented in 
Fig. 6.2. The agreement generally is very good, with results for Case 
1 marginally superior to Case 2, especially in the vicinity of the load. 
Here it should be noted that moments may not be compared directly, since 
they apply to different cross-sections in the respective methods of 
analysis.
6.3 RIBBED PLATES IN PLANE STRESS
In order to adapt the theory of Sec. 3 to ribbed plates (Fig. 6.1), 
it is necessary to make certain assumptions regarding the distribution
of inplane forces. For simplicity, these are taken as
T̂ x
°x " h*
Tya = —
y hy (6 .6)
xy h
where h and h x y
average thicknesses:
 ̂ , , dx txh = h + -----x s x
h = h + ̂ -h.
y s„
are the respective areas per unit width, or
(6.7)
Then, for E and v constant, Eq. (3.3) in terms of force 
components becomes
or
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and the new governing equation is
i aN> , 2 a“* , i  a“*
+ k âx^aÿ7 + h- “ 0 (6.9)
where
1+v
h 2  (.J- + _L)2 \  + by’’
As a consequence, the following further modifications must be made 
to the previous formulation -
(i) In Eq. (3.9):
(ii)
hx
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, _ hx
‘ V
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Fig. 6.3 - Orthotropic Box Girder
(a) Cross-Section
(b) Details of Eccentric Ribs
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(iii) In Eq. (3.15):
Tx (y) = Ty (y) ■ Ehxa u(y)
6.4 MULTI-PLATE SYSTEMS: NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The proposals of Secs. 6.2 and 6.3 have been incorporated in 
Programme 4 for the approximate analysis of ribbed-plate systems, with 
input requirements as detailed in Sec. 5.4.
A single-cell box girder, with eccentric stiffeners as shown in 
Fig. 6.3, has then been analysed and results compared with those 
obtained by Wiliam and Scordelis (Ref. 63) using a modified finite 
strip method.
The structure has a simple span of 100 ft., and elastic properties 
as follows: E - 30,000 ksi; v * 0.3 (plate), zero (ribs). Stiffening 
ribs are spaced at 6 in. centres in each direction,and their torsional 
rigidity is neglected.
The structure is subjected to two midspan loads, Pj and P2 , at 
the positions indicated in Fig. 6.3. In Ref. 63 these loads are each 
assumed to be distributed over a 2 ft. length, whereas here they are 
assumed to be concentrated. Two separate loading cases are considered —
(a) Symmetric: P^ and P2 both acting downwards
(b) Antisymmetric: Pj acting downwards, P2 upwards.
For each loading case, four different arrangements of stiffeners 
are considered:
(i) No stiffeners
(ii) X - stiffeners only
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(iii) Y - stiffeners only
(iv) X + Y stiffeners.
In order that results may be compared directly with those published 
by Wiliam and Scordelis, the loading is approximated by 10 odd harmonics, 
i.e. £m *19. However, only eight strip elements were required for the 
present method, whereas 16 were used in the finite strip idealization.
Results are presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 for the respective 
loading cases, and there is excellent agreement throughout. With 
regard to transverse bending moment, M^, no direct comparison is 
possible, except for the case of no stiffeners. This is due to the 
fact that stress resultants are assumed to act at different positions 
in the respective methods.
6.5 CONCLUSIONS
By means of simple approximations, the previous formulations for 
orthotropic plate systems are readily adapted to the case of geometric 
orthotropy. This is in contrast with the finite strip method, which 
requires a completely new formulation for such systems.
Further, the present method offers advantages of simple computer 
input specifications, comprising only equivalent properties of the 
particular stiffened plate, as compared with the detailed requirements 
of the programme MULSTR used in the finite strip method.
On the basis of limited evidence, it would appear also that fewer 
strip elements are required by the approximate elasticity method than 
are adopted with the other method.
Despite the relative simplicity of the present method it is 
capable nevertheless of achieving good accuracy.
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Table 6.1 - Results for Orthotropic Box 
Girder (Symmetric Loading)
No Stiffs X- Stiffs Y- Stiffs X+Y Stiffs
Action Pos-*n ~ M.P. F.S. M.P. F.S. M.P. F.S. M.P . F.S.
6z a 9.01 8.99 7.45 7.52 9.03 8.89 7.49 7.40
in b 9.05 9.03 7.51 7.51 9.05 8.95 7.51 7.46
CM1orHXI c 9.04 9.03 7.51 7.51 9.04 8.95 7.51 7.45
d 9.03 9.01 7.49 7.49 9.03 8.93 7.50 7.44
e 8.99 8.99 7.44 7.51 9.01 8.83 7.48 7.36
M
y
a -2.85 -2.65 -32.0 -107.7 197.0
k . in/in b 7.80 6.70 23.2 -65.3 31.9
X io”4 -7.80 -7.04 -23.2 65.3 -31.9
c -0.34 0.34 0.1 -2.8 -8.2
d 5.94 5.44 15.6 -71.3 4.9
5.94 5.26 15.6 -71.3 4.9
e -0.94 -0.83 -23.6 -96.2 - 143.4
T
X a -8.80 -8.80 -8.72 -8.85 -8.82 -8.81 -8.73 -8.86
k/in b -9.82 -9.79 -9.90 40.01 -9.84 -9.84 -9.91 -10.06
X 10“1 -5.41 -5.43 -5.56 -5.58 -5.33 -5.33 -5.45 -5.48
c 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02
d 4.94 4.98 4.99 5.11 4.94 4.94 4.99 5.07
9.88 9.88 9.98 10.12 9.88 9.89 9.98 10.10
e 8.88 8.88 8.81 8.92 8.88 8.89 8.80 8.93
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Table 6.2 - Results for Orthotropic Box 
Girder (Antisymmetric Loading)
Pos-
*n
No Stiffs X- Stiffs Y- Stiffs X+Y Stiffs
Action M.P. F.S. M.P. F.S. M.P. F.S. M.P. F.S.
<$z a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
in b 4.59 4.58 4.39 4.37 0.71 0.69 0.69 0.67
x io“2 c 4.58 4.58 4.38 4.36 0.70 0.68 0.68 0.67
d 4.57 4.56 4.36 4.35 0.69 0.67 0.67 0.66
e 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
M
y
a 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
k.in/in b 1748. 1742. 1673. 3625. 3497.
x io-4 -1748. -1748. -1673. -3625. -3497.
c -1. 0. 0. -16. -16.
d 1745. 1740. 1665. 3591. 3454.
1745. 1740. 1665. 3591. 3454.
e 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
TX a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
k/in b -7.62 -7.65 -8.27 -8.39 -3.03 -3.16 -3.19 -3.36
X io"1 -4.31 -4.28 -4.74 -4.73 -1.92 -1.58 -2.09 -1.76
c 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04
d 3.88 3.87 4.22 4.30 1.56 1.26 1.66 1.40
7.76 7.83 8.45 8.57 3.14 3.29 3.34 3.47
e 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
PART 2
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF PLATE SYSTEMS
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SECTION 7. MULTI-PLATE SYSTEMS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
Mention has been made several times in Part 1 of the excessive 
computer storage requirements and execution times associated with the 
generalized finite element method for the static analysis of plate 
systems. These problems are greater still in respect of the dynamic 
analysis of such systems (Ref. 66) and, correspondingly, so also is the 
motivation towards development of more efficient methods for particular 
applications.
For the subject class of structure, made up of a series of thin, 
flat rectangular plates, the techniques described in Part 1 are 
readily extended to the analysis of dynamic behaviour.
An exact formulation, based on the governing differential equations 
of motion, has been presented recently by Wittrick and Williams 
(Ref. 67). The method is restricted to isotropic plates simply supported 
along their ends, and leads to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem for which 
special solution techniques have been devised (Refs. 68, 69).
During the same period the finite strip method has undergone 
further development, notably by Cheung and Cheung (Refs. 70-72), so as 
to be applicable also to dynamic problems. This provides a more 
versatile solution which can be used for curved strips as well as 
rectangular, with a variety of end conditions, but subject to the 
usual approximations of the finite element method. Where ends are not 
simply supported, efficiency decreases with the number of coupled 
terms considered.
Whilst both the above methods involve a subdivision of the plate 
system into strip elements, they are fundamentally different in their 
formulation and solution. In this section is presented a composite 
procedure, incorporating some of the more favourable aspects of each 
method. More specifically, an exact stiffness matrix for orthotropic
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plates, derived from elasticity theory, is used in conjunction with 
a consistent mass matrix adapted from finite strip theory, to give a 
linear eigenvalue problem which may be solved by standard routines.
It is convenient here to develop the method in its more general 
form; in later sections its application to a variety of particular 
problems will be discussed.
7.2 MATRIX EQUATION OF MOTION
In the static analysis of plate systems comprising a number of 
strip elements, the equations of joint equilibrium have been assembled 
as the overall matrix equation (5.10). For convenience this is 
rewritten as
[S’D{U'> = {F'}e + {F'}i (7.1
where, in global co-ordinates,
= •"iX*} is the vector of equivalent joint forces due to 
element loadings,
and (F'lj = (F'} is the vector of forces actually applied at the
joints.
The corresponding equation of motion in the case of an undamped 
system subjected to dynamic forces (F’}(t), assuming a finite model, 
is obtained using D ’Alembert's principle as
U s ' K u ’ K t )  = (F’}(t) - Cm ' ] { u ’ } (t) (7 . 2 )
where Cm 'H is the system mass matrix,
(U'}(t) is the vector of joint accelerations, 
and t denotes time.
Generally the mass matrix is in two parts:
CM’ ]  -  [M’ ] e + [M 'lj (
where Cm ’U is due to the distributed mass of elements,
and Em 'D̂  is due to anX lumPed masses attached to the joints.
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For free vibration, the external force vector {F'}(t) is zero, 
so that
C s ' ] { u ’ } ( t )  + D O u ’ K t )  = { 0} (7.4)
This is a homogeneous linear second - order matrix differential 
equation, whose solution is obtained as simple harmonic oscillations of 
the form
{U?}(t) 58 {U'} sin tot (7.5)
where to is the angular frequency of the system in any one of its 
natural modes.
From Eq. (7.5) it follows that
{ti'Ht) - -u2{U'}(t). (7.6)
Substituting Eqs. (7.5) and (7.6) into Eq. (7.4), and cancelling 
the common term sin tot, then gives
(Cs’D -  «•¿DfUMu'} * {o> (7.7)
or [K'D(to) {U'} * {0}, (7.8)
where Ck ’D(w ) is the dynamic stiffness matrix.
For a non-trivial solution, i.e. {U'} + {0}, it is required that
det [K'J(to) - 0. (7.9)
In the case of a finite system the matrices Cs'H and Cm ’D are 
both symmetrical, and positive definite, assuming a one-to-one 
relationship between force and displacement co-ordinates, and their 
elements are all independent of w. Further, the matrix Ck 'DOd) is a 
linear function of to2 , and the problem of determining the natural 
frequencies is the well known linear eigenvalue problem, for which a 
solution - corresponding to the solution of Eq. (7.9) - is readily 
available. In standard eigenvalue form, Eq. (7.7) becomes
([M'Zrts'n - X[l]){U’} - (0) (7.10)
where X = w ,
or ([S'l'^M’] - X[I])(U'} - CO) (7.11)
je
x
(6)
Fig. 7.1 (a)
(b)
Local Co-ordinates 
Global Co-ordinates
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where X * —y  .
For so-called infinite systems, on the other hand, the solution of 
the governing differential equations of motion leads directly to a 
dynamic stiffness matrix Ck *H(eu) which now involves transcendental 
functions of the frequency w. In such cases the usual linear 
eigenvalue routines are inapplicable, and the solution of Eq. (7.9) 
is obtainable only by a systematic trial-and-error procedure or, 
alternatively, by the new algorithm due to Wittrick and Williams 
(Refs. 67-69).
7.3 STIFFNESS AND MASS MATRICES
In dynamic analysis there are significant computational advantages 
to be gained by having forces and displacements expressed in identical 
co-ordinates, thereby ensuring symmetrical stiffness and mass matrices. 
For this reason new force co-ordinates are adopted, as indicated in the 
local and global systems of Fig. 7.1.
Stiffness Matrix
The derivation of a static stiffness matrix for orthotropic plates, 
based on elasticity theory, has been described in Secs. 5.2 and 5.3.
This must now be modified in accordance with the new force co-ordinates.
Thus the element stiffness matrix Es^U of Eq. (5.3) for bending, 
where is now of opposite sign, is corrected by changing the sign
of all elements in rows 2 and 4.
Similarly, the element stiffness matrix EsPU of Eq. (5.6) for 
plane stress, where S and Ty are now both of opposite sign, is 
corrected by changing sign throughout.
These matrices are then combined as an element stiffness matrix 
EsU, transformed to global co-ordinates, and assembled into the overall 
stiffness matrix Es’D as before.
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Mass Matrix
As discussed previously, it is not possible to formulate separately 
the stiffness and ifiass matrices of Eq. (7.7) from the governing 
differential equations of motion. It is possible, however, to modify 
the so-called consistent mass matrix of the finite strip method to be 
compatible with the elasticity - based stiffness matrix. A brief outline 
of essential theory is given below.
For the harmonic of a strip (Fig. 5.1) in bending, a suitable 
displacement function can be chosen as
w(y) = [Nb]{Ub} (7.12)
in which
[Nb] = C(y-2y2/b+y3/b2), (l-3y2/b2+2y3/b3), (y3/b2-y2/b), 
(3y2/b2-2y3/b3)!
and {Ub} = {9yi, Wj j 9y2> w2>T .
Denoting the mass per unit area of the strip as y = ph where p 
is the mass density, and neglecting rotatory inertia, any normal 
acceleration will give rise to a distributed loading
q = -y w(t) (7.13)
By substituting Eq. (7.12) this becomes 
q = -uCNb]{üb}(t) 
and from Eq. (7.6),
q * yw2[Nb]{Ub}(t). (7.14)
It is then possible to obtain equivalent joint forces (per unit 
length) for such distributed loading, using the principle of virtual 
displacements (Refs. 4, 70), as
{Fb}e [Nb3T q dy
y 03 b[Nb]T[Nb]{Ub}(t) dy
-o
o.2[Mb]{Ub}(t) (7.15)
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where
[Mb] [Nb]T[Nb] dy (7.16)
is the bending mass matrix for the strip.
A similar result may be found by application of the principle of 
minimum total potential energy (Refs. 4, 71).
For in-plane deformation, displacement functions can be taken as
u« « w (y) [NP]{UP>
in which 
[NPD
(1-y/b) 0
. 0 (1-y/b)
y/b
o
and {UP} = {u1? Vj | u2, v2}T.
0
y/b_
(7.17)
The in-plane mass matrix for the strip is then determined as 
rb
[MP] [NP]1[NP] dy (7.18)
Details of CMb3 and CMP] are presented in Appendix I. After 
due allowance is made for reordering of co-ordinates, elements are
identical to those pertaining to the finite strip method, except that
in the latter case a further multiplying factor of 1/2 is introduced
due to integrating over the span £ in the x direction*.
Proceeding as for stiffness matrices, the bending and in-plane mass
matrices are combined as an element mass matrix [m ], transformed to global
co-ordinates, and assembled into the overall mass matrix Di'l such thate
{F')e - <o2[M':e{U')(t). (7.19)
Where uniform lumped masses, m^, are attached to joints, dynamic 
forces will be set up as
i F’ -  -Cm’ ]  { u ' } ( t )
■ w 2Cm ,Uj {u ')(t) (7.20)
* For completeness, details of finite strip stiffness matrices [ s b]  
and [SPD, modified as for mass matrices, are also included in 
Appendix I.
Sc
where Em 'D. is a diagonal matrix with values m. at positions 3 3
corresponding to displacement co-ordinates 6z> u and 6^ for joints
3-
In the above formulation the matrix equation of dynamic equilibrium,
in the absence of applied external forces, is given as
Cs 'IKu 'K t )  = { F * } + {F-} .e J
= u2([M’]e + Cm '] ){u'}(t)
“ u2CM']{U'}(t) (7.21)
and thus verifies Eq. (7.7).
Prescribed Zero Displacements
Joint boundary conditions other than free edges are introduced 
by deleting the entire row and column of Es'] and E^’] corresponding 
to each prescribed zero displacement.
Alternatively, this rearrangement can be avoided if the appropriate 
diagonal coefficient of Es']] is simply multiplied by a large number, 
say 10® (Ref. 70) but, in the author's experience, such a procedure is 
numerically sensitive.
A more satisfactory method is to make equal to zero the row and 
column in question for both E s ' ]  and Em ' ] ,  with the exception of the 
diagonal coefficient which is made equal to unity. This has the effect 
of producing unit eigenvalues for each zero displacement co-ordinate.
7.4 CONDENSATION OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM
In many cases it is possible to condense the static displacement 
co-ordinates to a smaller number of dynamic degrees of freedom, 
thereby improving computational efficiency while still achieving good 
accuracy.
The first step is to rewrite Eq. (7.2) more simply as
Es]{U} + EM]{U} = {F>,
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and in partitioned form as
îi|S£0 r :f u i l MiilMio ’Oil i F iSoiiSqo *15 ° J
* +
* 7 t K ~ 0_
•
F o \ m k
(7.22)
where {U^} is the vector of dynamic degrees of freedom, 
and {Uq} is the vector of unwanted displacements.
An approximation for {UQ} can be made from static equilibrium 
by assuming that {F } is zero, in which case it follows that
{U } - -Cs :_1[s ]{U } o oo oi i
On substituting Eq. (7.23) back into Eq. (7.22) a condensed 
equation of motion can be derived as
(7.23)
[S*]{Ui> + [M*](Ui} = {F*} (7.24)
where
cs*: = csu : - cs1oi s oo] - 1cso1:  u.zs)
cm* :  = cm±1:  - CMlo:csoor 1csol: - cslo:csoor 1CMoi:
+ CsioXs00rlCM00:cs00:'1csoi: <^>
{F*} . {Fi) . C S ^ X S ^ r 1^ } .  (7.27)
For free vibration both {F.} and {F } are zero and so Eq.
1  o
(7.24) becomes
[S*]{Ui> + = {0> (7.28)
Eq. (7.28) is then the condensed version of Eq. (7.4).
An alternative procedure described in Ref. 4, and based on the 
work of Irons (Refs. 73, 74) and Guyan (Ref. 75), gives expressions for 
the condensed stiffness and mass matrices, respectively, in the form
cs*: - c a:t:s:c a:
c m*: = m V x a :
c a: =■ ■®oo®oi
(7.29)
(7.30)
where
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It is readily shown that these reduce to Eqs. (7.25) and (7.26), 
respectively, noting that
[s. x s n :io oo
-1
7.5 COMPUTER PROGRAMMES
A number of computer programmes have been developed for the 
dynamic analysis of multi-plate systems, with differing combinations of 
input specifications and solution routines. Two basic versions are 
included as Programmes 5 and 6, respectively, in Appendix J.
Input specifications in Programme 5 are written for the case of 
material orthotropy, and comprise -
(i) Job title
(ii) Longitudinal span; elastic properties Ex Ey , v , and G.
(iii) Total numbers of joints, strip marks, strips, zero displacements 
and concentrated masses; first and last values of m; number
of modes to be printed for each value of m.
(iv) For each strip mark: number; horizontal and vertical components 
of transverse width; thickness; mass per unit area.
(v) For each strip: number; mark number; edge joint numbers.
(vi) For each zero displacement, if any: joint number; co-ordinate
number (0y - 1, - 2, p - 3, 6 - 4).
(vii) For each concentrated mass, if any: joint number; longitudinal 
position (zero if uniform line mass); intensity (refer Sec. 9).
For Programme 6, input details vary only insofar as they are 
applicable to geometric orthotropy. Items (ii) and (iv) are affected, 
and are now as for Programme 4 (Sec. 5.4), with the addition of mass 
per unit area to item (iv).
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Commonly available subroutines have been utilised for the 
solution of the linear eigenvalue problem in the respective programmes. 
The procedure adopted in Programme 5 is applicable to real non­
symmetric matrices of the special form Cb] ^Ca ], where both Ca H and 
[b: are real symmetric matrices and CbD is positive definite (Ref. 
76). Such a requirement is satisfied in both forms of the problem , 
as expressed in Eqs. (7.10) and (7.11). The solution is in two phases 
in which eigenvalues and eigenvectors are determined initially for CbD, 
and subsequently for (CbD *“) Ca HEb] 2, using Jacobi’s method for real 
symmetric matrices.
The procedure used in Programme 6 is applicable to any real matrix 
M ,  and is based on the double QR iteration method due to Francis 
(Ref. 77). Efficiency of the decomposition process is improved by 
first reducing D O  to Hessenberg form.
In both programmes it is convenient to adopt the formulation of 
the eigenvalue problem as given by Eq. (7.10). This arises from the 
fact that the mass matrix, in the absence of concentrated masses, is 
independent of aC^nur/l)* Thus, in Programme 5, the eigen-analysis of 
matrix Cb], i.e. 0**], need only be carried out for the first harmonic 
The same applies to the determination of the inverse matrix Qm * U 1 
in Programme 6.
As a result of utilising standard routines, a penalty is incurred 
inasmuch as all the eigenvalues are computed, whether or not they are 
required. An alternative procedure using power iteration on Eq. (7.11) 
is convenient where only a limited number of frequencies is required, 
and is the basis of the solution system developed by Anderson (Ref. 66) 
Unfortunately, such systems are not always accessible.
With Programme 5 the following output is produced -
(i) Summary of input data, including calculated rigidities.
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(ii) For each harmonic: modal frequencies and relative joint 
displacements as specified.
Programme 6, on the other hand, provides only a full list of 
frequencies under item (ii) for each harmonic.
It may be observed from the programme listings that the two 
alternative eigen-solution routines are fully interchangeable, and may 
therefore be used in association with either type of input specification.
An additional programme has also been developed, in which the 
order of the particular system is halved by condensation to only two 
degrees of freedom, 6^ and 6^, per joint. The version listed as 
Programme 7 in Appendix J is written for the case of material 
orthotropy, with input specifications as for Programme 5. The matrix 
inversion subroutine used here, in the condensation process, and 
elsewhere, is a standard Gauss-Jordan procedure with full pivoting.
In order that the mode shapes given by Programme 5 may be compared 
directly with those of Programme 7, the eigenvector in the former case 
is normalized by considering only 6Z and Ó co-ordinates in the 
determination of its length.
Single—precision arithmetic is used in all three programmes and, 
for a wide range of test data, provides adequate accuracy relative 
to solutions obtained using double-precision arithmetic. With a 
time—sharing system such as the Univac 1106, economy of storage 
requires that single-precision arithmetic be adopted wherever possible, 
and particularly where large arrays aré involved.
Execution times in respect of the dynamic analysis of a typical 
folded plate system, comprising six plates subdivided into 14 strips, 
are given below for a single harmonic:
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Programme Output Execution Time
5 (4 d.o.f.) Frequencies + Modes 3 min 19s
6 (4 d.o.f.) Frequencies only 52s
7 (2 d.o.f.) Frequencies + Modes 34s
Finally, by substituting alternative subroutines based on 
Appendix I for the formulation of stiffness matrices, Programmes 5 
and 7 are readily converted to the complete finite strip method.
7.6 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Example 1
An isotropic square plate with both edges free has been analysed 
for m ■ 1 using Programme 5. Only half the plate is used since all 
modes are either symmetrical or antisymmetrical. Results have been 
found using (a) the elasticity/matrix progression (M.P.) stiffness 
matrix, and (b) the alternative finite strip (F.S.) stiffness matrix.
In order to study the convergence behaviour of the two methods, 
the number of strips, r, has been varied as shown in Table 7.1, with 
strip widths equal to fc/4, fc/8, and £/16, respectively.
For flexural modes the comparison shows negligible variation 
between the two methods, with rapid convergence, especially in regard 
to the lower frequencies. For in-plane modes, on the other hand, the 
elasticity method converges more quickly than the finite strip method, 
with correspondingly more accurate results in the case of a coarse mesh.
Alternative finite strip results for the flexural problem have been 
determined by Cheung and Cheung (Ref. 70), using strips with both ends 
free, for the particular case in which £ = d = ph = 1,
The first four frequencies for m = 1 are compared in Table 7.2, 
and show good agreement.
i.e. = /l2(l-v2) = 3.416
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Table 7.1 - Isotropic Square Plate
with Both Edges Free (Consistent Mass)
V = 1/6 Bending Freq. In-Plane Freq.
m = 1 a) (rad/s) n 0) (rad/s) n
r n M.P. F.S • M.P. F.S.
2 1 2.87 S 2.87 S 1.50 A 1.54 A
2 4.98 A 4.98 A 2.92 S 2.96 S
3 11.11 S 11.11 S 3.25 S 3.41 S
4 22.47 A 22.49 A 3.78 A 3.89 A
5 39.61 S 39.63 S 5.70 S 5.85 S
4 1 2.87 S 2.87 S 1.51 A 1.52 A
2 4.98 A 4.98 A 2.92 S 2.92 S
3 11.10 S 11.10 S 3.31 S 3.36 S
4 22.36 A 22.36 A 3.80 A 3.83 A
5 39.47 S 39.47 S 5.49 S 5.53 S
8 1 2.87 S 2.87 S 1.51 A 1.52 A
2 4.98 A 4.98 A 2.91 S 2.91 S
3 11.09 S 11.10 S 3.33 S 3.34 S
4 22.35 A 22.35 A 3.81 A 3.81 A
5 39.40 S 39.40 S 5.44 S 5.45 S
Multiplier h /E/p /£7p
' £2 SL
S, symmetrical; A, antisymmetrical
Table 7.2 - Isotropic Square Plate 
with Both Edges Free (£ = D = ph = 1)
V = 
m *
1/6
1
Bending Freq.
u) (rad/s) n
n M.P. Ref. 70
1 9.80 9.87
2 17.0 16.9
3 37.9 38.1
4 76.3 76.5
Pane/ /
Pane/ 2
Fig . 7.2 Stiffened Panels (Example 2)
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Whilst the above solutions have been determined using a consistent 
mass approach based on a uniform mass distribution, it is interesting 
to examine the behaviour of the more approximate method in which the 
mass of the plate is assumed to be lumped at strip interfaces. In 
this approach the mass matrix Cm '] is equal to [M'l, i.e., a 
diagonal matrix. However, because of zero coefficients corresponding 
to rotations 0^, [M1] is no longer positive definite, and the
solution procedure of Programme 5 is inappropriate. If only flexural 
vibrations are of interest, then Programme 7 can be used, with 
results as presented in Table 7.3.
In comparison with the consistent mass results of Table 7.1, the 
lumped mass solutions converge more slowly. Nevertheless, it is quite 
evident from the lower frequencies that convergence to the correct 
values is obtainable. Such an observation is in conflict with 
conclusions reached by Sundararajan and Reddy (Ref. 78) whose finite 
strip results, using a lumped mass analysis in the case of a simply 
supported plate, did not converge to the known solution. In a recent 
discussion (Ref. 79) on that paper, the present author has provided 
alternative results in which convergence is self-evident.
Example 2
The stiffened panels of Fig. 7.2 have been analysed previously by 
Wittrick and Williams (Ref. 67) using the exact formulation, with 
nonlinear eigenvalue solution. Panel 1 has also been analysed by 
Cheung and Cheung (Ref. 71) using the finite strip method. For these 
systems & 88 6a, Poisson's ratio v * 0.3, and frequencies are given 
in terms of a dimensionless parameter*
f * f&//E/p, where f * w /2it Hz .
* The expression for this parameter given in Ref. 71 is incorrect.
Table 7.3 - Isotropic Square Plate
with Both Edges Free (Lumped Mass)
v =■ 1/6 
m = 1
Bending Freq. 
0)̂  (rad/S)
r n M.P • F.S •
2 1 2.85 S 2.86 S
2 4.72 A 4.72 A
3 9.48 S 9.48 S
4 17.34 A 17.35 A
5 27.97 S 27.98 S
4 1 2.87 S 2.87 S
2 4.92 A 4.92 A
3 10.64 S 10.64 S
4 20.73 A 20.73 A
5 35.47 S 35.47 S
8 1 2.87 S 2.87 S
2 4.97 A 4.97 A
3 10.98 S 10.98 S
4 21.92 A 21.92 A
5 38.31 S 38.32 S
Multiplier h/i7p
S, symmetrical; A, antisymmetrical
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Solutions obtained for panel 1 by the composite (M.P.) method 
using (a) 12 strips, and (b) 9 strips, are presented in Table 7.4. It 
may be observed from (a) that when all four degrees of freedom per 
joint are taken into account (Programme 5), the results are practically 
identical with those of the exact method. Moreover, when the order of 
the system is halved by condensation (Programme 7), a high degree of 
accuracy is maintained, particularly for the lower modes.
On the basis of results given in Ref. 71, it would appear from (b) 
that the present method is more accurate than the finite strip analysis 
when fewer strips of greater width are used. However, check results 
obtained by substituting the finite strip stiffness matrix subroutines 
in Programme 5 show a much closer correlation than those of Cheung and 
Cheung.
For panel 2, with Z-section stiffeners, results are compared in 
Table 7.5. Since this panel does not possess an axis of symmetry, the 
modes are neither symmetrical nor antisymmetrical. Considering that 
strip widths for the main plate are essentially as for Panel 1(b), the 
comparison with the axact results is quite favourable, and especially 
so in respect of those frequencies obtained for the condensed system.
Example 3
A free vibration analysis has been carried out for the folded plate 
system of Fig. 4.4, with cross-sectional dimensions as shown for joint 
loading, span £ = 100 ft., and v « 0.15. Results obtained for the
case E = 1 (k/f t2) , p = 1 (k.s2/ftl+), using Programme 5, are 
presented in Table 7.6 and compared with previous results due to Cheung 
and Cheung (Ref. 71), using the finite strip method. More realistic 
values,in the case of a concrete structure for which E « 432xl03, 
p * 4.66x10 ^, are obtained by applying a multiplying factor /E/p«9.63xl03,
Table 7.4 - Natural Frequencies f
of Stiffened Panel 1
Mode
No.
i
Wave
No.
m
Type
of
Symm.
M.P. Exact 4 d.o.f. 
(Ref. 67)
F.S.
4 d.o.f. 
(Ref.71)4 d.o.f. 2 d.o.f.
1 1 A .0286 .0287 .0286 .0287
2 1 S .0291 .0292 .0291 .0292
3 1 S .0359 .0360 .0359 .0365
4 1 A .0362 .0362 .0362 .0366
5 1 S .0392 .0393 .0391 .0394
6 2 S .0395 .0397 .0395 .0396
7 2 A .0411 .0414 .0410 .0411
8 3 S .0505 .0509 .0504 .0504
9 3 A .0520 .0525 .0519 .0521
10 2 S .0556 .0561 .0555 .0557
(a) 12 strips
Mode
No.
i
Wave
No.
m
Type
of
Symm.
M.P. F.S. (4 d.o.f.)
4 d.o.f. 2 d.o.f. (Ref. 71) Author
1 1 A .0286 .0287 .0302 .0288
2 1 S .0291 .0293 .0307 .0293
3 1 S .0365 .0366 .0390 .0372
4 1 A .0367 .0371 .0373
5 2 S .0395 .0403 .0396
6 1 S .0397 .0409 .0400
7 2 A .0411 .0417 .0412
8 3 S .0503 .0517 .0506
9 3 A .0519 .0530 .0521
10 2 S .0561 .0580 .0562
(b) 9 strips
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Table 7.5 - Natural Frequencies f
of Stiffened Panel 2
Mode
No.
i
Wave
No.
m
M.P.
4 d.o.f. 2 d.o.f.
Exact 
4 d.o.f. 
(Ref. 67)
1 1 .0362 .0362 .0361
2 1 .0385 .0385 .0384
3 1 .0410 .0410 .0408
4 1 .0439 .0440 .0437
5 1 .0524 .0525 .0521
6 1 .0565 .0565 .0559
7 1 .0620 .0620 .0613
8 2 .0620 .0621 .0615
9 2 .0659 .0660 .0654
10 1 0683 0683 0677
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Table 7.6 - Natural Frequencies to (rad/s)
of Folded Plate System
Mode Isotropic (E^ * E = E) y Orthotropic (E^ = E)
m n M.P. F. S. E = E/4X E = 4 EX
Ref. 71 Author
1 1 .00112 S .00103 A .00113 S .00061 A .00186 S
2 .00116 A .00105 S .00117 A .00079 S .00213 A
3 .00227 A .00226 A .00227 A .00155 S .00293 A
4 .00291 S .00291 S .00292 S .00203 A .00434 S
5 .00419 S .00419 S .00419 S .00400 S .00554 S
2 1 .00336 S .00337 S .00338 S .00186 S .00577 A
2 .00349 A .00350 A .00351 A .00212 A .00611 S
3 .00470 A .00471*A .00472 A .00293 A .00671 S
4 .00512 S .00512 S .00512 S .00433 S .00767 A
5 .00752 A .00752 A .00752 A .00550 S .00849 A
3 1 .00626 A .00628 A .00630 A .00372 S .00868 A
2 .00667 S .00669 S .00671 S .00379 A .00931 S
3 .00716 S .00718 S .00719 S .00513 A .01075 A
4 .00814 A .00816 A .00816 A .00531 S .01204 S
5 .00884 A .00885 A .00886 A .00763 A .01338 A
4 1 .00838 A .00840 A .00840 A .00575 A .01005 A
2 .00888 S .00891 S .00891 S .00610 S .01131 S
3 .01024 A .01027 A .01028 A .00670 S .01301 A
4 .01106 S .01112 S .01115 S .00765 A .01502 S
5 .01231 A .01237 A .01241 A .00848 A .01948 S
S, symmetrical; A, antisymmetrical
* 00417 in Ref. 71
C J /3 r r  O - O O / S J T CJ/3*> O 0 0 2 9 3
U)/4^ O  0 0 2 0 3 0J/4 = O 00434
Ca J / s  S T  O 00400 CJ/S.= O • OOS3“4
Fig. 7.3 Transverse Modes for Example 3
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With the exception of the fundamental and second frequencies, 
and also the higher frequencies at m = 4, the two sets of results 
are practically identical. At the lower frequencies, alternative 
finite strip results obtained by the author show better agreement. 
Additional verification of the M.P. solution has been provided by 
obtaining the same results using Programme 6.
To demonstrate further the capability of the present method, 
other analyses have been performed for an assumed orthotropic material, 
whose properties are again related as 
>2
/Ex ®y 
2(l+v) *
V V = V'X y
Compared with the isotropic case, frequencies are lower for 
Ex = E^ >  an<* higher for - 4E; however, the type of symmetry 
associated with successive frequencies varies from case to case.
It is interesting to note that for Ex ■ 4E at wavenumber m, the
frequencies are respectively almost identical to those for E - E/4 atx
wavenumber 2m. The transverse modes in the respective cases are 
found to be similarly related.
The transverse mode shapes associated with the first longitudinal 
mode m = 1 have been plotted for both orthotropic cases in Fig. 7.3, 
and may be compared with those presented by Cheung and Cheung for the 
isotropic case.
Example 4
In the analysis of cylindrical panels, an exact solution requires 
a subdivision into curved strips; however, by substituting flat strips 
in the longitudinal direction, an equivalent folded plate is obtained 
which may then be analysed by the present method to give an approximate 
solution. Such an approach has been adopted also by Thangam Babu and 
Reddy (Ref. 80) in a study of isotropic and orthotropic cylindrical 
panels using the finite strip method.
A  =  o / m
Fig. 7.4 Cylindrical Panel (Example 4)
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A summary of both sets of frequencies for the case E = l(N/m2), 
y = O.lp = 1  (kg/m2), is given in Table 7.7*. Unfortunately the
results are vastly different, not only in magnitude but also in 
relative terms.
In order to resolve the disagreement of Table 7.7, Programme 5 
has been applied to a second isotropic panel for which independent 
results have been presented by Chen (Ref. 81). For this panel, simply 
supported along all four edges, a = ^ (30°), ¿/rot -- 1, r/h - 100 
(as before), and v = 0.3 (as before). Natural frequencies are given 
in terms of a dimensionless parameter
- «■ /p(l-v2)
“ 7 / ---I---“ •
Under these conditions the fundamental frequency is found to be 
m * 0.0861, which agrees almost precisely with the value o3 = 0.086 
obtained from a series of curves in Ref. 81.
Thus Programme 5 has been verified for this type of problem and 
the M.P. results of Table 7.7 would appear to be correct. As a 
further check, both fundamental frequencies for the isotropic panel of 
Table 7.7 have been reduced to the dimensionless form used by Chen:
Method to
Check results for the example panel of Fig. 7.4, with span
l = 50m and free edges, have been calculated using Programme 5.
M.P. 0.0133
F.S. 0.5915
Of these the M.P. value is more likely to be correct since, for 
the first panel, 63 < 0.0861 is consistent with (a) its much higher 
aspect ratio i/ra (= 4.77), and (b) its unconstrained edges, whilst the 
contrary effect, due to (c) its greater included angle a s is almost 
negligible by comparison.
* In comparing results with those published in Ref. 80, symbols y 
and p must be interchanged, as well as x and y.
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Table 7.7 - Natural Frequencies u) (rad/S)
of Cylindrical Panel
a = 60° 
m = 1
Isotropic
E = E = E x y
v = v = 0.3 x y
Orthotropic
E - 0.5E, E x y
v = 0.15, v x * y
= E 
= 0.3
n M.P. F.S.* M.P. F.S.*
1 .000278 .012321 .000256 .012029
2 .000488 .034143 .000349 .033330
3 .001973 .263605 .001914 .257322
4 .003530 .329203 .002556 .321355
5 .005363 .399402 .005230 .389870
6 .010577 .651243 .010322 .635681
*Ref. 80
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Example 5
In Sec. 6 it has been shown that the behaviour of stiffened-plate 
systems, under static loading conditions, can be simulated by 
replacing actual elements with equivalent orthotropic plates. This 
type of approach has been used also by Hoppmann, Huffington and 
Magness (Refs. 82-84) in predicting flexural vibration frequencies of 
simply supported stiffened plates.
Here the natural frequencies of the box-girder system of Fig. 6.3, 
with various arrangements of eccentric stiffeners, are determined
using Programme 6. In calculating average values of mass per unit
—6area, y, the mass density of steel is taken as p = 0.734x10™ k s V i n 4.
The results are presented in Table 7.8, and were obtained using 
only four strips per half-section. It is seen that Y-stiffeners 
produce the greatest variations from the isotropic case, whereas 
X-stiffeners have little effect on vibration characteristics.
7.7 CONCLUSIONS
A composite formulation has been developed for the analysis of 
the free-vibration behaviour of multi-plate structural systems. The 
method is more convenient than the strict classical solution in that 
it requires only standard linear eigenvalue routines. Compared with 
the finite strip method, the present approach is more accurate when 
in-plane deformations are significant but, for flexural vibrations 
of isotropic plates, the two methods give almost identical results.
Generally it would appear that the finite strip method is capable 
of better accuracy here than was evident in Part 1 for static analysis 
problems. This is probably due to the fact that the assumed 
displacement functions are better able to describe the smooth curves 
associated with free vibration modes than those, say, due to an 
applied concentrated load.
Table 7.8 - Natural Frequencies co (rad/s)
of Orthotropic Box Girder
m n No Stiffs X- Stiffs Y- Stiffs X+Y Stiffs
1 1 35.8 S 35.4 S 33.3 S 33.8 S
2 45.7 A 45.6 A 41.4 A 42.3 A
3 58.3 A 53.9 A 198.6 A 183.7 A
4 102.3 S 92.6 S 258.0 A 238.8 A
5 192.0 S 174.7 S 312.6 S 289.4 S
2 1 95.4 S 89.3 S 118.8 S 118.3 S
2 104.1 S 94.4 S 157.7 A 159.5 A
3 112.4 A 109.6 A 223.9 A 210.2 A
4 165.3 A 160.9 A 313.1 S 289.9 S
5 265.0 S 251.3 S 488.4 A 452.2 A
3 1 107.0 S 97.9 S 217.9 S 211.5 S
2 115.5 S 106.2 S 279.9 A 270.2 A
3 218.6 A 214.2 A 313.9 S 290.9 S
4 239.2 A 218.9 A 328.5 A 328.3 A
5 282.4 S 255.8 S 670.0 S 630.2 S
4 1 111.2 S 103.8 S 292.1 S 277.7 S
2 123.4 S 114.8 S 315.1 S 292.6 S
3 250.0 A 227.8 A 382.1 A 375.1 A
4 283.8 S 257.8 S 527.2 A 519.2 A
5 341.9 A 327.1 A 781.2 S 741.9 S
S, symmetrical; A, antisymmetrical
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A dynamic condensation technique has been described whereby 
reduced stiffness and mass matrices may be generated, with quite 
dramatic improvement in computational efficiency, while still 
maintaining good accuracy.
For some of the example systems new results are presented in
i
lieu of previous solutions which appear to be in error.
Finally the present method is shown to be more versatile than the 
finite strip procedure (Appendix I), in that it is readily applied to 
systems possessing geometric orthotropy, as distinct from material 
orthotropy.
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SECTION 8 . FLEXURAL VIBRATION OF ORTHQTROPIC PLATES 
H. J lJNTJ«MMJ(rn.()N
For uniform rectangular plates of isotropic material, simply 
supported along all four edges, the exact analytical solution for 
natural frequencies is well known (Ref. 85). Approximate expressions 
for plates having any combination of the usual edge conditions have 
been derived by Warburton (Ref. 8 6). These were obtained by the 
Rayleigh method, using characteristic beam functions in the two 
orthogonal directions.
The problem of orthotropic plates having two opposite edges simply 
supported has been studied by Huffington and Hoppmann (Ref. 87), using 
a Levy-type approach, and the transcendental frequency equations 
determined for various boundary conditions along the other edges. Some 
numerical results based on the solutions of these equations are 
provided in Ref. 8 8 .
The method employed by Warburton, for isotropic plates, has been 
extended by Hearmon (Ref. 89) to orthotropic plates with clamped or 
simply supported edges. More recently, a sine series solution 
developed by Dill and Pister (Ref. 90), for isotropic plates, has 
been applied also to orthotropic plates by Dickinson (Ref. 91). In 
this method the basic problem is divided into two subproblems, each 
dealing with a plate having two opposite edges simply supported.
The natural frequencies of continuous isotropic plates hinged 
along two opposite edges have been determined by Veletsos and Newmark 
(Ref. 92), using an extension of Holzer's method for torsional 
vibration of shafts. However, the method is restricted by the fact 
that tables of stiffness and carry-over factor used in the analysis 
are available only for a small range of values.
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A method for the solution of the fundamental frequency of simply 
supported rectangular plates with linearly varying thickness has been 
proposed by Appl and Byers (Ref. 93), using a bounding technique due to 
Appl and Zorowski (Ref. 94). The procedure has been extended to 
orthotropic plates by Ramachandran (Ref. 95).
The flexural vibration of rectangular plates subject to in-plane 
has been the subject of several recent investigations. In one such 
study Dickinson (Ref. 96) has modified his previous solution for 
orthotropic plates (Ref. 91) to allow for possible in-plane tensile 
forces. The same author (Ref. 97) has also applied the Ritz method 
to obtain natural frequencies and mode shapes for simply supported 
isotropic plates subject to both direct and shear in-plane forces.
Soni and Amba Rao (Ref. 98), on the other hand, have extended the 
classical formulation for orthotropic plates due to Huffington and 
Hoppmann (Ref. 87) to include initial in-plane forces.
In common with the present method, the finite strip technique is 
applicable to many of the above problems (Ref. 70). Further 
developments in regard to certain single and continuous span bridges 
are reported in Ref. 99.
For flexural vibration of isotropic plates, it has been demonstrated 
in the previous section that results obtained using either type of 
stiffness matrix are practically the same. In this section the 
comparison is extended ot orthotropic plates, and the elasticity 
method applied to a number of particular cases for which finite strip 
solutions are not available.
8.2 REVISED STIFFNESS MATRIX IN PRESENCE OF IN-PLANE FORCES
The governing partial differential equation for free flexural 
vibration of orthotropic plates, in the presence of in-plane tensile
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forces N
X
and
D
X 3x^ + 2H
y
3Hw aHw 32w 32w
x 3xz y 3y2. .V + D -r— Ë" - N ~— 7* - N = -y3xz3yz y 3yH " "
32w
3t2 (8. 1)
The homogeneous equation corresponding to Eq. (8.1), from which 
the static stiffness matrix is derived, on substitution of Eq. (2.2) 
yields
d*4 9 d2 . „ u .. d2(D ~ tt - 2Ha2 “ Z + D a 4 - N , , y dyH dy^ x y dŷ + N a2)w = 0 x m ( 8 . 2 )
This may be rewritten as 
(“ E* - 2aa2 + ba*4) wm (8.3)
where
N.
a ® (H + 2^r )/D
0
and
Nxb * (D + — )/D . x a*1 y
Equation (8.3) is identical to Eq. (2.5) and the previous 
formulation for the fundamental distribution matrix is applicable, 
therefore,using the modified expressions for a and b above. The 
derivation of the bending action distribution matrix, and its subsequent 
reformulation as a stiffness matrix, then proceeds as before.
8.3 COMPUTER PROGRAMME
Programmes 5 and 6 , whilst applicable to co-planar systems, are 
inefficient when flexural vibrations only are of interest. For this 
reason a special-purpose programme has been written for such problems, 
and is included as Programme 8 in Appendix J.
Here it is convenient from a programming viewpoint to utilise the 
condensation technique to eliminate the unwanted in-plane displacement 
co-ordinates u and 6^. Thus, condensed stiffness and mass matrices 
will correspond to bending displacement co-ordinates 6y and 6z,
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and will be exact for co-planar systems.
Programme 8 is written for the case of material orthotropy, and 
incorporates the modifications of Sec. 8.2 in relation to possible 
in-plane forces. However, when a complete finite strip analysis is 
required, in-plane forces must be zero. The present version, as 
listed, is again based on a solution of Eq. (7.10).
Input specifications are identical to those for Programme 5 
(Sec. 7.5), with the addition of in-plane forces to item (iv).
For a typical orthotropic plate, subdivided into eight strips, 
the total execution time involved in the computation of all frequencies 
and transverse modes, for the first three longitudinal harmonics, is 
22 s.
8.4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Example 1
Programme 8 has been applied to the dynamic analysis of a
rectangular plate of orthotropic material (5-ply maple plywood), for
which exact results in respect of various edge conditions have been
found by Huffington and Hoppmann (Refs. 87, 88).
The plate has a width/span ratio of 0.5, and elastic properties
as follows:
E = 1.87 x 106 psi x r
E = 0.60 x 106 psi
y
v “ 0.12x
G - 0.159 x 106 psi.
Table 8.1 shows results for the first four frequencies ojmn
corresponding to the first longitudinal mode m = 1, and for which 
eight strips were used. In the case of the fundamental frequency
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Table 8.1 - Orthotropic Rectangular 
Plate with Various Edge Conditions
Edge
Conditions Method
Natural Frequency o)mn (rad/s)
0)1 i 0)12 0)1 3 0)11*
S-S M.P. 48.65 165.1 362.5 640.7
Exact 48.65 165.1 362.1 638.3
S-F M.P. 20.65 73.10 208.9 425.8
Exact 20.65
S-C M.P. 68.52 206.1 423.8 722.7
Exact 68.52
C-C M.P. 94.56 252.2 490.3 810.1
Exact 94.56
F-F M.P. 17.39 28.30 102.4 257.3
Exact 17.39
C-F M.P. 26.06 97.68 254.8 492.1
Exact 26.06 97.68 254.7 491.0
Multiplier VD /y y
*
S, simply supported; F, free; C, clamped.
W
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ig. 8.1 Continuous Plate (Example 2)
Fig. 8.2 - Mode Shapes for Continuous Plate
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cu^, there is exact agreement throughout; for edge conditions S - S 
and C - F, a comparison of higher frequencies shows excellent 
agreement.
The computations were repeated using the finite strip stiffness 
matrix in lieu of the elasticity stiffness matrix, but no variations 
from the results of Table 8.1 were detected.
Example 2
The continuous plate of Fig. 8.1, with edge conditions and 
intermediate supports as indicated, has been analysed for the isotropic 
case: a. = i = 1; D = 1, p = ph = 1. The M.P. results shown in Table
8.2 were obtained using a total of 16 strips (4 strips/panel)* and 
compare very favourably with those due to Veletsos and Newmark (Ref. 92). 
Note that in the absence of free edges, frequencies are independent of 
Poisson's ratio v.
Corresponding results for an assumed orthotropic material (Sec.
7.6, Example 3) are given also in Table 8.2, but no comparative 
solutions are available.
Modal shapes associated with the respective frequencies of the 
isotropic plate have been plotted in Fig. 8.2; these are not altered 
noticeably in the cases of orthotropy.
Example 3 x
For plates with linearly varying thickness, an approximate 
solution is afforded by the present method using a subdivision into 
strips having a step-wise variation in thickness.
This type of approach is applied initially to a simply supported 
square isotropic plate of side having thickness 
h(x,y) = hQ (l + a^-)
where a = taper ratio =0.8. The plate is divided into eight strips of
equal width and with thicknesses, respectively, 1.05h ,1.15h ,...,1.75h .o ’ o* * o
Ill
Table 8.2 - Natural Frequencies a)(rad/s) of Continuous Plate
m = 1 Isotropic (D = D = D) x y ' Orthotropic (Dy = D)
n M.P. Ref. 92 D = D/4 D = 4DX X
1 20.00 20.01 15.13 29.77
2 22.06 22.07 17.54 31.40
3 25.41 25.41 21.37 34.11
4 28.45 - 24.84 36.54
Table 8.3 - Natural Frequencies 0)(rad/s) of Variable - Thickness
Plate
v = 0.3 
m = 1 Isotropic
Orthotropic
p = 0.5, q = 0.5 p = 0.5, q * 1.0
n M.P. Ref. 93 M.P. Ref. 95 M.P. Ref. 95
1 27.33 27.35 23.79 23.87 25.61 25.67
2 68.01 55.33 56.15
3 135.8 104.3 104.8
4 231.0 172.2 172.5
Multi- * V pho /H /ph o o
plier z2 Z2
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Results for the first longitudinal mode (m * 1) are given in 
Table 8.3, and the fundamental frequency compared with that found by 
Appl and Byers (Ref. 93).
A similar plate with orthotropic properties
h o  . Dxo
Ho V V = V2 X y
has also been analysed, and this time results are compared with those 
presented by Ramachandran (Ref. 95). Here it should be noted that in 
the latter formulation the solution will be affected by the invalid
assumption vx V = V.y
Whilst the method of Refs. 93 and 95 applies only to simple 
edge conditions, no such restriction in respect of edges parallel to 
the x-axis is applicable to the present method.
Example 4
The natural frequencies of a square isotropic plate have been 
determined for various edge conditions, and subject to different 
combinations of in-plane loads. Results are given in Table 8.4, and 
were obtained using eight strips.
For the cases with free edges, in the presence of in-plane forces 
in both directions, the numerical solution becomes extremely sensitive 
In these circumstances Programme 8 fails, using single-precision 
arithmeticy and a modified version based on a solution of Eq. (7.11) 
must be used instead.
An indirect check on the results of Table 8.4 is made possible by 
recognizing that, in the absence of forces N^, the vibration problem 
is mathematically identical to the corresponding stability problem.
A relationship (Ref. 100) between natural frequencies and critical 
buckling load is then given as
t  t X \ 2 mWN
wQ )
= 1 - (8.4)
cr
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Table 8.4 - Natural Frequencies U)(rad/s) of Isotropic Plate 
Subject to In-Plane Forces
V = 0.25 
m = 1
In-Plane
Force
Edge Conditions
n N N s-s S-F C-S C-FX y
1 0 0 19.74 11.82 23.65 12.86
50 0 29.71 25.16 32.44 25.67
50 50 37.10 27.62 40.03 28.49
2 0 0 49.35 28.00 58.66 33.32
50 0 54.12 35.74 62.72 40.04
50 50 70.00 49.80 77.84 54.57
3 0 0 98.79 62.10 113.4 72.64
50 0 101.3 65.95 115.5 75.96
50 50 121.2 88.03 134.3 97.37
4 0 0 168.4 116.0 188.3 131.9
50 0 169.8 118.1 189.6 133.7
50 50 191.6 143.5 210.1 157.9
Multi­
plier
D
F ' f
Table 8.5 - Critical Buckling Loads N for Isotropic Plate
a = d = l )  cr
Edge
Conditions
N = N (N cr x v y - 0) N - N = N cr x y
Eq. (8.4) Exact Eq. (8.4) Exact
S-S -39.5 -39.5 -19.7 -19.7
S-F -14.2 -14.2
C-S -56.7 -
C-F -16.8 -16.8
S, simply supported; F, free; C, clamped
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where is the frequency in presence of uniform end force = N,
and a) is the frequency of free vibration (N = 0). o x
The same relationship is applicable also to the case in which all four
edges are simply supported, and subject to uniform forces N = N = N.x y
It follows from Eq. (8.4) that the load corresponding to zero 
frequency is the critical buckling load, Ncf. Moreover, the 
buckling mode is identical to the vibration mode, which is the same 
for all values of N.
Values of the critical load have been calculated using the previous 
results, for various edge conditions, and may be found in Table 8.5.
The comparison with known exact solutions (Ref. 101), where available, 
shows identical agreement.
The present method, thus verified for isotropic plates, has then 
been applied to the square orthotropic plate of Ref. 98, with details 
as follows: D /H « 1.6136
Dy/H * 4.341 
vx « 5/27
Results for this problem are given in Table 8.6, and may be checked 
against the curves provided in Ref. 98* for modes n = 1 and n = 2 of 
cases other than S — S. For edge conditions C — S, all frequencies are 
in agreement. However, for the cases with free edges, S - F and C - F, 
the results of Ref. 98 appear to be in error. More specifically, the 
solution procedure used by Soni and Amba Rao has failed to detect, for 
n “ 1, the fundamental frequencies as given in Table 8.6, but has 
yielded frequencies associated with n ■ 2 instead. Similarly, those 
results given for n - 2 in Ref. 98 correspond to n - 3 in Table 8.6.
Such a comparison is confirmed by reference to the mode shapes plotted 
in Ref. 98.
* Note that symbols x and y must be interchanged in Ref. 98.
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Table 8.6 - Natural Frequencies w(rad/s) of 
Orthotropic Plate Subject to In-Plane Forces
m - 1 In-Plane
Force
Edge Conditions
n N N S-S S-F C-S C-F
X y
1 0 0 27.84 12.55 37.62 14.33
50 0 35.61 25.51 43.69 26.43
50 50 41.97 28.38 49.76 30.19
2 0 0 87.78 38.43 108.9 50.98
50 0 90.55 44.39 111.1 55.61
50 50 100.9 57.40 120.4 68.26
3 0 0 190.4 109.4 222.2 133.2
50 0 191.7 111.6 223.3 135.0
50 50 202.9 126.5 233.6 148.6
4 0 0 335.2 222.5 377.8 256.9
50 0 336.0 223.6 378.5 257.9
50 50 347.5 238.2 389.2 271.4
Multiplier H_ Æ7ïï
Z 2 Z 2
Table 8.7 - Critical Buckling Loads N forcr
Orthotropic Plate (Z  = H = 1)
Edge
Conditions
N = N cr x
(Ny = 0)
N = N = cr x
Eq. (8.4)
Ny
Ref. 98
S-S - 78.5 - 39.3 -
S-F - 15.9 - 12.0 
- 40,2*
- 41.9*
C-S -143.4 - 66.6 - 66.0
C-F - 20.8 - 14.2
- 62.3*
- 67.6*
S, simply supported; F, free; C, clamped 
* Applicable to second mode (n = 2)
F i g . 8 , 3 O r t h o t r o p i c  Plate Subject to In-Plane Forces
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For N = N (N =0), the linear relationship expressed by Eq. x y
(8.A) is applicable also to orthotropic plates, and may be used to
calculate critical buckling loads as before. However, for
* Ny * N * except f°r e8Se conditions S - S, such a linear
relationship does not hold. For purposes of comparison, both loading
cases are shown graphically in Fig. 8.3, in respect of the orthotropic
plate. In the first case it is interesting to note that the various
straight-line relationships have constant slope. In the second case
the non-linearity is so minor as to indicate that Eq. (8.A) could
still be applied, with reasonable accuracy.
Values of critical buckling loads, calculated on the basis of
Eq. (8.A), are given in Table 8.7. For the case N = N * N,x y
approximate values are obtained on the assumption of linearity 
between N * 0 and N = 25. A comparison with results taken from 
Ref. 98 again shows up the discrepancy associated with edge conditions 
S - F and C - F.
8.5 CONCLUSIONS
The previous method for multi-plate systems has been reformulated 
for the particular case of flexural vibration of orthotropic plates.
A number of special problems have been solved, with consistently good 
accuracy, using the same generalized procedure. Previously, such 
problems were studied by various authors using different solution 
techniques in each case.
For flexural vibration, the necessary modifications have been 
introduced so as to allow determination of natural frequencies in the 
presence of in-plane forces. Such a facility is not available in the 
finite strip method.
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The relationship between vibration and stability phenomena has 
been demonstrated, and critical buckling loads calculated for various 
isotropic and orthotropic plates. In some cases results due to 
previous investigators are shown to be in error, and new results 
presented in their place.
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SECTION 9. SYSTEMS WITH ATTACHED CONCENTRATED MASSES
9.1 INTRODUCTION
Problems of vibration of plates, and plate systems, carrying 
discrete masses occur frequently in aerospace and structural 
engineering.
The basic problem of a simply supported isotropic rectangular 
plate with a single attached mass has been solved by Amba-Rao (Ref.
102) using the Dirac 5 - function and a double finite Fourier sine 
transform.
For plates with two opposite ends simply supported, a method has 
been proposed by Shah and Datta (Ref. 103) as an extension of that 
used by Pan (Ref. 104) to solve the corresponding beam problem. An 
alternative procedure for this class of problem, using a combination 
of the finite sine, transform and the Laplace transform, has been 
formulated by Magrab (Ref. 105).
An approximate technique based on the Galerkin method, applicable 
to plates having any combination of clamped and simply supported edges, 
has been presented by Stanisic and Payne (Ref. 106). Results compare 
favourably with an exact solution, similar to that due to Amba-Rao, for 
simply supported plates with an arbitrary number of masses.
The vibration of isotropic cylindrical shells carrying a 
concentrated mass has been studied by Chen (Ref. 81) using a classical 
approach based on Donnell*s equations. The method is restricted to 
panels having all four edges simply supported.
For curved slab and box-girder bridges, as well as simple plates 
with an attached concentrated mass, finite strip solutions have been 
presented by Cheung, Cheung and Huizer (Refs. 107, 70, 72).
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The methods of Secs. 7 and 8, in which the various harmonics are 
uncoupled, are valid only for a uniform mass distribution in the 
longitudinal direction. Such methods applied to concentrated masses 
would give approximate results; in order that more exact solutions 
may be obtained, account must be taken of harmonic coupling.
9.2 HARMONIC COUPLING DUE TO CONCENTRATED MASSES
For a concentrated mass M attached to joint j at point x = a, 
the inertia force corresponding to each degree of freedom 6(t) is 
given as
F. » -M6(t) 3
0)2M6(t) (9.1)
where
6 (t )  08 Jô ( t )  sin aa 
m
and mirl *
This concentrated force F^ may be represented as the Fourier
series (Appendix A);
?
jF„ (x) » a)2 ô (t) £ sin 8a sin 8x 1 n
(9.2)
where
8 mr
For convenience, Eq. (9.2) is rearranged as
F (x) ■ U)2 —  £ (J 6 (t) sin aa sin 8 a) sin ax 
J m n
(9.3)
Extending Eq. (9.3) to the complete system, the vector of forces 
actually applied at the joints, for the mth harmonic, then becomes
{ F 1}^ ■ u>2 y  ( I  CM'DjiU1 >n ( t )  sin aa sin 8a) (9.4)
In these circumstances Eq. (9.4) replaces Eq. (7.20) and the 
resulting equation of motion, Eq. (7.21), is no longer independent of
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other harmonics; instead, the various harmonics are coupled to form 
one large system equation from which all required eigenvalues must be 
extracted.
An approximate solution based on the uncoupled equation of motion 
is obtained by assuming, for the mt 1̂ harmonic,
{F'}j * w2 j [M*] {U*}(t) sin 2aa (9.5)
9.3 COMPUTER PROGRAMMES
Two separate computer programmes have been developed for the 
analysis of systems with harmonic coupling due to attached concentrated 
masses, and are included as Programmes 9 and 10, respectively, in 
Appendix J.
Programme 9 is applicable to general multi-plate systems and, 
for reasons of storage efficiency, makes use of the condensation 
technique of Programme 7.
Programme 10, on the other hand, is a special-purpose programme 
for the analysis of flexural vibration of co-planar systems, and is 
based on Programme 8.
Input specifications are similar to those for Programmes 7 and 8, 
respectively, with only minor alterations in respect of the harmonics 
to be considered*.
Both programmes incorporate the QR algorithm as the method of 
solution, and yield frequencies only as output. With Programme 10 a 
certain degree of numerical sensitivity was detected using the 
formulation of Eq. (7.10), and this was overcome by adopting the 
alternative formulation of Eq. (7.11).
* An option is provided whereby even harmonics may be excluded 
in the case of a single concentrated mass at mid—span.
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For a box-system comprising 13 strip elements, and carrying an 
eccentric concentrated mass at mid-span, the execution time for a 
complete analysis using Programme 9 with four odd harmonics is 3 min 
22 s.
For a simply-supported rectangular plate subdivided into eight 
strips, and carrying an eccentric concentrated mass at quarter-span, 
the execution time for a complete analysis using Programme 10 with 
five harmonics is 2 min 24 s. P
9.4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Example 1
To demonstrate the effects of coupling the present method is 
applied to an example solved previously by Magrab (Ref. 105) using 
classical techniques, and also by Cheung and Cheung (Ref. 70) using 
the finite strip method without coupling. This is a simply supported 
isotropic square plate, of side £, with concentrated mass M = y£2/4 
at the centre.
Table 9.1 shows various results for the problem, both with and 
without the concentrated mass. In all cases a strip width of 1/8 
has been adopted.
For the analysis of the coupled system only odd longitudinal 
harmonics are considered, and a condition of modal symmetry is imposed 
in the transverse direction, thereby eliminating those frequencies 
which are unaffected by the addition of the concentrated mass.
The agreement with the more exact results due to Magrab is seen 
to be excellent. Note, however, the discrepancy associated with co 
which, from symmetry, should be identical to w31i a similar 
disagreement exists between u)15 and w51. Whilst inconvenient, no 
great difficulty of interpretation arises, since co10 and u>, c are 
obviously in error. Moreover, such discrepancies are not restricted
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Table 9.1 - Natural Frequencies 0)(rad/s) of Isotropic
Plate with Concentrated Mass at Centre
Without Cone. With Concentrated Mass
Mass Programme 10 (coupled) Prog. 8  
(Uncoup-
m n Prog. 8 Exact Em =1 Em =3 Em =5 Em =7 led)
1 1 19.74 19.74 13.87
(13.87)*
13.77
(13.77)
13.74
(13.74)
13.74
(13.74)
13.87
[13.87]+
2 1 49.33 49.35 49.33
1 2 49.35 49.35 49.35
2 2 78.92 78.96 78.92
3 1 98.55 98.70 - 67.39
(67.41)
6 6 . 0 2
(66.04)
65.54
(65.56)
65.25
[65.36]
1 3 98.79 98.70 80.00 98.67 98.67 98.67 80.00
3 2 128.0 128.3 128.0
2 3 128.3 128.3 128.3
4 1 167.1 167.8 167.1
1 4 168.4 167.8 168.4
3 3 177.3 177.7 - 158.7 154.6
(154.8)
153.3
(153.6)
148.9
[152.9]++
4 2 196.4 197.4 196.4
2 4 197.8 197.4 197.8
4 3 245.2 246.7 245.2
3 4 246.4 246.7 246.4
5 1 254.3 256.6 - - 216.6 214.1 151.3
1 5 258.8 256.6 2 2 2 . 0 235.6 256.5 256.5 2 2 2 . 0
Multi
plier
- ÆTjï
£ 2
+
Classical (Ref. 105)
Finite Strip (Ref. 70)
This value may apply to 0 ) 5 1 in lieu of 0 ) 3 3
*
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to the present method: results given by Stanisic and Payne (Ref. 106),
for a clamped plate with central concentrated mass, show exactly the
same type of disagreement, but are presented without comment. Because
of the limited results provided by Magrab, it is not clear whether
such inconsistencies occur also with the classical solution.
Approximate results based on the uncoupled system are in good
agreement with those due to Cheung and Cheung. Note, however, their
invalid assertion that "better agreement (with the classical method)
would be reached if more terms are taken in Magrabfs computation".
The analysis of the plate has been repeated after changing the
position of the concentrated mass to the point x = 1 /4, y = £/4,
thereby replacing the four-fold symmetry of the previous case with a
single symmetry about the diagonal containing the mass.
The results are given in Table 9.2 and, for the coupled solution,
show generally closer agreement between the various pairs a) andmn
G)__ •nm
An uncoupled solution has again been determined for comparison 
with that due to Cheung and Cheung (Ref. 70). The following comments 
are relevant:
(i) the frequencies so designated in Ref. 70 do not in fact 
correspond to the second and third modes;
(ii) the deviations from the coupled solution are greater here than 
in the previous case;
(iii) the uncoupled solutions, themselves, are in disagreement due 
to an apparent error in Ref. 70 which is consistent with the 
incorrect use of |sin aa|, in lieu of sin2 aa, in Eq. (9.5).
In order to investigate further the difficulties associated with 
the determination of frequencies w13 and uj15 in Table 9.1, the 
following simply supported square plates, with two-fold symmetry, have
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Table 9.2 - Natural Frequencies 0)(rad/s) of Isotropic
Plate with Concentrated Mass at Quarter-Point
Mode Programme 10 (Coupled) Prog. 8 (Uncoupled)
m n Em =1 Em =2 Em =3 Em =4 Em =5 Correct Incorrect
sin2 öa 1 sin aa|
1 1 17.50 17.20 17.14 17.14 17.13 17.50
[16.71]
16.71
2 1 - 34.99 34.37 34.37 34.24 37.06 37.06
1 2 41.71 49.34 49.34 49.34 49.34 41.71 40.10
2 2 - 67.88 66.68 66.68 66.49 64.30 64.30
3 1 - - 93.64 93.64 93.51 81.59
[75.37]
75.24
1 3 92.75 96.28 98.67 98.67 98.67 92.75 91.78
3 2 - - 117.5 117.5 117.1 113.1 111.6
2 3 - 121.6 128.2 128.2 128.2 119.1 119.1
4 1 - - - 167.1 167.1 167.1 167.1
1 4 168.4 168.4 168.4 168.4 168.4 168.4 168.4
3 3 - - 173.2 173.2 172.6 168.4
[173.2]++
167.4
4 2 — — - 196.4 196.4 196.4 196.4
2 4 - 197.8 197.8 197.8 197.8 197.8 197.8
4 3 - - - 245.2 245.2 245.2 245.2
3 4 - - 246.4 246.4 246.4 246.4 246.4
5 1 - - - - 229.7 190.2 171.4
1 5 239.6 241.8 245.9 245.9 256.4 239.6 236.1
Multi Æ ' ü
plier £2
+
++
Finite Strip (Ref. 70)
This value may apply to W 5 1 in lieu of 003 3
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also been analysed: (a) isotropic plate with three concentrated
masses, each M = y£2/4, along the centre-line y - 1/2 at points
x = i/3, x « JL/2, and x * 2JI/3, respectively; (b) orthotropic
plate, for which D *■ 4D , H = 2D , with concentrated massx y* y*
M = y£2/4 at the centre.
Results for case (a), using strip widths of &/6, are given in
Table 9.3 for strip subdivisions in both the x - and y - directions,.
Only those frequencies affected by the addition of the concentrated
masses are included. Despite the relatively coarse mesh, the agreement
between all pairs w and w , for alternative strip directions, ismn nm r J
excellent. The results compare favourably, also with those due to 
Stanisic and Payne (Ref. 106).
Similarly, for case (b), using strip widths of 1/8, the alternative 
solutions of Table 9.4 may be observed to confirm each other, with good 
accuracy.
It would seem, therefore, that the discrepancies noted previously 
are confined, essentially, to the particular case of four-fold 
symmetry.
Example 2
An isotropic cylindrical panel (Fig. 7.4), simply supported along 
all four edges, and carrying a concentrated mass M at the centre, has 
been analysed for the case: a * | (30°); Jt/ra = 1; r/h * 100; 
v = 0.3; M ■ yil2/4.
Results based on an equivalent 12-plate folded plate system are 
summarized in Table 9.5 and, for ][m * 3, may be compared with a 
classical double series solution obtained by Chen (Ref. 81).
Generally the agreement is quite good; however, more terms are 
required in the other solution for adequate convergence at the higher
modes.
Table 9.3 - Natural Frequencies w(rad/s) of Isotropic
Plate with Three Concentrated Masses
Mode
Without Cone. 
Masses
With Concentrated Masses 
Programme 10
m n Prog.8 Exact Em =1 Em =2 Em =3 Em =4 Em =5 Em = 7
X- Strips
1 1 19.74 19.74 10.42
(10.55)
10.42 
* (10.55)
10.39
(10.42)
10.39 10.39 10.39
2 1 49.29 49.35 — 30.06
(31.21)
30.06
(30.34)
29.21 29.21 29.21
3 1 98.25 98.70 — - 67.17
(68.77)
67.17 63.72 61.91
1 3 99.00 98.70 74.81 74.81 81.27 81.27 76.26 75.07
2 3 128.3 128.3 - 102.3 102.3 149.4 149.4 149.4
4 1 165.8 167.8 - - - 93.63 93.63 93.63
3 3 176.5 177.7 - - 151.8 151.8 179.3 176.7
4 3 242.5 246.7 - - - 214.8 214.8 214.8
5 1 250.2 256.6 - - - - 127.9 122.4
Y- Strips
1 1 19.74 19.74 10.53 10.42 10.40 10.39
1 2 49.37 49.35 30.65 29.52 29.25 29.15
1 3 99.00 98.70 71.53 64.92 63.12 62.34
3 1 98.25 98.70 - 77.14 75.62 75.07
3 2 127.5 128.3 - 152.3 150.8 150.3
1 4 169.5 167.8 134.6 96.03 93.78 93.00
3 3 176.5 177.7 - 185.2 178.7 177.1
3 4 246.1 246.7 - 225.4 217.2 215.4
1 5 262.9 256.6 156.0 130.6 126.1 124.3
Multi­
plier
/D/y
£2
Classical (Ref. 106)
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Table 9.4 - Natural 
Orthotropic Plate
Frequencies o)(rad/ 
with Concentrated
s) of 
Mass
Mode WithoutMass
Cone. With Concentrated Mass 
Programme 10
m n Prog. 8 Exact Em =1 Em =3 Em =5 Em =7
X- Strips
1 1 29.61 29.61 20.68 20.56 20.53 20.52
1 3 108.6 108.6 88.27 84.49 83.74 83.47
3 1 186.6 187.5 - 157.2 155.2 154.5
3 3 264.4 266.5 - 226.9 224.1 223.2
1 5 268.6 266.5 230.7 266.5 266.5 266.5
Y- Strips
1 1 29.61 29.61 20.86 20.61 20.56 20.54
3 1 108.5 108.6 - 85.88 84.35 83.80
1 3 187.7 187.5 151.8 162.2 157.3 155.8
3 3 266.4 266.5 - 243.3 226.8 224.8
5 1 265.8 266.5 - - 266.1 266.1
Multi
plier
- /d /yy
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Table 9.5 - Natural Frequencies w(rad/s) of
Cylindrical Panel with Concentrated Mass
Mode WithoutMas
Cone. 
s
With Concentrated Mass
Programme 9 (2 d.o.f.!) Ref.81
m n 4 d.o.f. 2 d.o.f. Em =1 Em = 3 Em =5 Em =7 Em = 3
1 1 0.0861 0.0861 0.0583 0.0562 0.0557 0.0555 0.0567
1 3 0.1742 0.1742 0.1468 0.1375 0.1355 0.1347 0.1370
3 1 0.2246 0.2246 - 0.2035 0.2022 0.2017 0.2040
3 3 0.3217 0.3218 - 0.2920 0.2865 0.2847 0.2932
1 5 0.4511 0.4516 0.3875 0.4138 0.3906 0.3864 0.4171
5 1 0.4748 0.4748 - - 0.4639 0.4636 -
3 5 0.5906 0.5917 - 0.5538 0.5453 0.5405 0.5576
Multi- 7T / E
plier % ÿ P(l-v2)
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Example 3
A study has been made of the effect of a concentrated mass at 
various points on the two-cell box girder bridge of Fig. 5.9. The 
mass is assumed to be equal to one-eighth of the total mass of the 
structure, with p * 1, as adopted in Ref. 72 in respect of the 
uncoupled analysis of a curved bridge, and is located at raidspan.
The various results from Programme 9 are presented in Table 9.6. 
Again, more realistic values are obtained by applying a multiplying 
factor /e /p * 9.63x10^ for concrete.
It is observed that when the mass is attached at a web junction, 
the uncoupled solution (Jm ■ 1) is quite accurate; however, when the 
mass is located at the centre of a cell, or at a free edge, such a 
solution is in considerable error. The discrepancies between the 
coupled and uncoupled solutions will become more pronounced at higher 
modes.
9.5 CONCLUSIONS
A theory of harmonic coupling, due to attached concentrated masses, 
has been presented as an extension of previous elasticity - based methods 
for the dynamic analysis of orthotropic plate systems.
The new technique is verified by comparison with known classical 
solutions, due to several authors, for certain limited examples.
Further examples, of less restrictive specification, are included as 
demonstrations of the versatility of the present method.
Comparisons with uncoupled solutions (as in the finite strip method) 
serve to illustrate the greater accuracy of the coupled analysis, with 
quite significant deviations in some cases. Moreover, for masses 
located other than at midspan, there is some evidence to suggest that 
results published previously for the finite strip method are incorrect, 
even as uncoupled solutions.
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Table 9.6 - Two-Cell Box Girder Bridge with 
Concentrated Mass
Pos’n of 
Cone. Mass
Natural Frequencies o)(rad/s)
Em n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
None 1 0.00325* 0.00406 0.00798 0.00843
0.00802+ 0.00847
Top 1 0.00288 0.00405 0.00802 0.00726
Centre
Web 3 0.00287 0.00405 0.00802 0.00717
5 0.00287 0.00405 0.00802 0.00714
7 0.00287 0.00405 0.00802 0.00713
Top 1 0.00270 0.00380 0.00607 0.00844
Centre
Cell 3 0.00258 0.00374 0.00520 0.00840
5 0.00250 0.00371 0.00490 0.00836
7 0.00245 0.00368 0.00477 0.00835
Top 1 0.00279 0.00369 0.00802 0.00769
Outer
Web 3 0.00278 0.00369 0.00802 0.00763
5 0.00278 0.00369 0.00802 0.00761
7 0.00278 0.00368 0.00802 0.00760
Free 1 0.00268 0.00365 0.00585 0.00811
Edge
3 0.00254 0.00360 0.00518 0.00809
5 0.00245 0.00356 0.00490 0.00808
7 0.00238 0.00353 0.00476 0.00807
* Programme 5 (4 d.o.f.) 
+ Programme 7 (2 d.o.f.)
PART 3
DYNAMIC ID EN T IF IC AT IO N  OF PLATE  SYSTEMS
x(t)’ h(t) , H(f) y ( t )
Fig. 10.1 - Linear System
x(t)
n(t)
y ( t )
( * )
n ( t )
0>)
Fig. 10.2 ” System Identification Model
(a) Noise at Excitation
(b) Noise at Response
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SECTION 10. LINEAR SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION - 
CORRELATION TECHNIQUES
10.1 INTRODUCTION
In designing a structure for dynamic loading conditions the 
response (e.g. deflection or stress) at selected points is required.
To this end the structure may be regarded as a linear system whose 
dynamic characteristics are described by appropriate functions in the 
time domain and/or frequency domain. Whilst in simple cases such 
functions can be identified by theoretical analysis, in many practical 
cases the complexity of the structure together with its unknown 
damping properties renders this extremely difficult, and experimental 
methods have to be employed.
Figure 10.1 shows a linear system in schematic form. In the 
time domain the system model is described by the function h(t) known 
as the impulse response or "weighting" function. This is the response 
of the system to a unit impulse input and consequently represents the 
natural dynamic response incorporating the superposition of the 
natural modes of the system. Knowing h(t), the response y(t) to any 
forced input x(t) can be determined by the convolution integral:
f°°
y(t) - x(t-A) h(A) dA (10 . 1)
In the frequency domain the system function H(f) is obtained as 
the Fourier transform of h(t):
H(f) * . \ —i2irf A j-h(A) e dA (10.2)
o
An important relationship for H(f) is established by taking the 
Fourier transform of both sides of Eq. (10.1). Letting X(f) be the 
Fourier transform of input x(t), and Y(f) that of the resulting output 
y(t), it follows that (Refs. 108, 109):
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Y(f) = X(f) H(f)
or H(f) “ w f }  • (10.3)
In this form H(f) is called the frequency response of the system.
It should be noted that H(f) is generally a complex function 
which may be represented conveniently in terms of a magnitude ¡H(f)| 
and an associated phase angle <#> (f) .
All experimental techniques of system identification have in 
common the study of the system’s response to a known stimulus. They 
differ, however, in the types of input signal used and in the nature 
of the processing of input and output signal data (Refs. 110, 111).
In the past, measurement of the dynamic characteristics of 
structures has been confined largely to steady -state testing using 
discrete frequency sinusoidal excitation. When a noise-free linear 
system is subjected to a sinusoidal input of frequency f, the steady 
- state output will also be sinusoidal, differing from the input only 
with respect to amplitude and phase angle. Thus | H(f) | and <j>(f) 
are obtained directly for the given frequency f. The procedure is 
very tedious and time consuming, obtaining one point on the 
frequency response per run. Furthermore, for lightly damped systems, 
there is a danger of producing excessive response near resonant 
frequencies.
Some reduction in test time may be achieved by using quasi-steady 
-state test methods in which the excitation frequency is slowly varied 
through the frequency range of interest. Considerable errors may occur, 
however, because the assumption that the system response attains almost 
steady-state levels is not always valid.
Alternatively, the frequency response of a structural system may 
be obtained by observing its transient response to an impulsive
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excitation. Such "hammer blow" techniques are attractive because of 
their short test time, and have acquired a new status as a result of 
developments in transducer technology and in equipment for data 
acquisition and reduction (Ref. 112). However, little control can be 
exercised over the range of frequencies excited, and if pulses of 
extremely short duration are used in order that a wide frequency range 
may be investigated, response measurement problems occur because of 
the low energy levels of the excitation. If, on the other hand, large 
amplitude pulses are injected with the required energy, then there is 
a possibility of overloading system components.
Repeated pulse inputs may be utilised in conjunction with 
transient averaging, but the main advantage of single pulse testing is 
then lost.
For both steady-state sinusoidal testing and impulse testing, 
additional problems arise in the presence of extraneous noise. In 
such cases it may be difficult to extract wanted signals unless large 
amplitude inputs are used.
In recent years, the application of a rapid frequency sweep test 
to the transient testing of structures has received some attention 
(Refs. 113, 114). In a sense, this method represents a compromise 
between the abovementioned conventional techniques. Two different 
approaches are available for the determination of frequency response 
characteristics: (i) direct Fourier transform analysis using Eq. (10.3);
(ii) indirect analysis via the autocorrelation function of the response.
Whereas the deterministic theory approach yields poor results 
when noise is present at either the excitation or response of the 
system, the alternative probabilistic theory approach is shown to give 
better accuracy. It is assumed in the latter case that any extraneous 
noise approximates white noise; in practice, however, such noise is
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more likely to be periodic. Further, noise present at the response of 
the system results in an overestimate of damping.
Many of the difficulties associated with periodic and transient 
test signals may be avoided by using random stimuli and cross-correlation 
analysis (Refs. 115, 116) to obtain a statistical estimate of the 
dynamic characteristics of the system. Such methods are known to be 
very reliable in view of their immunity to extraneous noise. Further, 
random signals have desirable characteristics from the viewpoint of 
bandwidth and energy input for a given signal amplitude.
In particular, the use of pseudo-random test signals in system 
identification studies has gained much favour in the field of 
automatic control (Refs. 117, 118)» Of the available pseudo—random 
signals, a binary (two-level) signal is to be preferred in view of the 
simplicity it lends to correlation analysis; the binary maximum length 
sequence, usually called pseudo-random binary sequence (p.r.b.s.), is 
most commonly employed because of the relative ease with which it may 
be generated.
Applications of the p.r.b.s./cross-correlation method to other 
fields, notably to the determination of natural responses of 
one-dimensional mechanical systems (Refs. 119-121), as well as to 
identification of transient flow characteristics in bulk handling 
systems (Refs. 119, 122, 123), has also been demonstrated.
Applied to structural systems, the method is potentially 
advantageous in that it could provide information on natural 
frequencies, mode shapes and damping using small amplitude disturbances, 
and without having to excite the structure at or near a resonant
condition.
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10.2 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The general theory of linear system identification using random 
signal perturbation and correlation analysis is well documented 
(Sec. 10.1). However, it is considered necessary to review those 
aspects which relate particularly to the present experimental 
investigation.
Correlation Functions
For a stationary random process x(t) the autocorrelation function 
is defined as
R
X X
( t )  - E[x(t) x(t+r)3 (10.4)
where x is a time delay,
and E denotes the expected value.
Assuming x(t) is also ergodic, Eq. (10.4) may be written 
alternatively as
1 iTR v (t ) - lim x(t) x(t+x) dt (10.5)xx x-*» 1 J o
At x = 0, the autocorrelation function has a maximum value 
equal to the mean square value:
Rx x (°) = C x * ( t ) 3
! fTlimT-n» x2(t) dt (10.6)
x
For jointly stationary random processes x(t) and y(t) the
cross-correlation function is defined as
R (x) = E[x(t) y(t+x)D (10.7)xy
Assuming x(t) and y(t) are also jointly ergodic, Eq. (10.7)
may be written alternatively as
, rT
R (x) = lim —xy x-m» T
x(t) y(t+x) dt (10.8)
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Spectral Density Functions
The power spectral density function of x(t) may be defined as
the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function R (x):xx
S (f) =
X X
J - 0 0
D ( v -i2Trfx,R (x) e dxxx (10.9)
Similarly, the cross-spectral density function between x(t) and 
y(t) may be defined as the Fourier transform of the cross-correlation
function R (x): xy
Sxy (f) R (x)e-i2"fTdxJ —  xy (10.10)
Linear System Identification by Cross-Correlation
For the linear, time-invariant system of Fig. 10.1, the cross­
correlation function between the input signal x(t) and output signal 
y(t) is given by Eq. (10.8). Substituting Eq. (10.1), this may be 
rewritten as
R (x) * lim —  
x y  t + co T
fOO
x(t) x(t+x-A) h(A) dA dt
which, on interchanging the order of integration becomes
rT
M  * I ll±m 4xyr v (t) ■ ( ( i ^  x(t) x(t+x-A) dt1 h(A) dAxy JqW  1 J0 J
Then, from Eq. (10.5):
(10.11)Rxy(x) " f Rxx(T“X) h(X) dX 'o
A comparison of Eq. (10.11) with Eq. (10.1) shows that R (x)xy
is just the convolution of the input autocorrelation function R (T)xx 1
and the impulse response h(x).
For practical applications involving discrete signals of finite
length, Eq. (10.11) may be expressed in digital form as 
R (j) - I R (j-i+1) h(i) AXxy i-1 xx
(10.12)
which, in matrix form, becomes
{R } - [R ]{h}AA xy xx (10.13)
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where [R ] ■XX R (1)XX 0 0 •
R (2)XX R (1)XX 0 •
R (3)XX R (2)XX R (1)XX •
• a • •
Given R (x) and R (t ), it is possible to deconvolute xx xy
Eq. (10.11) and hence obtain the required impulse response h(x). 
Numerically, this is obtained from Eq. (10.13) as
{h} « -j y Cr r*{R }AX xx xy
An alternative approach to the solution of Eq. 
consider its Fourier transform. By analogy with Eq.
(10.14)
(10.11) is to 
(10.3), this yields
H(f ) Sxy(f)S (f) xx (10.15)
Special Case: White Noise Input
The system identification problem is greatly simplified if the 
input signal x(t) approximates white noise. Such a requirement is 
met in practice if x(t) has a flat power spectral density function 
Sx x ^  with a bandwidth much greater than that of the system.
For a white noise signal x(t) the autocorrelation function is an 
impulse:
RxxCO - SQ 6(x) (10.16)
where Sq ■ constant power spectral density of x(t) 
and 6(x) * unit impulse or Dirac 6-function.
The cross-correlation function, Eq. (10.11), is then given as
Rxy(T) " j  So 6(T”X) h(X) dX 
'  o
which, from the definition of h(x), reduces to
Rxy(l) “ So h(T)* (10.17)
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In other words, for a white noise input, h(x) is directly 
proportional to R ^ ( t ):
h ( x ) = i | 2 i l i  (10.18)
bo
Similarly, in the frequency domain, Eq. (10.15) reduces to
Sxy(f) 
H(f) - --- (10.19)
Effect of Additive Noise
In many practical cases it is likely that extraneous noise will 
be present. Fig. 10.2(a) illustrates such a situation, with noise 
n(t) assumed to be added to the known input signal x(t).
By superposition the output y(t) is now
(
00 sOO
x(t-X) h(A)dX + n(t-A) h(A) dX 
o ' o
Proceeding as before, the cross-correlation function Rx^(x) 
is readily obtained as
(10 . 20)
Rxv(T) " Rxx(T‘X) h(X)dX + Rxn(T“X) h(X) dX (10.21)y 'o 'o
where R (x-X) is the cross-correlation function between the signals xn
x(t) and n(t).
If, on the other hand, the noise is considered to be present at the 
response of the system, as in Fig. 10.2(b), the following apply in lieu 
of Eqs. (10.20) and (10.21):
y(t)
00
x(t-X) h(X) dX + n(t) 
- o
R (x) xy
'00
R (x-X) h(A) dX + R (x) xxv xnJo
(10. 22)
(10.23)
Provided x(t) and n(t) are statistically independent, their 
cross-correlation function reduces to the product of their mean values, 
i.e.,
ycf-6)
Fig. 10.3 - Test Signal Characteristics
(a) Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence (N = 15)
(b) Autocorrelation Function
(c) Power Spectrum
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R (t-A) 83 R (t) = \i y xn xn x n (10.24)
Further, if either signal has zero mean value, then
R (t-A) * R (t) = 0. xn xn (10.25)
In these circumstances, Eqs. (10.21) and (L0.23) both reduce to 
Eq. (10.11).
Thus, for a white noise input x(t) of zero mean value, the 
impulse response h(t) is determined from Eq. (10.18) even in the 
presence of extraneous noise.
It follows that with the same conditions applying as above, the 
system function H(f) is given by Eq. (10.19).
10.3 TEST SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
From a practical viewpoint wide-band random noise is not very 
satisfactory as a perturbing signal, mainly because of the long 
averaging time required to obtain an accurate estimate of the cross­
correlation function.
Alternatively, a type of signal known as pseudo-random noise 
may be adopted. This would require a mean value approaching zero and an 
autocorrelation function approximating an impulse, but would be 
repetitive with a period T.
The particular test signal used in the present investigation is 
the pseudo-random binary sequence (p.r.b.s.), which is illustrated in 
Fig. 10.3. During each sequence the signal fluctuates between equal 
positive and negative amplitude levels, the switching occurring in a 
random manner at integer multiples of a clock period AT. The sequence 
length N refers to the number of clock periods per sequence, and 
is obtained as N * 2n-l, where n is the number of stages in the 
shift register used to generate the signal.
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Also shown in Fig. 10.3 is the autocorrelation function of the 
p.r.b.s. (Ref. 116), together with the envelope of its line power 
spectrum. As N increases, the d.c. component (-a2/N) becomes 
smaller, and the autocorrelation function approaches the ideal. The
power spectral density function may then be derived as
a 2
S (f) » a2 AT xx
sin irfAT
irfAT (10.26)
This is actually a line spectrum with a line spacing of f /N, wherec
fc(*l/AT) is the clock frequency.
At low frequencies:
sin irfAT .. - .
irfAT ~ 1
i,e# Sxx(f) = a2AT (10.27)
The -3 db point is reached at the value* of f for which 
2
sin irfAT i
irfAT 
i.e. f 2 0.45 f
I * 0.5
(10.28)
Thus, for frequencies up to 0*45 .f , the p.r.b.s. may be assumed to 
have a flat spectrum with
S * a2AT. o
10.4 COMPARISON WITH RAPID FREQUENCY SWEEP TESTING
The present method is similar to rapid frequency sweep testing 
(Refs. 113, 114) in that their respective test signals, i.e., p.r.b.s. 
and swept sine wave, both exhibit autocorrelation and power spectral 
density functions approximating those of white noise.
The methods differ, however, in the identification techniques used. 
In the present method the cross-correlation function between the input
* The value given in Ref. 116 is incorrect.
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and output signals is determined; in the indirect method of rapid 
frequency sweep testing the autocorrelation function of the output 
is obtained.
From Sec. 10.2, the output autocorrelation function is given as
R (t ) ■ lim Tr y(t) y(t+x) dt (10.29)
yy t-*» a )0
By following a similar procedure as that used in deriving Eq. (10.11)
an alternative expression is obtained as
R (t ) =
yy
'0 0  f  00
Rx x ^ 1+t'A2) h(Xl} h (X2)dXldX' o' o 4
In the frequency domain the Fourier transform of Eq.|H(f)|2- f e S
For the special case of white noise input x(t), Eqs. 
and (10.31) reduce to
(10.30)
(10.30) yields
(10.31) 
(10.30)
Ryy<T) " so j h<Vh(xi+T) dxi do.32 )
|H(f)|2 - ^ .  (10.33)
o
Thus, whereas the cross-correlation function gives h(x) in 
Eq. (10.17), the output autocorrelation function gives only the 
autocorrelation function of h(x) in the corresponding equation
(10.32) . Further, whereas H(f) is obtained in both magnitude and
phase from Eq. (10.19), only the magnitude |H(f)| is found from Eq. (10.33).
Moreover, if arbitrary noise n(t) is present at either the 
excitation or response of the system, it is readily shown that Eqs.
(10.32) and (10.33) are contaminated by unknown terms in n(t). This is 
in contrast with the cross-correlation method which is immune to
additive noise.
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10.5 CONCLUSIONS
A theory has been presented for the experimental identification 
of the dynamic response characteristics of structural systems using 
pseudo-random test signals and cross-correlation analysis. The method 
is well established in the field of automatic control.
Principal advantages offered in comparison with more conventional 
techniques are : (i) it requires only small amplitude excitations
in order to produce accurate results; (ii) it is free of the 
difficulties associated with steady-state periodic testing near 
resonant frequencies; (iii) it affords a direct means of obtaining 
the impulse response and frequency response functions; (iv) it is 
immune to extraneous noise.
y
Fig. 11.1 - Plan Details of Test Plate
Fig. 11.2 B l o c k  Diagram for Test Arrangement
Fig. 11.3 - Overall View of Test Setup
Fig. 11.4 Typical Input-Output Details
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SECTION 11. PILOT STUDY: ISOTROPIC PLATE
11.1 INTRODUCTION
To date the application of the p.r.b.s./cross-correlation 
method to the dynamic identification of mechanical systems has been 
confined, essentially, to one-dimensional test cases. Such examples 
analysed by this method have included a simple shaft-rotor system 
(Refs. 120, 121) and a screw conveyor system (Refs. 119, 120). In 
each case, only the impulse response function h(x) has been obtained, 
from which one or two critical frequencies are found as the inverse of 
dominant periods.
As a first step in assessing the potential of the method in 
respect of multi-dimensional elasto-inertial systems, a pilot study has 
been performed on an isotropic rectangular plate, simply supported 
along the two ends. The system model is established as before by 
statistical analysis; however, the present investigation has been 
extended to the frequency domain with the view to identifying mode 
shapes associated with all significant natural frequencies.
The method is verified experimentally by conventional steady-state 
resonance tests using sinusoidal inputs. A further comparison is 
made with theoretical results obtained using the methods of Part 2.
11.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The subject of the pilot study is a 3.20 mm thick aluminium alloy 
plate with dimensions and edge conditions as indicated in Fig. 11.1.
Details of the special test frame may be observed in Fig. 11.3 - 
in particular, the method of providing a simple support at each end of 
the plate. The lower support rests on a flat base and may be either
a round bar or triangular section; in addition one or more holding down
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rods, located as shown in slotted guides, are used to prevent vibration 
at the support. In extreme cases a more positive restraint may be 
applied with the aid of hand-operated screwdowns.
A block diagram for the test arrangement is shown in Fig. 11.2. 
The p.r.b.s. output from a Hewlett-Packard (HP) 3722A Noise Generator 
is fed via an a.c. power amplifier to a Philips PR 9270 electro-dynamic 
vibration exciter, which applies a transverse force to the plate at a 
selected input point. The output displacement at another selected 
point is reasured by a HP 7DCDT-050 differential transformer-type 
transducer. This is energised by a 7V d.c. power supply and initially 
zeroed with the aid of a d.c. voltmeter. A typical input-output 
arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 11.4, for the case of a stiffened 
test plate (Sec. 12).
The cross-correlation function, R (x), between the input signalxy
x(t) and output signal y(t) is performed on a HP 3721A Correlator.
This computes and simultaneously displays one hundred discrete points
of the correlation function using a delay time increment Ax (which is
also the sampling interval), and a computational averaging time
T " N Ax, where N is the number of samples taken. An added feature c s s
of the Correlator allows a selected precomputational delay to be
introduced into the delayed channel.
Next the cross-spectral density function S (f) is obtained onxy
a HP 3720A Spectrum Display. This is a special-purpose analyzer for 
use with the 3721A Correlator. Storage is provided for two separate 
100-point functions from the Correlator, and transforms may be computed 
for either function or for a combined 200-point function. In any given 
measurement two frequency decades are displayed, the highest frequency 
being l/2Ax. Frequency smoothing is provided by way of rectangular 
and triangular (Bartlett) windowing options.
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Various representations of S (f) are available on the 3720A 
Spectrum Display, including: modulus and phase versus frequency; 
log-modulus and phase versus log-frequency (Bode plot): imaginary 
versus real components (Nyguist plot).
Finally both an^ S (f) are reproduced using a
Yokogawa Electric Works (YEW) Type 3078 X-Y recorder. From Sec. 10.2, 
these are directly proportional to the impulse response function h(x) 
and frequency response function H(f) respectively.
11.3 PARAMETER CONSIDERATIONS
In selecting the characteristics of the p.r.b.s. for test 
purposes the period T should be greater than the settling time Tg 
of the impulse response to be determined, thus ensuring that only one 
autocorrelation spike of Eq. (10.16) occurs in Eq. (10.11). At the 
same time the clock frequency f should be at least twice the 
highest frequency of interest in the impulse response, since the 
nominal bandwidth of the p.r.b.s. is obtained as 0.45 f (Fig. 10.3).
The cross-correlation function is complete only when the period 
of the p.r.b.s. input is complete; thus the computational averaging 
time Tc should be not less than the period T. Moreover, to prevent 
errors due to aliasing, the sampling interval Ax must comply with the 
requirements of the Sampling Theorem; thus the sampling rate 1/Ax 
must be at least twice the highest required frequency component of the 
test signal.
11.4 EXPLORATORY TESTS
The above considerations were adopted as guidelines in designing 
a series of exploratory tests to find the most suitable parameters for 
the subject system. In these tests the input position was located at 
point A and the output at point C, as indicated in Fig. 11.1.
R
1»5 75 f (Hz) 150
Fig. 11.5 - Effect of Varying Number of Holding Down Rods
4 H.D. Rods
3 H.D. Rods
Fig 11.5 (Continued)
Fig. 11.6 Effect of Varying Period T
T = 20.47 s
Fig. 11.6 (Continued)
1.5 75 f(Hz) 150
Fig. 11.7 Effect of Varying Clock Period AT
F ig 11.7 (Continued)
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Holding Down Rods
At the outset it was necessary to determine how many holding down
rods were required at each support for consistent results. Figure 11.5
shows raw plots of R (x) and |s (f) j obtained using one to fourxy xy
rods in turn. On the basis of these results, three or four rods are
thought to be necessary; in subsequent tests four rods have been used.
It is interesting to note that despite obvious variations in R (t ),xy
the resonant frequencies indicated by |s (f)| remain essentially thexy
same.
Period T
From initial tests the settling time T was estimated to be ins
the order of 1 s. Figure 11.6 shows R (x) and I S (f)I forxy 1 xy 1
values of T(- N.AT) ranging from 2.55s to 40.95s, where AT has been 
selected as 10 ms. In each case R (t ) is computed using Ax — AT, 
with* T^ * 2T (Ref. 117). On the basis of these results, and other 
results obtained using AT * 3.33 ms, repeatibility of R^(x) is 
considered to be acceptable where T ^ 10 s, although preferably 
T * 20s. Here again it may be observed that values of f for which 
peaks occur in |s (f)| are essentially the same in all cases.xy
Clock Period AT
Figure 11.7 shows Rxy(x) and |Sxy(f)| for values of AT
ranging from 1 ms to 10 ms, with T * 20 s, Ax « 3.33 ms, and T = 2T.c
For both functions the best results are obtained for the case AT = Ax = 
3.33 ms. This is in contrast with previous experiments (Refs. 119-121) 
in which, for the cross-correlation function, it has been generally 
preferred that AT > Ax. Notice that for AT * 10 ms (i.e. fc«100Hz)
* Strictly Tc 2(N+l) N
5 250 f(Hz) 500R
Fig. 11.8 Effect of Varying Delay Time Increment At
Fig. 11.8 (Continued)
1* 5 75 f (Hz) 150
Time Tc
Fig. 11.9 - Effect of Varying Computational Averaging
Fig. 11.9 (Continued)
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the available frequency range - as indicated by |s (f)| is
approximately 50 Hz, which is in close agreement with the nominal
bandwidth of 0.45 f .c
D e l a y  T i m e  I n c r e m e n t  A t
F i g u r e  11.8 s h o w s  R  (t ) a n d  Is (f)I fo r  v a l u e s  of A txy 1 xy 1
ranging from 1 ms to 33.3 ms, with T - 20s, AT = Ax, and T = 2T.c
Whilst satisfactory results are obtained for Ax = 3.33 and 10 ms,
there are certain difficulties outside these values.
For At » 1 ms, a number of fictitious peaks are produced in the
frequency response function, i.e. |s (f)| . A similar effect wasxy
noted in results of an independent test using AT « 3.33 ms with
Ax =* 1 ms. Such irregularities might possibly be explained in terms of
the i n c o m p l e t e  i m p u l s e  r e s p o n s e  f u n c t i o n ,  i.e. R  (x), o n  w h i c hxy
l̂ Xy(f)| is based. However, it has been found by experience that
improved results may be obtained by taking the transform of the first
100-points only of R (x), instead of the complete 200-point function.xy
Since such improvement is in contradiction of the previous remarks, 
the matter is unresolved.
For Ax “ 33.3 ms, on the other hand, the lack of definition in 
the frequency response is due to errors in the computed impulse response 
beyond the settling time.
Computational Averaging Time Tc
Figure 11.9 shows R (x) and Is (f)I for values of Txy ' xy 1 c
ranging from 6.8 s to 54.6 s, with T = 27.3 s, and AT = Ax = 3.33 ms.
Here the only significant errors occur with = 6.8 s, and then only
in respect of R (x)., whilst resonant frequencies are relatively xy
unaffected. However, good accuracy in both functions is evident with 
Tc i T.
DJs/>/. y  (/o~/ V z)
Fig.11.10
-2 J
Impulse Response for Input A
(T = 27.3 s; AT = At = 3.33 ms ; Tc = 2T)
A r r ? £ / / / u c / e
lYl (/o-'V*)
0 2 -
O / -
/  S 20 /20
/40 Frequency
f (#*)
Fig. 11.11 System Function for Input A (Triangular Windowing)
/// Section i - ! Section 3 - 3
¿ b
Fig. 11.12 - Longitudinal and Transverse Half-Modes
for Input A
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Summary of Findings
For satisfactory results the subject test plate required at 
least three holding down rods at each support. Test signal and 
cross-correlation parameters should be selected as follows:
T * 10 s
AT = Ax = 10 ms (frequency range 50 Hz) 
or 3.33 ms (frequency range 150 Hz)
T £ T c
H .5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to establish all significant natural modes of the plate 
of Fig. 11.1, two separate input positions A and B were used, 
together with the common output position C. Since input A produces 
loading symmetric about the X axis, the contribution of modes 
antisymmetric about this axis will be eliminated. Such modes are 
detected using input B.
For input point A, the 200-point cross-correlation/impulse 
response function h(x) is reproduced as Fig. 11.10. The associated 
cross-spectral density/system function |H(f)| is reproduced as Fig. 
11.11. In both cases the ordinate is left in V2 units, as obtained 
from cross-rcorrelating the input and output signals. The problem of 
calibrating the impulse response function in terms of force/displacement 
units is discussed in Sec. 12.
Natural mode shapes for the plate have been determined by 
systematically varying the location of the output point and plotting 
from the resulting |H(f)| functions the respective peak ordinates. 
Figure 11.12 shows, for input point A, longitudinal and transverse 
mode shapes corresponding to sections 1-1 and 3-3 of Fig. 11.1.
R . M . S . Amjb/rtude*
Fig. 11.13 Resonance Test Results for Input A
D/s/h/. y
Fig. 11.15 - System Function for Input B
(Triangular Windowing)
x  £
¿  6
Fig. 11.16 - Longitudinal and Transverse Half-Modes 
for Input B
Fig. 11.17 Resonance Test Results for Input B
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The natural frequencies indicated in Fig. 11.11 were confirmed 
experimentally by a conventional resonance test using sinusoidal 
input. In this test the HP 3722A Noise Generator was replaced by a 
Philips Z9 060 69 RC-Generator. For each frequency increment an 
autocorrelation analysis was performed on the output signal y(t) from 
the displacement transducer. Of particular interest is the value of 
Pyy(0) which, from Eq. (10.6), represents the mean square value, , 
of the signal; Fig. 11.13 shows the root mean square value \p̂ plotted 
against frequency. Here, as in Fig. 11.11, the ordinate gives relative 
amplitudes only.
Similar results as above have been determined also for input point 
B, and are included as Figs. 11.14 - 11.17, respectively. Note that 
longitudinal mode shapes given in Fig. 11.16 are now plotted along 
section 2-2 of Fig. 11.1.
Further verification of the method is provided by theoretical 
analyses using the matrix strip technique of Part 2 and also frequency 
expressions derived by Warburton (Ref. 86). In applying both 
procedures the following material properties were used: E = 70.3 x 103 
MPa; v = 0.33*; p - 2690*kg/m3.
For purposes of comparison a full set of results, as obtained for 
the various aspects of the pilot study, is presented in Table 11.1.
The accuracy of the cross-correlation method is self evident. In 
particular there is excellent agreement with the alternative (but more 
tedious) experimental procedure of resonance testing.
The small discrepancies with the theoretical solution are most 
probably due to variations between the actual and idealized support 
conditions of the respective methods. Another possible explanation is 
that nonlinear effects are produced by initial curvature in the plate.
* These values are based on actual measurements; in previous publications 
(Refs. 124, 125) typical values only are used.
Table 11.1 - Comparison of Results
Mode
Natural Frequency f (Hz)
Input A Input B Theoretical
i m P Cross-Corr. Res. Test Cross-Corr. Res.Test M.P. Ref.86
1 1 0 9 10 11 11 7.5 7.9
2 1 1 - - 22 22.5 21.5 21.5
3 2 0 33 32.5 33 34 30.5 31.4
4 2 1 - - 50 51 50.7 51.0
5 3 0 71 70.5 72 72 69.2 70.7
6 1 2 86 87 - - 83.7 83.7
7 3 1 - - 88 88 92.1 92.9
8 2 2 112 112 - 118 116.1 116.3
p = No. of nodal lines in y direction
R
1 • 5 75 f(Hz) 150
Fig. 11.18 Effect of Additive Noise
(Signal-to-Noise Amplitude Ratio = 1.0)
Fig. 11.18 (Continued)
Fig. 11.19 - Effect of Additive Noise
(Signal-to-Noise Amplitude Ratio = 0.5)
Fig. 11.19 (Continued)
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From the low damping evident in Figs. 11.10 and 11.14, the theoretical 
frequencies will be only slightly in error due to neglecting damping 
altogether; in any case, damped frequencies would be decreased 
relative to the undamped case.
11.6 ADDITIONAL TESTS IN PRESENCE OF NOISE
In order to simulate the effects of additive noise, Fig. 10.2(a), 
additional tests were performed in which the p.r.b.s. test signal, 
x(t), was superimposed on an applied sinusoidal loading function, 
n(t). Two different forcing frequencies of 30 Hz and 100 Hz, 
respectively, were adopted.
For each frequency separate tests were carried out in which the 
signal-to-noise amplitude ratio was varied through the range 1.0, 0.5, 
0.2. To this end the amplitude of the sinusoidal excitation was kept 
constant throughout.
Typical results are presented in Figs. 11.18 and 11.19, for 
x(t): n(t) amplitude ratios of 1.0 and 0.5, respectively. They have 
been obtained using input position A and output position C.
In Fig. 11.18, with p.r.b.s. and sinusoidal signals at equal 
amplitudes, very little difference can be detected between results 
obtained in the presence of noise and those obtained for the test 
signal only.
In Fig. 11.19, with the p.r.b.s. level reduced by 50%, variations
in are evident for n(t) at 30 Hz, being close to a resonantxy
frequency; however, |Sx^(f)| is not greatly affected. Similar 
observations apply to results obtained with the test signal level 
reduced to 0.2 times the sinusoidal amplitude.
Whereas in Fig. 11.18, |s (f)| has been computed from thexy
complete 200-point function of R ^ C t ), in Fig. 11.19 only the first
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100-points of R ^ C t ) has been used since this was found to give 
more clearly defined peaks.
11.7 CONCLUSIONS .
The pilot study described has served to demonstrate the potential 
of the p.r.b.s./cross-correlation identification method to the 
determination of natural response characteristics of structural 
plate systems.
The method is shown to give close agreement with conventional 
resonance tests in providing frequency response functions for an 
aluminium alloy plate. Apart from being more direct, the statistical 
method offers advantages of small amplitude disturbances and 
avoidance of excitation around resonant conditions. These are 
important factors in connection with the determination of 
characteristic mode shapes.
In the time domain, the availability of the impulse response 
function allows prediction of response to any forcing function by 
means of the convolution integral.
The experimental results provide some justification for ignoring 
the effects of damping in the theoretical procedures of Part 2, 
especially for metal plates. Generally the agreement between 
experimental and theoretical natural frequencies, for the first eight 
modes, is quite good. Beyond this range of values, resonant 
frequencies are significant only in respect of associated noise, since 
they produce negligible displacements.
Tests carried out in the presence of an extraneous periodic 
excitation confirm that the method is capable of good accuracy in 
noisy environments.
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SECTION 12. TESTS ON MULTI-PLATE SYSTEMS 
12.1 INTRODUCTION
The experience gained in the pilot study of Sec. 11 is now used 
to extend the scope of the p.r.b.s./cross-correlation method to 
vibration studies of plates with longitudinal rib stiffeners, and 
thence to box-type systems.
A number of aluminium alloy models have been constructed for test 
purposes, with cross-sectional and plan details as given in Fig. 12.1. 
Joints between the vertical ribs and continuous horizontal plates 
were effected using an epoxy resin adhesive, as described in Sec. 5.6 
of Part 1.
In all cases a common input position has been adopted as point 
B of Fig. 12.1(b). The most suitable output point for each test 
system has been selected by trial-and-error, with points D and E 
being those most commonly used.
Because of the generally smaller amplitudes of vibration 
associated with the increased rigidities of the present test systems, 
a more sensitive displacement transducer (HP 24DCDT-050) has been used, 
the nominal scale factor being increased in the ratio 3.33:1 relative 
to that used in the pilot study. Further, for systems other than 
Case 1A , the amplitude of the p.r.b.s. test signal has been increased 
in the same ratio, from 3V to 10V.
Various support arrangements were tested with the respective 
systems, the aim being to just eliminate vibration at these positions. 
With some of the stiffer sections this required the use of screwdowns, 
although only lightly applied. It is important to note, however, that 
such requirements were due solely to excessive vibrations associated 
with resonance testing, and not to the statistical method.
/40 Æ reoue.ncu  
f ( H z )
Fig. 12.3 - System Function for Case 1A Stiffened Plate
/ R .M .S .  A m p / t f u d e
Fig. 12.4 Resonance Test Results for Case 1A 
Stiffened Plate
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In addition to identification studies as before, the problem of 
calibrating the impulse response is also investigated. Finally, the 
dynamic response of a typical system to specified forcing functions is 
computed by convolution, and comparisons are made with actual test 
results.
12.2 DYNAMIC IDENTIFICATION: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Case 1 Stiffened Plates
In this series of tests the plate thickness is essentially 
constant in all three models, being approximately half that of the 
previous isotropic plate. The models vary only in respect of the rib 
depth, which is essentially doubled at each step.
For Case 1A, parameters as for the pilot study were found to be 
satisfactory. Fig. 12.2 shows the cross-correlation/impulse response 
function h(x) obtained with the output located at point D. The 
associated cross-spectral density/system function |H(f)| is given in 
Fig. 12.3.
A resonance test was again performed to confirm the results, 
using the technique described in Sec. 11.5. The frequency response 
function for this test is presented as Fig. 12.4.
The natural frequencies obtained by both experimental procedures 
are summarized in Table 12.1, together with the theoretical computer 
solution obtained using Programme 5. A comparison with Table 11.1 
shows that the agreement here is equally as good as that observed in 
respect of the isotropic plate.
It is interesting to note that this particular stiffened plate 
system, with its very small rib depth, proved to be numerically more 
sensitive than any of the example systems analysed previously in Part
2. For Programme 5, as well as Programme 6, incorporating either form
Table 12.1 - Results for Case 1A Stiffened Plate
Mode
Natural Frequency f. (Hz)
Stiffened Plate U/s Plate
i m P Cross-Corr. Res. Test Theoretical Theoretical
1 1 0 19 19 19.3 3.8
2 1 1 23 24 21.5 10.9
3 1 2 49 49.5 45.0 42.6
4 2 0 67 68 76.0 15.5
5 2 1 76 78 76.8 25.8
6 2 2 90 93.5 90.6 59.1
7 1 3 100* 101.5 103.8 105.7
8 2 3 121* 123 135.0 121.8
* Obtained using alternative output point
Table 12.2 - Results for Case IB Stiffened Plate
Natural Frequency f. (Hz)
Mode X
Stiffened Plate U/s Plate
i m P Cross-Corr.a Cross-Corr Res.Test Theor- Theor-
etical etical
1 1 0 45 42 44.5 46.1 3.8
2 1 1 60 61 64* 46.0 10.9
3 1 2 70* 69* - 59.8 42.4
4 1 3 102 102 104 106.6 105.1
5 2 3 153.7 25.6+132 130 137.56 2 2 154.3 58.8
7 2 0 - 184 177.5-, 185 i 179.2 15.4
8 1 4 - 208 210 195.1 200.5
9 2 3 - 228 227.5 191.0 121.1
a At At s= 3.33 ms AT = At = 1 ms * Obtained using alternative
output point
p = 1 (unstiffened plate)
D/s/f/. y
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of the eigenvalue problem - Eq. (7.10) or Eq. (7.11), the desired 
accuracy was unobtainable using single-precision arithmetic. A 
double-precision version of Programme 5 was used, therefore, in this 
only case.
In the theoretical analysis of multi-plate systems, the total 
mass of the system will always be slightly in excess of the correct 
value because of the small overlap at each internal joint associated 
with the adoption of centre-line dimensions. For the present models, 
however, such excess is assumed to account for the mass of the glue - 
fillets along each joint.
To give some indication of the effects of stiffeners on the 
dynamic properties of plates, theoretical values for the same 1.63 mm 
plate without stiffeners are also provided in Table 12.1. Note that 
for similar isotropic plates the frequencies are directly proportional 
to the thickness. It may be observed that fundamental frequencies 
(p ■ 0) for each longitudinal mode are most significantly affected, 
whereas in certain other cases there is relatively little variation. 
Generally the effect is to make only the first and second longitudinal 
modes of any practical significance.
For Case IB, the overall rigidity is increased relative to the 
somewhat similar properties of Case 1A and the isotropic plate of the 
pilot study. As a consequence, the input voltage has been increased 
as mentioned in Sec. 12.1. In addition to duplicating the tests of 
the previous case, and in order to identify frequencies greater than 
150 Hz, other cross-correlation tests were performed using AT = At =
1 ms (frequency range 500 Hz).
Figures 12.5 and 12.6 show respectively, for A T  = A t  = Iras, the 
h(T) and |H(f)| functions obtained with the output displacement
R. A4. S . AmfiJ/tude.
Fig 12.7 Resonance Test Results for Case IB Stiffened Plate
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transducer at point E. Results of a confirmatory resonance test are 
plotted in Fig. 12.7.
A summary of results for the Case IB stiffened plate is contained 
in Table 12.2. Because of the greater rigidity of this plate the 
effects of support conditions become correspondingly more critical, as 
is evident from the variations between experimental and theoretical 
frequencies. Excessive support vibrations encountered in exploratory 
resonance tests necessitated the use of lightly applied screwdowns in 
deriving experimental results.
With this system, and other less flexible systems to follow, it 
also became more difficult to define mode shapes associated with 
respective frequencies, especially at higher modes. In particular the 
existence of natural modes at close values of frequency further 
complicated this task. Ideally, other tests using appropriate input 
points should be performed with the view to isolating selected modes 
(Sec. 11.5).
For Case 1C the experimental investigation followed very closely 
that carried out for Case IB. However, as an alternative to screwdowns, 
additional holding down rods were employed at each support. The 
various results are summarized in Table 12.3 and show further 
discrepancies between theory and experiment.
Case 2 Stiffened Plate
Chronologically, this model was tested prior to the Case 1 series, 
and is included for the sake of completeness. Support conditions were 
identical to those adopted for the isotropic plate (Sec. 11.4).
A summary of results may be found in Table 12.4. In view of the 
preceding remarks it seems likely that the lower values of f1? as 
indicated by both experimental procedures, are due to vibration of
Table 12.3 - Results for Case 1C Stiffened Plate
Natural Frequency f^ (Hz)
Stiffened Plate U/s Plate
i m P Cross-Corr,a Cross-Corr. Res.Test Theoret­
ical
Theoret­
ical
1 1 1 78 80 79 102.8 10.9
2 1 0 117 118 120 106.1 3.8
3 1 3 129 - - 129.9 105.7
4 1 2 149 145 150 112.5 42.6
5
6
2
1
4
4
- 174 174 172.9
176.6
217.0
201.7
7 2 3 - - - 179.1 121.8
8 3 4 — 203 207.5 204.1 241.5
a AT = At = 3.33 ms b AT =: At = 1 ms
Table 12.4 - Results for Case 2 Stiffened Plate
Mode
Natural Frequency f^ (Hz)
Stiffened Plate U/s Plate
i m P clCross-Corr. Cross-Corr.b Res.Test Theoret­
ical
Theoret­
ical
1 1 0 53 } 66 ’ 64 59 } 68.5J 83.4 6.2
2 1 1 88 88 85 83.2 17.7
3 1 2 104* 103* 105.5* 104.1 69.0
4 1 3 - 161 162.5 169.6 171.3
5 2 3 - - - 263.1 197.3
6 2 2 - 230 245 265.1 95.8
7 1 4 - 292 295 298.3 326.8
a AT At = 3.33 ms bAT = At = 1 ms * Insignificant peaks only
Fig. 12.8 System Function for Box-Section 
(a) AT = At = 3.33 ms
R.M. S. A  mfif/tude
Fig. 12.9 Resonance Test Results for Box-Section
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holding down rods, giving rise to partially free end conditions in 
lieu of the assumed simple supports of the theoretical solution. It 
is interesting to note that in comparison with Cases IB and 1C, 
between whose fundamental frequencies the present value lies, 
subsequent frequencies tend to be more widely separated.
Case 3: Box-Section
Problems of support vibration were most pronounced with this 
torsionally stiff system, and the use of lightly applied screwdowns 
was again required.
For purposes of comparison the cross-spectral density/system 
functions |H(f)|, as obtained using (a) AT = Ax * 3.33 ms, and 
(b) AT ■ Ax * 1 ms, with output at point E, are presented as Fig. 12.8. 
The corresponding frequency response function obtained by conventional 
steady-state resonance testing is given in Fig. 12.9.
The peaks leading up to the fundamental frequency are discounted 
as being associated with the test rig itself; practically identical 
characteristics were produced with the Case 1C stiffened plate. Thus, 
three frequencies only are of practical significance, with very little 
amplitude in evidence at frequencies beyond approximately 150 Hz.
A full comparison of results is provided as Table 12.5. Here 
the lower experimental values of natural frequency are almost certainly 
due to joint flexibility, as discussed previously in Part 1 in relation 
to the static testing of this particular model (Sec. 5.6).
12.3 CALIBRATION OF IMPULSE RESPONSE
In earlier studies (Refs. 119-121) of the application of the 
p.r.b.s./cross-correlation method to the dynamic identification of 
mechanical systems, and in the present work thus far, no attempt has
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Table 12.5 - Results for Box- Section
Mode Natural Frequency f (Hz)
i m P Cross-Corr.a Cross-Corr. Res. Test Theoretical
1 1 0 86 86 88 98.0
2 1 1 107-,
115J’
113 108-,
117*
141.4
3 1 2 140 138 140.5 234.6
a AT = At = 3.33 ms 
b AT = At = 1 ms
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been made to calibrate the vertical ordinate of the impulse response 
function h(x). Such a stance can be justified if the object is 
merely to determine free vibration characteristics. If, on the other 
hand, the impulse response is to be utilised as a means of predicting 
the forced response of the system via convolution, then its vertical 
scale factor must be known in terms of force/displacement units. An 
expression for this factor is derived below.
For the input force transducer, the force/voltage relationship 
is given as
where = input scale factor (V/N).
Similarly, for the output displacement transducer, the displacement/ 
voltage relationship is given as
X(t) =
x
( 12 . 1)
Y(t) - ^ (12. 2)
where k^ » output scale factor (V/mm).
Thus, for the cross-correlation function:
(12.3)
In the present investigation, white noise is approximated by
p.r.b.s. input (Sec. 10.3), for which
S - a2 AT (V2/Hz) o
where a = amplitude (V) 
and AT = clock period (s)
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**xy
i>e- hxy(T) * “1ÏAT
Similarly, ip terms of force/displacement units,
, , x Rx y (t )
W 0  "¡EmT
(12.4)
(12.5)
where
a
k
Substituting Eq. (12.3), it follows that
bx t M  "  l è i r  Rx y (T) (mm/Ns) (12. 6)
Details of calibration tests associated with determination of 
input/output scale factors kx and k^ are included as Appendix K.
12.4 DYNAMIC RESPONSE: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An indication of the accuracy of the cross-correlation/impulse 
response function is afforded by comparing, for a specified input, 
the actual system response with that predicted by convolution.
The convolution integral, Eq. (10.1), may be expressed in digital 
form as
y(j) * J. x(j-i+l) h(i) AX (12.7)
i-1
or more accurately, using mid-ordinates, as
y(j) = x(l)hÇj) + x(1)h(l) 2 ^  x(j-i+l)h(i)~JAXi*2 J
( 12. 8)
A simple computer programme (not listed) has been written for the 
determination of the system response y(t) based on Eq. (12.8). A 
number of basic forcing functions x(t) are incorporated, including 
triangular, rectangular and sinusoidal waveforms, with either single­
pulse or continuous options. The impulse response function h(x) is
0  3  -J
Fig. 12.10 - Predicted Response (Triangular Pulse Input)
Fig. 12.11 Predicted Response (Triangular Wave Input)
/
I n p u t  sc
o
o
~T~
O / 0 2 Time t (s)
Fig. 12.12 - Predicted Response (Rectangular Pulse Input)
/
I n p u t  x
o 
-/ J
0  2 0  3 0 4 T/me t(s)
Fig. 12.13 Predicted Response (Rectangular Wave Input)
I n p u t  x .
Fig. 12.14 - Actual Response (Triangular Pulse Input)
Input x.
Output y
Fig. 12.15 Actual Response (Triangular Wave Input)
I n p u t  3c
o O'/
i------------ 1----
o 2 Time t (s)
Fig. 12.16 - Actual Response (Rectangular Pulse Input)
Input x
-
o  z 0  3 0 - 4 Time t  (s ')
Fig. 12.17 Actual Response (Rectangular Wave Input)
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entered as a series of discrete points, obtained from the previous 
experimental records.
The programme has been used to predict, for Case IB stiffened 
plate, the response (deflection at point E) due to selected forcing 
functions at point B. For these input/output positions the 200-point 
impulse response function has been obtained as Fig. 12.5. Results are 
presented for inputs of unit amplitude and f * 10 Hz, with 
A X  = A t  = 1 ms, as follows!
(i) Transient response to triangular pulse (Fig. 12.10)
(ii) Steady-state response to triangular wave (Fig. 12.11)
(iii) Transient response to rectangular pulse (Fig. 12.12)
(iv) Steady-state response to rectangular wave (Fig. 12.13)
Experimental output records have also been obtained for the above 
loading cases. In these tests a Feedback Instruments TWG 500 function 
generator was used to supply the input signal, and both input and 
output signals were monitored using an S.E. Laboratories Model 3006 
ultra-violet recorder. Other mechanical-type recorders were found to 
have insufficiently high frequency response in the present application. 
The respective time traces are reproduced in Figs. 12.14 to 12.17.
Owing to certain practical shortcomings, it is not feasible to 
make quantitative comparisons of computed and experimental responses.
The main difficulty arises from the adoption of a 40V peak-to-peak input 
voltage which, from Appendix K, is almost twice the saturation level of 
the a.c. amplifier. Further, the steady-state responses of Figs. 12.15 
and 12.17 show evidence of non-linearity, in that upward and downward 
pulses produce different effects. Initial curvature in the plate has 
been mentioned previously (Sec. 11.5) as a possible source of 
non-linearity; imperfections at the supports could also give rise to
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such behaviour. To a lesser extent, results obtained by convolution 
are in error owing to curtailment of the impulse response function 
(Fig. 12.5).
Notwithstanding the above limitations, qualitative comparisons 
of the respective outputs show quite marked similarities, particularly 
in respect of steady-state responses. However, it may be observed 
that settling time of transient response is overestimated by the 
convolution method, especially for the rectangular pulse input. Here 
if must be recalled that the cross-correlation/impulse response 
function for the Case IB stiffened plate was obtained with 
screwdowns lightly applied at the supports; any variations from those 
conditions during the forced-response tests would bring about 
corresponding variations in settling time.
In view of the extremely sensitive nature of the problem, the 
overall comparison is thought to be acceptable. Closer agreement 
could be achieved only by adopting much finer experimental tolerances 
thoughout.
12.5 CONCLUSIONS
The various tests reported in respect of the dynamic identification 
of multi-plate systems serve to confirm the wider applicability, and 
further reliability, of the p.r.b.s./cross-correlation method. This 
latter aspect is demonstrated, in particular, by the continued close 
agreement with the alternative but less convenient method of steady-state 
sinusoidal testing.
For the least rigid T-beam system there is good agreement also 
with the theoretical solution due to the elasticity-based matrix strip 
method. With increasing stiffness the effects of support conditions 
tend to become more significant, and variations between experimental
and theoretical solutions are more pronounced. For the box-section 
system, problems of joint flexibility further contribute to such 
discrepancies.
Results obtained for the forced response of a typical system 
provide additional evidence of the usefulness of the statistical 
identification procedure. However, the work reported is of a 
preliminary nature only, and is limited by practical shortcomings. 
There is ample scope for further studies in this area using a more 
refined experimental approach.
SECTION 13. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
13.1 STATIC ANALYSIS OF PLATE SYSTEMS
Orthotropic Plates in Bending and Plane Stress
The matrix progression segmental method has been demonstrated to 
be an accurate and efficient method of analysing both flexural and 
in-plane behaviour of orthotropic rectangular plates having simple 
end conditions and arbitrary edge conditions.
Accuracy of the method in each case is due to its elasticity - 
based formulation, together with the segmental device used in 
overcoming the numerical difficulties associated with solution by 
conventional matrix progression.
Its computational efficiency stems from the fact that the total 
number of operations varies almost linearly with the number of 
segments, and requires inversion of only (2 x 2) matrices.
Folded Plates
The above theories have been combined to give a new procedure 
for the analysis of isotropic and orthotropic folded plates.
Compared with other elasticity methods the present formulation 
offers the following advantages:
(i) It is not restricted to isotropic components;
(ii) It does not require a separate one-way transverse slab analysis, 
and subsequent superposition, in the case of distributed 
loadings;
(iii) It is free of the approximations associated with (ii), 
especially for short spans.
Being an exact formulation for the assumed simple support 
conditions, the method is inherently more accurate than the finite strip
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procedure, whilst offering the same versatility in respect of orthotropv 
and distributed loading.
The segmental-type solution technique provides added advantages 
of improved computational efficiency relative to stiffness-type 
formulations, as used in the other elasticity methods and also the 
finite strip method. Such improvement is due to the following 
factors:
(a) Plate forces may be left in local co-ordinates throughout the
analysis;
(b) Actions at intermediate sections are more readily determined. 
Multi-Plate Systems
For the analysis of multi-plate systems of branched-chain and 
loop configuration, the orthotropic folded plate theory has been 
reformulated as a stiffness method.
Whilst the solution technique is now similar to that used by 
alternative procedures, the other advantages listed in respect of 
folded plates are still relevant. Moreover, there is no need for 
special narrow strips adjacent to a concentrated load, as required by 
the finite strip technique.
The validity of the method has been confirmed experimentally by 
tests on aluminium models, of T - and box-section, respectively.
Stiffened-Plate Systems
By means of simple approximations, the previous formulations for 
orthotropic plate systems have been adapted to the case of geometric 
orthotropy, with particular reference to eccentrically stiffened 
plate elements.
Compared with the finite strip method, which requires a completely 
new formulation for such systems, the present approach offers advantages
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of less detailed input specifications and possibly fewer strip 
elements.
Despite its relative simplicity, the proposed method is capable 
nevertheless of achieving good accuracy.
13.2 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF PLATE SYSTEMS 
Multi-Plate Systems
A composite formulation has been developed for the analysis of 
the free-vibration behaviour of multi-plate structural systems. The 
method is more convenient than the strict classical solution in that 
it requires only standard linear eigenvalue routines.
Compared with the finite strip method, the new approach is more 
accurate when in-plane deformations are significant but, for 
flexural vibrations of isotropic plates, the two methods give almost 
identical results.
A dynamic condensation technique has been described whereby 
reduced stiffness and mass matrices may be generated, with quite 
dramatic improvement in computational efficiency, while still 
maintaining good accuracy.
Flexural Vibration of Orthotropic Plates
The above theory has been simplified for the particular case of 
flexural vibration of orthotropic plates.
A number of special problems have been solved, with consistently 
good accuracy, using the same generalized procedure. Previously, such 
problems were studied by various authors using different solution 
techniques in each case.
The necessary modifications have been introduced so as to allow 
determination of natural frequencies, corresponding to flexural modes,
in the presence of in-plane forces. Such a facility is not available 
with the finite strip method.
Further, the relationship between vibration and stability 
phenomena has been demonstrated, and critical buckling loads 
calculated for various isotropic and orthotropic plates.
Systems with Attached Concentrated Masses
A theory of harmonic coupling, due to attached concentrated 
masses, has been presented as an extension of previous elasticity - 
based methods for orthotropic plate systems.
Comparisons with uncoupled solutions (as in the finite strip 
method) serve to illustrate the greater accuracy of the coupled 
analysis, with quite significant deviations in some cases.
13.3 DYNAMIC IDENTIFICATION OF PLATE SYSTEMS
P.R .B.S./Cross-Correlation Method
A theory has been presented for the experimental identification 
of the dynamic response characteristics of structural systems using 
pseudo-random (p.r.b.s.) test signals and cross-correlation analysis. 
The method is well established in the field of automatic control.
Principal advantages offered in comparison with more conventional 
techniques are:
(i) It requires only small amplitude excitations in order to produce 
accurate results;
(ii) It is free of the difficulties associated with steady-state 
periodic testing near resonant frequencies;
(iii) It affords a direct means of obtaining the impulse response and 
frequency response functions;
(iv) It is immune to extraneous noise.
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Pilot Study: Isotropic Plate
The pilot study described has served to demonstrate the 
potential of the p,r.b.s./cross-correlation identification method to 
the dynamic analysis of plate systems.
The method is shown to give close agreement with conventional 
resonance tests in providing frequency response functions for an 
aluminium alloy plate. It also affords a ready means for the 
determination of characteristic mode shapes.
The experimental results provide some justification for ignoring 
the effects of damping in the previous theoretical studies, especially 
for metal plates. Generally the agreement between experimental and 
theoretical natural frequencies, for the first eight modes, is quite 
good. Beyond this range of values, resonant frequencies produce only 
negligible response.
Tests carried out in the presence of an extraneous periodic 
excitation confirm that the method is capable of good accuracy in 
noisy environments.
Tests on Multi-Plate Systems
The various tests reported in respect of the dynamic identification 
of T-beam and box-type systems provide evidence of the wider 
applicability, and further reliability, of the p.r.b.s./cross­
correlation method. This latter aspect is demonstrated, in 
particular, by the continued close agreement with the alternative but 
less convenient method of steady-state sinusoidal testing.
For the least rigid T-beam system there is good agreement also 
with the theoretical solution due to the elasticity-based matrix strip 
method. With increasing stiffness the effects of support conditions
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tend to become more significant, and variations between experimental 
and theoretical solutions are more pronounced. For the box-section 
system, problems of joint flexibility further contribute to such 
discrepancies.
Results obtained for the forced response of a typical system 
provide additional evidence of the usefulness of the statistical 
identification procedure. However, the work reported is of a 
preliminary nature only, and is limited by practical shortcomings.
13.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The present theoretical work is restricted to right orthotropic 
plate systems having simple end conditions. Under static loading, 
the elasticity-based procedures of Secs. 2 to 5 yield exact solutions 
and, in the specified circumstances, are superior to the approximate 
finite strip method.
By utilising existing theory due to Tottenham (Ref. 11), for 
edge and junction beams, it should be possible to extend the 
elasticity method to a wide range of beam-plate systems.
In another development the theory derived by Shaikh (Ref. 8), 
for curved bridge decks, could be reformulated as a stiffness 
procedure applicable to the top and bottom flange plates of curved 
box-girder systems. A corresponding stiffness matrix would then be 
required for the curved webs so as to afford an exact solution for 
such systems.
For box systems continuous over interior supports and/or 
diaphragms a flexibility approach, as used in both the isotropic 
elasticity method and the finite strip method, could be implemented 
also in respect of the present orthotropic elasticity method.
Where plates have end conditions other than simply supported, it
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should be possible to utilise standard beam functions, as with the 
finite strip technique, in further extending the scope of the method. 
This would require a Kantorovich-type approach with the error 
minimised against a suitable criterion. However, in common with the 
finite strip method, the inherent coupling would cause serious 
difficulties where a large number of harmonics must be considered as, 
for example, in the case of a concentrated load.
Similar extensions as above (excluding the flexibility approach 
for continuous systems) could be developed also in respect of 
dynamic analysis but, since the composite formulation is exact only 
insofar as static stiffness is concerned, the advantages are not as 
pronounced as with static loading.
With regard to the dynamic identification studies, further work 
on model systems could be undertaken using more refined experiments, 
with the view to obtaining a more reliable comparison between actual 
and predicted response to specified forcing functions.
It would be interesting, also, to investigate the feasibility of 
applying the statistical identification method to prototype systems. 
Such studies might involve laboratory tests on full-size stiffened 
panels, using dynamic testing facilities as have been installed 
recently at The University of Wollongong. Alternatively, if a 
suitable exciter were available, it might be possible to carry out 
field tests on actual bridge or related plate structures.
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Fig. Al Uniform Patch Load
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APPENDIX A. FOUR IKK ANALYSIS OK APPLI I'D LOADS
(L) Pa teli Load
Refer Fig. Al.
Let q = l  \  s in  »
imrx
r% . mrx j q sin — r—  dx =
( | %  sin ^  sin
mix dx
L.H.S. =
a+x-2 . mrx ,c q sin —  dx
J a~ 2
q£ , „ j mra , mrcN
- s r (_2 sln — sin i r 0
R.H.S. * t  q 2 n
4q . mra . mrc q s sin — -—  sin -r—  nn mr l 21
whence
q . ÌS y ì  sin EES. sin SE£ slnSH2.q ir L m sxn l  sln 21 sllrT^m
For a a — :
„ _ 4q v 1 j mir . mire . q = . I -  sin —  sin sin IMTX
T m oddm
(ii) Strip Load
Substitute c » l in Eq. (A2)
^  i i sin
* m odd®
nnrx
(iii) Concentrated Load
Substitute q « -  in Eq. (Al) and let c •+ 0
* 2P r .• • q ■ j- L sin
m
mira f mirx — r—  sin — —
(Al)
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
Nî|
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APPENDIX B. DERIVATION OF FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS
Consider the nth order linear differential equation with constant 
coefficients
,n ,n-l ,
~ n  + ai — + • • • + a 1 -r^-+a y = 0 
dx11 1 dx 1 H“1 dx n
and corresponding characteristic equation
n-1P(X) ** X + a, Xn + ... + a . X + a *0.1 n-1 n
It can be shown (Ref. 11) that the fundamental solutions are 
defined as
fn-2 “ f;-i + ai fn-l
fn-3 = f;-2 + a2 fn-l
“ f,' + a . f1 n-1 n-1
where (a) for distinct roots X^(i*l, 2, 
n H *
f " - i<x ) “ J i
in which
fo
n) :
W
dP(X)
dX X = Xi
(b) for repeated roots r x Xj, s x X2, t x X^, ... :
fn-1 (x)
5*“1 r eXix 1 r eAzX 1
3Xjr-1 (r-l): ir(Xj-X )
,
3 X , - 1 (s-l): n(X2- X )
in which
ir(Xj-X ) - (\-X2)S •" etc.
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The application of these algorithms in the derivation of 
fundamental solutions for Eq. (2.5) is demonstrated briefly below.
Case (i) a2 > b (roots real and distinct):
Let q * a / a + / a 2
i.e. x, 2 * ± q» x39
Then
** K y  
f - y e 1  
3 i - i V xi
r = a /a - /a2 - b ,
± r
ery - e‘ryeqy - e ^ y . - -
4q(q2 - acfi) 4r(r^ - a a2)
sinh qy sinh ry
q2 - r2
f2 " f l + al f3
r 2 (cosh qy - cosh ry)
fl " f2 + a2 f3
Ä t q ̂
(■ —  sinh qy + 7 - sinh ry)
fo " fl + a3 f3
~2 r 2 (-r2 cosh qy + q2 cosh ry)
Case (ii) a2 ■ b (roots real and repeated): 
Let q ■ CL /a
i.e. X 1 > 2 - ± q - *3>t+
Then f „ « ,xiy , 3 ex2y
3 3Xj • (Xj -X2)z + ax2 • (X2 - Xj)
2
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y eqy + y e'qy q eqy - q e~qy
4q2 4ql*
2q3 (qy cosh qy - sinh qy)
f 2 * f 3 + a i f 3
etc.
Case (iii) a2 < b (roots complex and distinct) :
Let Xl,2 = + ir) » *3 h - t (q - ir)
i.e. q + ir = d /a + i /b — a^
whence q * CL i/%( /b + a) , r = a /*$(/b - a)
*♦ ^±y
Then f.
i=l Pl(Xi)
e (q + ir)y _ e~(q + ir)y e (q - ir)y _ e~(q -
4(q + ir)H(q + ir)2 - a a2J 4(q - ir)£(q - ir)2
1 q cosh qy sin ry - r sinh qy cos ry 
2qr q2 + r2
f 2 = f 3 + a l  f 3
ir)y
- a a2l
etc.
APPENDIX C. ELEMENTS OF FUNDAMENTAL DISTRIBUTION MATRIX
Case (i) a > b :
f 1 1 ■ f2 2 38 *~r2 cosh qy + q2 cosh ry
• r2 q2f 1 2 a - —  sinh qy + sinh ry
fl3 33 f2** “ cosh qy - cosh ry
f li*. = ~  sinh qy - ~  sinh ry
f2i » f3 2 33 p. f 1 1*
^23 s ^3 it * q sinh qy - r sinh ry
f31 33 f «+2 = p. f13
^ 3 3 33 fi*i* 33 q2 cosh qy - r2 cosh ry
fi*l - p. f2 3
fi+3 * q3 sinh qy - r3 sinh ry 
where p * -q2 r2
and all elements are subject to a multiplying factor of
___1
q2 -  r 2
Case (li) a2 ■■ b :
^11 33 f22 33 h (2 cosh qy - qy sinh qy) 
f12 33 (3 sinh qy - qy cosh qy)
f i 3 33 f 2 i+ 33 2^2 ( w  sinh qy) 
fii* 31 2~ar (qy cosh qy - sinh qy)
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f 2 l  *=; ^ 32 =  P *  f l*+
f 23 = f 314. ■  ( s i n h  q y  +  q y  c o s h  q y )
f 31 * f i f2 =  P -  ^13
f  33 = f *  h (2 c o s h  qy  +  q y  s i n h  q y )
f i+1 * P -  f 23
f »+3 * 2  ̂ ( q y  c o s h  q y  +  3 s i n h  q y )
where p = -q^ 
Case (iii) £  < b :
£n  - f22 " 2 qr cosh qy cos ry - (q2 - r2) sinh qy sin ry
f12 " q2 + r2 Cr(3q2 - r2) sinh qy cos ry - q (q2 - 3r2) cosh qy sin ryU
f 13 = f2if ■ sinh qy sin ry
fl*f = q2 + r2 cos^ qy sin ry - r sinh qy cos ry)
f21 * f32 “ P- flt.
^2 3 * 3̂*+ = r qy cos ry + q cosh qy sin ry
f  31 " f it2 =  P*  f 13
f 33 = f = 2 qr cosh qy cos ry + (q2 - r2) sinh qy sin ry
ft+l = p. f23
fi»3 58 q(q2 “ 3r2) cosh qy sin ry + r(3q2 - r2) sinh qy cos ry 
where p - - (q2 + r2)2
and all elements are subject to a multiplying factor of —
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APPENDIX D. BENDING ACTION TRANSFORMATIONS
For the term:
w(x,y) = w(y) sin ax
8y (x,y) " 3 7 w(x>y>
= w ’ (y) sin ax
My (x,y) = -(Dy Jjz + ) w(x, y)
= -[D w"(y) - c^D^wCy)] sin ax
Vy (x,y) ■ Q„(x,y) - 7—  M (x,y)y 9x xy J
' I? (Dy W  + " h ?  > w(x>y) - h  (2Dxy 6 7
Mx (x,y)
■ ” C°y wU,(y) - a2(2H-D1> w' (y)] sin ax
= _(DX + “ilpr > w(x»y)
f- O D1
* ^a2Dx + d “ < V y) “ a^jwiy)] sin ax
or My (y) + (Dx”Di )a2w<y> 
“  y
sin ax
Vx (x,y)
= - 37 MXy<x,y )
= “ h  (Dx &  + H ) w(*.y) - I7  <2Dxy 
“ <»Co2Dxw(y) - (2H-D1 )w,,(y)Il cos ax
- aCMx (y) + 2(“"D>) (My (y) - a^wiy))]
(Dl)
(D2)
(D3)
) w(x,y) 
(D4)
(D5)
)w(x,y)
cos ax (D6 )
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APPENDIX E. BOUNDARY RESTRAINT MATRICES: BENDING ACTIONS
(i) Fixed Edge
w = e * 0: 
y
. M o' 0 [J] = 1 0 0 o'
0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0
0 1
(ii) Simply Supported Edge 
w = M =0:
y
»o
i_
i 0 0~ [J] “ “l 0 0 o'
1 0 0 0 1 0_
0 0
0 1
(iii) Free Edge
M = V = 0y
D Q  »o 1 o' 0 0 1 0 “
0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0
0 0
(iv) Axis of Symmetry 
0 = V = 0:
y
»o
i_
i 1 o' C j ] = 0 1 o o,
Ô 0 0 0 0 1_
0 1
0 0
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(v) Axis of Antisymmetry
As for (ii).
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APPENDIX F. IN-PLANE ACTION TRANSFORMATIONS
For the vfi1 term:
Ty (x,y) * <Kx,y)
= -a2 4» (y) sin ax
S(x,y) <J>(x,y) - Y(x,y) dx3x3y
Ca<j>f (y) - —  Y(y)] cos axa
3_
3x u(x>y) “ Ï T  Tx (x>y) - F h  Ty (x'y)
(FI)
(F2)
1 ,1 32 32 . v
* h (F î 7  E 3 ? >  * <X’y)x J y
u(x,y) - - Î-- <j)"(y) + g2- a2<j>(y)l
L x  y J
cos ax (F3)
3x v(x,y) = k  s(x’y) _ k  u(x*y)
- [k {a*’(y) ‘ a Y(y)} + to {!“ (y) + ̂  a2«!)* (y) cos ax
. v(x,y) * - |  - g2- )a2<f>' (y) - <J>,n (y) - ̂  Y(y)l sinax (F4)L \ r x -»ha
k Tx (x*y) " - k s(x,y)
« a<f>"(y) cos ax
38 a j- E^ha u ( y ) --- a2<j> (y)j cos ax
• . Tx (x »y) [Vx Ty (y) " Exha u(y)] slsin ax (F5)
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APPENDIX G. BOUNDARY RESTRAINT MATRICES: IN-PLANE ACTIONS
(i) Fixed Edge 
u = v = 0:
Del =O 1 0" 0 0 1 0 '
0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0
0 0
(ii) Simply Supported Edge 
u » T =0:
y
• = 0 0“ 1_1 It 1 0 0 0~
1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0
0 1
(iii) Free Edge
T * S * 0:
y
• • r a D = 0 o' M  = 1 0 0 0"
0 0 0 1 0  0
1 0
0 1
(iv) Axis of Symmetry 
v = S = 0:
. r a  -o 1 O'
0 0
0 1
0 0
IIr~i
LJ '0 1 0 o'
0 0 0
o
 '
Axis of Antisymmetry 
As for (ii).
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APPENDIX H. SOLUTION OF TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEMS 
Consider the order tridiagonal system
Aj Ux 0 f \ *1
f \
Cl
L. A. U c2 2 2 2 2
L • • . •3 * ■ ~ «
•
• A - U - X , c ,n-1 n-1 n-1 n-1
0 L A X C_ n n _ nl 4 l n J
(HI)
By applying Gaussian elimination (Ref. 126), this system is 
reduced to the equivalent system
‘i Q 0 " r >X f \P1 1 1
I Q X P2 2 2
- • • • •
« . = . •
• • • •
I Q x , P ,xn-l n-1 n-1
0 I X Pl -n J l n
(H2)
where
[ Q ^  - Ca 'D^CuJ., i = 1, 2
= [A’̂ ' ic'}^ i = 1, 2
, n-1
, n
(H3)
and in which
[A']i= , {O'}!» {CJj
[A']^ [A]i - [ U j  [ Q ] ^ ,  i = 2, 3, .... n 
{C'}^ {Ch - [ L ^  { P } ^ ,  i - 2, 3..... n.
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The forward elimination process thus consists in generating 
successive and {P}^ from Eqs. (H3). In the subsequent
back-substitution they are used in Eq. (H2) to compute {X}^ as
{X} = {P}n n (H4)
{x}i - {p>i - CQlljiX}^, i - n-l, n-2..... 1
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APPENDIX I. MODIFIED FINITE STRIP MATRICES
II. MASS MATRICES
(i) Bending 
- b2m ll - 105
ra21 = m12
lib
210
13
m22 35
b^
m31 =  ml 3 =  "  140
- 13b
m32 = ra23 =  “  420
m3 3 =  ml 1
nity i “ m^ 4 =  ~ r
9ra*+2 = m21+ * 7Ò
mt|3 = m3 4 * -  m2i 
11144 = m22
where all elements are subject to a multiplying factor of
(11) Plane Stress
mn  * 1/3
m21 = m i2 * 0
m22 “ 1/3
m
31
m
13
1/6
hi = m
32
m
33
23
1/3
in. , — mm l*f » 0
m42 * m 2* "
pb.
1/6
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mi»3 “  m34 “  0
m » 1/3
where all elements are subject to a multiplying factor of pb
12. STIFFNESS MATRICES
(i) Bending
_ _ b3a** ^ , 4 ^ , 4ba2 ^ , 8ba2 ^si i *“ i n'g ® + T” D + — -- D. + ■=-=  D11 105 x b y 15 1 15 xy
llb2^  D + 6 D + 6a^ D +
21 12 210 x b2 y 5 1 5  xy
13ba* _ , 12„ , 12a2 „ . 24a2 „s0_ = — ® + 175® + cl + ■' w  D 22 35 x b3 y 5b 1 5b xy
_ _ 3b3a** ^ .2  ba2 2ba2TSSoi " S 1 a * --/on D + ir D - rr-=—  D . ---—  D31 13 420 x b y 15 1 15 xy
'32 s 23
lSb2^  + JL.n i 2lL n + -?£- n 
420 Dx + b2 Dy + 5 D1 + 5 Dxy
33 ^ - D  + t" D + |5SSÌ D. + D105 x b y 15 1 15 xy
s * sif l l*f 420 x
13b2a** D _ 6^ D . si D, _ |ai „
y 5 1 5 xy
^ a 1* „ 12 „ 12a2 „ 24a2 „iu0 = S-. ■ — =-r—  D - t t  D --- zr—  D , --- —  D1+2 24 70 x b3 y 5b 1 5b xy
s, = s lib2«“ D _ 6 D _ |ai „ 2|i D*♦ 3 3*+ 210 x bz y 1 5 xy
ISba1* ^ . 12 _ . 12a2 n , 24a2 ^
if *4 35 x b3 y 5b 1 5b xy
(ii) Plane Stress
bq2 , 1 n 
su  = ~ T ~ E1 + b G
'21 ’ S1 2 ° I  Vy E1 " 2 G
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22 E +  —  b 2 +  3
S 31 “ S 13
b a 2 E 
6 E1
32
33
s a= —  V E. +  £  G23 2 y 1 2
b a 2
3 E i + £ G
s m  =  Slk
S * “* Sn,hZ Zh i  E, +  G  b 2 6
“ S3*+ " “ 2 vy Ei + f G
* -r* E + G b 2 3
Exw h e r e  E. *  -1 1- V~V, X - v x v y  ’
a n d  a l l  e l e m e n t s  a r e  s u b j e c t  to a m u l t i p l y i n g  f a c t o r  h.
E
APPENDIX J. COMPUTER PROGRAMME LISTINGS
CJ
 
O
 
°
 
t
) 
CJ
 U
 
O
 
o
 
U
 
tj
 
t.l 
U
 
f J
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C
C PROGRAM i :  S T A T I C  A NAL Y SI S  OF ORTHOTROPIC PLATES  IN 3ZNDING
r
I NTEGER YP
REAL L Q . L P * K , L . K N . K F
DIMENSION IQ U S  l . 3 I G R 117 *51 . A («4•4 I . F ( 4 . 41 * G I 4 *4 ) t L Q 14 • 1)  . L  P 1 4* 1 I * K 
l t 4 * 2 » * 9 I C K ( 1 7 . 4 . 2 I . V ( 4 * l l * 3 I G V I l 7 . 4 * l l * L l 4 * l J * K N l 4 * 2 l * V N ( 4 * l » * 3 I G W  
2117*2*21 * 3 1 G S 117 »2*11 *Z 3 A R t 2* 1 1. KF ( 2* 41 * 3 I G Z 1 1 7 . 4  • 1 »r
C INPUT DATA/OUTPUT
READ! 5*1 I NJ 03 
1 FORMAT(151 
J  0 3-1
5 CALL INPUT (S P A N, 3 * DX * 3 Y * 01 * DX Y * N13 * NF 3 * NS • Q. IQ* p* X ? .  Y P » RP * N T* NP R T) 
H=01*2.»DXY  
AI  = H/DY 
8I =DX/DY  
NL=NS*1  
Y -  9 / N S 
R = RP • Y
I N I T I A L I Z E  FOR F I R S T  HARMONIC
DO 1C 1=1* NL 
00 10 J = l * 5  
10 B I G R I I * J I = E  
N- 1
START NEW HARMONIC
100 BETA = N* 3 .14 15 9255  
ALPHA=3ETA/SPAN  
S N 9 E T A = 3 I N I 9 E T A / 2.1
0 I S T R I 3 U T I 0 N  MATRIX
CALL FORM At A*AL PHA. DY*D1. HI  
CALL F O R K F ( F . Y . A L P H A * A I * 3 I I  
CALL F0RMG( G*F*A I
LOADING SOLUTION
I F  ( 9. E O . O . I  GO TO 110  
WP = 4 . * Q / ( 0 X * A L P H A * * 4 * 3 E T A I  
CALL FOR ML9 IL3*G*A*WP I 
110 I F  IP • EG »0 » »GO TO 120
V P = - 2 . * ? / S ° A N * S I M I 9 E T A * X P I  
I F I R P . E f l . O . I CO TO 120 
CALL F ORML? I L P * A *R . ALPHA•AI  . 3 1 . VP I
I N I T I A L  BOUNDARY
120 CALL FOR MKI IK *NI  3 I
CALL  STORE IK * D I G K , 1  * NL * 4 • 2 l 
CALL C L E A R ! V  *4 * 1 I
CALL  S T 0 R C C V . 3 I G V . 1 . N L . 4 . 1 I  
C
C PROGRESSI ON ACROSS PLATE
C
DO I S C  J - l » N S
J 1 = J * 1J2=J-l
I F C P . E Q . Q . I G O  TO 130 
I F ( Y P . N C . J 2 I G 0  TO 130  
I F 1 R P . N E . 0 .  I GO TO 130 
V t 4 . 1 l = V ( 4 . 1  I *VP 
CALL S T O R E ! V »3 I G V »J . N L  . 4 • 1 1 
130 CALL  C L E A R I L f M . i l
I F ( Q .  E 3 . 0 . 1  GO TO 135 
I F  f I Q  t J I . E G . 3 ! GO TO 135 
CALL A D D I L . L O . L  f 4 » l l  
135 I F  IP . E O . C . I G O  TO 140 
I F ! Y P . S Z . J l G O TO 140 
I F ( R P  . E G . O . I 30 TO 140  
CALL A O D t L . L F . L . 4 . 1 1  
140 CALL  5 T E F U P I G . L . K . V . K N . V N . 4 . 2 .  1 1
150 CALL 3RGUPU I KM. VN.K .V * 3 I G K .  3 I G V .  3 I G W . 3 I G S . 4  . 2 . 1  . ML • J 1 1 
C
C F INAL SOUNDARY
I F I N F B . N E . l  I GO TO 155 
CALL  CLEAR I Z 3 A R . 2 . 1  I 
GO TO I S O
155 CALL  FOP.MK F t KF «NFS I 
I F I P . E Q . C . I G O  TO 156 
I F ( YF . N E . N S I G O  TO 158  
I F I R P . N E  . 0 .  IGO TO 156 
V I 4 . 1  l = V ( 4  .1 I *VP
156 CALL FIN3ND I 2 3 A R . K . V . K F . 4 . 2 . 1 1nw
C PROGRESSION 3ACK
C
160 00 170 J =1»N3  
J l " N S  + 2 - J
170 CALL GOBACK I Z 3 A R . 3 I G Z . 3 I G K . 3 I G V . 3 I G W . 8 I G S . 4 . 2 . 1  » N L . J 1  I 
CALL  I N A C N S I Z 3 A R . 3 1GZ. 3 I G K . B I G V . 4 . 2 » 1 . NLI  
C
Z ADD RESUL TS  FOR PRESENT HARHDNIC/DUTPUT
C
DO 180 1 = 1 . NL
CALL R E L S E I l . 3 I G Z •I . H L . 4 . 1 1 
18D CALL  V A L U E S ! L . 9 I G R . I . A L P H A . S N B E T A . D X . D Y » D 1 I  
N N = I N / 1C I «1C *9
I F ( N P R T  . N E . O . A N H . N . N E . N N I G O  TO 1 9C 
CALL OUTPUT ! 3IGR . N. NL  I
m
L.
C TEST FOR LAST HARMONIC
19C N = N ♦  2
I F ( N . G 7  .NT IGO TO 21D 
GO TO 130
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TEST FOR LAST J 0 8
2 1C I F I J O B  .EG . N J 0 3 I S T O P  
J O B - J C 3  +1 
GO TO 5 
END
SUBROUTINE ADO( A*B, C»M, NI  
DIMENSION AIM,Ml* 5 I M , N I . C  I M, NI 
DO ID 1 = 1 »M 
DO I D J  =1,  N
10 C( I , J I = A 1 I» J  I ♦  3 I I , J )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE S J 3 I A , 3 , C , M, N I 
DIMENSION A IM ,N I • B I M , N I , C I M , N I 
DO 10 1 = 1 ,  M 
DO 10 J  = 1 , N
10 Cf I , J » = A I I , J I - 3 I I . J»
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MULT I A ,9 ,C , M, N, P I 
I NT E GE R P
DIMENSION A I M , N l * 3 | N , P I , C I M , P I  
DO 1C 1 = 1 , M 
DO 10 J = l f P  
C t l * J I = C  
DO ID K=1,M
10 C f I , J )  = C ( I » J i  * A ( I , K I « B (X * J  I 
RETURN 
END
SU3R0UT I NE  S CL ML T l A , C ,K , H , N I 
REAL K
DIMENSION A IM * N I • C IM, N1 
DO I D I  =1,  M 
DO 1C J =1*N  
10 C ( I * J I = A t I . J I * K  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE I N V 2 I A I
DIMENSION A( 2 * 2 I
D E T = A ( l r l l * A I 2 , 2 1 - A l l , 2 I * A < 2 , I I
T E K P = A l l , l  I
A( 1 , 1 1= A( 2 , 2 1 /DET
AC 1*2 l = - A ( 1 , 2  I / D E I
Al 2 * 1 1 = - Al 2 , 1 1/2ET
A ! 2 * 2  l = TEMP/D£T
RETURN
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END
SUBROUTINE COPY I A t B t Mt N I  
DIMENSION Al M»Nl f 3t M*NI  
DO 10 1 = 1 tM 
DO 1C J = 1 . N  
1C 31 I t J f  =AI I t J  l 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE C L E A R ( A t M tNI  
DIMENSION Al MtNI  
DO 10 I =1» N 
DO 10 J = l t N  
10 A i l t J U O  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE S T O R E ( A t 3 1N tMtP t Q 1 
I NT E GE R Pt Q
DIMENSION A ( P ' 3  I »e i Mt Pt QI  
DO 10 I  =1» F 
DO 10 J = l t 3  
10 B ( N t I t J I = A l i t J l  
RETURN 
END
S U3R0UTI NE R E L S E  l A t 3 t Nt Mt Pt QJ  
I NT E GE R  Pt G
DIMENSION A IP tG I t3 I MtPtGl  
DO 10 I = l t P  
00 10 J=1t3 
10 A ( l t J ) = B ( N * I t J i  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE INPUT ISP AN 13 tDX tDY tD11 DX Y t N I 3 t  Nr 3 1NS t 0 1 I Q t ? t L P t TP tRPt  NT 
l r N P R T l  .
I NTEGER TP 
REAL LP
DIMENSION T I T L E I 2 C I t I Q I 1 S 1
R E A D l 5 t 10 I ( T I T L E I I »t 1 = 1 t 2 D I t S P A N ' B ' O X t  OYt Dl» OX Y ' N l B ' N F B t  NS* 3 
I D FORMAT I 2 Q A < i / G I F 1 5 « C / l ' 2 Z 5 / ’Z 5/ F 15«OI  
R E A D t S ' Z O J  1101I I t I = l t N S !
20 FORMAT f 1 S I S  I
R E A D t 5 t 3 G l P t L F t T P t R P t N T » N P E T  
30 F O R M A T ! 2 ( F I 5 . C / »t I 3 t F 1 5 . 0/ 2151
W R I T E l 6 * R 0 l ( T I T L E ( I l t I = l ' 2 C l t S ? A N t B t D X t D Y t D l t D X Y t N I B » N F B ' N S t Q  
«40 FORMAT! 1 Hi t  2 C A 4 / 1HG/
1 3 2 H 0 L 0 NG I T U D I K A L  SPAN (X DI RECT I O N 1 1 F 2 4 .3/
231 HOTR AN S VERSE WIOTH IY DIR £CT ION I t F2 5 - 3 / 1  HO/
321H0FL EXURAL  R I G I D I T Y  D X * F 3 5 . 3 /
4 2 1 HOFLEXURAL R I G I D I T Y  Q Y . F 3 5 . 3 /
521HCCGUPLI*' G R I G I D I T Y  0 1 . F 3 5 . 3 /
623HCT0RSI ONAL R I G I D I T Y  DX Y » F 3 3 • 3/ 1HO/ 
7ZCHQG0UN3ARY CONDIT I O N S » 132* 2H * . 1 2 /
819 HCN’JM 3 £R OF SSGMENTS. 1 3 3 / 1HC/
9 2 6 H 0 I N T E N S I T Y  OF JNIFORM L C A D . F 3 C . 3 I  
WRIT £ I S *  5 CI ( I G t i l  . 1  = 1 »N3 I
50 FORMAT( Z8HCSEGMENTS OVER WHICH A P P L I E D . 1 2 2 • 1 5 1 2  I 
W R I T E ! 5 , 5 0 ) P . L P . TP. RP
SO FORMAT I 1HG /24 HOINTE.NSITY OF POINT L D A D . F 3 2 . 3 /
122 HOL ONGI TJ  DINAL P O S I T I O N . F 3 4 . 3 /
22CHCTRANSVERSE PO S IT ION . 12 8 . 2  H - . F 6 * 3 I  
RETURN 
END
SU3R0UTINE FORMA I A.ALPHA.DY.01.HI
DIMENSION A( 4 . 4  I
CALL C L E A R I A . 4 . 4  I
A l l . 1 1=1
Al 2 . 2 1 = 1
A I 3 . 3 I - - D Y
A I 4 . 4 I = - D Y
A I 3 . 1  1 = ALP HA**2*01
A ( 4 . 2 I = A L P H A * * 2 * I 2 . * H - D 1 I
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE F ORMF I F . Y . ALPHA. A»BI  
DIMENSION c ( 4 . 4 1  
IF( A• * 2 - 3  I 3 0 . 2 0 . ID 
10 3=ALPHA*S0RT (A*S.3RT t A • • 2 - 9  I I 
R = ALPKA*SQRTI  A - S O R T ( A * * 2 - 3  I I  
GO TO 40
20 Q = ALFHA«SQRTI  A I 
GO TO 40
30 3 = ALPHA»SORT I . 5  * ISQPT I 3 I ♦  A I I 
R = A L P H A « S GR T 1 . 5 « I SCOT 1 3 1 - A I I 
40 GY=Q«Y
S HQ- S I NHI  9 YI  
CHG=COSH(QYl  
I F I A « * 2 - 3 ) 5 0 . 7 0 . 5C 
50 RY = R •Y
S H R = S I N H I R Y I  
CHR = COS HIR YI  
GO TO 70 
60 RY=R*Y
SR = S I N IR Y I 
CR=COS CRY)
70 I F  I A* • 2- 3 H O C . 3 0 . 8 0  
80 F A = - R* * 2 * C H 9 * Q* * 2 * C H R
F 3 = - R * » 2 * S H Q / 3 * 3 * * 2 * 3 H R / R
F C=CHQ-CHR
F D = S H 3 / 3 - S H R / R
G A = Q *SH 3-R *S HR
63=3*»2* C H9- R**2*  CHR
210
GC=Q«*3*SHQ- R**3*SHR  
P = - l 3 * R 1 »*2 
PA = I  . / f G«*2- R«*21  
GO TO 11C
90 F A= • 5 * ( 2 » * CH3- GY*SHQI  
F 3 = . 5*1 3 « *3 H3-Q Y • CH3l /Q  
F C = . 5 * t G Y * S H 3 ) / Q * * 2  
F D = « 5 * I 3 Y * C H 3 - S H 3 I / Q * * 3  
GA = . 5 * f S H Q ♦ G Y * C H Q I / 3  
G 3 = . 5 * I  2 . *CHG*GY*SHGl  
G C = . 5 * G * ( Q Y * C H S * 3 . * S H Q I
P = -  Q » • q
GO TO l l u
100 FA=2«*G*R*CHG*CR-  I Q * * 2 - R * * 2 1 * S H 3 * S R
F B = ( R * ( 3 . * Q * * 2 - R * * 2 » * S H Q * C R - Q * I Q * * 2 - 3 . * R » * 2 ) * C H Q * S R l / t a * * 2 * R * * 2 >
FC = SH3* OR
F D = l G * C H Q * S R - R  *SHQ * C R I / |Q**2*R**2I  
GA=R*3Hj *CR* G*CH3*SR  
G3 = 2 . * G * R * C H G * C R M Q * * 2 - R * * 2 » * S H G * S R  
GC = Q*{ 3**2-  3 . * R * * 2 l * C H Q * S R * R * t 3 . * 3 * * 2 - R *  * 2 ) *S H3 *CR 
P ( Q«*2*R**2 I * *2 
PA = 1 . / l 2 . » 3 *R I 
110 F 11*1 I -  FA 
F ( 2 * 2 I = = A 
F t l . 2  l = FB 
F 11 . 3  I == C 
F I 2 * 4 » = F C  
F t l * 4 l = F D  
F t 2*1 1 = P*F D 
FI  3*21 = F I 2* 1 1 
F 1 2 . 3  l = GA 
F ! 3 * m -  C A 
F C 3 * 1 1 - P* F C 
FI  4 . 2 1 = F I 3*1 I 
F ( 3 . 3 > = C a  
F I 4 . 4 ) = C 3  
F 1 4 * 1 I = P * G A  
F t *1 * 3 * = 3 C
I F  I A• * 2 .EQ . 3 IGO TO 120 
CALL SCLMLT I F . F . P A * 4, 41  
120 RETURN'
END
SUBROUTINE FORMGIG* F * A I
DIMENSION S I 4 . 4 I . F I 4 * 4 1 . A I 4 . 4 I . A F 14*41
CALL M U L T ! A * F * A F * 4 * 4 * 4 \
CALL COPYIA , F » 4 . 4 I
CALL I N V A I F I
CALL MULTI A F . F * G . 4 * 4 . 4 1
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE I N V A I A I  
DIMENSION A 14*4 1 
DO 10 1=1*4
10 Aï I . I l =1 ./A I 1 , 1 )
A ( 3 » l  l = - A ( 3 , 1 I « A l i t i  I*A 13,31
A I 4 * 2 I = - A I 4 , 2 ) * A I 2 * 2 J * A I 4 , 4 I
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE F O R M L Q t L , G , A , WP I 
REAL L
DIMENSION L ( 4  , 1 1, G t 4 , 4  ï , A (<«»<« »
DO 10 1 - 1 , 4
10 L 1 1 » 1 l=WP* ( A ( I t l ) - G ( I * l l « A t l » l l - G t I f  3 1 « A l i t i l i
RETURN
END
SU9RQUT INE F03MLP IL • A , R , ALP HA•AI» 9 1 • VPI  
REAL L
DIMENSION L I 4 , 1 I , A I 4 , 4 I , F I 4 , 4 I , G I 4 , 4 1  
CALL F 0 r N F ( F , R , A L P H A » A I , B I  I 
CALL F 0 P M G I G , F ,  A I 
DO 1C 1 = 1 , 4  
10 L l  I * 1 J = V P * 3  11*4 1 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE F O R K K I I K I . N I  
REAL X I
DIMENSION X I I 4 , 2 I 
CALL CLEAR I X 1 , 4 , 2 1  
I F  I N - 2 1 1 0 , 2 0 , 3C 
10 KI!3,11= 1 
K l C 4 » 2 I =1 
GO TO SC 
20 K l  ! 2 » 1 I =1 
K I 14 , 2  1 = 1 
GO TO SC
30 I F I N - 4 I  4 0 , 5 0 , 2 0  
40 K i l l , 11=1 
K I I 2 . 2 1=1 
GO TO 6C 
50 K i l l , 11=1  
K i t  3 , 2 1 = 1  
SO RETURN 
END
S U9R0UTINE S T EP UP tG,L , K , V , K N , V N , N , R •Mt 
I NT E GE R R 
REAL L ,X*KM
DIMENSION 3 1 N » N I » L ( N , M I • X I N , R I , VIM*M1, KN(N*R) , VNINI»MJ
CALL MULTI 3 , X , K N , N, N , R I
CALL  MULTI G, V , VN»N»N»MI
CALL AD3I VN, L »VN , N , M 1
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINC 9RCUPU ( X N . V N , K . V . 3 IG K • 8 IG V . BIGW .3 I C S .  N. R .  M. P.  3 I 
INTEGER R . 3 .0 
REAL K N . K . K 1 . K 2
OIMENSION K N I N . R  I . VNl N. M I » K I N.R 1 , V I N» M) . 8 I G K I P . N . R J . 3 I G V  I P . N . M ) .  31 
1GWIP * P » R I . 3IGS l P » P. » f ! I »
2X 1 1 2 » 2 1 » K 2 ( 2 * 2 1 » V1 1 2 » 1) » V 2 ( 2 # 1 J * W I 2 » 2 I . S I 2 * 1 J  
DO 2C I - l t R  
DO 1C J =1»R  
K l f l t J l r K N I I . J l  
IO K 2 I I * J I = . K N I I  ♦ R . J  I 
DO 2C J = 1 . V  
V! ( I . J l : V N C  I . J I  
20 V 2 I I . J I = V N | I * R »  J l  
CALL IN V 2 ( X 1 1 
C A L I  C O P Y t K l . U . R . R »
CALL MULTI W . V 1 . 3 . R . R . M I  
CALL MULT( K2»W*Kl . R , R , R  I 
CALL M U L T I * 2 . 5 . V 1 . R . R » M  I 
CALL  S U S I V 2 . V  1 «V2. R.  MI 
DO «lC 1=1 *R 
DO 30 J = 1 . R  
K ( I . J | = C
30 K ( I * R ,  J U K l l  I ,  J l  
K I I • 11 =1 
DO 40 J  = 1 • M 
V f I « J I = 3  •
«IO V U * R *  J I = V 2 I  I* J l
CALL S T 0 R E I K . 3 I G K . Q . P  »N *R I 
CALL S T C R Z I U t 3 I G V t Q . P t K . H I  
CALL S T O R S I M* 3 I G U* Q t P * R * R I  
CALL S T 0 R E I S . S I G 3 . Q t P . R f M l  
RETURN '
END
SU9R0UTI NE  F ORMK F IX F .N I 
REAL KF
DIMENS I O U XF I2.«4 I 
CALL  C L E A R ( K F . 2 . q  I 
I F I N - 2 I 1 0 . 2 0 . 3 0  
10 KF 11 » 1 I =1 
K F I 2 • 2 I =1 
GO TO 60 
20 K F I 1 . 1 1=1 
K F ( 2 t  31=1 
GO TO 60
30 I F  I N - q  mo» 5 0 . 2 0  
qo KF11 * 3I = 1 
K F ( 2 . 4  1=1 
GO TO 60 
50 K F ( 1 . 2 1 = 1  
K F I 2 . q i = l  
60 RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE FINSNDIZ3AR.K.V .KF.N . R.Ml
I NTEGER R
REAL K . K F . K F K . K F V
01MENS ION Z3ARI R  *MI*KIN * R I • V IN.MI *K F I R . N )  * 
l KF  KI  2 * 2 I » K FV I 2 * 1 1 
CALL M U L T K F . K . K F K . R . N . R I  
CALL  I N V 2 I K F K I  
CALL MUL TI X F * V * K F V * R * N »MI 
CALL  MULT I KFK*KFV*Z5AR*F!*R*Ml  
CALL SCLMLT I Z B A R .  Z B A R » - 1 . . R * M I  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUT INE GO 5 ACK(ZBAR . 5IGZ* 3 I G K * B I G V * B I G W . B I G S * N t  R* M* P * 3 I 
INTEGER R *0 »Q 
REAL K
DIMENSION Z 3ARIR *M I 13 IGZ IP . N * MI • B IG K I P » N * R 1 . 3 IG V IP iN • M 1* 3 1 GW IP . R * R
1 I . B I G S I P . R . M I ,
2 K I 4 t 2 l . V M . l l . Z I 4 . l l . W I 2 . 21 *312*11*  WZ 12*1»
CALL RELSE  I X . 3 I G K . Q . F . N . R I  
CALL R E L S E I V t 3 I G V  * Q * P *N »Ml 
CALL M U L T I K . Z B A R . Z . N . R . M I  
CALL A D 3 ( Z . V . Z . t N . Ml  
CALL  STOREI Z*  S IGZ * Q • P * N * M I 
CALL R E L S E I W . 3 I G W . Q . P . R . R 1 
CALL R E L S E I S . G I G S . G . P . R . M I  
CALL MULTCW.Z3AR . W Z . R . R . MI  
CALL  S U E I W Z . S . Z 6 A R . R . M I  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE I N A C N S I Z 3 AR. 3 I G Z * 3 1GK• 3 1 GV*N* R.M*PI  
I NTEGER Rt P 
REAL K
DIMENSION Z B A R | R . M I . 3 l G Z l P . N . ' 1 I . B I G K I P * N . R I . 6 l G V t P * N . M ) .  
1 K I 4 . 2 I  . V I  At 1 I tZ (4*11  
CALL  R E L S E I K t B I G K t l t P t N t R I  
CALL R E L S E I V t B I G V t l t P t N t M l  
CALL MUL T I K t Z B A R t Z t N t R t M l  
CALL A03 I Z . V . Z . N . M I  
CALL  S T O R E C Z . S I G Z . l . P . N . M l  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE VALUES ( Z 1 5 IGR 10 t ALP HA* SN BET A . DX t 0 1 1D1 I 
I N T E GE R  0
DIMENSION Z I 4 t l I t B I G R 117*51 
CALL  S C L K L T ( Z . Z . S N B E T A . 4*1 I
Z5- D1/  DY *ZI  3*11 ♦  I 0 X - D 1 O 1 / D Y  I* ALPHA** 2* Z 11*1 I 
DO I D  1 = 1 .  *l
10 3 I G R I Q * I  I = 3 I G R I Q . I I * Z 11*11 
B I S R I Q . 5 U B I G R I Q . 5 M Z 5  
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT I 9 IG R * U * N L I 
DIMENSION E I G R I 1 7 . 5 »
WRITEI  S*5)N
5 FORM AT( 28H1ACCUMULATED RESULTS FOR N = . I 3 / 1 H D I  
WRIT El  5» 1C I
10 F O R MA T ! l C H C R E F E R E N C E t 1 O X t l O H D E F L E C T I O N  t i l  X tBHROTAT I ON* 11 X. 1 CHT RANS  
l V E R S E t 1 3 X  t l O H T R A NS V E R S E *9 X 1 1 2 HL ONGI T UDI NAL /9H ST A T I O N t 1 5 X » 1 HWt l 7 X 
2t5H0W/0Yt l 3Xt9HM0MENT Mi * 1 2 X t 8 HSHEAR V Y t l l X t  9HMQMENT MX»
00 20 1=1 tNL .
11= 1-1
20 W R I T E ! S t 3 C I  1 1 1 ! 3 ICR I 11J  I t J  = 1 . 5 l
30 FORMAT 11H0 »15 * E Xt 5E 2D * 3 I 
RETURN 
END
(|U 
U(,L1 
U u U
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C PROGRAM 2 : S T A T I C  ANAL YSI S  OF ORTHOTROPIC PL ATES  IN PLANE STRESS
C
INTEGER YP
REAL N Y . L Q . L P . K . L . K N . K F
DIMENSION I Q ( 1 S I . 9 I G R I 1 7 . 5 1 . A ( 4 » 4 I . F ( 4 » 4 I . G I 4 . 4 ) . L : H 4 . 1 ) . L P I 4 » 1 ) » K  
l t 4 * Z » . 9 I G K ( 1 7 . 4 . 2 I . V ( 4 . 1 1 . 3 I G \ / ( l 7 . 4 . 1 t . L ( 4 . 1 1 . K N ( 4 . 2 1 . V N < 4 . 1 1 . B I G W
2 ( 1 7 . 2 . 2 1  . B I G S  ( 1 7 . 2 . 1 1  » Z 3 A R ( 2 . 1 I . K F ( 2 . 4 1  . 9 I G Z U 7 . 4 . 1 I ̂ 'U
C INPUT DATA/OUTPUT
Au
READl  5 . 1  1 NJ 03 
1 F 0RMAT I I 51  
J 0 9  = l
5 CALL INPUT (SP AN, 9 . E X . E Y . NY. OXY• H•N I 3 . NFB• NS. Q.  I Q . P . Y P • RP• NT. NPR T1 
A I = E X * ( . 5/ GX Y - NY / EY  1 
3 I = E X / E Y  
NL=MS*1 
Y=9/NS  
R r R P • Y
fW
C I N I T I A L I Z E  FOR F I R S T  HARMONIC
DO 10 1 = 1 . ML 
DO 1C J - l . 5  .
10 B I G R l I . J 1=0 
Nr 1
START NEW HARMONIC
100 B E T A = N * 3 . 14159265  
ALPHA = 9ETA/SPAN  
S N B E T A = S I N ( E E T A / 2 .1
D I S T R I B U T I O N  MATRIX
CALL  F O R K S ( A . A L P H A . E X . E Y . N Y . G X Y . H I  
CALL F 0 R M F 1 F . Y . A L P H A . A I . B I J  
CALL FORMG( G. F . A)
LOADING SOLUTION
I F C Q . E G . O . 1 GO TO 113 
FP = 4 . • G / ( GXY*H*ALPHA** 2 * BET A 1 
CALL FOPML Y I L Q . G . A L P H A . G X Y . H . F P 1 
110 I F  I P . E 3 . 3 . 1  GO TO 120 
TP = - 4  . « p/ B ETA 
I F I R P . E 3  . 0 .  IGO TO 12C 
CALL  F O K K L P I L P . A . R . A L P H A . A  I . B I . T P 1
I N I T I A L  BOUNDARY
120 CALL  F O R K K I I K . N I B I
CALL S T C R E 1 K . 3 I G K . 1 . N L  .4 .21  
CALL CL EAR I V » 4 »11 
CALL S T O R E ! V . B I G V . 1 . N L . 4 . 11
C PROGRESSION ACROSS PLATEr*
DO 150 J = l f N S  
J l = J « 1  
J 2 = J - 1
I F  IP . E O . C .  »GO TO 130 
I F  ( Y P . N I  . J 2 I  GO TO 130 
I F  t RP . N E . 2 .» GO TG 130  
VI 1 » U =  VI 1» 1 I «TP 
CALL  S T O R E I V t Q I G V t J  • NL . 4 • 1 I 
130 CALL C L E A R I L  *4*1 l
I F ( Q  . C Q . C .  I GO TO 135  
I F l  13 I J l  .EG . C J S 0  TO 135  
CALL A 0 D ( L » L G » L » 4 » 1 I  
135 I F  I P. E 3 . G . I  GO TO IMG 
I F  ( Y P •NE. J»CO TO 1A3 
I F ( R P .  EG . 0 .  I GO TO m e  
CALL  A 0 C C L » L P * L * 4 * 1 1 
m O  CALL STEPU°  I G. L  *K*V*KN*VN . 4 . 2 * 1 1
150 CALL BRC' JPUCKNtVNrKt V * 3 IGK * 3 1GV • B I  GW * B IGS . 4* 2 * 1*ML« J l  1 
C
:  f i n a l  b o u n d a r yc
I F  I N F B . N E . i l  CO TO 155  
CALL C L E A R ! Z B A R »2*11 
GO TO ICO
155 CALL F O R MK F ! K F . N F 9 I  
I F  I P . E Q . C . I G O  TO 156  
I F ! Y P . M E . N S » G O  TO 15&
I F  t R P . N E . C . I G O  TO 158 
VI I t  1 1=tfI I t  1 I «TP
156 CALL  F I N3NDI ZEAR* K * V t K F » 4 * 2 . 1  »
C
G PROGRESSION BACK
C
160 DO 17C J=1*NS  
J 1 = N S * 2 - J
170 CALL  G O 3 A C K I Z B A R » E I G Z t B I G K t O I G V t B I G W • 5 I G S * 4* 2 » 1 * N L * J l I  
CALL IN A CNS I Z B A R •3I GZ *BIGK * 3 I G V *4 *2 »1 .NL I 
C
C ADD RESULTS FOR PRESENT HARMONIC/OUTPUT
C
DO 130 I -1 * NL
CALL  R E L S E ! L * B I G Z » I » N L » 4 * 1 I  
180 CALL VALUES ! L * 3 I G R * I *  ALP HA*SNBETA*EX»EY *NY*H)
NN=f N / 1 C I * 1 0 « 9
I F 1 N P R T . N E . C . A N D . N . N E . N N I G 0  TO 190  
CALL  0UT PUT I 3 I GR» N* NL I  
C
C T EST  FOR LAST HARMONIC
C
190 N -  N ♦  2
I F I N . G T . N T I G O  TO 210 
GO TC I CC  
C
C TEST FOR LAST JOB
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210 I F ( J 0 5 . E Q . N J Q B I S T O P  
JO 3=JO 3* 1 
GO TO 5 
END
C
SUBROUTINE INPUT tSPAN,  B . E X •E Y • NY. GXY *H •N I B •NF B* N S . 3 . 1 3 . P . T P . R P , N T • 
1NPRTI  
I NT E GE R TP 
REAL NY
DIMENSION T I T L E I 2 D ) ,  131151
READ! 5 * 101 I T ITL EI  I I  ♦ 1=1 * 201 »SP A N . 3 . EX *EY * N Y , G X Y • H . N I 3 . N F  3*NS, G  
10 F 0 R M A T I 2 G A 4 / 7 I F 1 5 . D M . 2 I 5 / I 5 / F 1 5 . 3 I  
R E A D ! 5 * 2 CI  I IQ 11» *1 = 1 , NSI  
20 FORMAT I 1 G I 5 I
R E A 0 I 5 * 3 0 I P * T P * R P * N T * N P R T  
30 FORMAT( F 1 5 . 3 / I 5 . F 1 5 . C / 2 I 5 I
WRITE! 6 » 4 C ) I T I T L E I I I  » 1 = 1 . 2 0 1 » S P A N . 3 . E X . E Y . N Y . G X Y . H . N I 3 . N F 3 . N S . Q  
MO FORMATt1H1. 23A4/1HD/
132 H 0 L 0 N 3 I T J D  INAL SPAN IX DIR ECT IONI , F 2 4 .3/
231HCTRA::Sv/ ERSE WIDTH IY D I R E C T I O N !  *F25 *3/1 HD/
3 1 9 H C E L A S T I C  MODULUS E X . F 3 7 . 3 /
4 1 9 H 0 E L A E T I C  .MODULUS E Y . F 3 7 . 3 /
513H0P0I SSONS RATIO N Y . F 3 6 . 3 /
B18HCSHEAP. MODULUS G X Y . F Z 8 . 3 /
712H0THICMNESS H . F 4 4 . 3 / 1 H 0 /
82CHC3CU.\'DAF!Y C CMD IT IONS * 132 * 2 K * *12/
919 HON DM 3 £R OF SEGMENT S * 13 3 / 1HQ/
1 2 EH0 1NT ENSIT Y OF UNIFORM L 0 A D . F 3 C . 3 I  
WR I TE I S .  501 I IQ I I  ) * 1 = 1 ,N S I
50 FORMATt28HCSEGKENTS OVER WHICH A P ? L I E D  * 1 2 2 • 1 5 1 2 1 
W R I T E ! 6 . 6 0 1 P . T P , OP
60 FORMAT U H D/ 23H C  I N T E NS I T Y  CF S I N E  L 0 A D . F 3 3 . 3 /
12CHCTRANSVERSE P 0 S I T  I O N . 1 2 8 . 2H - . F 5 . 3 1  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE F 0 R V 3 ! 5 » A L P H A * E X , E Y * N Y * G X Y . H i  
REAL NY
DIMENSION B I 4 . 4 I
CALL C L E A R I 9 . 4 . 4 I
B l l  *1 I = - AL PHA • *2
3 1 2 . 2 1 =  - ALPHA
B f 3 * 3 l = - 1 . / ! E X  • H* ALP HAI
B 1 *l**l) =1 • / I EX* H« AL P HA •* 2 I
B (3 * 1 l = - NY/EY * ALP HA/H
B I 4 * 2 I = - 1 . / H * I 1 , / G X Y - N Y / £ Y I
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE F O R ML Y ! L » G * A L P H A * G X Y . H . F 3 ) 
REAL L
DIMENSION L I 4 . 1  I . G 14 ,4 I »B ( 4 , 1  I 
CALL C L E A R ! 3 . 4 * 1  I
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3 ( 2 » 1  l = CXY *H*ALPHA 
3(4.11=1«
DO 10 1=1*4
10 L ( I » l ) = . c P * t 9 I I » 1 1 " 3 l I * 2 J * 3 ( 2 » l l wG I I » 4 ) *  3 1 4 * 1 )  ) 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE FORMLP I L . A . R . A l P H A . A I . B I . T p l  
REAL L
DIMENSION LI4.ll.AI4.4l.FI4.4l.GI4.4l 
CALL FORM FIF.R.ALPHA.AI.BII 
CALL F G R H G I G . F . A )
DO 10 1=1*4 
10 L ( I  * 1 r = T P * G ( I * l  I 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE F Q R M K I I K I . N I  
REAL KI
DIMENSION <114.21 
CALL CLEAR(KI.4.2 I 
IFCN-211C.20.30 
10 KIII.1 I=1 
KII 2 * 2 I = 1 
GO TO SC 
20 KII 2.1 I=1 
KII4.21=1 
GO TO SC
30 I F  I N - 4 I 4 C . 5 0 . 2 0  
40 K I I 3 * 1 1 = 1 
K I I  4 . 2  I =1 
GO TO SC 
50 K i l l . 11=1 
K I I 3 . 2 1 = 1  
SO RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE BRGUPU|KN.VN*K»V*BIGK*BIGV.BIGW .3 IGS. M. R. M. P* 3 I 
INTEGER R*3 .G
REAL K N . K . K 1 . K 2  , nT
01MENS ION KN IN.R I * V N IN * MI . K I N . R I . V I N . M )  . B I G K I P . N . R  J . 3 I G V l ? . N . M ) . 3 I
1SW I P . R . R » . BIGS(P.R.Ml.
2K1 1 2 . 2 1 . K 2 I 2 . 2 ) . V 1 I 2 . I I . V 2 l 2 . l l . U l 2 . 2 l . S I 2 . i l  
DO 20 1 = 1 . R 
DO 10 J = 1 . R  
K i l l . J I = K N I I .  J l  
10 K 2 I I . J I  = K N | I * R . J I  
DO 20 J = 1 . K  
V I I  I . J U V N 1  I . J I  
20 V 2 1 1 . J l = V N I I * R . J I  
CALL I N V 2 U 2 1  
CALL COPY( K Z . U . R . R I  
CALL M U L T I W . V 2 . S . R . R . M I  
CALL  M U L T I K 1 . W . K 2 . R . R . R l
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CALL M U L T I K l . S t V 2 t R * R f M )  
CALL  S U B I V 1 * V 2 . V 1 , R , K I  
00 «10 HI,?
DO 30 J  = 1 * R 
KI  I « J | = K 2 ( I , J )
30 K ( I * R , J ! : D  
Kl  I * R , I I =1 
DO 40 J = l , «
V ( I , J ) = V 1 ( I , J J  
40 V ( I * R , J l = D
CALL S T O R E I X , 3 I G K  , 3 »P , N, R  I 
CALL STOREI V » 2 IGV » Q * P * N» M I 
CALL STOREI W»3I GW, Q»P*R»RI  
CALL STORE I S , B I G S , Q , P , R , M l  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE F QRMK r IK F * NI 
REAL KF
DIMENS ION X F 12,4 I 
CALL CL E ARIKF, 2,4 I 
IF I N - 2 I 10 , 2  0 , 30 
10 K F (1,31=1 
KFI2.4 1 = 1 
GO TO 6C 
20 KFII ,1J =1 
KF I 2, 3 I =1 
GO TO 60
30 IF IN-4 1 40»50,20 
40 KF11•11 = 1 
KF 12.21=1 
GO TO 60 
50 KF11»2 I=1 
KFI 2,4 I = 1 
SO RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE V A L U E S I Z . B I G R . Q, ALP HA»SNBET A , E X •E Y , NY, HI  
I NTEGER G 
REAL NY
DIMENSION Z 14,1 I ,BIGR 117,51
CALL SCLMLTIZ,Z,SN3ETA*4*1I
Z5=NY*£X/£Y*Zll*ll-EX*H*ALPHA»ZI3»ll
Z I 2 t l l = Z ( 2 . 1 l * S N 3 E T A
Zt 3*1) =ZI 3, 1MSN3ETA
DO 10 1=1, 4
10 3IGRI9,11=3IGR<G,IJ*Z11,11 
BI3R(Q,5I=DIGRIQ*5I*Z5 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT I B I G R , N , ML I 
DIMENSION 3 I G R 1 17 * 5 I 
W R I T E I 6 , 5  IN
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5 FORMATI28H1ACCUMULATED RESULTS  FOR N = * I 3 / 1 H C )
UP. IT El  6 * 1 0
10 FORMAT! 10HCREFERENCE•1 OX * 1CHTRANSV ERS E . 12X * 5 HPl AME. 12X * 12 HL ON!GI TUD 
1INAL*3X*1CHTRANSVERSE*9X.12HL0NGITUDINAL/9H ST AT I CM* 12X . 3 HF ORCE T 
2Y *12X * 7HS HEAR S * 13X*7HDISPL U * 13X * 7HDIS PL V*13X*8 HFORCE TX >
00 2Q I = 1* NL  
1 1 = 1 - 1
20 UR I T E l  6*301 I l * ( 3 I G R I I » J !  * J  = 1 * 5 I 
33 FORMAT 11H0* 1 5 * 5 X * 5 E 2 D . 8 I  
RETURN 
END
ADDITIONAL SUBROUTINES REQUI R ED:  
PROGRAM 1 .  ADD 
SUB 
M’JLT 
SCLMLT 
INV2 
COPY 
CLEAR  
STORE  
RE L S E  
FORMF 
FORMG 
INVA 
STEPUP  
FIN3ND  
GOBACX 
INACNS
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C PROGRAM 3! STATIC ANALYSIS OF ORTHOTROPIC FOLDEO PLATES
C
INTEGER P.’ l
REAL NY.NX.K.L.LQ.LY.L1.L2.KN.K2.KF
DIMENSION T ITLE I 201 *U YISI • W Z ! 61 *T 16 1 . NS I 61 * Q? ! 6 1 « Q*/ i S J t Q J ! 7 1 « U16 1 * 
1DXI  6 ) * DY(6 I* 01( 81« D X Y 1 6 l » H (5 I » A I (5 I* B I  16 I . A J ( 5 1 . B J I G ) • C S 17 I * S N ( 7 I . 
2R114.41.3IGR1IS*4»41*ClIS1.C2I6I.C3I6I.C4I61*R214.4).3IGR215.4*41» 
33IGRI3C *101 * V J  I7I«TJ 17 i»K (8*4I»BIGKI3C.8.4 1 * Vt 6.1J *3IGV 130*8*II*A I 
44.4).F14.4J.G314*41.314.41*GF14*41.R3!4.41.G11I4.4)*G12l4*41.G21t4 
5*4).G22(4*4l*G(8*81*Ll3*ll*i.Q(4«ll*LY(4.1I*LlC4«ll«L2l4*ll.KNl8*4) 
6.VN 18*11*31 GW 130.4*41.31GS130.4.11.K2I4.41.V214.1).R K l4.41.RVl4.il 
7«U(4«ll*KF 14 » £ I * 3 IGZ (30*3*1 1*R 110.11 
C
: INPUTc
READ15. U N  JOB 
1 FORMAT 1151 
J0B = 1
5 READ!5.1011 T I T L E m «1=1.201 
10 FORMAT I 20A41
READ! 5.1 5 ISP AN. EX .EY .NY . GXY • NP «NLP. NL J« NI3. NFB. NT .NPRT 
15 F ORMAT{5F15*j /715 I
REAOI5.2011?.WYtPI.WZIP I *TIP I.NSI PI.I=1.NPI 
20 FORMATt15* 3F15»0«15 I 
DO 25 P- 1 .NP 
QP(PI=0 
25 GVIPI=C
IF(NLP.EQ.01 GO TO 31
READ!5 * 3 CItP.QPlPI*QV IP I.1 = 1*NLP)
30 FORMAT(15.2F15 .01
31 N P1 = N P ♦ 1
DO 35 J = 1.?'P1
35 Q J I J U O
IFINLJ.EQ.ClGO TO 37 
READ15.36IIJ.3J1 J 1* I-1 * N L JI
36 F ORMAT 115. FI5.0 I 
C
C PLATE PROPERTIES
C
37 NX = N Y • E X / E Y 
DO 50 P-l.NP
WlPl=SQRTlWY(P )**2^WZIP1**21 
DXIP1=£X/12.*7IPI••3/ll.”NX*NYI 
DY(P 1=EY/EX*DXf P »
D l t P l = N Y * 3 X  ! P I  
D X Y t P I = G X Y / 1 2 . * T l P l * » 3  
H!P I = D 1 ! P  1* 2 .*DXY !P I 
A I I P  I=H IP I/DY C P I 
B I ! P I = D X t P I / DY! P I  
A J I P  l = E X * C . 5 / GX Y - NY / E Y I  
3 J I P ! = E X / E Y  
C S I P l = W Y ! P  1/WIP1 
S N ( P I = W Z C P I / W«P1 
CALL C L E A R I R 1 . 4 . 4  I 
R 1 11.11 = C S I P  I
n 
° 
n 
n 
n 
o 
n 
° 
o
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R1 ( 2 • 2 I =1 
R i f  3*31 = 1 
r i  ( q »<4\=cs  (p i 
R 1 1 1•41 = S N I P I  
R l  14*1 l = - S N ( P  »
CALL STORE!R 1 » 3 I G R 1 » P # N P ♦ 4 t ‘H  
C l ! P  • =D1CP 1 / D Y I P !  
C 2 ! P I = D X ! P I - D 1 ! P  I * • 2/ DY l P I  
C 3 I P 1-NX
50 C 4 I P » = E X » T « P I  
C S ( N P 1 * = C S ( N P I  
SMCNP11 = S N I N P 1 
C
C JOI NT TRANS FORMATIONS
*
I F ! N P . E Q . 1 ! GO TO 58 
NP2=NP- 1  
DO 55 P = 1 . N P 2  
P l  = P «1
C S 1 = C S ! ?1 I* C S ! P I  * S N ! P I I ♦ S N  IP I 
S N 1 = S N ( P 1 )  • C S J P l - C S I P l  ! «SNIP I 
CALL CLEAR!  R2*«i • Ml 
R 2 ( l » l t = l  
R 2 ( 2 . 2 I = C S 1  
R2I  3» 3 ! =CS1 
R 2 l < l « m = l  
R 2 ( 2 # 3 ! = - S N 1  
R 2 !3 * 2 1 - SNI
55 CALL  STCRE I R 2 . B I G R 2 »P . N P 2 . A  . M I 
I N I T I A L I Z E  FOR F I R S T  HARMONIC
56 N L - 0  
DO SO P=1»NP
60 N L = N L * N S ( P \ * l  
DO 85 1 = 1 . NL 
DO 65 J = 1 . ID 
65 BI GRI  1 1 J l =0
N = 1 .
START NEW HARMONIC
ICO B E T A = M« ? . l A 1 5 9 2 6 5  
ALPHA= BETA/ SPAN 
S N 3 E T A = S I N ( B E T  A / 2 .1 
DO 105 J  =1# NP1 
I F r  Q J ( J I . E Q . Q . C I G O  TO 105 
QJN=»i. *3 J l  J  I / 3 E T  A 
V J l J » = - O J N * C S ! J l  
T J l  J ! = - Q J N » S N I J I  
105 CONTINUE
I N I T I A L  30UNDARY
CALL  CL EAR(K* 8 * m  
DO 110 J = 1 •4 
I  = J
ccc
c
c
I F I N I 3 . E 3 . 1  I 1 = 1 ♦no Kti*ji = i
CALL S T 0 R E 1 K . 3 I G K . 1 . S L . 8 . 4 I  
CALL  C L E A R ( V . 8 . 1  I 
I F lQ J  (11 . 0 3 . O . C I G O  TO 120  
Vt 6 * 1 l = V J ( I I  
V I 7 . 1 1 =T J I  1 1
120 CALL S T O R E I V . B I G t f . l . N L . 3 . 1 1  
PROGRESSION FORWARD
M = 1
DO 220 ? = 1 . N P  
P1 = P ♦ !
N S P = N S ( 3 1 
Y = U ( P l / N S P
D I S T R I B U T I O N  MATRIX
CALL F O R M A ( A . A L P H A . D Y ( P I . D 1 ( P 1 * H I ? I I  
CALL F OR MF I Ft  Y »ALP HA» A U  P I • B 11 P I 1 
CALL  F0F . HGI G3. Ft  Al
CALL FOR MB! 3 » AL P HA . EX *£Y **I Y * GXY *T IP I I 
CALL FORÏ Î F( F . Y . A L P H A . A J t P I . 3 J t 3 )»
CALL FORMGIGP *F . 3 I 
CALL  REL SE  t R l . 3 I G R 1 •P . NP. 4 .4 I 
DO 125 1 = 1 . 4  
DO 125 J = 1 . 4  
125 R 3 I I# J1 : R 1 I  J t U  
DO 130 1 = 1 . 2  
DO 130 J = 1 . 2  
G i l CI . J I = G 3 (  I .  J l  
G l l l l t J »  21 = 0 
G 1 1 I I * 2 * J I = 0
130 G I U  I* 2.  J * 2  1 = GP 1 1* 2 .  J * 2 I
CALL  M U L T I G 1 1 . R 3 . G 1 2 . 4 . 4 . 4 1
CALL M U L T I T I . G 1 2 . G 1 1 . 4 . 4 . 4 1
DO 135 1 = 1 . 2
DO 135 J = 1 * 2
G1 2 l I  * J  1 = G 3 ( I *  J * 2 1
G 1 2 I I . J *  21 = 0
G1 2 1 1*2 » J 1=0
135 G 1 2 I I * 2 .  J * 2  I =C-P 1 1 * 2 . J  1
CALL  M ' J L T ( R 1 . G 1 2 . G 2 1 . 4 . 4 * 4  I
CALL COP Yl G 2 1 . G 1 2 . 4 . 4  I
DO 140 1 = 1 . 2
DO 140 J = l . 2
G 2 1 t I . J » = G E ( 1 * 2 . J l
G 2 1 I I . J *  21 = 0
G 2 1 ( I * 2• J I =0
140 G21I I * 2 . J * 2 1= GP 1 I # J * 2  1
CALL M U L T I G 2 1 . R 3 . G 2 2 . 4 . 4 . 4 1  
CALL C O? Y I G 2 2 . G 2 1 . 4 . 4 1 
DO 145 1 = 1 . 2  
DO 145 J = 1 . 2  
G 2 2 I I . J I = G 3 I I « 2 » J « 2 I  
G 2 2 I I . J * 21 = C
224
G22 « 1*2* J.I =3
145 G22<1*2» J » 2 I = G P l I *  J l  
' DO 15C 1=1»4  
DO 150 J = l * 4  
G I I * J I = G 1 1 ( I t J  »
Gl I* J* 4 1 =G1 2 ( I* J  I 
G t I + 4 . J I = G 2 1 l I f J l  
150 G( 1+ 4 * J* 4 l = G 2 2 t I * J 1  
C
C LOADING SOLUTION
m . '
* I F I Q P I P I  .NE . C . C . 0 R . 2 V I P  I . N E . O . C I G O  TO 1 5 5
CALL C L E A R I L f  e f 1 I 
GO TO 175
155 QPN=4. *( QP ( P I * Q V ( P I • CS (PI  I / ( D X I P »*AL ? H A«• 4 • BET A|
CALL FORMLQ ILQ*33*A»3PN1
I F I G V I P  I . N E . 3 . C I G O  TO 158 
CALL C L E A R ( L Y * 4 * 1 I  
GO TO 157
156 Y P N = 4 • * 3 V t 0 M S N ( P I / I G X Y * T ! P  I • AL PH A* • 2* BET A 1 
CALL  F O R M L Y J L Y f G P t A L P H A f G X Y f T l ? I f Y P N !
157 DO 163 I  = 1 f 2
L I ( I f  1 I = L Q ( I f  1 I 
160 L 1 1 I * 2 » 1 I = L Y I I * 2 * 1 I
CALL M U L T I R l t L l * L 2 * 4 * 4 * l I  
CALL C O P Y ( L 2 f L l f 4 f l l  
DO 165 1 = 1*2 
L 2 I I f  1 I - L Q ( 1 * 2 * 1 I 
165 L 2 I I * 2 * 1 1 = L Y I I * 1 I  
DO 17C 1 = 1*4 
L t l f  l l  = L l l  I f  1 I 
170 L I  I* 4 f 1 1= L 2 ( I f l Ir
C PROGRESS ACROSS PLATE
m  •
175 DO 18D J = 1 * NSP 
M = M*1
CALL STEPU? I G f L f K f V f K N t V N * 8 f 4 f 1 1 
180 CALL  B R G U P U l K N . V N f K * V f B I G K t 3 I G V * B I G H t B I G S f 6 t 4 f 1 # N L * M l  
C
C PROGRESS ACROSS J O I N T
C
I F  I P . E Q . N P I G O  TO 210 
M=M*1
DO 19C 1 = 1 f 4 
DO 185 J  = 1 f 4 
185 K 2 I I f  J l = K I  1*4 f J l  
190 V2 I I » 1 I  = V I I ♦ 4 f 1 I
CALL  R E L S E I R 2 f B I G R 2 f P t N P 2 t 4 f 4 I 
CALL M U L T I R 2 * K 2 * R K » 4 f 4*41 
CALL MULTlR2 * V 2 * R V » 4 * 4 * 1 1 
DO 200 1 = 1*4 
DO 195 J=1 *4 
195 HI I* 4 f J  I =RX I I f  J  I 
203 V 1 1 ♦ 4 * 1 I = R VI I  * 11
CALL C L E A R ! R K * 4 *41 
DO 205 1=1*4
225
20 5  RKI  1*11 = 1
CAL L  CLEAR IRV»4#1 I 
CALL S T 0 R E I K # 3 I G K # M # N L . 3 # 4 I  
CAL L  S T 0 R E I V . B I G V # * # N L # 8 . 1  I 
CALL S T 0 R E I R K f 9 I G U * M . N L . 4 # 4 I  
CALL  STORE l R V # BIGS * M # N L » 4 * I I  
C
C ADD J OI NT LOAD
C
210 I F I Q J I P 1 I , E Q * C * C I G 0  TO 220  
VI S . l  I =Vt 6» 1 I «VJ I P 1 1 
V ( ' 7 t l l  = V ( 7 » l l « T J l P l l  
I F I P . E Q . N P ) G O  TO 220  
CAL L  STORE I V t O I G V t K # N L * 6 . 1  I 
220 CONTINUE  
C
C F I NAL  BOUNDARY
*  •
*  . .
I F I N F 3  . N E . l  IGO TO 224 
CALL  C L E A R I J . 4 # 1 1 
GO TO 22 6
224 C A L L  CLEAR I K F » 4 . 81 
DO 225 1 = 1# 4
225 K F ( I # I * 4 J = 1
CALL F I N B N D I U # K •V # K F # 8* 4# 11  
C
C PROGRESSI ON BACK* . i#
226 N L 1 = N L ♦ 1 
N L 2 = N L - 1
DO 23C I = 1 » N L 2  
M = N L 1 - I
2 3 0  CALL G03ACK I U . 9 1 GZ • 3 1 GK# 3 I G V * B I G W # B I G S # 8 # 4 » 1 # NL#MI  
C A L L  I N A C N E I U » B I G Z # 3 I G K » B I G V # 8 » 4 # 1 » N L I  
C
C ADD R E S UL T S  FOR PRESENT KARMDNIC
C
M-0
DO 240 a = l # NP  
T 1 = C l  I P I
T2 = C 2 I P  I »ALPHA** 2 
T 3= C 3 C P •
T 4 = C4 I P I «ALPHA
C S P = C S I P I
S N P = S N I F )
N S P 1 = NS IP I *1 
DO 24C J  = 1# NS P i  
♦  1
CALL R E L S E I R # 9 I G Z » ^ » N L # 3 # 1 I
R l 9 # l l = T l « R ( 5 # l l * T 2 «  IR f 2 • 2 l * C S P - R I 4 t l l « S N P I
R I 1D# 11  = T3*R I 7 # l l - T 4 « R I 3 * l l
CAL L  S CLML T I R # R » S N 3 E T A # 1 0 # 11
R l 3 # 1 I = R ( 3 # 1 l «SNBETA
R I 8 # 1  l = R I 8 # l » * S N 3 E T A
DO 240 I = l # 1 0
240 B I G R C M # I I = B I C R I M . I I « R l l r l l
C
226
OUTPUT
I F  I N. GT .1 » GO T 0 328  
WRIT El  6» 3C5 ) I T I T L E  I I I  11 = 1 »201 
305 F ORMAT I 1 H 1 » 22 A 4 I
W R I T E l S *  3 1 0 I SP AN * EX * £ Y * NY * GX Y * N I 9 * N F 3
310 F ORMAT! 1H0/13HCOVERALL  DATA/
1 1 H G . 5 X * 1 7HLONGITUDINAL S P A N . F 2 3 . 3 /
2 1 H 0 * 5 X * 1 8 H E L A S T I C  MODULUS E X . F 2 2 . 3 /
3 1 H 0 . 5 X . 1 3 H E L A S T I C  MODULUS E Y . F 2 Z - 3 /  
m H O t  5 X . 1 7 H P O I S S O N S  RATI O N Y . F 2 3 . 3 /
5 1 H C . 3 X . 1 7 H S H E A R  MODULUS S X Y . F 2 3 . 3 /
S1HC • 5X * 13HD0JNCARY COM D I T  1 0 MS . I I  7. 2H • » 12 f 
WRITEl  St  311 I I P . P = 1 * N P  I
311 F 0RMAT I 1HD/ 17HDPL AT E  P R O P E R T I E S /
H H O t  5X t3HPL AT E N 3 * 1 3 X »61151
W R I T E I S t 3 1 2 » | W Y l P I  . P =1 ».TIP I
312 FORMAT! 1HC* 5X*22HTRANSV WI DTH-HORZ COMP * 3 X * SF 1 5 . 3  1 
W R I T E I 6 » 3 1 3 I  l W Z I P 1 * P =1 * NP I
313 F OR MA T I 1 H C * 1 7 X . 1 C H - V E R T  CO MP t 3X # S F l  5.31  
W R I T E I 6 » 3 1 4 I I T  I P ) * P  = 1*NPI
31 *4 FORM ATI l HOt  5 X * 9 H T H I C K N E S S * l o X * S F 1 5 . 3 )
U R l T E l G . 3 i n i D X | P ) » F = l . ; , P I
315 FORMAT! 1 HC* 5X»2QHFL ZXURAL R I G I D I T Y  DX * 5 X 1 6 F 1 5 - 3  1 
WRI TE  IS  »31 El  I DY IP I » P =1 * NP 1
318 FORMATI 1H0* 5X. . 2CHFLEXURAL  R I G I D I T Y  DY *5X * SF 15 .3 1 
W R I T E I 6 » 3 1  71 ID1 I P I  * P =1 » f;P I
317 FORMAT I 1 HO* 5X »20 HCOUPLING R I G I D I T  Y D 1 »5 X »S F 1 5 . 3  I 
W R I T E I 6 . 3 1 8 ! t 3 X Y I P I * P = 1 . M P I
318 FORMATI 1 HO» 5 X . 2 2 H T 0 R 5  ION AL R I G I D I T Y  DXY • 3X • S F 1 5 . 3  1 
I F I N L P . C Q . C I G C  TO 321
WRIT El  S» 32CI  IP*QP IP I » GVIP 1 * P= 1»NPI
320 F OR MA T l 22 H1P L AT E  LOADING D E T A I L S /
11H0* 4X * 3 HPLATE* 3X.SHNORM AL *8 X * 8 HV ER T I  CAL /
2 1 H • 6 X . 2 H N G . 1 3 X . 4  HLOAD. 11X *4HL0AQ/
311 H 0 . 13* 2F1 5 . 31 I
321 I F I N L J . E 3 . C I G O  TO 326
W R I T E l S .  325 1 I J . Q J  I J ! * J  = i  *NP11 
325 FORMAT I 2 2 H 1 J O I N T  LOADING D E T A I L S /
11 HO * 4 X * 5 H J O I N T * 7 X »7HUNIFORM/
21H * 6X*2Hf : 0* l DX*4HLOAD/
3 I 1 H 0 * I 3 * F 1 5 . 3 J 1  
328 K M = I X / 1 C 1 * 1 0 * 9
I F  I NP R T • N £• G • AN D *N «ME .NN I GO TO 345  
W R I T E C 6 » 3 3 C I N
330 FORMATI 2 3H1 ACC’JMUL ATED R E S U L T S  FOR N = . I 3 / 1 H 0 /
11HC* 4 X . S H P L A T E . 5 X . 3 HREF * S X * 3 H V E R T I C A L * 6 X . 1 C H T R A N S V E R S E »GX *1 2HL 0NGI  
27UDINAL * SX*1GHTRANSVSRSE/
3 1 H . 6 X . Z H N C . S X » 3 H S T N t 5 X . l G H C E F L E C T  I ON.  8X . 8 HR 0 T  AT I  O N *  1CX .  5 HD I S P L  » SX 
4 » 1 1 HHO R I Z  D I S P L /
5 1 H 0 . 2  2 X . 1 C  HTRANSVERSE*7X * 10 HT R ANSVERSE » 7X * 13 HTRANSV E R S E •S X »5HPLANE  
8• 9X *12 H I C N 3 I TUDI NAL  » 5 X . 1 2 H L 0  NGITU DI NAL/
. 7 1 H »24X . S HM0ME NT . 8 X * 1 2 HNQRMAL S H E A R * 5 X * 1 1 HPLANE F O R C E . 9 X . 5 H S H E A R . 1
8 2 X • SHMOMENT *8X*11HPLAN£ F OR C E I  
M=0
DO 335 ? =1 * NP 
NSP1 = NS I PI  *1
DO 335 J = 1 * N S P 1  
M = M ♦ 1
335 W R I T E l S . 3 4 a i P . M » l 9 I G R l M . I I . I  = 1 . 1 0  1 
340 F O R M A T « 1 H 3 . 2 I 8 . 4 E 1 7 . 6 / 1 H  . 1 d X . S E 1 7 . 8 1  
C ■
C TEST FOR LAST HARMONIC
C
345 N = N«2
I F 1 N . G T . N T 1 G O  TO 350 
GO TO ICO 
C
Z T E ST  FOR LAST J05
C
35C I F t J O B . E G . N J 0 8 » S T O P  
J 0 3 = J 0 B * 1 
GO TO 5 
END
SUBROUTI NE I N V I A . N I  
DIMENSION A «N.NI  .
1 I P I V C T I  41* I N D E X « 4 . 2 1 . P I V O T  «41 
DO 2C J=l*. ' l  
20 I P I V O T  « J l  =C 
DO 550 I  = 1 * N 
AMAX=C.  .
DO ICO J - 1# N
I F « I P I V O T « J l - 1  160* 100 *6 0  ;
SO DO I C C  K = 1 * M
I F I I P I V O T I K l - 1 1 8 3 . 1 D C » 740 
30 I F I A B S I  AMAX1-A3S « A ! J  * K I ) 1 3 5 * 1 0 0 . 1 0 0  
85 I ROW=J  
I C O L = K  
AtfAX=A« J . K  «
ICO CONTINUE
I P I V O T  I I C O L I  = I P I V O T  C ICOL  I »1 
I F «  IROU- ICOL 1 1 4 0 . 2 6 0 . 1 4 0  
140 DO 2C0 L = 1 . N
SWAP=Al IROW *L I 
A 1 I R 0 W * L I = A « I C O L . L 1 
200 Al ICOL t L 1=5 WAP 
2S0 I N D E X « I . 1 1 = IROW 
I N D E X ! 1 * 2 1 = ICOL  
PI VOT «I I = A « I C O L » I C O L »
A! ICOL »ICOL 1=1.
DO 350 L = 1 • N
350 Al ICOL * L 1=A « ICOL * L I / P  I V O T 111 
DO 550 L 1 = 1 . H  
I F 1 L 1 - I C O L  1 4 0 0 . 5  50 * 4 0 0  
400 T = A ( L 1 * I C O L )
A 1L 1 * I C OL  1 = 0 .
DO 4 50 L = 1 * N
450 A l L l . L 1 = A « L l . L 1 - A ! I C 0 L . L 1 * T  
550 CONTINUE
DO 710 1 = 1 * N 
L = N♦ 1 - 1 .
I F 1 I N D E X ! L . 1 1 - I N D E X 1 L . 2 1 1 6 3 0 * 7 1 0 * 6 3 0
228
630 J R O W = I N D E X C L . l I  
J C O L = I N O C X l L  t 2!
DO 710 X = 1 . N  
S WAP= A( Kt J R  OU I 
A I K . J R O W I = A I K .  JCOL I 
Al K . J C O L I = 3 WAP 
710 CONTINUE  
740 RETURN 
END
SU 910 UT I NE 3R GJPU IKN . VN . K . V  . B I GK.  3IGV . B I GW.  BIGS • N. R . M . P .  a l  
I N T E G E R  R . P . G  
REAL K N . K . X 1 . X 2
DIMENSION K N I N . R I . VN I N . M I . K I M . R I «V CN.M I t B I G K  CP. N.  Rl  • BIGV CP* N. Ml . 5 1  
l G W t P . R . 3 I , 2 I G S I P » R *M I ,
2 K l ( 4 * 4 l * K 2 ( 4 . 4 l » V l ( 4 * l l * V 2 l 4 * l l . W ( 4 . 4 I . S ! 4 * l l  
DO 20 1 = 1 . 3  
DO 1C J = 1 . R  
K 1 C I . J U X N I  I . J I  
10 K 2 I I . J I = K N I I * R . J l  
DO 20 J = 1. M  
V I ( I . J l = V N l i » J  I 
20 V 2 1 I * J I  = V N I I * R . J  I 
CALL  INV C H I . 4 I 
CALL C O ? Y C K 1 . W . R . R I  
CAL L  M U L T I U . V 1 . S . R . R . M I  
CALL MUL IC :< 2. W.X l . R . R  *R I 
CALL  M U L T I K 2 . S . V 1 . R . R . M l  
CALL SU3I  V2*V1»V2*R»:1 I 
DO 4 C 1 = 1 . R 
DO 33 J = 1 . R  
K C I . J ! = C
30 K I I * R . J | = K 1  I I . J  I 
K CI . I  1 = 1 
DO 43 J =  1 * M 
V C l . J I = C
40 V ! I * R . J ) = V 2  l I . J !
CALL  STORE I K . B I G K , Q . F , N . R »
CALL S T O R E ! V . 3 I G V . 0 . P  . N. Ml  
CALL  STORE U .  E IGW. Q . P .  R . R  I 
CALL S T O R E I S . 3 I G S . Q . P »R.MI  
RETURN  
END
SUBROUTI NE FINBND C Z B A R . K . V . K F . N. R. Ml
I NT E GE R  R
REAL  K . K F . K F K . K F V
DIMENS ION Z3AR CR »MI«K ( N. R I.V IN.MI .K F 1R.N1 . 
lKFKC4.4l.KFVC4.il 
CALL MULTI KF.K.KFK .R.N.RI 
CALL INVCKFK.4I 
CALL MULTIKF.V.KFV.R.N*Ml 
CALL MULTIKFK.KFV.ZSAR.R.R.Ml 
CALL SCLMLT I Z 9 A R » Z B AR »-1 « .R * M I 
RETURN
229
END
SUBROUTI NE  GO B A C KI Z B A R . B I G 2 . B I G K t B I G V t B I G W # 3 I G S t N*RtM*P* 3 I 
I N T E GE R  R *° ? Q 
REAL K
DIMENSICN Z B A R I R • « I » a I G Z I P  t NtMl * B I G K I  P » N tR I » 3 I G V I P t N t M I t B I G W l  P t R » R 
H . B I G S I P t P t M )  •
2K(8»m*vi8»i)«zi3*i )fwm»m»sm*it«wz(<4*i i
CAL L  R E L S E I K t  B. IGK#QtP»N«RI  
CALL R E L S E I V » 3 I G V * Q . P * N . M l  
CALL  M U L T I K t Z S A R . Z t N . R . M l  
CALL ADDI Z * V » ZtNtM I 
CALL  S T O R E I Z * 3 I G Z » Q t F f V t M Í  
CALL R E L S E I W. 3 I GW« 3 » P *R«R I 
CALL  R E L S E I S ' * B I C S ? G t P ? R * ' 1 l  
CALL MULTIW t Z 3 A R iWZ*R*R#MI  
C AL L  S U G I W Z . S t Z 3 A R . R . M I  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTI NE I NACNS I Z BAR• 3 I G Z t 3 I G K # B I G V * N tR*Mt P I  
I N T E G E R  R • P 
REAL K
DIMENS I  Ofi ZBAR IR»MI » 3 I GZ  IP#N#M » »BIGK I P t N t R I t  B I CV I P t N t M l  •
IK! atm *v i a. 11 #z i a .11
CAL L  R E L S E l K . B - I G K t l . P t N t R I
CALL R E L S E I V f B I G V t l t P t N # M I
CAL L  MU L T I K . Z D A R .  Z . N » R . M l
CALL A D D I Z * V . Z f N t M l
CAL L  STORE I Z . B I G Z f l . F t N f M I
RETURN
END
ADDI TI ONAL  S UBROUTI NES  R E Q U I R E D !
PROGRAM 1 .  ADD 
SUB 
MULT
. SCLMLT
COPY 
CLEAR  
STORE  
RELSE 
FORMA 
FORME 
FORMG 
INVA  
FORMLG 
STEPUP
PROGRAM 2 .  FORMS 
FORMLY
I M P L I C I T  DOUBLE P R E C I S  I  ON t A- Ht  0 - Z I  
D0U3LE P R E C I S I O N  NU 
REAL T I T L E . D Z . K O Z
31 MENS ION T I T L  E ! 2 C I . W Y ! S I . W Z ! S 1 . T I G » . T L I S 1 * T T I 6 ) . D ! . I S I * D T ! 6 1 . G L I E )  
l . G T l 6 l » M K I 3 C I . J l l 3 0 l . J 2 l 3 L l . ' J J i 3 0 t . 3 J { 3 C ! . a J 1 3 C l . N 5 l 3 0 1 . 3 S ! 3 D » . a V (  
2 301 * J K ! 3 1 *W 161»3 ( S t . 3 1 ( 5 1  • H 1 6 I * A I I S  I * 3 1 ( 6 1 •  A J  16 I * 3 J  I S 1 . C 3 I 6 1 . S N I S 1
3 . R l 4 . 4 1 . R T ( 4 . 4 l » B I G R l S * 4 » 4 I . S I S R T ( 6 . 4 . 4 I . C l l 6 ) . C 2 ( 5 ) . C 3 ! 5 l * C 4 l o ) . U  
4 Gt 4 * 3CI  » 3 1 3 X 1 ( 6 *  3C I * 3 IGX2 l 6 * 30 I * Z  !4 *4 I »F ( 4 * 4 ) . G I 4 . 4 ) t 3 I G 33 16*4*4 1 * 
5 3 1 ( 2 * 2 1 * G 2 ! 2 » 2 I * S B ( 4 . 4 1 . 3 I G G P ( 6 * 4 * 4 1 * S P ( 4 * 4 l * B I G S l l ( G * 4 * 4 l * G G S G l l l  
6 6 . 4 . 4 )  * 3 1 GS 1 2 1 5 * 4 . 4 1  » 3GSG12 ! o •4 *4 I * B I GS 2 1  16 *4 . 4  T. BOS G21 ( 6 * 4 . 4  ) * S I G  
7 S 2 2 ( 6  • 4 »4 I t B GS G22 ( 6 . 4 . 4 l . A ( 4 D 0 C l . S { 4 . 4 ! » B ( 1 2 D ) . P l 4 J » l M 4 1 * 3 1 ( 4  1*G2l  
8 4 I . 3 I 3 Q 1 1 3 C . 4 1 . 3 I G 3 2 I 3 C . 4 1 . 3 G 1 1 4 I  » 3 G 2 1 4 1 . ,J G N 1 4 * 3 0 ) » S 1 1 1 4 * 4 ) » S 1 2 ( 4 .  
3 4 ) * S 2 1 ( 4 . 4 l . S 2 2 ! 4 . 4 l . J l l 4 I . J  2 1 4 ) . X l ( 4 l . X 2 ( 4 | . B I G U  1 ( 4 . 3 3 1 *  B I S J 2  (4*3  
1 0 1 . 3 I G X 1 N ! 5 . 3 C I . 3 I G X 2 N ! 3 . 3 0 1 * D Z ( 9 ) . X O Z ! S )
INPUT
RE ADI 5 . 1  INJ  OB
1 FORMAT(151  
303 = 1
2 R E A D ( 5 . 5 1 1 T I T L E I I I . 1 = 1 . 2 0 1  
5 FORMAT!20A4 I .
R E A D ( 5 * 1 0 1 S P A N . E . N U . N OJ.NMK* NOS . NL J *  NLS.NT*NK*NPRT * NSEC  
10 F O R MA T ! 3 F 1 5 . 0 / 9 1 5 1
R E A 0! 5 » 20 I ( I . W Y ( I I . W Z I I 1 . T  i I J * T L l I ! * T T  ( I I » D l ( I ) . DT I I I . G L  I I I . G T l I ) »  
1K=1»NMK1
20 F O R M A T t I E . 5 F 1 5  . C / 4 F 1 5 . C  1
R E A D ! 5 . 3 0 1 !  I »MX ! I I » J 1 I  1 1 . J 2 ! I I * M = 1 . NOSI  
3C FORMAT ! 4 I 5  I
I F ! N L J . ' 3 . 0 1 GC TO 50
READ!  5 . 4 0  M N J I  L l . P  J  !L1 . G J  IL 1 *L = 1 . N L J  I 
40 F O R M A T ! I 5 . 2 F 1 5 . C I  
50 I F ( N L S . E Q . C I G C  TC 60
READ! 5 . 5  51 l NS IL I . 3 3  «*. I *3V ! L  1 *L = 1* NL SI  
55 FORMAT! 15.  2F15 .0»
GO I F ! NX.EQ .01 GO TO 75
R E A D ! 5 . 7 0  1 I J K ! 11»1 = 1 .NK I 
70 FORMAT!.3 151
75 NX = 4 *N0 J
I F ! N S E C . N E . 01 GO TO 3G 
K=1
00 76 M=1 *N OS 
L = I A B S ! J l ( M l - J 2 I M 11 
I F I L . L E . K I G O  TO 76 
K= L
76 CONTINUE
M2 = 4 • 3
M3=2*M2*1 
M4 = N'X-M2 
M5=M3* NX
PROGRAM 4! STATIC ANALYSIS OF MULTI-PLATE STRUCTURES
S T R I P  P R O P E R T I E S
231
80 DO 90 K = 1 *MMK 
W C K I = S Q n T C W Y C K I * * 2 * W Z C K l * * 2 J  
0 C K I = E / 1 2 « * T  IK I •* 3 / C1 * - N U * * 2 l  
Q1 ( K l=NL‘«DIK I
I  F t TL I KI  .NS . 0 , 0 1  SO tO 81 
T L ( K I = T ( K I  
\ T T I K U T I K I  
DLCK U D C K I  
DTCKI  = D I K I  
G L ( K i = t l » -  f D I • DIK !
G T I K I = G L C X 1  
H C K I = D C K I  
A U K  1 = 1 
B I C K i r i  
A J  ( KI  = 1 
B J C K l r l  
GO TO 32
81 HCK»=D1 ( K I M G L I K I  *GT IK 11/2 *
A I C K I = H C K I / D T C X I
B I U  f = DL I K I / DT I K 1
AJ| Kl  = T U  Kl  • 1(1 . *NIM/ T IX I -  . 5*N'J* I 1 . / T L I K 1  «1 . / T7 IK ) )  I 
B J l K 1 = T L ( K »/T TC KI
82 C3I  X I = W Y I K  J / W IX I 
SN t K I =WZ l K I/*' ( K I 
CALL  C L E A R C R . 4 . 4 1  
R11»1 I =1 
R C 2 » 2 I = C S I K  I
R ( 3•3 I =1 .
R I 4 . 4 » = C S C K  I 
R I 2 . 4  l = SNC Kl  
R( 4 . 2 J = - S N I X I  
DO 85 I = l t  4 
DO 95 J  = 1 14 
85 R T I I . J I = R I J .  I I
CALL S T O R E ! R . 3 I G R . X . N M K . 4 . 4  I 
CALL  STORE C R T . B I G R T . K . N M X . 4 . 4 !
C l ( K l =31 I K l / D T I K  I 
C 2 C K l = D L I K  t - D l C K I • • 2 / D T  IK I 
C 3 I K I = M D • TL IK 1/T T IK I 
90 C 4 I K I  = E * T L I K I  
C
C I N I T I A L I Z E  FOR F I R S T  HARMONIC
C
CAL L  C L E A R C U S . 4 »NO J  I 
CALL C L E A R ! 3 I G X 1 . S . N 0 S !
CALL  C L E A R I B I C X 2 . E . N 0 S I  
¡4=1 
C
C START NEW HARMONIC .r* ■
100 BETA = N # 3 .14 1 5 3 2 6 5  
A L P H A = 5 E T A / S F A N  
S N 9 E T A = S I N C 3 E T A / 2 . I 
C
C S T R I P  S T I F F N E S S E S
C
DO 173 K = 1 . NMK
CALL FORMA tZ* ALPHA.DT IK I »31 IK I »HIK I I 
CALL FORMFIF.WIX )»ALP HA * A I I X I * 311Kl I 
CALL FORMCIG.F.ZI 
CALL STCREIG.3I339.K.NMK.4.41 
DO 110 1=1*2 
DO 11C J = 1» 2 
G111 • Jl =G( 1» J I 
11C G2II.JI=GII*J*2I
CALL F 0 RMS 1 1 S 5 * Gl * G2 I
DO 12C 1=1*4
DO 12C J= 1 * 3 * 2
T EMP = S 51 I*J I
SB« I.J)= SSII* J ♦! I
1 20 S3« I* J* 1 I =T EMP •
CALL FC F!”B lZ » ALPHA.E.NU.T «Kl.TLtKI.TT « K I »
CALL F03HFIF »WIK I *ALPHA»AJIKI *3JIKl I 
CALL FORMGIG.F.ZI 
CALL STORE l G.3I3GP*X .NMK.4.41 
DO 130 1=1*2 
DO 130 J = 1♦2 
G2(I * Jl=G( 1*2*Jl 
13C G11 I*Jl = Gl!♦2»J♦2 I
CALL FORMS1«SP*G1*G2I 
DO 140 J = 1 * 4 
DO 140 1 = 1 * 3* 2 
TIMP=SPl I.J I .
SP«I*J»=SF11♦1 *Jl 
140 SP I I* 1 . J I =T EM?
CALL RELSE(R.3 IGR.K.\MK.4*4 I 
CALL RELSEIRT »3IGRT.K .NMX.4.4)
CALL F0EME2 IS 3 *SP * 1 • 1* 3 ICS 11 * 3GS Gl 1* R* RT. KMX* X I 
CALL FORM$ 2 IS3*SP.1»2*9IGS12»3GSG12*R*RT♦ N M K * KI 
CALL FORMS 2 ISE *SP * 2 * 1* BIGS21 * BGS G21* R * RT*NMK.KI 
17C CALL F00MS2 IS3.S? . 2♦2 * 3 1GS22 * 3GS322 *R*RT • N M K •KI
OVERALL STIFFNESS
IFINSIC.NE.C)GO TO 135 
CALL CLEAR(A.M3.NXl 
DO 130 M = 1.NOS 
K=MK(Ml
CALL PELSEIS*OGSGil*K .NMK.4.4 I
CALL SETUP A t A •NX.M2* M3•S . J l «4 I• JllMl I
CALL RELSEIS»'3GSG12*K»N'TK*4*4I
CALL SETUP A (A .NX.M2.M3 »S •J l (4 I .J2 I Ml 1
CALL RELSEIS.3GSG21.K.NMX.4»4 I
CALL SETUP A I A * NX * M 2 * M3 * S * J2 «Ml.J11M1 I
CALL RELSEIS.3GSG22.K .NMX.4.4 I
180 CALL SETUP A l A * NX • M2 . M3 * S . J2 Ml » J21MI »
I = C
DO 185 J=1 * NX 
JJ=M3*tJ-ll 
K 1 = 1
IF!J.GT.M2J GO TO 131 
Kl=M2+2-J
181 K2=M3
IF IJ.LE.M4IGO TO 192
233
C
A
c
ccc
K2-M3+M4-J
132 DO 135 K - K 1 . K 2  
1=1*1
185 A 11 I — At J J + K I
60 TO 133
186 CAL L  C L E A R t A . N X . 1 2 I  
DO 137 M=1.N0S
K=MK{ M l
CALL  
CALL  
CALL  
CALL  
CALL  
CALL  
CALL  
187 CALL
nELSEIS.3GSGll*K.NMK.4.4l 
S E T J P S I A . N X . S . J K M I . J I H M  
RELSEtS .33SG12.K.NMK.4 »4 I 
S E T'J P S U  * NX • S • J1 I H I • J2 m  I 
!7 EL S E I S • 0 3S G21 • K *NM K * 4.41 
SETUPS I A , LX t 3 » J2 (M I . J1 (Ml I 
RELSE!S»33SG22fK ♦ M 'A K * 4 .4 ) 
SETUPS!A.NX.S. J21MI.J2M) I
LOADING VECTOR
188 CALL  CLEAR 13»N X . l  I
I F  I N L J , E 3 - C 1 GO TO 20Q 
CALL  C L E A R ! P * 4 *1 I 
DO 190 L = 1 * N L J  
P Z = 2 . * P  J I L  l / S PAN* SN3E T A  
QZ = 4.  * Q J  ( L I f  OET A 
P ( 2  l = - ( P Z *  QZ-I
190 CALL EcT' JFD 13*NX * P * N J  IL I I 
200 I F f N L S . E G . C I G O  TO 22C  
DO 2.10 L = 1 . N L S  
M z N S I L I  
K=MK!MI
W P = 4 • • t 0 S t L I  * Q V ( L I * C S I K I 1/ IDL C K 1 • A L 3 H A * * 4* B E T AI
CALL R E L S E I G . 3 I S C B . K . N M K . 4 . 4 I
A 3 1 = A L P H A * *2*01 IK I
U t l l = W P M - G I 2 . 1 l - G I 2 . 3 1 « A 3 1 l
U 1 2 . I = W P * ( 1 . - G ! 1 . 1 1 - G ! 1 . 3 I « A 3 1 I
FP = 4. • Q V I L I « S ’MK 1/ I E* T U  » *ALP HA** 2* BETA I
CALL  R E L S E 1 5 . 3 I G G P . K .  N K K . 4 .4»
921 = E * I I  K I * ALPHA 
B 4 1 = 2 . *  ( l . + N U  I
Ul 31 —FP* ( -  j 1 3 * 2 1 * 3 2 1 - 6 1  3* 4 I • 3 4 1 1 
l M 4 l = F P * t 8 4 1 - G I 4 . Z H B 2 1 - G ! 4 . 4 l « B 4 l T  
CALL R EL S E t S . 3 1 3 51 2 * K *NM K * 4 . 4  I 
CALL  MULT! S*U* 3 1 . 4 * 4 . 1  »
CALL C 0 P Y I G l t a 2 t 4 . i l  
Q2 f 1 » = - 0 2 1 2 1  
Q2 1 3 I = - □ 2 « 3 *
CALL  S T O R E ! Q 1 . 3 I G Q 1 * L , N L S * 4*1 I 
CALL S T O R E ! 3 2 . 3 I G Q 2 . U  . N L S . 4 .11  
CALL  R E L S E ( R . 0 I G R . K . N M K . 4 . 41 
CALL M U L T t T . 3 1 . Q G l . 4 . 4 * 1 1  
CALL  MULT< R*G2 . Q G 2 . 4 . 4 • 1  I 
CALL S E T U P 3 1 3 . N X * Q G 1 * J l i M l I  
210 CAL L  S E T U P G 1 3 . N X . 3 G 2 . J 2  IMI 1
S O L V E  FOR J OI NT DI S PL AC E ME NT S
234
220 T F I N S E C . N E . C I G O  TO 2 21
CALL GEL 31 3 . A . N X . 1 . M 2 . M 2 . 1 . D - 1 6 . I E R . M 5 1  
I F  ( I E R • NE•CI GO TO 40D 
GO TO 222
221 CALL  TDSOLVl A . E . N O J . 4 • NX. 1 2 t 1 I
222 DO 225 K = l . N O J  
M1 = 4 * I K - 1 >
DO 225 1 - 1 * 4  
225 USK( X«>*I =3 11 ♦  Ml I 
C
Z S T R I P  ACTIONS
C
DO 230 r*=l .NOS  
K = MK(Ml
CALL  R E L S E I R T . B I G R T . K . N M K  * 4 * 4 I 
CALL R E L S E  I S l l * 3 I G S 1 1 . K . N MK  *4 *4 I 
CALL  REi-SE I S 1 2 . 3 I G S 1 2 . K . N M X . 4 . 4  I 
CALL R E L S E I S 2 1 . 3 I G S 2 1 . K . N M K . 4 . 4 1  
CALL  R E L S E ( S 2 2 . 3 I G S 2 2 . K . N ' 1 f < . 4 f  4 I
CALL F 0 R M X I U 1 . J 2 . X 1 . X 2 . ' J G N . N 0 J . J 1  IM1 . J 2 I M1  . R T . S 1 1 . S 1 2 . S 2 1 . S 2 2 )  
DO 23C 1=1*4  
31 GUI I I . M I = U 1 I I I  
BI GU2 I I . K I  =U2 H I
8 I G X 1 N I I . M l = X 1 I I I  ,
230 B I S X 2 i : i I . M  l = X2 I I I
I F I N L S . I 3 . C I  GO TO 260 
DO 25C L = 1 » NLS 
M=NSI L )
DO 2 4 0  1 = 1 . 4  
X I I I I = 3 I G X 1 N I I . M I  
24 0 X 2 11 I =BICX2*: i  I .  Ml
CALL E E L S E I G 1 . 3 I G 3 1 ._ . N L S . 4 . 1 I 
CAL L  R E L S E ( G 2 . 5 I S Q 2 . L . N L S . 4  * 1 I 
CALL S J 3 I X I * Q 1 * X 1 * 4 * 1  I 
CALL  E U 3 I X 2 . Q 2 . X 2 . 4 . 1 I  
DO 253 1 = 1 . 4  
B I G X 1 M I I . M U X 1  I I I  
250 3 T G X 2 N I I . M l  = X211 I
260 DO 261 M=1.N0S  
K=MK|Ml
T 1= C l f  K 1
T 2 = C21 K I • AL P HA • • 2
T 3= C3 < K I
T4 = C 4 I K  »*AL PHA
B I 3 X 1 N  t 5 . M l  = T l * B I G X l f l l l . M M T 2 * B I G U l l 2 * M I  
3IGX2MC 5 . Ml= T H 3 I G X 2 N  11 . MI- T 2 * 3 I G U 2 I  2 *MI 
BI GX I N  CB.M l = T 3 * S I G X i : * l 4  .M I - T 4 « B I G ' J 1 13» Ml
261 9 I G X 2 N I 3 . M l = T 3 * 8 I G X 2 M I 4 * M 1 ♦ T 4 * 8 I G U 2 I  3 * MI 
C
C ADD R ES UL T S  FOR PRESENT HARMONIC
C
CALL SCLMLT I UGN » UGN »SN BET A » 4 » NOJl
DO 262 K = 1 . N O J
262 UGN! 3 . Ml = UG NI 3 . MI * S NB Z T A  
CAL L  A D D ! J G . U G N . J G . 4 . N 0 J I
CALL SCLMLT I 3 I G X I N . 3 1 G X 1 M . S N B E T A . 6 . NOSI  
CALL  SCLML T f 3 I G X 2 N . 3 I G X Z N . S N B E T A . S . N O S  I
235
00 2S5 M=1,N0S
B T G X 1 N I 3 * M1 = 5 I G X 1 N ( 3 . M I • S N B E T A 
2S 5  9 I G X 2 N I 3 . M I = 3 I G X 2 N I 3 . M I « S N 3 E T A
. CALL  S CLML T I 3 IGX2 N » 5 IGX 2 i«» -1 • D C » G. NO S I  
CALL ADD I 3 1 GX1»3 IGX1N . 3 I G X 1 » S t  NOS1 
CALL  ADD I B I G X 2  »3 I GX 2 N.  B I G X 2 . 6 .  NO SI
OUTPUT
I F  I N . G T  *1 I GO TO 3 7C 
WRITEl  S t  305 I I T I T L E t l )  » 1 = 1 . 2  01 
305 F 0RMAT11H1. ZDA4 I
WRIT E l S ,  313 I SPAN » E »N U 
310 FORMAT!1H3/13HD OVERALL DATA/
1 1 H 0 . 5 X . 1 7 H L  ONGITUOINAL SP A N . F 2 3 . 3 /
21 HO » 5X » 2 1 HMODULUS OF ELAST I C I T Y . F 1 9 . 3 /
31 HQ » 5X »1 4 HP OISSO.NS R A T I Q . F 2 S . 3 I  
W R I T E 1 6 . 3 2 C I l I . 1 = 1 »NM<I
320 FORMATl 1 H G / 1 7 H C S T R I P  P R O P E R T I E S /
11 HC. 5X. 7HMARK N 0 . 1 4 X . S I 1 5 I
WRITEl  6 . 3 2 1  I IWY( I I »1= 1 ,N MK )
321 F 0 R M A T l 1 HG »5 X » 2 2 H T R A NS V WI DTH-HDRZ COMP. 3X. S F I  5 . 3 l 
WRITE!  S .  322 MWZ I I I  . I = 1 , N MK I
322 F O R M A T l 1 H 3 . 1 7 X . 1 3 H - V E R T  COMP. 3X»6 F 15 . 3  I 
WRIT E l 6.  323 I IT I I I  , 1  = 1 ,NM KI
323 F O R M A T l 1 H 3 , 5 X , 15HPLATE T H I C K N E S S t l C X • 5 F15 .31 
W R I T E l S .  3 24 I IT'L I I I , I = 1 . N M K I
324 FORMAT( 1HC * 5 X . 2 C H L QNG I T  T H I C K N E S S l A V I • 5 X . S F I  5 . 3 1
WRIT El  S .  32 5 1 ITT I I I  , I  = 1,NMK! .
325 F O R MA T l 1 H 2 . 5 X . 2 0 H T P A NS V  T H I C K N E S S l A V 1 1 5 X * S F I  5 . 31  
W R I T E l 6 , 3 2 5  I 13Ll  I I  , 1 = 1 , NMKI
325 F O R M A T l 1 H 3 , 5 X , 2 3 H L 0 N G I T  FLEX R I G I D  I T Y » 5 X • 6 F I  5 • 3 1 
WRITEl  S ,  327 I I DT I 11 . 1 = 1 ,N MK I 
32 7 F 0 R M A T U H C . 5 X . 2 0 H T R A N S V  FLEX R IG ID IT Y . EX • EF1 5 . 3  I 
WRITEl  S ,  320 I IGL I I I  , 1 = 1 , NMK 1
328 F 0 R K A T 1 1 H C . 5 X . 2 0 H L 0 N G I T  TORS R I G 13 I T Y » E X . £ F 1 5 . 3 1 
WRITEl  S .  323 I IGT I I I , I = 1 , N M K I
329 FORMAT I 1 H G . 5 X •2CHTRANSV TORS R I G I D  I T Y » E X . S F I  5 . 3 1  
W R I T E l S ,  3 33 I I I . M K I  I I , J 1 l I I . J 2 I  I I . 1 = 1 . NO SI
330 F O R MA T l 2 5 H 1 I N D I V I D U A L  S T R I P  D E T A I L S /  
1 1 H 0 . 4 X , 5 H S T 3 I P , B X . 4 H M A R K , 4 X , 7 H J 0 I N T  1 . 3 X . 7 H J 0 I N T  2 /  
21H , 6 X . 2 H N 0 , 3 I 8 X . 2 H N 0 I /
3 1 1 H 0 . 1 3 , 3 1 1 0 1 1  
I F I N L J . E Q . C I G O  TO 35D
W R I T E l 6 . 3 4 C I I N J I L I . P J I I I . G J I L I , L = 1 . N L J I  
340 FORMAT I 2 2 H 1 J 0 I N T  LOADING D E T A I L S /
1 1 H 0 . 4 X . 5  H J O I M T , 9 X » 4 H C 0 N C , 9 X . 7 H U N I F 0 R M /
21H » S X , 2 H N 0 , 1 C X , 4 H L 0 A 3 . 1 1 X . 4 H L 0 A D /
3 I 1 H 0 . I 3 . 2 F 1 5 . 3 1  I 
350 I F C N L S . E Q . C I G O  TO 37D
W R I T E l 5 . 3 S G 1 I M S I L I , 3 S I L I . G V I L I , L  = 1 . N L S I  
3S0 F ORMATl 22H1STR IP LOADING D E T A I L S /
1 1 H C . 4 X . 5 H S T R I P , 8 X »SHNORMAL.3X.3HV E R T I C A L /
21H . 6 X . 2 H N 0 . 1 Q X . 4  H L 0 A 3 . 1 1 X . 4 H L D A 0 /
3 11 HO» 1 3 » 2 F 1 5 . 3 I  I 
370 N N = I N / 1 C » * 1 D * 9
I F I N P R T . N E . C . A N D . N . N E . M N J G O  TO 381
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WRIT El 6.375»N* CM. t'JG (I*H!»1=1 *M I.M=1*N0J»
375 FORMAT!23H1ACCUMULATE3 RESULTS FOR N =*I3/1HC/ 
i2DHCJoir:i d i s p l a c e m e n t s /
21H0.4X *5 HJO INT•5X.1CHTRANSWERSE.8X. 3HVE.RT ICAL *7 X•12HLONGITUDINAL* 6 
3X*1DHTRANSVERSE/
M1H • oX * 2 HNO* 7X.8HROTAT I O N . 8 X . 1 0 H D E F L E C T I O N . 9 X *5 HOIS P L . 9 X •11HH0RIZ  
5 DI S P  LA
S11H0.I8.4D1 7-71 I
WRIT E 1 6 . 3 3 C I  t M * ( B I C X 1 ( I *  M » *1 = 1 * 6 f* ( B I GX2  f I t K I * 1=1 * 6 J »K = l . N O  SI
380 FORMAT«1 3H1STRIP FORCES/
11H0.4X. 5HS TRIP *. £X • 10 HT R ANS V ERS E* 7X *10 HT.R A NSV ERSE. 9X * EHPL ANE* 10 X • 1C 
2 HTR AN S V ER S E * 5X * 1 2 HL ON G IT U DINAL * 5X .1 2HL0NGITUDINAL/
31H .6X.2HN0*3X .6HM0MENT.8X.12HN0RMAL SHEA3 *3X* 5HSHEAR*9X•11HPLANE 
4F0RCE.9X.6HMOMCNT.3X.il HP LANE FORCE/
5I1H0.I8.SD17.7/1H *8X*£D17»7II 
C
C TEST FOR LAST HARMONIC
C
381 N = N ♦2
IFIN. GT.NTI GO TO 332 
GO TO ICO 
C
C OEFLECTION DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS
C
382 IF « NK.EG.C IGO TO 400 
DO 333 1=1.NK
K = JK(II
383 DZI11= U3 I2»K )
CALL KSIMP(OZ•KDZ.NK»
WRITE!6.3901IJKIII.DZIII.K3ZIII*I=1*NKI 
39C FORMAT(37HIDEFLECTION DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS/
11HQ*4X *5HJ0INT *SX.8HVERTICAL•6X*6H3IST9N/
21H .6X.2HN0.SX.10HDEFLECTION*6X.5HC0EFF/
311HO.I3.E17.3.F1C.3U
c ■
C TEST FOR LAST J03
C '
400 IF«JOB.EO.NJOBISTOP 
JOB = J03 *1 
GO TO 2 
END
SUBROUTINE FORM 3 « 9 . A.PHA *E * NU•T*T X* TYI  
I M P L I C I T  D0U3LE P R E C I S I O N C A - H . 0 - Z » 
00U9LE P R E C I S I O N  NU 
DIMENSION B (4 * 4)
CALL CLEAR« 3*4*4 I
B C 1 . 1 l = - A L P H A * * 2
B « 2 * 2 I = - A L P H A
B « 3 » 3 I = “ 1 * / « E * T X * A L P H A I
B I 4 * 4 I = 1 . / « C * T X * A L P H A * * 2 1
B «3»1 l = - NU/ E * A L P HA / T  Y
B 1 4 * 2 I = - 1 . / £ * I 2 . * ( 1 . * N U I / T - N U / T Y I
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE FORMGIG*F* A I
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIQN I A-H* 0-Z 1
DIMENSION G|4*4l*F|4.4l.AI4*4l#AFl4t4l
CALL MULTlA *F*AF.4*4.41
CALL IN V A IA l
CALL MULTlAF.AtG.4.4*41
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FOR MSI I S . G1. G2 I 
I M P L I C I T  DOUBLE P RE C I S  ION I A-H * 0-  Z )
DIMENSION S I 4 . 4 I . G 1 1 2 . 2 I .  G2 12*21 * S H 2 . 2 l * S 2 t 2 * 2 )  
CALL I N V 2 I G 2  1 
CALL C O F Y l C 2 * S 2 . 2 * 2 I  
CALL MUL T I G 2 * G 1 * S 1 * 2 * 2 * 2 I  
CALL  S C L M L T I S l . S l . - l  . D C . 2 . 2 1  
DO 20 1 = 1 . 2  
DO 1C J = l .  2 
S I  I t J I = S 1 < I . J I  
S C I *  J  + 2 l = S 2 l I . J l  
S I  1 + 2 . J l = S 2 I  I * J I  
ID S 11 ♦  2 » J  + 2 I =S1 I 1» J l  
S I  1+ 2 * I I  = - S 11*2.  I I  
20 S I I + 2 . I + 2 1 = - S < 1 * 2 • I + 2 I 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE FCRMS2 I S 3 , S P . M*N * 3 I G S . B I G S G * R *R T .NMK.K)
I M P L I C I T  DOUBLE P R E C I S  ION IA-H* 3 - 2  I
DIMENSION S 3 14 , 4 I .SP I 4 . 4  1 *3 IGS INMK. 4.41 » 3 I GSGI NMK. 4 14 I »R 14.  «1 I t R T  14 
l t M t S h i ^  I .RS 14.41  
M l = 2 » l M - 1 I 
N l = 2 * I N - 1  I 
00 10 1=1*2  
DO 10 J = 1 * 2 
1 1 -  I* M1 
Jl=J + Nl
S I I . J I = S 3 I I 1 . J 1 I  
S I I * J + 2  1=0 
S I  1+ 21 J l = C
10 S I I + 2 . J + 2 » = S P I l i t J l l
CALL S T G R E I S . 3 I G 3 . K  »NMX.4.41  
CALL  MULT I R * S . P S t  4*4*4 I 
CALL M U L T I R S t R T # S * 4 * 4 * 4 I  
CALL STORE I S * B I G S G *K . NMK* 4 . 4  I 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE S ETUP A I A *N X *M 2 * M 3* S * M* Nl 
I M P L I C I T  DOUBLE P R E C I S  I O N I A - H * 3- 21  
DIMENSION A I M 3 . N X J t S I 4. 41  
M1 = 4 * I M -1 I 
N l = 4 + IN-MI* M2 + 1
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DO ID I =1» 4 
DO 10 J - 1 »4 
11 -1 * Ml 
J1 = J -  I* N 1
ID A I Jl.III = A t Jl * II»♦S (I* JI 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE S ETUP S I A *N X . S . M. N 1
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECIS ION I A-H*0-ZI
DIMENSION A I NX.12 I.SI4»4l
Ml = 4 • I M-lI
Nl = 4*l N-II-4*(M-21
DO 10 1-1*4
DO 10 J-1 *4
I1=I*M1
J1=J*N1
10 AC II *J1Ufi(II * Jll*S 11*JI
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE S ET UP 3 I 3 *N X * L * M I
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECIS I ONCA-H.0“ZI
D0U3LE 3 R EC IS ION L
DIMENSION BINXI.L14I
M1=4*IM-1I
DO 10 1=1.4
II-I* Ml
10 BillI=BCI1I♦LI II 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE GEL 3 I R * A ** *N »MUD * ML 0 * EPS »I E R . M5 I 
I M P L I C I T  D0U3LE P R E C I S I O N I A - H . 3 - Z I  '
DIMENSION R (M 1 * A IM5I 
I F ( M L D I 4 7 * 1. 1
1 I F I MU D I 4  7 . 2 . 2
2 MC=1*MLD*MUD
I F I M C * 1 - M-M1 3 . 3 * 4 7
3 I F ( M C - M I 5 . 5. 4
4 MC-M
5 MU = MC-MUD-1 
ML=MC-ML D - l  
MR=M-ML
MZ=IMU»I MU* I I  1/2 
KA=M* MC- l ML »l ML *1 I  1/2 
NM=N»M 
I E R  = C 
P I  V = G
I F  C M L D I 1 4 . 1 4 . G  
5 JJ=MA 
JrMA-MZ  
KST = J
DO 9 K = l . K S T
T 3 -  A CJ|
A ( J J I = T B
T 8 = A 3 S I T 3 J
I F  I T B - P I V I  8* 8» 7
7 P I V = T 8
8 JrJ-l
9 J J = J J - 1
I F  l M2 U U . f l  4 . 1 0
10 J J = 1  
J - l  ♦  MZ
I C = 1 ♦ MUD 
DO 13 1 = 1 .  VJ 
DO 12 K - 1 * M C 
A ( J J  I =0
I F I K -  ICJ  l i t  11*12
11 A ( J  J  I = A t J  I 
J  = J  ♦  1
12 J J = J J * 1
13 I C = I C * 1
1H T O L = E P S * P I V  
KST = 1 
IDST=!1C  
I C - M C - 1 
DO 38 K=1. N  
I F I K - U R - 1 1 1 6 * 1 6 * 1 5
15 I D S T = I D S T - 1
16 I D = I 3 S T  
I LR=K*MLD
I F < I L R - H 1 1 8 . 1 8 * 1 7
17 I L R  = M 
13 I I = K S T
P I V = C
DO 22 I = K . I L R  
T 3 = A B S I A l i l i  I 
I F I T B - P I V 1 2 0 . 2 0 * 1 9
19 P I V = T S  
J = I  
J J = I I
20 I F !  I -MR I 22 .  2 2 . 2 1
21 I D = I D - l
22 I I = . I I *  ID
I F I P I V I  4 7 . 4 7 . 2 3
23 I F l  I E R I  2 6 . 2 4 . 2 6
24 I F I P I V - 7 0 L  1 2 5 . 2 5 . 2 6
25 I E R = K - 1
26 P I V - 1  • / A l J J l  
13 = J -  K
DO 2 7 I = K .  KM.M 
1 1 = I * I D  
T B = PI V  *R 11 I I  
R l I I I = R I I I
27 R I I  I = T B  
I I = K S T  
J = J J « I C
DO 23 I r J J . J  
TB = P I V * Al I  I 
Al 11 = A ( I I I
A ( I I > = T S  
28 11=1 1* 1
I F  I K - I L R J 2 9 * 3 4 . 3 4  
23 I O=KST  
I I = K ♦ 1 
MU = KS T ♦ 1 
MZ = KS T * I C  
00 33 I = I I .  I L R  
I D= I D* MC  
J J = I - M R - 1  
I F  t J J I 3 1 * 3 1 . 3 D
30 1 0 = I O - J J
31 P I V = -  A I IO I 
J = I O*  1
DO 32 JJ=MU* MZ 
Al J - 1 I = A I  J I * P I V * A U J 1
32 J  = J * 1
A I J - 1 1=3 
J  = K
DO 33 J J=I*NM*M 
R I J J I r R I J J l * P I V * R l J  I
33 J=J*M
34 KST = KST *MC
I F ( I L R - K R 136*35*35
35 I C = I C - 1
36 IO=K-MR
I F  « I D I  38* 3 8* 3 7
37 K S T = K S T - I O
38 CONTINUE
I F  Ì M C - I l  46 *4 6* 39
39 I C = 2
K S T = M A ♦  M L ■  H C ♦  2 
I I  = M
DO 45 I=2*M
KS T=KST- MC
I I = I I - 1
J = I I  -  KR
I F I J J  41* 41* 4C
40 KST = K S T ♦ J
41 DO 43 J r l I . N M * *  
T B = R I J I  
NZ=KST ♦  I  C“ 2 
I D = J
DO 42 J J = K S T * MZ  
I D = I D * 1
42 T 3=7 3 - Al J J I  *31131
43 R I J I  = T B
I F I I C - M C  »44 *45*45
44 I C = I C * 1
45 CONTINUE
46 RETURN
47 I E R = - 1  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE T DS OL V I B I GA * B I GX * 4 * M* NN* K* L  I
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IMPLICIT D0U3LE PRECISIONIA-H.0“ZI 
INTEGER R.R1
DIMENSION 3 IGA INN .X 1 .313X !N N »L 1»
13IGPt30»4.1l,BICQI30.4»4l.P(4.1I.Ql4»4l.AL!4.4|.A(4*4I.AUI4»4|.C!4 
2.11 »API 4 til * AG I 4 » 4 I» AS I 4 »4 I»CS14.1I .Xl4.ll .3X14.1)
EQUIVALENCE lC • X I. (AP. GXI
CALL CLEAR!P .N.L I
CALL CLEAR IQ.N.NI
DO 30 R=1.M
DO 20 I-1» M
Il:N*lR*ll*I
DO 1C J=1.K
J1 - J ♦ N -J2=Jl*N
AL I I . J l  = 9IGA I I I  • J  I 
A( I . J  » = BI G A C I I  . J l  I 
10 AIM I .  J l :  3IGA I I I  . J 2  I 
DO 2C J = 1 » L  
20 C ( I .  J l = 3 I G X  I I I . J I
CALL MULT I AL.Q.AO.N.N.N I 
CALL M'JL T I AL *P. AP .N.N .L I 
CALL SU3IA.AQ.AS.N.N»
CALL 3U3IC.AP.CS.N.LI 
CALL INVCAS.NI 
CALL MULTIAS.CS.P.N.fJ.LI 
CALL MULTI AS.AU.Q.N.N.NI 
CALL ST3REIP.3IGP.R.M .N.L I 
30 CALL STORE IQ.3 IGQ.R.M.N.UI 
CALL CLEA3IX.N.LI 
DO 4 0 R=1.M 
R1=M*1-1
CALL RELSECP.EIGP.RltM.NtL»
CALL RELSE!G.9IG3.R1.M.N.NI 
CALL MULT!3.X .QX.N.N.LI 
CALL SU31P.QX.X.N.LI 
DO 40 1=1.N 
11 = N • I M-R !♦ I 
DO 40 J=1.L 
40 BIGXIII.Jl=X(ItJI 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE FORMX I U 1 . U21 X I . X 2 . UGtNOJ.Mt N . R T . S 1 1 t S l 2.  S211 S 2 2 I  
I M P L I C I T  DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  I A-H* 0- 2  I
DIMENSION U1 (4I.U214I.X114I.X214ltUG(4 tNOJJ.RT I4.4J.S11 14.4 It SI 214 
1.41 .S21I 4.4 I .S22 (4.41 «UG1(4 I.UG2I4I .X3I4I 
DO 10 1=1.4 
U G H  II =JG! I.HI 
1C UG2 11 I =UG t I. Nl
CALL MULTIRT *UG1.Ul.4.4.11 
CALL MULT(RT.UG2.U2.4*4.11 
CALL MUL T!S11*,J1*X1»4.4.1I 
CALL MULTIS12.U2.X3.4.4.1I 
CALL ADO I XI»X3.X1.4.1 I 
CALL MULT!S21»Ul.X2.4t4.1»
CALL MUL TlS22.U2 .X3.4.4.1 I
242
CALL ADDIX2.X3.X2.4.11
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE KSIMPIZ.K.NI 
REAL K
DIMENSION Z INI«K IN I 
SUM = 0 
N1-N-1
DO I D  I = 1 . H .  N1 
10 SUM=SUM* Z l I  I 
DO 2D 1=2.  N1.2  
20 SUM=SUM* A . • Z I I I  
IF CM. EQ .3 I 60 TO 4 2 
N2=N-2
DO 3D 1=3. N2.2 
30 SUM = 5Uf1» 2.* Z III 
40 T0T=3«N1 
AV=SUM/TOT 
DO 50 I;l»N 
50 KI II=ZII I/A V 
RETURN 
END
ADDI TI ONAL SUBROUTINES  
PROGRAM 1.  ADD 
( D •P » I SUB
MULT 
SCLMLT  
INV 2 
COPY 
CLEAR  
STORE  
R E L S E  
FORMA 
F ORMF 
INV A
PROGRAM 3.  INV 
( D . P * I
r e q u i r e d :
n 
° 
n 
o 
° 
o 
n 
° 
n
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PROGRAM 51 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF MULTI-PLATE STRUCTURES/ VERSION 1 
REAL NY * NX *MJ t MB* MP
DIMENS ION T ITLE (.16 I «U Y 16 I »UZ 161 »T I 6.1 »MU I 6J » Mft I3C ) • J1 I 3C ) • J2 I 30 l»NJ 
1(20 I t JZ (20 it JM 1301 *XL |3Cl t CM 13 01 (5 I 9 DX (G It DY 131 » D1 15 ) »DXY IS I. H IS
2) fAII S) 9311 6 ! fAJ IS) f5 Jl 0 I f.R (<4 f(<1 fRT t<49<41 fSIGR <6 9<l 9M I f3ISR7 IBfttfA i* 
3 Z U » m 9 F m . M ) » G m » 4 l » G l l 2  92UG2l2t2J.SBl4,41»SP(4*^|t3GSGlll5f4t^) 
4 »3GSG1 21 8,4 . 4 ) , B GS G21 I S* 4 I . SGSG22 (S»!< » I ♦ A I 72 * 72 ) * SIM ) »M3 !Mt 4 ) 
5fMP U f 4  I ,G GMG11 ( 09 4 9 4 I 9 SGMG12 16949 4 I 9 SGMG21169 4f4 »•BGMG22 (6 »4 9 4 I 9 3 
617 2f7 2) 9P ( 4 9 4 )9 OMEGA!7219 HZ I 7219X 1519 4!
COMMON Zf F fGf GlfG2
INPUT
READ(5f1 IN JOB
1 FORMAT!151 
J0B = 1
2 CALL INPUTITITL E 9SPAN 9EX 9 EY 9 NY9 GXY9 MOJ9 NMK9 NOS 9 NZD 9NCM 9NSTtNFIN9 NM 
IODE9WY 9WZ 9 T9M U 9MK9 JI 9J2 9 NJ 9 JZ9 JMfXLf CM I
N4=4*N0J 
NN = N4«N4
STRIP PROPERTIES
NX=NY*EX/EY 
DO 90 K^lfNMK
CALL PROPS II EX 9 EY 9 NX 9N Y 9 GX Y 9 W Y I K If W Z (KI•T IK) 9 W (K)fDXIKI 9 DY (KlfOl(K 
II 9DXYIKI 9 H!KI 9AI(KI fSICKIfAJIKlfBJIKII 
90 CALL PR0PS2IWY(K)9 U Z (<I9U(Kl*R*RT9BIGRrSIGRTfKfNMK)
FIRST HARMONIC
N=NST
START NEW HARMONIC
100 BETA=N*3.1415S265 
ALPHA=3ETA/SPAN
STRIP STIFFNESSES
DO 170 K=1»NMK
CALL F 0 P M S B I S 3 9 A L P H A f D Y 1 X 1 * 0 1 I K I t H I K >•W I K »•A I I K I t 3 T  IK 1 I 
CALL FORMS? I SP 9 ALP HA,EX 9£ Y 9 NY 9 GXY fT ( KI 9W IK I 9A J I K  ) 9 3J  IK I I 
CALL  R E L S E I R f B I G R 9K 9NMK94 94 I 
CALL R E L S E I R T  9 3 I GRT fK »NMK*4 »41 
CALL  FORKS2 I S B 9S P 9 I 9 I f  E G S G I I 9R 9R T 9 NMKfKl  
CALL F 0 3 M S 2 I S 3 9S P 91 92 93 G S G 1 2 f R 9RT 9NMK*KI  
CALL  F 0 R M S 2 ( S 3 f S P 9 2 9 l 9 B G S G 2 1 f R 9 RT9 NMKfKi  
CALL F 0 R M S 2 I S 3 f S P 92 92 90GSG22f Rt RT  9NMK9KI
OVERALL STIFFNESS
CALL CLEARIA«N49N4I 
DO 1 BC M=lfNOS
170
Uc
cc
m
n 
u 
n 
o 
°
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K-MKIMl
CALL  R E L S E  IS . S GSG11 . K.  N«X . 4 .M \ 
CALL S E T U P A I A . N 4 t S . J l I M I . J 1 I M I I  
CALL  R E L S E l S . a G S G 1 2 t X * N M X . 4 t 4  I 
CALL SETUPA I A . N 4 t S . J l  C H I . J 2 I M I I  
CALL  R E L S E C S . 8 G 5 G 2 1 t K t N M X t 4 . 4 l  
CALL SET UPAt A * M 4 . S « J  2 IM I »J 1 I  Mil  
CAL L  R E L S E ( S . 3 G S G 2 2 . K . N M K . 4 . 4 »  
180 CALL SETUPA I A.NM . S .  J 2  I M I . J 2 I M I  I 
C
C P R E S C R I 3 E D  ZERO DI SPL ACEMENTS
I F  INZ 0« EQ «QI GO TO 136  
00 185 J = 1 . N Z D
185 CALL SET ZI  A . N 4 . N J C J l * J Z I J  I I 
C
C CONSI STENT MASSESr*
C
C
C
c
186 I F  I N* G T . NST . AND 
DO 19C Kr l . NMK  
CALL F0RMM3CM3.  
CAL L  F ORMMPIMP* 
CALL R Z I S E I R . 3 I  
CAL L  R E L S E I R T  » 3 
CALL F0RMS2I M9.  
CAL L  FORMS 21MB.  
CALL F OR MS2 I M9* 
190 CAL L  FORMS 2 1 M3 *
. NC M. E Q. C I GO TO 210
KUI X I t U U  I I 
M J  I X I • U IX I »
G R . K . N M K . 4 . 4 I  
I S R T . K . N M K . 4 . M I  
MP * 1 . 1  * 3GMG11 .3 *RT .NMK. KI  
M P . 1 . 2 . B G M G 1 2 . R . R T . N M K * K l  
MP . 2 . 1  . 3GMG21. R. RT. NMK . K l  
MP . 2 . 2 . 6 G M G 2 2 . R *  R T» NMX• K I
OVERALL  MASS
CALL  CLEAR IB. MM. N4I  
DO 200 M- 1 . NOS 
K = MK I K I
CALL R E L S E I P . 9 G M G 1 1 . X . N M K . 4 . 4 1  
CAL L  S E T U P A I 3 . N 4 . P . J i t  M l . J 1 1 1 » I 
CALL R E L S E 1 P . 3 G M G 1 2 . K . N M K . 4 . 4 *  
CALL  SETUP A I B . N M . P .  J1 I K I .  J 2 I D  I 
CALL R E L S E I P . 3 G M G 2 1 . K . N M X . 4 . M l  
CALL  S E T U P A I 3 . N M . P .  J 2 I M I .  J 1 H I  I 
CALL R E L S E I P . 3 G M G 2  2. K. NMX. M *MI 
200 CAL L  S E T U P A C B . N M t P t J 2 l M I . J 2 H I  I
CONCENTRATED MASSES
I F I N C M . E Q . C I G O  TO 20M 
DO 203 J = 1. NCM
CKN = 2 • • CM I J I / S P A N «  CSIN C3ETA*XL C J l l l « * 2  
I  F I XL I J I •E3«C*0I CMN- CMI  J  I 
203 CAL L  CONMASI B. NM.CMN.JM I J  I I
P R E S C R I B E D  ZERO DI S PL ACE ME NTS
20M I F C N Z O . E Q . C I G O  TO 206  
DO 205 J - 1 . N Z 3
205 C AL L  S E T Z I B . N 4 . N J C J I . J Z I J I »
245
: EIGEN SOLUTION
C
2GB CALL EIGENIA*3*0MEGA»HZ*X*NM*.NN)
GO TO 230
210 CALL EIGENltA*B*OMEGA*HZ*X*NM*NN>
C
C OUTPUT
C
23C IF(N.GT .NST»GO TO 3 73
CALL IN OUT I T ITL E *SP AN *£X • EY t NY t GX Yt NMK» NOS * NZD* N CM *11Y *W Z * T* OX » DY t D 
11*DXY*KU*KK*Jl*J2*NJ*JZ*JM*XL • CM I 
370 CALL OUTPUT IN*NMCOE*OM£GA * HZ * X •NMtNOJI 
C
C TEST FOR LAST HARMONICr
" IF IN. EQ.NFINIGO TO M3 C
N=N*1 
GO TO 130 
C
C TEST FOR LAST J03r
MCC IFIJ09.ZQ.NJ03IST0P 
J0B=J03*1 
GO TO 2 
END
SU3R0UTINE INPUT ITITL £» 3P AN* EX•EY *N Y•GX Y •NO J*NMK >NGS•N ZD*NCH•NST« N 
IFlNfNMODE*WY*WZ*T»MU*MK*J1*J2*NJ*JZ*JM*XL*CM)
REAL ?1 Yt MU
DIMENSION TITLEIlSltWY(SltMZIS»»Tl6!*MUI6ltMKl3CltJll3CltJ2(33ltNJ 
1I2CI*JZ1 231 * J ’! I 3 C I * XL I 33 I 9 CM I 30 I 
REA3(5»EI(TITLE(II*I=l»lol 
5 FORMATI1oA5 I
READ!5*13 I SPAN* EX 9 EY.MY 9 GXY9 M3J9NMK* NOS*NZD*NCH*NST * NFIN* NM ODE 
10 FORMATISF1S.0/315)
R E A 0 l 5 * 2 3 M I * W Y l I I * W Z m * T I I » * M U I I I * K  = l* NMKI 
20 FORMAT I I5.MF15.C »
READ I 5* 30 I II* PK 111 * Jill 1* J2 III *.M=1 *NOS I 
30 FORMATIM 151
IFINZD.E3.CIG0 TO 50 
RE ADI 5 * 4 0 1  NJ U  I . J Z I J I • J = 1 * NZ 0 1 
MO F0RMATI2I5I 
50 IFINCM .E3.3J GO TO 70
REA D(5* EO) IJMIJ».XL IJl» CM IJl* J=1*NCMI 
SO FORMATII5*2F15.31 
70 RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE PR0PS1I EX * E Y * NX * NY * GX Y* WY » W Z* T .W* DX *DY * 31 * DXY * H* AI* BI* A 
1J.BJI 
REAL MX•NY 
U=S3RTIJY *•2♦UZ* * 2 1 
DX=EX/12.*T*«3/II.-NX*NYI 
DY-EY/ EX • OX 
D1=NY *DX
D X Y = G X Y / 1 2 , • T ••3  
H= D1* ? . « DX  Y 
AI =H/OY  
BI = D X / D Y
A J = E X • ( . 5 / G X Y - N Y / E Y I
B J = E X / E Y
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE P R O P S 2 IN Y t WZ»W* R »RT • 3 1GR. 3 I G R T t K  • NMK I 
DI X  ENSI GN R t 4 * 4 » » R T I 4 . 4 1 . B I G R I G . 4 . 4 I . B I G R T t S . 4 . 4 l  
CS=WY/U 
SN=UZ/W
CALL C L Z A R I R . 4 . 4 1  
R t l . l  1=1 
Rt 2 . 2 ) =CS  
R( 3*  3 1=1 
R t *4 **41 =CS  
R t 2 . 4 l = S N  
R 1 4 *2 l = - SN 
DO 85 1 = 1 # 4 
DO 85 J =  1 • 4 
85 R T ( I # J I = R ( J . I I
CALL 3T0RZIR.3IGR.K.NMK.4.4 1 
CALL STOREIRT.B IGRT.KtNMK#4 » 4 »
RETURN
ENO
SUBROUTINE F ORMS 3 ( S 3 . ALP HA• D Y » 01 » H . U # A I # 3 1 1
DIMENSION S B (4.4 I*Z (4#4 I #F 14#4 I . G I 4 . 4 I »G1 12#21 » G2 C2.2I
COMMON Z . F . G . C 1 . G 2
CALL  FORMA t Z . A L P H A . O Y . C l . H I
CALL F O R MF I F t W t A L P H A . A I , 3 I I
CALL  F O R K G I G . F . Z I
DO 113 1 = 1 . 2
DO 11C J = 1 . 2
Gl  ( I .  J  I = G ( I  .  J  )
110 6 2 ( 1 » J ) = G ( I . J ♦ 2 I
CALL F 0 R M S 1 ( S 2 . G 1 . G 2 I  
DO 120 1 = 1 . 4  
00 120 J = l . 3 . 2  
TEMP =S B ( I  » J l  
S 3 ! I . J I = S 3 I I . J ♦ 1 I 
120 S B Í I . J + 1 I  = TEMP 
DO 125 J  = 1 » 4 
DO 1 2 5  1 = 2 . 4 . 2  
125 S B ( I » J I = - S 3 I I . J i  
RETURN 
ENO
SUBROUT INE F O R M S P I S P . A L P H A . E X . E Y . N Y . G X Y . T . W . A J . B J I  
REAL NY
DIMENSION S P | 4 . 4 I . Z I 4 . 4 l * F C 4 . 4 l » G l 4 . 4 l . G l t 2 » 2 i . G 2 l 2 . 2 l  
COMMON Z . F . G . G 1 . G 2
247
CAL L  FORMBIZ. AL PHA, E X * E Y •NY. GXY * TI  
CALL F G R M F I F * W * A L P H A * A J * 3 J I  
C AL L  FORMG I G* F * Z )
DO 13D 1 = 1*2  
DO 13C J = 1 * 2 
G2 I I .  J l  = Gl ! ♦  2 . J  I 
130 G l I I * J l = G I  1*2» J * 2 I
CALL F0RMS1 I S P * 6 1 . 6 2 I  
DO 1AC J=1 *4 
DO m e  1 = 1 * 3 . 2  
T E K P = S P ( I *  J l  
S P I I  * J 1 - SP f 1 * 1 . J  I 
m e  SP 11 ♦ ! .  J I =TEMP
CALL SCLMLT I S P . S P . - l .  .«4**11
RETURN
END
SUBROUTI NE FORMS2 ( S B * S P * M* N* 3 I GS C * R * R T  *NMK*KI
DI MENS ION 3 9 ( 4 , 4 I , S P I 4 . 4 I . B I G S G I N M X . 4 , 4 I , R I 4 . 4 I * R T I 4 . 4 I * S I 4 , 4 I * R S !
1 4 * 4 1
Ml = 2 » I M- 1 1 
N1 = 2 M N - 1 I  
DO 1C 1 = 1 . 2  
DO 10 J = 1 * 2 
11 = !♦ M 1 
J1 = J«N1
S I  I * J I =2 3 ( I I . J l I  
S l i t J * 2 1=0 
SI I* 2 » JI=C
10 S I I * 2 ,  J*2> =SP I I I ,  J l  I 
CALL MULTIR . S . R S  »4*4*41  
C AL L  M U L T I R S . R T . S , 4 , 4 , 4  I 
CALL S T O R E I S  *3I GSG*K *NMK*4* 41 
RETURN  
END
SUBROUTI NE S E T U P A I  A• N4* S , M*\lI 
DIMENSION A I N 4 . N 4 I * S I 4*4 I 
M l = 4 * I M - 1 I  
N1 = 4 * I N-  1 I 
DO 1C 1 = 1 . 4  
DO 1C J = 1*4 
1 1 = I  ♦  Ml 
J l  = J* Ml
10 A I I 1 , J l  l = A I I I * J i t * S I I * J l
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE S E T Z I  A*N4 . M. J I  
DI MENSI ON A I N 4 . N 4 I  
J l  = J* 4 • CM- l  I 
DO 10 I  =1 * N4 
A I J l  * 11 = 0 •
10 A I I t J l l = 0 .
A l J l t J l l =1
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FORMMBI MB *MU•BI  
REAL M3* MU 
DIMENSION MS14.41  
M 3 « l . 1 1 = 3 * 3 / 1 0 5 .  
M B ( 2 t l i = l l . • 3 / 2 1 0 .
M3 I 2» 2 I - 1 3 . / 3 5 .
M3 1 3*21 =-  13 . * 3 /  ««20.
MB I 3* 3» = K 3 11*1 1 
M3« «1*1 I = -  M3 « 3*21 
MB( 4 * 2  I = 9 . / 7 2 .
MB«4 . 3 1 = - M3  12.11  
MB( 4 . 4  1 =M3 ( 2 . 2  I 
DO 1C J - 2 . 4  
J l - J - l
DO 1C 1 = 1 .  J l  
10 M B « I . J l = > 1 3 ( J . I I  
F = MU* 0
CALL  S CLML T l M B * MB * F * 4 * 4 I
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FORMMP IMP*MU*31 
REAL MP.M'J 
DIMENSION MP «4.4 I 
M P I l f l l = l . / 3 .
M P I 2 . 1 I = 0 .
M P t 2 * 2 l = l . / 3 .
MP« 3 * 1 1 = 1 . / 6 .
MP( 3 * 2 1 = 0 .
MP I 3 . 3 1 = 1 . / 3 .
MP ( 4 * 1 1 =0 .
MP «4*21 = 1 . / 6 .
MP ( 4 * 3 1 =D *
MPI 4 * 4 1 = 1 . / 3 .
DO 1C J = 2 . 4 
Jl = J-l
DO 1C 1 = 1 .  J l  
10 M P I I * J 1 = M P I J . I 1  
F=MU*B
CALL S C L M L T 1 M P . M P . F . 4*41
RETURN
END
SUBROUTI NE COMMAS I B . N4» C * J I  
DIMENSION 9 1N4.N41  
J l = 2 * 4 * I J - l l  
J 2  = J l ♦ 1 
J 3 = J 2 * l
Bl  J l . J 11= 9 ( J 1 . J 1  1 • C
B t J 2 . J 2 U 8 I J 2 .  J 2 I « C  
8 1 J 3 . J 3 I = 8 1 J 3 . J 3  I *C 
RETURN  
END
SUBROUTI NE E I C E N I A . E . O M E G A . H Z . X . N 4 . N N )
DIMENSION A f-N4 . N 4 I » 3 t N 4 »N 4 I » OMEGA I N 4 I »HZIN4 I . X I N N )
CALL  N R 0 0 T U N 4  »Bt OMEGA.X I
ENTRY E l  GEN 1 I A t 3* 0ME GA* HZ *X * N4t NNl
CALL  N R 0 0 T 2 I N 4 . A . 3 . 0 K E G A . X  l
DO 223 1 = 1 . N4
I F l O K E G A I I I . L T * D .3 IOMEGA 1 1 1=3 *
OMEGAI I I =  S O R T I O ME G A ! I  I I 
220 HZ 11 > =0 TTEG A f I I / S .  2 8 3 1 8 5 3 1  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE N R O O T 1 1 M . 3 . X L . X )  
DIMENSION 311» » X L t l I . X  Cl I 
K=1
DO I C C  J =2. M  
L = M»I J -  1 I 
DO 100 1 = 1 . J  
L =L ♦  1 
K = K «1
100 B 1X I = 3 1L I
CAL L  J A C O B I I B . X . M . O I  
L = C
DO 110 J =1. M  
L = L ♦  J
113 X L ! J l = l  .O/SQRT I B I L I 1 
K = 0
DO 115 J =1. M  
DO 115 1 = 1 . M 
K = K ♦ 1
1 1 5  B f K I = XI X I * X L  I J I  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTI NE N R O Q T 2 I M . A . B . X L *X I 
DIMENSION A 1 1 1 . 3  111 . X L I 1 I  . X U I  
DO 120 1 = 1 »M
A M - n  —  u
00 120 J =1. M 
N1=M»I I - 1 I 
L = M « I J - l I ♦ I  
X I L  1 = 3 , 2  
DO 120 K=1.M 
N1=N1*1 
N 2 = N2 ♦ 1
120 X I L  I = X I L  1*9 I N I ) • A IN 2 1
L =0
DO 133 J  = 1.M 
DO 130 1 = 1 . J
250
NI ri-'i 
NZrM • C J-ll 
LrL ♦ 1 
AfL l=C.C 
DO 130 K r11 M 
NlrNl«M 
N2riJ2*l
130 A(LV=A(LI«XIN1 I •B t N 2 I 
CALL JAC03I IA.X.N.OI 
Lrc
DO 1AC 1 = 1,M 
L r L ♦ I
m O  XL III r Al L I
DO 150 1=1.M 
N2 = C
DO 150 J=1.M 
N1=I-M 
L r M • {J-ll♦ I 
AIL1=0 .2 
DO 15C K = 1*H 
N1 r N1 ♦ M 
N2=N2♦1
150 AIL I= A !L I♦ 9 IN1I•X f N 2 » 
LrC 
Kr Q
M2=M/2 
DO 180 J = 1*M 
SUMVrC.C 
DO 170 Irl» M2 
LrL ♦ 2
170 SUMVrSUMV* 4 IL ) • A IL I 
175 SUMV=SQRT|SUMVI 
DO 180 Ir1 * M 
K =K ♦ 1
130 XlKlrAIKI/3UMV 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE JAC03II A » R»N»MV I 
DIMENS 10M A 111 ,R 11 I 
5 RANG Erl .CE-6
IFIMV-1110.25.10 
10 IQr-N
DO 20 J=1*N 
IQ r I Q ♦ N 
DO 20 I=1*M 
IJ=IQ«I 
RIIJIrC.0 
IFII-J120.15.20 
15 R IIJI=1.0 
2D CONTINUE 
25 ANORMr 0* 0 
DO 35 1=1.N 
DO 35 Jrl.M 
IFII-JI3D.35.30 
30 IA = !♦ I J* J-J 1/2
ANOR M = ANQR V * A l I A l • A l I A I  
35 CONTINUO
I F  I AN0 R MI 1 G5 . 1 6 5 . 4 0  
40 ANORM=1•414 * SQRT IANORMI  
ANR M X = A ÑOR M* R A N GE / F L O A T {N I 
IMO = C 
THR=ANOKM
45 T H R = T H R / F I O A T I N I  
50 L = 1 
55 M=L*1 
60 MQ= I M*M-KI n  
L Q = I L « L - L I / 2  
LM=L*MQ
62 I F I A  BS IA I L M I l - T H R ) 1 3 0 . 6 5 * 6 5  
55 IND = 1 
L l = L * L Q  
MK=M«KQ
X = C,  5 » I M I L  I -  A IMMI I
6 8 Y r - A I L K ) / S G R T f A ( L M I « A t L M I « X * X I
I F C X I 7 0 » 7 5 » 7 5  
7C Y = - Y
7 5 S I N X = Y / S 3 R T I 2 . 0 *  11 . 0 * I S Q R T 1 1 . 0 - Y* Y» i I I
s i n x 2 = s i i ; x »s i r i x
78 COSX = Sa. lT I 1 . 0 - S I N X 2  I 
C0SX2 = CC*SX •COSX 
S I N C 3  = S I NX *C OS X  
I L G  = N M L - 1 I  
IMQzN• I M - 1 I .
DO 125 1 = 1 » N 
IQ — ( I* I -  I  1/ 2 
I F I I - L I 3 0 . 1 1 5 » 8 0  
80 I F I  I - MI  3 3*1 1 5 . 9 0  
85 I M= I * KQ  
GO TO 95 
90 IM=M♦ IQ
95 I F I I - L 1 1 0 0 * 1 0 5 . 1 0 5  
100 I L = I *LQ 
GO TO 110  
105 I L  = L ♦ IQ
11 0  X = A I I L ) * C 0 5 X - A t X M I « S I N X
A t I M I = A I I L  U S I N X *  A I I MI  •COSX 
AI I L  I = X
115 I F I K V - 1 I 1 2 0 . 1 2 5 . 1 2 C  
1 2 0  XL R = I L  G * I  
I MR=I MQ+I
X = RI I L  R I • CO S X - R I I M R I » SIN X 
R I I N R I = R I I L R I * S I N X ♦ R I I MRI *COS X  
RI I L  R I = X 
125 CONTINUE
X = 2 . 0 *  Al LMI • S I N C S
Y = A I L L I  • C C S X 2 M I N N I  « S I N X 2 - X
X = Al L  L I • S IN X 2 ♦  A1MMI»C0SX2*X
A I L H I  = I A l L L I - A l H M »  l * S I N C S  ♦ Ai i .Ml» I C O S X 2 - S I N X 2 I
A I L L I  = Y
AI MMUX
130 I F I  N- NI  1 3 5 . m Q . 1 3 5  
135 K = M*1
252
GO TO SO
m o  I F  I L - I N - 1  1 1 1 4 5 . 1 5 3 . 1 4 5  
m 5  L = L * 1
GO TO 55
I S O  I F  l I N  3 - 1 1 1 3 0 . 1 5 5 . 1 6 0  
155 IND = 0
GO TO 50
I SO I F C T H R - A N R K X I 1 6 5 . 1 6 5 * 4 5  
165 I 0 = - N
DO 185 1 = 1 * N 
i o = i a * N
L L = I ♦ 1 1 * 1 - 1 1 / 2  
J Q = N * « I - 2 I  
DO 185 J = I . N  
JQ=JG*N
MM = J * ( J « J -  J J  /2  
I F « A C L L 1 - A I M M  1 1 1 7 0 . 1 3 5 . 1 3 5  
170 X = A l L L I
ACL i . UA« MMl 
A I MM 1=X
I F I  MV- 1 1 1 75 * 1 8 5 . 1  75 
175 00 18C K = 1 . N  
I LR=I Q*r<
I MR=J Q*K  
X = R I I L R )
R I I L R | : R I I M I  .
1 8 0  Rl  i m r i = x
185 CONTINUE  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE INOUT «T I T L  E •3P AN•EX *E Y * NY * G X Y . N MK . N O S . N Z D . N C M. U Y * WZ* T*D 
I X . D Y  * D1*DX Y* MU. KK. J 1 * J 2 * N J *  JZ » JM.X L* CM I 
REAL NY.MU
DIMENSION TITLEC16 I.WY «6 I • W Z t E I . T l S I . OX C6 1 *0Y t 6 1 . D1 C6I.DXYC6I.MUCG 
II • MKI 3 01 . J1 « 3CI *J2 I 30 I .NJ C2C1.JZ t 2CI•JM « 30).XL I3C).CMC30 J 
WRIT EC 6.305 I «TITLE«11. I=1.IS I
305 FORMAT C1 HI.1SA5I
WRITE« 6.31GISP AN.EX.EY.NY.GXY
310 FORMAT«1 HO/13H00VERALL DATA/
11HO* 5X.17HL0NGITUDINAL 3PAN.F23.3/
21H0* 5X.13 HEL AST IC MODULUS EX.F22-3/
31 HO. 5X.13HELASTIC MODJL'JS EY.F22-3/
41HC.5X.17H3 OISSONS RATIO NY.F23/3/
51H0.5X.17HSHEAR MODULUS GXY.F23.3I 
WRITEC 6. 320 I Cl.1=1.NMKl
320 FORMATC1HC/17HOSTRIP PROPERTIES/
11H0.5X.7HMARK NG.m X.CI1 5l
WRITEC6.321C CWYCI1*1=1. NMK )
321 FORMAT C 1 HO. 5X .22 HTR AM SV WlDTH-HORZ COMP * 3X • 6F15 - 3 J 
WRITE«6.3221«WZC11.I=1 • NMKI
322 FORMATC1 HO.1 7X.1OH-VERT COMP*3X.6FI 5.31 
WRIT EC 6 . 3 2  3 1 C T C I I . 1  = 1 . NMKI
323 FORMAT«1H0*5X.9HTHICKNESS»16X*6F15.31 
WRITEC6.324IIDX«II»I=1»NM*I
324 FORMAT«1 HO.5X.20HFLEXURAL RIGIDITY DX.5X.6F15 #3)
253
WRITEI6t32EI!DYIIIr I=ltNMX I 
325 FORM ATI 1HC*5X»20HFLIXURAL RIGIDITY DY » 5 X « 6 F 15 .3 I 
. WPITEI6.325M D1 (II * I=lt NM* I 
328 FORMAT!1HO*5Xt2CHC3UPLING RIGIDITY D1.5X#8F15 .31 
WRITE16»327I IDXY!I)*I=1?NMKI
327 FORMAT!1 HC»5X»22HT0RSI OMAL R I G I D I T Y  D X Y # 3 X • 6 F 1 5 . 3  I 
W R I TEt8.3 2 81 I M U ( I I t1 = 1»MM*»
328 FORMAT!1 HO»5X»14HNASS/UNIT AR EA * 1 IX * 8F15.3 I 
WRIT EI8.335I lItMK|I I*J1 (I)*J2IIIel=ltNOSI
335 FORMAT! 25H1 INDIV IDUAL STRIP DETAILS/
11HC.4X.5H5TRIP . SX * M HM AR K • X . 7 H JO IMT l * 3 X t 7 H J 0 l N T  2/ 
21H t8X#2HN0t3!8Xt2HN0»/
3 IlHOt13*3110I I 
IF(NZD.:G.D IGO TO 350 
WRITE(6t3t»Glir;J(J».JZIJI»J=l*NZDI 
3MC FORMATI3CH1PRESCRIBED ZERO DISPLACEMENTS/ 
llHOt 4X* EHJOINTr5X* 5 HDISPL/
21H tSX *2HN0 *8X*2HN0/
3 11H0 ?18 ?I 2 CI I 
350 IFIMCM .EG .0 I GO TO 370
WRITE(G»3SCIlJM(Jl.XL|JI.CM(JI*J=l*NCMl 
380 FORMATI 20HI CONCENTRATED MASSES/
11 HO * MX . 5HJOINT * 8X • 6 HLON GIT • 1 OX * M HCONC/
21H 1 6 X * 2 HNC * 13X #‘♦HPOS.N »1IX t 4HMASS/
3!1H0•18 »2 F15•3 I I 
370 RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT IN • NMO DE #0 MEG At HZ» X*N*»*NOJ I 
DIMENSION OMEGA I 7 2 I . H Z  I 72 I » X 15184 I » X J I  72 I 
W R I T E ! 8» 371 IN
371 F 0R MA T ! 1 6 H1 R E S UL T S  FOR N = . 131  
DO 330 J = l t NMODE  
J J = N 4 - J * 1
WRITE!  8 . 3 7 5  I J . O M E G A ! J J 1 . H Z ! J J I
375 FORMAT( 1HC/ 5HBM0DE. 1 3 . 12H FREQUENCY = . E 1 7 . 8 . 6 H  R A D / S * E l  7 . 8 • 3H HZ/  
11HC*«4X » 5 HJO I N T . 5 X . 1 0 H T R A N S V E R S E . 8 X .  8 HVE RT I C  AL 17 X 11 2HL ONG I  T UD IN AL . 
26Xt1CHTRANSVERSE/  '
31H * SX » 2 HNO » 7 X » 9 H R Q T A T I 0 N * 1 C X * 5 H D I S P L » 1 2 X » 5 H D I S P L » 9 X *
A l l H H O R I Z  D I S P L !
CALL REL S E l  ( XJ  » X » J  J  *N M *N »1 I
K l  = - 3
K2=-2
K 3 = - l
KA=0
DO 380 1 = 1 »NO J  
K 1 = K 1 M  
K2=K2*A 
K 3=K3* *l 
KH = K4 «4
3 30 WRITE!  8*335 I I * X J  I K 1 ) » X J I K 2 I  • X J I K 3 l * X J I K ti l  
385 F 0 R M A T I 1 H D . I 8 . 4 E 1 7 . 8 I  
RETURN 
END
254
SUBROUTINE REL SE 1( A»3*N»M*P • Q I 
I N T E G E R  P * Q
DIMENSION A (P *Q I *3 ÎM ?P 13 I 
DO 1C I  =1 * P 
DO 10 J = l » 3  
10 A C I * J I = S ( I » N t J l  
RETURN 
END
A L T ER NAT I VE  SUBROUTI NES FOR F I N I T E  S T R I P  METHOD:
SUBROUTINE FORMSS(S BtAtÛY•DItH* B» A I.BI I 
REAL X
DIMENSION SBtNfRl
DX = DY* 31
DXY = tH-DlI/2.
S3( 1 » 1 1 - 3 *• 3*X**M*DX/105«*tl • ♦DY/B^M «* 9»K*K*D1/15.*8.*3*X*K*3XY /I 5 ■ 
SBt2*ll=ll.*3*3*K***»«DX/21Q.*o.*DY/B/e*S.*K*K*Ql/5.*2-*K*K*DXY/5«
S9l2*2l=13.*3»X««‘4*0X/35.«12.*DY/3««3U2.*X*X*Dl/5./B*2‘l.*K*K*DXY/
15./3
S3l3#ll=-3.»B*«3*K*»M*DX/M2C.*2.*DY/a-3*K*K *01/ 1 5. -2 • • 3*K *K *3X Y /15 
1.
S31 3t2l=-13.«3*9»X**‘l*0X/4 2C.*6.*DY/9/9*K*K*01/ 5 . ♦ 2 . «X *K *0X Y /5 . 
SB(3»3l=B**3*K**i *DX/lC5.*‘*.*DY/B*i<.*E*K*X*Dl/15.*3.*3*X*K*DXY/15. 
S 3 1 N * 1 1 = 1 3. • B*3»K ••*»• OX / M20 .-6 .*DY/ 3/ 3- K *K *01/5 . -2 .»K*K*DX Y / 5. 
S3m»2J=9.*3*K**N«DX/7C.-12.*DY/B**3“12.«K*K*Dl/5./B-2*i.*K*K*DXY/5
1./3S5l4*31--ll.*3*3«K**4*DX/213.-S.*DY/B/B-6.*i<*K*Dl/5 .-2 .*K*KOXY /5 . 
SB I *4 * M I = 1 3. • 3*X*«‘i*DX/35.*12.*DY/ 3* *3*12.*K *K«Dl/5«/3*2‘l.*K*K*DXY/ 
15./B
DO 10 J-2 *N 
J1=J-1
DO 10 irltJl
10 SB 11 .J» =SBI J*11 ,
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE F ORMSP I S P #K # E X »E Y » NY «GXY # T *3 * AJ  v B J )
REAL KtNYtNX
DIMENSION î P {M t ** I
NX=NY*EX/£Y
El-EX/! 1 .*N X »NY !
E2=EY/ll.-NX-NYI
SPI I t i l = B*K*K*E1/3.*GXY/3
SP!2fll=X*NY«El/2.-K*GXY/2•
SPI2*2»=E2/Q ♦ 3#X*K• GXif 3.
SP C 3*1 !-6* K*K*E1/G .-GX Y/B 
SP!3»21=X*MY*El/2.*K*GXY/2.
SPC3»3l-B*K*K*El/3 *♦GX Y/B 
SPIN» 1 I=-#•NY*E1/2.-K»GXY/2. 
SPI*»t2l=-E2/B*B*K«K*GXY/S.
SP I <*» 31 =-.K» NY«El/2.*K*GXY/2. 
SPf*»t*U=E2/3«3«K*K*GXY/3.
DO 1C J=2t«i
255
Jl=J-i
DO ID I-ltJl 
ID SP M •JI=SP(J.I\
CALL 3CLMLT ISP»SPtTt4»41
RETURN
END
ADDITIONAL SUBROUTINES REQUIRED!
PROGRAM I. MULT
SCLMLT 
INV 2
. COPY
CLEAR 
STORE 
RELSE 
FORMA 
FORMF 
INV A
PROGRAM 2, FORMS
PROGRAM 4• FORMG 
IS.P.I FORM SI
u n u 
o
n
u 
(j u o 
t» u u 
u u o
256
C
:  PROGRAM 6 :  DYNAMIC A N A L Y S I S  OF M U L T I - P L A T E  S T RUC T UR E S /  VERS I ON 2
C
REAL  NU*MU*M3*MP
DIMENSION T I T L  E ! IS I • «J Y I o I * W Z ! 6 ) »T <61 * T L I SI * TT 18 1 * DL to )*DTtS)*GL(6) 
1* GT t 6 I*KUt €1*MK!3DI * J1 t301 * J2!301* NJ!2DI•JZ12D1 * JM13C)*XL!3C1 * CM!3 
20l*W!S)*3!51*DltSl*HISl.AHS)*3IlG».AJ!SI*3J!6)*R!4*4)*RT!4*4)*3IG 
3RI6 * 4*41*31 CRT!6*4*4I*Z14*4I*F!4*41*G!4*4)*G1(2*2)*G2(2*21*S3(4*4) 
4*SPt 4* 41 . 9SSG11 ! 6*4 *4 I•3GSG12 IS .4 *4 I , SGSG21 !S*4*4),BGSG22l6f4.4l,A 
51 72* 72 I *S!4*4 I *K3(4*41 * K P 14.41•3GMG11!G*4 *4)«BGMG12(6«4*4)» EGMG21 ( 
66*4*41«3GM322IS * 4*4 I*3!72*72J*P!4*4I«OMEGA(721•HZl 72 1 *X 15184 I 
COMMON Z*F.G*G1*S2
INPUT
R E A D ( 5 * U N J 0 3
1 FORMAT!151 
J 0B = 1
2 CALL I N P U T ! T I T L E * S P A N  *E*NU*NOJ •NMK*NOS*NZD*NCM.NST*NFIN* NMODE*WY* W 
1 Z * T * T L * T T *  DL *OT *GL* GT * MU. MK*J 1* J 2 . N J *  J Z * J M . X L *  CMI
N4=4«N0J
NN=N4*N4
S T R I P  P R O P E R T I E S  
DO 90 K -1 * NMK
CALL PR OP S I  ! E*ttU * U Y ! K 1* WZ ! K1* T I K I  *T L 1 KI . TT ( K 1 *0L (K 1 * DT t K 1 • GL 1K ) • G T 
1 ( K ) * W ( K 1 » D ( K 1 * 0 1 ( K I * H ( K ! * A I I K I * 3 I 1 K 1  * A J ( K 1 * 9 J ( K )  1 
90 CALL P R 0 P S 2 t W Y l K I * W Z ! K 1 * W I K 1» R . R T * 3 I G R * 3 I G R T * K •NMK1
F I R S T  HARMONIC
N = NST
START NEW HARMONIC
I C O  3 E T A = N * 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 S 5  
AL PHA=BETA/SPAN
S T R I P  S T I F F N E S S E S
170
C
C
C
DO 17C K=1*NMK
CALL FOR MSB ! S B* AL P HA • DT I K I • D I  I K I * HI K I *W ! K 1 * AI  ! K I » 3 1 ! K ) 1
CALL  FORMSPi SF • ALPHA * E * N U * T U » * T L ( K I * T  T I K I  * W I K J * A J l K » * B J I K I »
CALL R E L S £ » R * 3 I G R * K  *NMK*4*4I
CALL  R E L S E ! R T * B I G R T * K . N M K t 4*41
CALL F0RMS2 ! S 3 » S P . 1 • 1 * 3 3 S G 1 1 *R *RT *NMK *'K 1
CALL  FORKS 2! S 3 * 5 P * 1 * 2 * 3 GS G1 2 * R* RT * NMK *  Kl
CALL F0RM52 ! S 3 * S P * 2 * 1 * 3 G 3 G 2 1 * 9 * R T  »NMK *K J
CALL  F 0RMS2! S3*S P*  2*2* BGSG22*R*RT* NMK* K1
OVERALL  S T I F F N E S S
CAL L  C L E A R I A . K 4 . N 4 1 
DO 133 M=1.N0S  
KrMKCMI
n
I S O
CALL R E L S E I S . 3 G S G 1 1 . K  t N M K . 4 . 4 I 
CALL  SETUP Al A . N 4 . S * J 1 ( X I * J 1 (11 » 
CALL R E L S E I S . 3 G S G 1 2 . K . N M K . 4 . 4 J  
CALL SETUP AI A .  N 4 . S .  J1  ( VI  » J 2  M I I 
CALL R E L S E I S . 3 G 3 G 2 1 . K . N M K . 4 . 4 1 
CALL  SETUP A I A .  N 4 . S .  J 2  IM! . J 1  H I  I 
CALL R E L S E t S » 3 G S G 2 2 f K . N M H t 4 t 4 l  
CALL  S E 7 U P A I A . N 4 . S . J 2 I M I .  J 2 I 1 M
C
C
c
18 5
C
*
c
186
190
C
c
P R E S C R I B E D  ZERO DI S PL ACE ME NTS
I F I N Z D . E Q . C I G O  TO 186
DO 185 J - 1 . N2D
CAL L  SET Z  I A. N4 . N J  I J  I » J Z  I J I I
CONSI STENT MASSES
I F  I N . G T  .NST*AND . M C K . E Q . 0 »GO TO 210
00 190 K=1»NMK
CALL  F0RMK2IM3.MU IK I *W IK ) )
CALL F ORMM? I MP . MU IX I . W I K I I
CALL  R E L S E I R  . 3 I GR.  K , NMK • 4 • 4 I
CALL R E L S E I R T . 9 1 GRT, K .NMK . 4 . 4  I
CALL  F Q R K S 2 I M 0 . N P . 1 .  1» 5GMG11 • R * R T . N M K . K »
CALL F0RMS2 I M3. MP ♦ 1 . 2  . 8GMG12 . R . R T  . NMKt K1
CALL  FORMS 2( M0*MP*2»l t5GMG21f R»RT*NMK* K I
CALL F0RMS2 IM3.MP . 2  »2 »3GrtG22tR »RT*NMKtKI
OVERALL MASS
CALL C L E A R ! 9 . N 4 . N 4 I  
DO 2CC r = l * N O S  
K=MKIMl
CAL L  R E L S E I P t B G M G l l t K t N M K t 4 t 4 I  
CALL SET UP A I 3 . N 4 »P *J 1 IM I «J 1  I M I I  
CALL  R E L S E I P . 3 G M G 1 2 . K . N M K . 4 . 4 I  
CALL SET UPA 13.N4 »P . J 1  IM I . J  2 I M I ) 
CALL  R E L S E  IP * S GK G 2 1 »Kt NMKt4•4 I 
CALL SET UP A 1 3 . N 4 . P . J Z I M I  •J 1 I M I I  
CALL  R E L S E I P • 3 GMG22 *K.NMK* 4 . 4  I 
200 CALL S E I U P A I 3 . N 4 . P * J 2 I M I t J 2 I M I I
C CONCENTRATED MASSES
I F t N C M . E Q . D I  GO TO 204 
DO 2 0 3  J=1. NCM
CMN = 2 . * C M ! J  J / S P A N * I  S I N I 3 E T A * X L I  J i l l • • 2  
I F f X L C J 1 » E Q » 3 . C ! C M N = C M ( J 1
2 0 3  CALL COMMAS I 3 . N 4 . C M N . J M I J l l
n
C P R E S C R 1 3 ED ZERO DISPLACEMENTS.
C
204 I F I N Z 0 . E 3  .0 I GO TO 206 
00 205 J - l * N Z  0
205 CALL SET Z I S  *N4« N J ! J I . J Z I J I  I 
C
C E I GEN SOLUTI ON
258
2CS CALL E I G E N ( A . 3 * 0 M £ G A * H Z * X * N 4 . N N I  
GO TO 2 30
2 1 C CALL E I GEN1 !A*3*0MEGA .HZ» X* N4.NNI  
C
C OUTPUTr
23C I F I N . G T . N S T I G O  TO 370
CALL  IN3UT ( T I T L E *  SPAN.  E*N'J*NMK* NOS* NZD*NCM*JY*WZ* T * T L * T T *  DL*DT* CL* 
1GT *MU * MK * J l * J 2 * N J * J Z * J M  * X L * CM I 
37C CALL  0 UT P' J T I N. NM0 DE. 0MEGA* HZ *X* N4* N0 J I  
C
C TEST FOR L AST  HARMONIC
C
I F  fN . E Q * N F I N I G O  TO 4 03 
N = N*1 
GO TO ICO 
C
C T E ST  FOR LAST J 03
C
400 I F ( J O B . E G . N J O B » S T O P  
J 0 9 = J 0 3 * 1 
GO TO 2 
END
SUBROUTINE INPUT I TITLE* SPAN* E*N’J*NOJ* NMK* NOS • NZD* NSM* NS T * NF IN* NMCD 
IE*WY*WZ* T *TL *TT* 3L *CT *GL.GT »KU*MX *Jl*J2*NJ* JZ•JMtXL* CM I 
REAL NU*MU •
DIMENSION T I T L E  I IG I «U Y I S J *WZ 161 *T (6 l . T i l  SI  • TT IS I *0L !G I *D I I S  I *GLI  6 ) 
1 * G T ( £ I •K U I 6 1 *MK(30 I * J l t  3CI  * J 2 ( 30 I* N J C 2 0 I * JZ C20I  * JM t 3 D I * X L 130 I * CM(3 
201
R E A D 1 5 . 5 H  T I T L E I I I  * 1=1 . 1 6  I 
5 FORMAT( 1 6AS I
READ!  5» 1C » SPAN* E* NU* NO J  » NMK * SOS * NZ 0* NCM* NST* NF IN* NMODE 
10 F O R M A T ! 3 F 1 5 . C / 3 I 5 I
R E A D I E * 2 u M I . W Y ( I l r W Z m * T f I I * T L l U * T T m . D L m * 0 T I I I * G L I I » * G T t I I *  
1MU! I I  *K = 1 *M >!K I 
20 F 0 R M A T Ü 5 *  5F15 . C / 5 F 1 5 . 0  I
R E A D I 5* 30  I ( I  *MK ( I I * J 1 I I I * J 2 ( I I * M = 1 * N 0 S I  
30 F ORM A T (4151
I F  INZD .EG «0 I GO TO 50 
R E A D I E . 4 0 I ( N J ( J l * J Z ( J l * J = 1 * N Z D )
40 FORMAT( 2151
50 I F ( N C K . E Q . C I G O  TO 70
READ! 5 * 5 0 1 ( J M I J I  *XL I J l * C M ( J I * J = 1 . N C M I  
60 FORMAT 11 5 * 2 F 1 5 .01 
70 RETURN 
END
SU9R0UT IN £ P R 0 P S 1 I E * N U * W Y * W Z * T * T L * T T * 0 L * D T * G L * G T * W * 0 * D 1 * H * A I * B I * A J  
l . B J I  
REAL NU
W=SQRT(WY**2*WZ*«2I  
D = E / 1 2 . * T * * 3 / ( l . - N U * * 21 
01=NU*D
I F I T L . N E . O . O I G O  TO 81 
TL = T 
TT = T 
DL = 0
DT = D
G L = l l . - N U f  *D
GT = Gl
H -  D
AI  - 1
B i n
A J - l
B J - l
GO TO 82
81 H = D 1 ♦ ( G L + G T Í / 2 *
AI =H/DT
B I = D L / D T
AJ  = T L * I  I 1.» N U I / T -  .5«NU* f l . / T L « l a/ T T  I I 
B J = T L / T T  
32 RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE FORMSPI  SP • ALP H A . E . NU *T *T X • T Y • W • A J  • 9J  )
REAL  NU
Cl  MENS ION S p m . 4 1 . z m . 4 l  . F m . 4 l t G I 4 . 4 1 . G l t 2 » 2  1 . G 2 f 2 . 2 )  
COMMON Z*F *G»G1*G2 
CALL F OR M3 I Z . A L PHA. E »NU. T » T X • TY I 
CALL  F O R M F ( F . W . A L P H A . A J . B J I  
CALL F O R M G I G . F . Z I  
DO 130 1 = 1 . 2  
DO 130 J  = 1 . 2  
3 2 11 * J  l =G ( I* 2 * J  I 
130 G i f  I f J C G I  I 4 2 ' J * 2 I
CAL L  F O R MS 1 I S P . G 1 . G 2 1  
DO m e  J  = 1 . 4  
do m e  1 = 1 * 3 . 2  
TEMP = SPf I . J Ispfi. ji =s p  im.Ji
14 0  S P I I * l t J l = T E M P
CALL  S C L K L T f S P . S P . - 1  . » 4 . 4  I
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE E I GEN I A • 3 » RR . HZ » D. N4 » NN1 
DIMENSION AIN4 * N4 I »B (NM » N4 I » RR t N4I .HZ ÍN4 I . D f N N I .  
1 R I « 7 2 1 . 1  ANA 1721 
CAL L  I N V I B . N 4 I
ENTRY E l  GENI  f A * 9 . RR . H Z .  D »S «I » NN I
C AL L  MULTf B * A . C . N 4 . N 4 . N 4 I
CALL H S 3 G ( N 4 * D * N tl l
C AL L  Q R I N 4 . D . R R . R I » I A NA. NM i
DO 22C I  = 1 * N 4
I F  I R 111 I . N * E . O . O I R R I I i  = C •
I F f R R I I I . L T . O . O I R R I I I =0-  
RR f I  I = S  QRT (RR I 11 I 
220 H Z f I I = R R I  I I / S . 2 3  318531
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INVIA.NI 
DIMENSION A IN.NI .
IIP IV OTlICC I.INDEX 11OD.2 I»PIVOT(IODI 
DO 2Q J = 1 * N 
20 IPIV0TIJI=0 
DO 550 1=1.N 
AMAX =C •
DO ICO J = 1 * N
IF CIPIVOTl Jl - 1 I ED.ICC.6C 
60 DO ICO K = 1. N
IF (IPIVOT IK1 -1 183*130. 7*iC 
80 IF I A 3 S IAMAXI-A9SIAIJ.X)J185*100.ICO 
85 IROWzJ 
ICOL=X 
AMAX = A IJ» KJ 
ICO CONTINUE
IPIVOTIICOLI= IPIVOT I ICOL » *1 
IFI IRÒW- ICOL ime.26C.1*«0 
1*10 DO 20C 1 = 1 »N 
SWAP=AI IROW .L I 
A I IR CW•LI = A(ICOL.LI 
200 Al ICOL.Ll=SWAP 
260 INDEX II.1 1=IROW 
INDEX II.21=ICOL 
PIVOT II I =A (ICOL.ICOL I 
Al ICOL.ICOL I=1.
DO 35C L=1•N
350 Al ICOL.LI=A IICOL.L ) / P IVO T 111 
00 550 LI=1.N 
IFILI-ICOL) 4GC.5 50 *M0 0 
*100 T = AIL1*ICCLI 
AIL1» ICOL 1 = 0.
DO M5C L=1.N
*150 AIL1.L I = A ( L l.LI-AIICOL.L l*T 
550 CONTINUE
DO 710 1 = 1.N 
L=N*1-I
IFIINDEX IL.Il-INDEX IL *21 1630.710.530 
630 JROW = INDEXIL.1 »
JCOL=INO£XIL*21 
DO 710 K=1*N 
SWAP = A I K .J3 OWl 
AIK» JROW1 = AIK»JCOL I 
AIK.JCOL J=SWAP 
710 CONTINUE 
7*10 RETURN 
END
SUBROUTI NE H S B 6 I N . A . I A I  
DI MENSI ON A l l !
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  S 
L=N
20 
*• 0
50
60
80
90
I CO
120
l«lO
160
180
200
220
2M0
280
300
310
320
N I A = L * I A
L I A = N I A - I A
I F  I L -  31 3 60» 40**40
L I  A r L I  A - I A
L 1 = L - 1
L 2 = L 1 - 1
I S U 9 - L I A ♦ L
I P I V = I S U B -  IA
P I V = A 3 S I A l I P I V I I
I F  C L - 3 190* SO * 50
m= i p i v - i a
DO 80 I = L » * . I A
T = A 9 S I A l i l i
I F  t ' T - P I V  l 8 C t  SO »60
I P I V = I
P I V  = T
CONTINUE
I F  t P I V  1 1DD *320 »100
I F I P I V - A 9 S 1  A I I S ’J 3 m  1 8 0 . 1 3 0 * 1 2 0
M = I P I V - L
DO 1«*Q 1 = 1# L
J  = M#I
T= A I J I
K = L I A  *1
A | J  t = A I K I
A l K I = T
M = L 2 - H / I A
DO 16C I  = L 1» NI  A»IA
T = A I I I
J - I  - K
Al 1 1 = At J  I
A l J I  = T
DO 20C I = L •L I A  » I  A 
A l l l  = A111/ A l I S U 3 I  
J = - I A
DO 2MC 1 = 1 . L2  
J = J * I A  
LJ=L♦J
DO 220 K = 1 # L 1  
KJ=K♦J 
KL = K* L I A
Af K J I = A I K J I - A f  L J M A  I KL  I
CONTINUE  
K = - 1 A
DO 30C 1 = 1# N 
K = K « I A  
LK=K# L 1 
S = A ( L K »
L J = L - I A  
DO 2 E 0  J = 1 * L 2  
J K = K * J  
L J = L  J * I  A
S = S*AI  L J I *A I J K 1 # l . O D O  
A I L K l = S
DO 310 I = L *  L I A  # I A
A 1 1 1 = 0 »0
L = L 1
GO TO 2C 
360 ROTURA 
END
SU3R0UT INE QRIM.A.RR.RI.I'ANA.IA'I
DIMENSION All I « R M I  I «RI (1 I »PRR 12 I • PR 11 2 l * I ANA 111
INTEGER P »? 1 *Q
E 7=1 . C E - 8
E6=1.GE-6
E10=1.CE-10
DELTAZC.5
MAXIT-ZC
N = M
20 NlrN-1 
IN=N1»IA 
NN=IN*N
IF IN1133.1300*30 
30 MP=N*1 
IT-0
DO 4C 1=1.2 
P RR I II=3 .0 
<10 PRItllrC.C 
P A N = 0 • 0 
PAN1=C.0 
RzC.O 
S=0.0 
N2=N1-1 
IN1=IN-IA 
NN1ZIN1* N 
N1N = IN*>I1 
N1N1=IN1*N1 
60 T = A INlNll-AtNNÌ 
U=T*T
V =M.C«A(NINÏ•A (NN11 
I F I A3S t V I-J•E7I 100.100.35 
65 T=U ♦ V
IF IA3SIT Í-AMAX1IU.A33(V I I»ESI 87*5 7* 68
67 T=0.0
68 U= f A I N 1N1 1♦ A t NN J t / 2 • 0 
VZSQRTI ABS ITH/2.3
IF I T 11 <40 » 70.70 
70 IFIUI8C.75*75 
75 RRIN1l=ü* V 
RRINIZU-V 
GO TO 130 
80 RRINlIzU-V 
RR I N I= U* V 
GO TO 130
100 IF!TI123.11C.11D 
110 RRINl I = A!N1N1»
RRINUAINNI 
GO TO 130 
120 RRINlIzAINNI 
R R (N I=A (NI Ni I 
130 RI IN»=0.0 
RI I Ni I =0»C
263
GO TO 150  
IMO R R I N l l = U  
RRI.N) = U 
R U M I  1=VaiiNi=-v
I SO I F  IPI2 f 1280 » 1280* 180  
130 N1N2- N1 M1 - I A
RM0D=RRIN1 l *RR (NI  M R I f N l  I * R I  ÍN1 I 
EPS =E 10# S ORT 1 RM0 DI  
X F ( A B S t A I N 1 N 2 I  I - E P S  1 1 2 8 0 * 1 2 8 0 * 2 4 0  
240 I F !  ASSI  A f NN 1 I I -  E1Q« A3SI  A INNI  I 11300* 13C0 *250  
250 I F t A 3 S ( P A N I - A l N 1 N 2 I l - A B S  I A I NI M2 ) I * E o l i  2 4 0 * 1 2 4 0 * 2 6 0  
260 I F ! A 3 S I ? A N - A I N N I ) I - A 3 S I A I N N 1 I l * £ 6 1 1 2 4 0 * 1 2 4 0 * 3 0 0  
300 I F  I I T - M A X I T 1  3 2 0 * 1 2 4 0 . 1 2 4 3  
320 J = 1
DO 360 1=1*2  
K = N P - I
I F  I ABS CRR I K l - P R R I I I ) *ABS I R I I K  I - P R I ( I  I 1 - O E l T A * I A B S ( RR I K I »♦ ABS C R I  IK I 
I l  I 1340 *360* 33G 
340 J = J * I  
360 CONTINUE
GO TO ( 443 *460 *463 * 480 I *J  
440 R = 0« 0 
S = C . O  
GO TO 500  
460 J = N « 2 - J
R= R R I J  I • RR I J  I 
S = R R ( J l * R R I J l  
GO TO 500
480 R = R R ( N I « RR( NI  I - R I I N I «RI  INI  I 
S = R 3 f M l » R R I N i l  
500 PA N=AI NN1I
PAN1=A(M1N2I  
DO 520 1=1*2  
K = N P - I
P R R I I I  = RR I K I 
5 2 0  P R I I I I = R I C K I  
P = N2
I F  I N - 3 » 6 0 0 * 6 0 0 . 5 2 5  
525 I P I = N 1 N 2
DO 530 J  = 2 . N2 
I P I = I P I - I  A-1
I F  I ASSI  Al I 3 1 1 I - E P S I S 0 C . S 0 C . 5 3 0  
530 I P I P = I P I « I A  
I P I P 2 = I ? I P * I A
D = A t I P I P I *  t A f I  P I P l - S I * A I I P  I P  2 l * A I I P  I P *11 *R 
I F 1 D I 5 4 3 * 5 5 0 . 5 4 0
54 0 I F  I A 3 S I  At I  P I I • A ( I P  I P  * 1 I I • IABS|A U P I » I ♦ A I I P I P 2 * 1 ) - S  ! «ABS I A I Z PX P2  * 2 1  
Il I - A 3 S I  Dl• E P S I 6 2 0 . 6 2 0 * 5 6 0  
560 P = N 2 - J  
580 CONTINUE  
600 Q=P
GO TO 630  
620 P 1 = P - 1  
Q = P 1
I F  I P 1 - 1 I 6 8 0 * 6 8 0 * 6 5 0  
6 5 0  DO 660 1=2* P I
I P  I  = Ï P  I  - I  A -1
I P I  A BS ( A l  I? I )  I - EPS  1 6 3 0 . 6  8 0 .  S 60 
6 £ 0  Q = Q - 1
6 30 I I  = 1 P - 1 I * ÏA ♦  P
00 1220 I = P . N 1  
1 1 1 = 1 1 -  I  A .
I I P = I I * I A
I F ( I - P I  720* 7 C 0 . 720
700 i p i = i i « i  
i p i p = i i p * i
G 1 = A I I I  l « l  A d i i - S I  «A H I P  I «A I I P  I  MR  
G2 = AI I P I I *1 A I I P I P  I »Al  I I 1 -  S » 
G 3 = A 1 I P I I * A ( 1 P I P « 1 ì 
A I X P X + 1 ) = 0 . Q  
GO TO 7 80 
720 G1 = A( I H  1 
G 2 = A I I I 1 # 1 !
I F I Ï - N 2 I  7 4 0 . 7 4 0 . 7 6 0  
740 G3 = A l I I 1*2 »
GO TO 730  
760 G 3=0 . 0
7 80 C A P = S 3 R T I Gl • Gl  ♦  G 2 » 3 2 * G3*G3»
I F  I CAP I 8 0 0 . 8 6 0  »830 
SCO I F  I Gl  I 8 2 0 . 8 4 0 . 3 4 0  
820 C AP= - C AP  
340 T=G1*CA? .
P S I 1 = 5 2 /T 
P S I 2  = G 3 / T
ALPH A = 2 . 0/  I I  . 0  «PS I I  «PS I I  « P S I Z t p S t t  » 
GO TO 880  
860 ALPH A=2 *0 
PS 11 = 0•3  
P S I 2 = G . C
880 I F I I - Q I  SCO* 9 6 0 # 9 0 0  
900 I F t l - F  I 9 2 0 . 9 4 0 . 9 2 3  
920 A! I H  I - -  CA3 
GO TO 960
940 Al  I  I I  I =-  A C U I I  
960 I J = I I
DO 1040 J = I » N  
T =PS 1 1 • Al I  J* 1 »
I F !  I - N i l  9 8 0 . 1 0 0  0 . 1 0 0 0  
980 I P 2 J = I J * 2
T = T *P S 1 2 • A I I P 2 J I  
1000 E T A = A L P H A * I T  « A ft I J  » I 
Al I J l  = Al I J I  - E T A  
A l l J * 1 » = A ( I J 4 1 » - P S I l * c TA 
I F  I I - M l l 1 C 2 D . 1 0 4 0 . 1 0 4 0  
1020 A I I P 2 J » = A t I P 2 J I - P S I 2 * £ T A  
1 0 4 0  I J =  I  J * IA
I F  C I - N 1  U 0  8 0 . 1 C 6 3 . 1 0 6 0  
10 60  K=N
GO TO 1100  
1 0 8 0  K = I * 2  
1100 I P = I I P - I
DO 11 30  J = 3 . K  
J I P = I P * J
265
J I = J I P - I A  
T = P S I 1 * A ! J I P I  
I F I I - N 1 I 1 1 2 Q . 1 1 4 0 . 1 1 4 Q  
1120 J I P 2 - J l P  ♦  I  A
T = T * P S I 2 * A i J I P 2 I  
1140 ETA=ALPHA* iT ♦  A t J I M  
At J11 = A t J I I - E T A  
At J I P  l = At J I P I - E T A * P S I 1  
I F ! I - M l | 1 1 5 G » 1 1 8 0 * 1 1 8 0  
1160 A t J I P 2  ! = A t J I P 2 l - £ T A * P S 12
1 1 8 0  c o n t i n u e
I F C I - N 2 1 1 2 C C . I 2 2 3 * 1223  
1200 J I = I I * 3
J I P  = J l ♦ IA  
J I P 2 =  J I ? ♦ IA
E T A = A L P H A * P S I 2 * A ! J I P 2 I  
A t J I J r - E T A  
At J I P l  = - ET  A*PC I I  
At J I P 2 U A !  J I P 2 I - E T A » P S I 2  
1220 I I r l I P + 1  
I T = I T * 1  
GO TO 6C
12 40  I F l  A 3 3 1 At NN 1 1 I -  A 8S ( A IN IN 2 I I 11300» 12 80 *1 2  80 
1280 I A N A I N U O
I A N A t N l l - 2  .
N = N2
I F ( N 2 I 1400* 1 4 0 0 * 2 0  
1300 R R ( N I = A ( N N I  
R I t N ) = 0 . 0  
I ANA t N I = l
I F I M 1 1 1 4 0 0 » 1 4 0 0 . 1 3 2 0  
1320 N=N1
GO TO 23 
1400 RETURN 
END
SUBROUTI NE I N O U T I T I T L E *S P A N * E . MU*NMK* NOS* NZD.NCM.WY *WZ* T* TL*T T* DL* 
1 OT * GL * GT*MJ * MK * J 1 . J 2 . N J * J Z * J M . X L *  CM 1 
REAL  NU »MU
DIMENSION T I T L  E t I S  I . W Y I S I * W Z I 6 1 *T 16 I . TL I SI  • TT IS I * DL IS I . 3  Tl 6 J ♦  GL J 6 I 
1 . G T C 6 I * K U C  6 I . M K I 3 0 I  * J l  1301» J 2 130 I* N J I 2 0 I *  J Z 1 2 C I * J M C 3 C | * X L 130 I*CM 13 
20!
W R I T E ( 6*3051 ( T I T L E  I X I * 1=1*16 1
305 F O R MA T ! 1 H 1 . 1 S A 5 I
W R I T E I 6 . 3 1 0 I S P A N . E * N U
310 FORMAT!1 HO/13H00VZRALL  DATA/
1 1 H 0 * 5 X . 1 7 H L 0 N G I T U D I N A L  SP AN* F 2 3 *3/
2 1 HO * 5 X . 2 1 HM 0 DUL U S OF E L A S T I C I 7 Y . F 1 9 . 3 /
3 1 H 0 * 5 X * 1 4 H P O I S S ONS  R A T I 0 . F 2 S . 3 I  
WRITE!  6 . 3 2 0  I 11 * 1 = 1 . NMXI
320 F O R MA T t 1 H D / I 7 HOSTRI P P R O P E R T I E S /
11 HO * 5X * 7 HtfA RK N 0 . 1 4 X . 6 I 1 5 I
W R I T E ( 6 * 3 2 1 M W Y I I I  *I=1»NMX I
321 FORMAT! 1 HO. 5X . 22HT RANS V WI DTH-HORZ COMP » 3X* 6F15 «3 )
W R I T E t G . 3 2 2 1 I  V Z ( I I »1=1 • NMX!
322 FORMAT! 1 H O . 1 7X. 1  OH- VERT COMP. 3 X • 6 F I  5•31
WRIT E l  6»3231 I T ! I I . I = 1 . N K K I
323 FORMAT! 1H0.  5 X . 1 5 H PL  ATE T H I C K N E S S . 1 0 X . 6 F 1 5 . 3  I 
W R I T E ( 6 . 3 2 * 4 l l T L ( I l  . I = 1 . N M <  I
32*1 FORMAT! 1 HO. 5X.2GHL0NGIT T HI CK NESS ! A V I .5 X . 5F 15 .3 I 
WRITE!6.3251 ! TT I I I t  1=1.NMK I
325 FORMAT! 1 HO.5X.20HTRANSV THICKNESS!A VI .5X .6F15.3 I 
WRITE!6.32CU0L(I1 .I=1,NMK I
326 FORMAT! 1 HO. 5 X . 2 C H L 0 N G I T  F L E X  R I G I D I T  V . 5X • GF 1 5 - 3  I 
WRI TE t 6 . 3 2  71 t 0 T (  I I  . 1=1 ,NMK !
327 FORMAT! 1 H D . 5 X . 2 C H T R  AN SV F L E X  R I 6 I D I T Y . 5 X . 6 F 1 5 *3 ) 
W R I T E ! 6 . 3 2 3 1 l C L ! I I . 1 = 1 » NMXI
328 FORMAT! 1 HO. 5 X . 2 D H L 0 N G I T  TORS R I G I D I T  Y . 5  X . SF 15 . 3  I 
WRIT £ 1 6 . 3 2 2 1  ( G T 111 * 1 = 1 . NMX I
329 F ORMAT! 1H0*5X. 20HTRANSV TORS R I G I D I T Y * 5 X . S F 1 5 -3 I 
W R I T E 1 6 . 3 3 C I  MTU!1 1 » I =1» KMX I
330 FORMAT! 1 H O . 5 X . 1 4 HMASS/UNIT AREA. 1 I X . 6 F l 5 . 3  I 
WRIT E l  6 . 3 3  51 ! I .  MK I I I  . J 1  H I .  JZ 1 1 ! .  1=1 .NOS 1
335 ’FORMAT! 25H1 INDIVIDUAL STRIP DETAILS/
UH0»*»X. 5HSTF I P . 6Xt * i HMARK. *»Xf  7H J 0 I MT  1 . 3 X . 7 H J 0 I N T  2/  
21H • 6 X • 2 HMO » 3 I 9 X » 2 HN0 I /
3 I 1 H C . I 8 . 3 I 1 0 » I 
I F ! N Z D . E Q . C 1 GO TO 350 
W R I T E (6* 3*401 I N J | J I . J Z ( J I » J = 1 » N Z D !
3*40 FORMAT! 3CH1 PRES C R I 3 E D  ZERO 0 I S P L  A CE MENT S/
11 HO. *4X* 5 H J 0 I N T  . 5 X .  5 H D I S P L /
21H » 6 X . 2 H N 0 . a x . 2 H N 0 /
3 U H 0 . I 8 . I 1 C I  I
350 I F I N C M . E 3 . C I  GO TO 370
W R I T E ! 6 . 3 G C I ! J M ! J l . X L  I J I . CM I J l . J=1*NCM I
360 FORMAT!2CH1CONCENTRATED MASSES/
11 HD » *4X . 5 H J 0 I N T  . 8 X . 6 H L 0 N G I T  t l DX. MHCONC/
2 1 H *6X • 2 HN3 * 1CX . *4HP0S.\»l lX* *4HMASS/
3 I 1 H C . I 8 . 2 F 1 5 . 3  I I
370 RETURN 
END
S U9 R 0 UT I NE  O U T P U T ( N . N M O D E . R R . H Z . X . N R . N O J !  
DIMENSION P.R l 72 I . HZ ( 72 ! .X (51 8*4 I 
WRITE!  6 . 3 7 1  IN
371 F ORMAT( 16H1RES ULTS  F OR N = . 1 3 1  
WRITE!  6 . 3 7 5  I
3 75 FORMAT! 1H0 *5X » *4HMODE. 7X • 5 HRAD/S » 1*4 X.  2 HHZ I 
DO 33C J=1.N*4  
J J = N * 4 - J  + 1
3 80 U R I T E !  6 .  385 I J . R R 1 J J 1 . H Z I J J )
385 FORMAT( 1H 0 . 1 8 . 2 £ 1 7  *8 !
RETURN
END
ADDI TI ONAL  S UBROUTI NES  R E Q U I R E D :  
PROGRAM 1 .  MULT
S CL ML T 
INV2  
COPY 
CLEAR
STORE
R E L S E
FORMA
FORMF
INVA
PROGRAM «1 * FOR MB 
I S . P . I  FORMS 
FORMS 1
PROGRAM 5 .  PROPS 2 
FORMSB 
F0RMS2  
SETUPA  
S ET2  
FORMMB 
FORMMP 
CONMAS 
R E L S E 1
o 
° 
o
268
C
C PROGRAM 7:  DYNAMIC A N A L Y S I S  OF M U L T I - P L A T E  SYSTEMS/  CONDENSED
C
REAL NY .NX.MU * MB» MP
DIMENSION T I T L  E < lo I *U Y I 6 I • U Z ( 61 ♦ T 16 1 . MU I SI  » MK 13 0 I * J 1  I 3C ) • J  2 I 30 ) * NJ  
K  20 ) • JZ  (20 1. JM ( 3 0  . X L  (3C )» CM 130 1 *.i (5 » • DX ( 6 1 .  DY (6)  . 01 16 I . D X Y  (6 ) .  H(6  
21 t A l l  S)  t S I I  61 t AJ I S I » 3 J ( S ) . R l 4 . 4 1 f R T  14*4) » 31 GR 16 . 4 . 4  ) . 3 IGR ? 16 . 4  * 4 J . 
3 Z ( 4 » 4 ) . F ( 4 » 4 ) » G ( 4 » 4 ) » C 1  ( 2 » 2 l » G 2 ( Z » 2 ) * S B ( 4 » 4 ) t S P ( 4 » 4 ) » 3 G S G l l  ( 3 . 4 * 4 )  
4 t S G S G l 2 (  6 »4 * 4 1 . 9 G S G 2 I I 6» 4*4 I » 3GSG22 ( 6 .4 « 4 1 » Al  l  1 42 * 42 )* Al  2 I 42 * 42 ) • A 
521 ( 4 2 * 4 2 1  * A22I  42* 42 ) *S ( 4 * 4 ) . Al  14 2* 42 t* A2 142* 42 J *MB( 4 . 4  I * M P 1 4 * 4 ) *BG 
6MG11I 6*4*41 * 3G M G 1 2 ( 6 » 4 » 4 ) » 3GMG21(6* 4»4I  #BGMG2 2 ( 6 * 4 * 4 1 * 3 1 1 1 4 2 * 4 2 1 * 3  
7 1 2 ( 4 2 * 4 2 1 *  321 I 4 2 * 4 Z ) * 3 2 2 ( 4 2 * 4 2 ) * P 1 4 * 4 1 » B l (  4 2 * 4 2 ) *  B2 142 » 4 2 I # B 3  142. 4  
82) . OMEGA!42 I * H Z ( 4 2 )  * X (1 7641
COMMON Z . F . 6 . G 1 . G 2
EQUI VALENCE ( A 1 1 * A 1 ) * ( A 1 2 » X ) » I A 2 1 » Q 1 ) » ( A 2 2 » S 2 )
C
C INPUT
READ* 5 * 1 1NJ 0B
1 F ORM A T ( 1 5 )
J 0 3 = l
2 CALL  INPUT IT I T L E * S P A N . E X »E Y * NY* GXY* NOJ*NMK•NOS•NZD. NCM*NST* NFIN *NM 
1 0 D E . WY . WZ . T . MU . MK . J 1 *J 2 . N J » J Z * J M . X L  * CM)
N 2 = 2 * N 0 J
NN=N2*N2
NM0DE=NM0DE/2
C
C S T R I P  P R O P E R T I E S  '
C
NX= NY * EX/ E Y  
DO 90 K=1.NMK
CALL  P R 0 P S 1 ( E X . E Y . N X * N Y . G X Y . W Y  I K l * W Z ( K l # T  IKI*W CK)*DX I K l . D Y  ( K ) * D 1  IK 
l ! » D X Y I X J » H ! K ) , A I ( X I » a i ( K I » A J ( K ! » 8 J ( K ) l  
90 CALL  P R 0 P S 2 I W Y ( K I . W Z l < I * U ( K I * R * R T * B I G R » B I G R T » K t N M K I
F I R S T  HARMONIC
N=NST  
C
C START MEW HARMONIC
C
100 B E T A = N * 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5  
ALPHA=3ETA/SPAN
*0 • •
C S T R I P  S T I F F N E S S E S
170
DO 170 K=1*NMK
CALL  F O R M S 3 ( S B . A L P H A . D Y ( K I »01 I K ) * H ( X  I . W ( K ) » A I I K I . B I  I K ) I 
CALL FORMS? I SP » AL P HA . EX * E Y * NY » GXY *T 1KI  * W IK ) » A J  I K ) * 3 J  IK I I  
C AL L  R E L S E IR» B IGR * K .  NMK * 4 . 4  )
CALL R E L S E I R T  , B I G R T . K . N N K . 4 . 4 )
CALL  F 0 R M S 2 I S 8 .  S P . 1 . , 1 »  B G S C 1 1 . R . R T .  NMK. K*
CALL F0RMS2 I S3 *SP * 1 »2 *3GSGl2 »R*RT»NMK *KJ 
CALL F0RKS2ISB.SP.2»1 * 3 3SG21•R *RT.NMK» K1 
CALL F0RMS2I S3.S P ♦2 * 2.3GSG22*R»RT.NMK.K)
C
OVERALL STIFFNESS
CALL C L E A R I A 1 1 *N 2 »N 2 1 
CAL L  C L E A R I A 1 2 . N 2 . N2I  
CALL C L E A R ! A 2 1 . N 2 . N 2 I  
C AL L  C L E A R I A 2 2 . N 2 . N 2 »
DO 180 M=1, N0S
180
KrMKtM»
CALL RELSEIS.93SG11.K.NMK.4.41
CALL SETUP A!All.A12.A21 *A22.M2»S •J11M1
CALL RELSEIS.BGSG12.K.NMK • 4 »4I
CALL SETUP A!All»A12* A21»A22.M2 *S .J1IMI
CALL RELSEIS.3G3G21.K .NMK•4 »4 1
CALL SETUP A!A11.A12.A21.A22.N2.S.J2IM1
CALL RELSE! S.3GSG22.K .N5K.4 *4 1
CALL SETUP A!A11.A12.A21.A22.M2.S.J2IMI
• J1 (MI I
• J2 (Ml I
• J1 (M! I
• J2 (HI  1
P R E S C R I B E D  ZERO DI SPL ACEMENTS
I F  t NZ D* EQ•CI GO TO 18S  
DO 185 J = 1 . N Z D
185 CALL  S E T Z !  A l l .  A12.  A21.  A 2 2 . N 2 . N J t  J I  . J Z  t J H
REDUCED S T I F F N E S S  MATRIX
186 CALL  I N V ( A 22» N2I
CALL M U L T ! A 2 2 . A 2 1 . A 2 . N 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
CAL L  M U L T ! A 1 2 * A 2 . A 2 2 . N 2 . N2•M2 I 
CALL S U 3 ( A 1 1 . A 2 2 . A 1 . N 2 . M 2 I
C ONSI STENT MASSES
I F I N . G T . N S 7 I  GO TO 210 
DO ISC K - l  *NMK 
CALL F0RMM3 IM3.MUIK I . W t K I  I 
C AL L  FORMM P | MP » M’J  I K I • V IK I I 
CALL R E L S E I  R . D I G R » K  *M?1K . 4 » 4 I 
C AL L  R E L S E  ! R T * B I GR T * K *  NMK »4 »4 1 
CALL F0RMS2 IM3.MP »1*1 *BGMG11 *R*RT »NMK *K I 
CALL  FORMS 2 1 M9.MP* 1 . 2 . 3 G M 3 1 2 . R . R T . N M K . K I  
CALL FORMS? ! M3. M P * 2 * 1 • 3GMG21 *R *RT .NMK .«<1 
190 CALL  F 0 R M S 2 I M B . K P . 2 . 2 . 3 G M G 2 2 . R . R T .  NMK. Kl
OVERALL  MASS
CALL  C L E A R I B 1 1 . N 2 . N 2 I  
CALL C L E A R I 3 1 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
C AL L  C L E A R I B 2 1 . N 2 . N 2 I  
CALL C L E A R ! B 2 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
00 200  Mcl . NOS  
KrMKtMl
CAL L  R E L S E  I P . BGMG11 » K . NMK. 4 . 4  I
CALL SETUPA 1 3 1 1 . 3 1 2 . 3 2 1 . 0 2 2 . N 2 . P .  J l  1 M I . J l I M J I
CALL RELSEIP.BGMG12»K.NMK.4»4 1
CALL SET UPA I B11 • 3 1 2 . 3 2 1 . B 2 2 •N 2 * P . J 1  I Ml • J 2 I M 1 I
CAL L  R E L S E  I P . 3 GK 32 1• X . NMK» 4 . 4  I
CALL SET UP A ! 3 1 1 .  B 1 2 . 3 21 .  B22 . N2.  P.  J 2  I Ml .  J 1  IM I I
270
CAL L  R E L S E I P *  BGMG22. K.NMK t 4 * 4 I 
200 CALL SETUP A l3 1 1.3 1 2 * 3 2 1• 3 2 2 . N 2 » P . J 2 (Ml• J 2 IM )) 
C
C PRESCR13 ED ZERO DISPLACEMENTS
C
Cc
ccc
c
c
ccc
cc
c
ccc
I F  t NZD «£ Q *0 I GO T 0 210  
DO 2 0 5  J = 1 . N Z D
2C5 CALL S E T Z l 3 l l . B 1 2 . 3 2 1 » 3 2 2 . N 2 . N J U 1 . J Z  I J 1 I 
REDUCED MASS MATRIX
210 CALL MULTI  3 1 2 . A 2 . 3 1 . N 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
CAL L  S U B I e i l » 3 1 * 3 2 . M 2 .  N2 I 
CALL T P t t L T I A 2 . 3 2 1 * 3 1 . N 2 . N 2 . N 2 )
CAL L  S U 3 I B 2 . B 1 . 3 3 . N 2 . N 2 I
CALL M U L T 1 2 2 2 . A 2 . 9 1 . M 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
CALL  TPMLT I A2 . 9 1 . 3 2  . P*2 . N2.  M2 I 
CALL A D 3 1 3 3 . B 2 . B 1 . N 2 . N 2 I
CONCENTRATED MASSES
I F I N C M . E Q . C 1 G O  TO 215 
DO 215 J=1. NCM
C l  =2.  • CM I J l  / SPAN* I S I N ! 3 £ T A * X L  1 J I M *  *2  
I F ( X L ( J i » E 0 » 3 aC I C l = C K ( J I  
C2 = C1
I F I N Z D . E Q . C I G O  TO 215  
DO 211 1 = 1 . NZD 
I F ( J M ( J I » N E » N J ( I I I  GO TO 211  
I F  I J Z I  I I  •E G •2 I C 1=0«
I F  t J Z I I  I •E Q*4 I C 2 - 3  .
211 CONTINUE
215 CAL L  C 0 N M A S I B 1 . N 2 . C 1 . C 2 . J M ( J M  
E I G E N  SOLUTION
21C CALL EIGENtAl.Bl.OMEGA.HZ.X.N2.NN)
OUTPUT
I F I N . G T . N S T I G O  TO 370
CALL INOUT ITITLE »SP AN *EX•£Y » NY » GX Y»NMK.NOS.NZD.NCM.UY *WZ.T.DX.DY » D 
11.DXY.MU.MK.J1.J2.NJ.JZ.JM.XL.CMI 
370 CALL OUTPUT IN»NMODE.OMEGA.HZ.X.N2.N0JI
TEST FOR L A S T  HARMONIC
I F  IN.  £ Q•N F I N I  GO TO 400  
NrN ♦  1 
GO TO 100
TEST FOR L AST  J O B
400 I F I J 0 3 . E Q . N J 0 3 I S T O P  
JOB = J O B «1 
GO TO 2 
END
SUBROUTI NE SETUP AI A11 . A 1 2 . A 2 1 . A 2 2 . N 2 . S . M . N 1
DIMENSION AllfN2.N2I.A12IN2.M2 U  A211N2.N2ItA22 CN2.N2). SIA.A J
M1 = 2 M M - 1 I
N 1 = 2 « I N - 1 I
DO 10 1 = 1 . 2
DO 10 J=1.2
I 1 = I * M 1
J l = J « N 1
A l l I  I I . J 11 = A l l  1 I I . J 1 J  *S I 2» I  * 2 0 1  
A 1 2 f l l .  J l l = A 1 2 I I I . J 1 l * S ( 2 * I . 2 * J - 1 I  
A 2 1 I I l * J l l = A 2 1 t I l . J 1 1  • S I 2 * I - 1 » 2 * J )
1 0  A22(  l i t  J1 i =A2 2 l I I  . J1  U S  12 * 1 - 1 . 2 *  J - H  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTI NE S E T Z  l A11 .  A12 . A 21 • A22.  N 2» M* J l
DI MENSI ON A l l  ( N2. N2 I .  A12 I N 2 . Y2 1 . A2 H  N2 . N2 I .  A22 I N 2 . N 2 I
I F !  J . E Q . 1 . Q R . J . B 3 . 3 I G 0  TO 20
J l = J / 2 * 2 * i  M - l I
DO 10 I = 1 » N 2
A11 ( J l . I ) = G.
A l l ! I . J l 1= 0 .
A12 t J l . 1 1 = C .
10 A 2 1 ( I . J 1 I = C .
A l l  C J l .  J l  I =1 .
GO TO AO
20 J l = I J « l l / 2 * 2 * I M - l I  
DO 30 1=1.M2  
A22 f J i t  1 1 = 0 .
A 2 2 I I . J l 1=0.
A 1 2 t I * J l l = 3 .
30 A21 ( J l  . 11 =C ■
A22C J i t  J l l = l .
AO RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE TPMLTI  A. 3 • C . M* N . P I  
I N T E G E R  P
DIMENSION A I M . N I . B I N . P I . C I M . P I
00 10 1=1.M
DO 10 J = 1 . P
C I I . J I = 0
DO 10 K =1»N
10 C t l t J I = C i I . J l ♦ A I K . I I * B C K . J l  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTI NE COMMAS(B.M 2 . C l . C 2 . J l  
DI MENSI ON B I N 2 t N 2 l  
J l =2* J
Bl  J l - l t  J l - 1  l = B I J l - l t  J l -1.1 *C1 
3 1 J 1 . J 1 I = 3 I J 1 . J 1 I ♦ C2
RETURN
END
SUBROUTI NE E I G E N ( A » 3 » 0 M E G A * H Z . X . N 2 . N N I
DIMENSION A ! N2*N2I  »31N2 . N2I » OME GAI N2 I  *HZ IN2 1 . X I N N I
CALL  N R O O T ( N 2 . A . 3 . O M E G A . X l
DO 220 1 = 1» N2
I F  IOMEGA! I }*LT *0 *3 1 0MEG A 111 =3 *
OMEGA! I I = S 3 R T I O M E G A  I I I  I 
220 H Z C I I = O K E G A I I I / 6 . 28 3 1 8 5 3 1  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE NROOT IM* A * B * X L *X I 
DIMENSION A l l  I * B l l t . X L  I I  I . X t l t  
K=1
DO I CO J =2. M  
L = M » I J - l I  
DO I C O  1 = 1 . J  
L = L  ♦  1 
K=K ♦ 1
100 9 1 K I = 3 1 L I
CAL L  J A C O B I t S . X . M . O I  
L = 0
DO 11C J=1»M 
L = L  ♦  J
110 X L ! J » = 1 . C / S 9 R T I B I L I I  
K = 0
DO 115 J = 1 . M 
DO 115 1 = 1 * M 
K = K ♦  1
115 B I K ) = X I K I * X L  I J  t 
DO 120 1 = 1 . M 
N2 = 0
DO 120 J=1 . M 
N1=M*( I - 1 I 
L = M* I J - 1 H I  
X I L U D . C  
DO 120 K=1.M 
N l r N l ^ l  
N2 = N2 ♦ !
1 2 0  X I L U X 1 L  I f 3  ( N i l  • A I N 2 I  
L =0
DO 130 J = 1 . M  
DO 1 3 0  1 = 1 . J  
N l = I - M  
N 2 = M * l J - l I  
L = L  *1 
A ( L I = 0 * C  
DO 13C K = 1 • M 
N1 = N1 ♦ M 
N2=N2 *1
130 A I L  ) = A I L I  * X I H I I *3 IN2 I 
CALL J A C O B I  I A . X . M . 0 1  
L = D
273
DO m 3  I  = 1 . K  
L = L  + I
140  X L ! I I  = A! L 1  
DO 150 1 = 1 . «
N2=0
DO 1 5 0  J = l . «
N1 = I -M 
L=M+t  J - l h l  
A ! L I = 0 . 2  
DO 150 K=1.M 
N1=N1+ H 
N2=N2+1
150 A( L i = A I L »*3 I N I S • X I N 2 ) 
L=0 
K = 0
DO 180 J=1*M 
SUMV=0•0 
DO 17C 1 = 1 . M 
L =L +1
170 SUMV =SUKV♦  A I L I • A! L » 
175 SUMV=S3RT!SUMVI  
DO 180 1 = 1 . H 
K = K .  1
180 X t K I = A! K »/ SUMV 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTI NE OUTPUT1N.NM0DE.0 M E G A . H Z . X . N 2 . N O J  I 
DIMENSION OMEGA (4 2 ».HZ 142 ItX11 7S4 I .X J1 (4 2 V .  X J2 84 2 I 
W R I T E ! 6 . 3 7 1  IN
371 FORMAT! 1GH1RESULTS FOR N = . 1 3 1  
K1 =-1 
L 1 = 0
00 380 J  = 1 . NMODE 
K1 = K1 ♦ 2 
L 1=1.1+ 2 
J J l = N 2 - 2 + J + 2  
J J 2 = N 2 - 2  • J'+ 1
W R I T E C G . 3 751K l . O M E G A I J J 1 » . L 1 . DMEGA*J J 2 I . HZ C J J 1 J . H Z t J J 2 I  
3T5 FORMAT! 1 H C / 5 H C M0 D E . 1 3 . 12H FREQUENCY = . E 1 7 . 8 * S H  RAD/S » 18X *4 HMOOE. 13 
1 . 1 2 H  FREQUENCY = . E 1 7 . 8 * 6 H  RAD/S/
2 1 H . 1 9 X . E 1 7  • 3» 3H HZ . 4 OX » E l  7 . 8 . 3H HZ/
3 1 H 0 . 4 X .  5H JOINT . S X .  3 HVE RT I  C A L.1 CX . 5 H H 0 R I Z . 2 S X . 5 H J 0 l N T . G X . 8 H y / E R T I C A L  
4 . 1 0 X . 5 H H 0 R I Z /
51H . S X . 2 H N 0 . 8 X . 5 H D I S P L . 1 2 X . 5 H D I S P L . 2 8 X . 2 H N 0 . 8 X . 5 H D I S P L . 1 2 X . 5 H D I S P L  
SI
C AL L  R E L S E H X  J l . X .  J J 1 . H 2 . N 2 . 1  »
CALL R E L S E 1 ( X J 2 . X . J J 2 . N 2 . N 2 . 1 )
K2 = -1 
L 2=0
DO 380 1=1 . NOJ  
K2=K2+2
L 2 = L 2 + 2  .
380  WR I T E !  S* 385 I I . X J H K 2 I  .X J 1  ! L 2 1 . I . X  J 2  IK 21 . X J 2  1L 2I  
385 F O R MA T ! 1 H D . 1 8 . 2 E 1 7 . 8 . 1 8 X . 1 8 . 2 E 1 7 .8 I 
RETURN
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END
ADDI TI ONAL SUBROUTI NES  R E Q U I R E D :  
PROGRAM 1 .  ADD 
SUB 
M'JLT 
SCLMLT  
INV2 
COPY 
CLEAR  
STORE  
R E L S E  
FORMA 
FORMF 
INVA
PROGRAM 2 . F0RM3
PROGRAM 4. FORMG
rs .p.) FORMS 1
PROGRAM 5. INPUT
PROPS1
PR0PS2  
FORMSB 
FORKSP  
FORMS 2 
F0RMM3 
FORMMP 
J A C O B I  
INOUT 
R E L S E 1  
.  IN*/PROGRAM S
n 
° 
n 
o 
° 
o 
r> 
*"» 
n
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C
:  PROGRAM 8:  DYNAMIC A N A L Y S I S  OF ORTHOTROPIC PL ATES  IN BENDING
C
REAL NY.NX*MU.NB.MP ,
DIMENSION T I T I  E ( 1 6 ) *U Y t 3 ) *U Z t 3 I*T (81 . MU ( 8) . PX 1 3 ) . P Y I 8 ) • MK I 3D I * J1 ( 3 
I O » .  J 2 I  3 C U  NJ(  20» . J Z  (20 » * JM (3D I *X L (  3D » » CMC 30» *W 13» *DX 18 l*DY (8 J *D1 (8 
2 ) » D X Y ( 8 1 » H ( 3 » . A i m . 3 I I 3 » » A J ( 8 » * B J I 8 ) . R t 4 f 4 ) . R T ( 4 * 4 ) * 3 I G R ( 3 * 4 * 4 » * 3  
3 l G R T ( 8 * 4 * 4 l * Z ( 4 * 4 » * F  ( 4 * 4 » * G ( 4 » 4 I  * G l ( 2 * 2 » * G 2 t 2 * 2 ) * S E I 4 * 4 » * S P  (4 * 4 » * 3 
4GSG111 3 . 4 * 4 I * 3 3 3  G 1 2 I 3 * 4 * 4 » * 3 G3 G 2 1  18*4*4» * 3 GS G 2 2 ( 8 * 4 » 4 ) * A 1 1 ( 4 2 . 4 2 1 *  
5 A 1 2 ( 4 2 . 4 2 i . A 2 1 ( 4 2 f 4 2 » . A 2 2 ( 4 2 . 4 2 ! . S | 4 . 4 » . A l l 4 2 * 4 2 l . A 2 ( 4 2 * 4 2 l . M B ( 4 . 4  
6».MP( 4 . 4 1  * 3 GM Gl 1 ( 3 * 4 . 4 1  * QGMG12 ( 8 » 4 » 4 1 »BGMG21 I 3* 4 . 4  )> 3GMG22( 3 * 4 * 4 )» 
7 3 1 1 ( 4 2 * 4 2 »  * 3 1 2 ( 4 2 * 4 2 » . B 2 1  ( 4 2 * 4 2 l * B 2 2 t 4 2 * 4 2 l * P ( 4 * 4 | * B l  ( 4 2 * 4 2 1 * 6 2 ( 4 2  
8. 42» . 3  31 4 2.  42 I * OMEGA ( 42» .HZ (42» *X (1 7541 
COMMON Z . F . G . G 1 . S 2
EQUI VALENCE t A l l » A l l , ( A 1 2 » X I » ( A 2 1 » B l l * ( A 2 2 » B 2 l  
C
C INPUT
c ■
R E A D ! 5 . 1  » NJ 03
1 F ORMAT(15 I 
J OB - 1
2 CALL  INPUT ( T I T L E * S P A N . E X . E Y . NY• GXY. NOJ*NMK* NOS *NZD. NCM*NST* N F I N *NM 
10DE.WY *yZ*T .M' J.PX *PY *MK* J l .  J 2 . N J »  J Z * J M. X L * C M»
N 2 = 2 * N 0 J  
NN=N2»N2 .
NM0DE=NM0DE/2
S T R I P  P R O P E R T I E S
NX = NY * EX/E  Y 
DO 90 K r l . N MK
CALL P R C P S 1 I E X . E Y . N X . N Y . G X Y . W Y  CK»*WZI K»*T I KI . W I K l t D X  I K I . D Y  I K I . 0 1  IK 
I I  *DXY(K| * H ( K I * A I  IK » » B 1 1 K 1 * A J I K » * 3 J ( K » I 
90 CALL  PR0PS21WY( K ». WZ (4 »*W(K »t R . R T . B I G R . B I G R T . K *NMKI
F I R S T  HARMONIC
N = NST
START NEW HARMONIC
100 B E T A = N * 3 . 14 1 5 9 2 6 5  
ALPHASBET A/SPAN 
C
C S T R I P  S T I F F N E S S E S
DO 17D K z 1* NMK
CALL  F OR KS B ( S B *AL P  HA*DY ( K » * D I ( K »* H ( K » * P XIK I*PV IK I »W(K»• AI  IK I * B I  (K I 
II
CALL  FORMSPISP » ALP H A . E X . E Y . N Y *  G X Y . T I K I * W ( K t • A J I K I * 3 J I K I »
CALL R E L S E f R . B I G R . K . N M K . 4 . 4 I
CAL L  R E L S E ( R T * 3 I G R T . X . N K X . 4 . 4 I
CALL F 0 R M S 2 I S B * S P » 1 » 1 . 3GSG11 *R*RT *NMK*K1
CALL  FORMS 21 S B * S P .  l * 2 * BGSG12. R*RT* NMK* K * 
CALL FORMS2 ( S 3 * S P * 2 * 1  . 3 G S G 2 1 . R  *RT »NMK.KJ  
170 CAL L  F 0 R M S 2 I S B . S P . 2 . 2 * B G S G 2 2 . R . R T .  NMK.K»
o u ° 
a ° u
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130
C
c
c
OVERALL  S T I F F N E S S
C A L L  C L E A R ( A l l » N 2 . N 2 I  
CALL C L E A R I A 1 2 » N 2 » N 2 I  
C A L L  C L E A R I A 2 1 »N2. N2 I 
CALL C L E A R I  A22*N2»N'2I  
00 I S C  K=1*N0S  
K = MXt Ml
CAL L  R E L S E I S  * B G S G I 1* K* NMK t 4 1 4 I
CALL SETUPA I A l l • A12 • A 2 1 • A 2 2 t N 2 t S t J 1  I M I t J l I H ) }
C A L L  R E L S E I S t 3 GSG12 * K * NM*t4»4 I
CALL SETUPA I A l l » A 1 2 f A 2 1 t A 2 2 . N 2 t S » J l  1 Mlt J 2 I M  ) I
CAL L  R E L S E ( S . 3 GS321 * K * NMK?4•4 I
CALL SETUPA l A l l . A12*A 2 1 • A 2 2 t N 2 # S • J 2 I  Ml # J 1 I M I  I
CALL  R E L S E I S • B G S S 2 2 »K*N?M t 4 • 4 l
CALL S E T U P A t A l l  t A 1 2 » A 21 * A 2 2 * N 2 * S t J 2 <Ml ? J21M I I
P R E S C R I B E D  ZERO DI S PL ACE ME NTS
I F I N Z 3 . E G . 0 I  GO TO 13S  
do ies J = 1 . N Z D
185 CALL S E T Z I A l l v A 1 2 » A 2 1 « A 2 2 » N 2 f N J I J I « J Z I J I I  
REDUCED S T I F F N E S S  MATRIX
186 CALL INV I A 2 2 # N 2 I
C AL L  MU L T I A 2 2 » A 2 1 » A 2 t N 2 t N 2 t N 2 l  
CALL M U L T I A 1 2 t A 2 * A 2 2 t N 2 f N 2 # N 2 l  
CALL  S U B I A l l . A 2 2 t A l t N 2 * N 2 I
CONSI STENT MASSES
I F I N . G T . N S T l G O  TO 210  
DO 193 K=l tNMK  
CAL L  F0RKM3CM3*MUIK I»WIK I I 
CALL FORMMP IMP*MUIK I t U I X I  I 
CAL L  R E L S E I R » E I 3 R » K » N M K « 4 » 4  I 
CALL R E L S E ! R T  * 3 IGRT *K *NMK*4«4I  
CALL  F O R M S 2 I K B * K P * 1 * 1 » B G M S l l t R t R T t N M K * Kt 
CALL F0RMS2 I M 3 . M P t l » 2 #3GMG12#RtRT.NMKtKJ  
CAL L  F 0 R N S 2 I K B t M P t 2 * l , B G M G 2 1 t R t R T t  NMKt K> 
190 CALL F 0R MS 2I M3. MP * 2 * 2 »a GMG22f R. RT t NMK f KI
OVERALL  MASS
CALL C L E A R I 3 1 1 « N 2 v N 2 l  
C A L L  C L E A R I B 1 2 . N 2 t N 2 I  
CALL C L E A R I 9 2 1 * N 2 . N 2 I  
C A L L  C L E A R I B 2 2 . N 2 . N 2  I 
DO 20D M - l * NOS 
KrMKI MI
CALL R E L S E ! P » 3 3 M G 1 1 * K t N M K » 4 t 4!
CALL  S E T U P A I 3 1 1 » B 1 2 * 3 2 1 * B 2 2 * N 2 * ? * J l l M l t J 1 ( M l  I 
CALL R E L S E I P  t SGM S12*K *NMK»4*4I  
CALL  SETUP A ! B l l » B 1 2 » 3 2 1 f B 2 2 * N 2 * P » J l t M l v J 2 ( M l  I 
CALL R E L S E I P * B G . M G 2 1 * K # N i K ? 4 » 4 l
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c
*U
c
200
205
C
Cc
210
CALL SETUP A I D l l . B 1 2 ,  5 2 1 t £ 2 2 . N 2 . P . J 2 t M I » J l t M I )
CALL R E L S E I P  .9GMG22.K »N’lK . 4 . 4  I
CALL SETUP A I D 1 1 . B 1 2 ,  3 2 1 » S 2 2 * M 2 t P « J 2 t M l » J2 (Ml I
PRES CRI SEO ZERO DISPLACEMENTS
I F ( N Z D . E Q . C I G O  TO 21C  
DO 205 J = 1 . N Z D
CALL SETZ ( B U  . B 1 2 . 32 1.  3 2 2 . N 2 . N J I  J l  . J Z  f J l  T
REDUCED MASS MATRIX
CALL K U L T t B 1 2 . A 2 . e i . N 2 . N 2 . N 2 »
CALL S U 3 I B l l f 3 1 . 3 2 . N 2 . N 2 »
CALL TPMLT ( A 2 . 3 2 1 . B 1 . N 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
CALL S'J3( 3 2 * 0 1 . 3 3 » N2»N21 
CALL M U L T I B 2 2 . A 2 . B 1 . N 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
CALL T P M L T I A 2 . 3 1 . 3 2 . N 2 . N 2 . N 2 »
CALL AD0( B3. B2  »B1. N2. N2 I
C
C CONCENTRATED MASSES
C
IFCNCK.EQ.CIGO TO 21S 
DO 215 J-l.NCM
CKN=2.*CN(Jl/SPAN* (SIN C3ETA*XLI Jill**2
IF I XL f JI «S3.C.OICMN = CMIJ J
IF(NZD.EQ.CIGO TO 215
DO 211 I=1»NZD
IFIJM(JI»NE»NJIIIIGO TO 211
IF«JZ(II.EQ.2ICMN=0.
211 CONTINUE
215 CALL COMMAS I 3 1*N2* CMM . J MIJ » )
C
C EIGEN SOLUTION
21S CALL E I 3 E N I A l . 3 1 . OME GA , HZ . X . N2. NNI
U
C OUTPUT
I F I N . G T . N S T I G O  TO 37D
CALL INOUTfTITLE.SPAN.EX.EY.MY. GX Y . NMK .  NOS • NZ D . NCM. UY • WZ * I • OX » D Y . D 
ll.DXY .M’J.PX .PY .MX » J1. J2.NJ.JZ.JM* XL .CMI 
370 CALL OUTPU T ( N* NMODE.QME GA.HZ » X * N2.NO JI 
C
C TEST FOR LAST HARMONIC
C
I F C N . E G . N F I N I  GO TO 400 
N - N * l  
GO TO 100 
C
C T EST  FOP LAST JOB
C
400 I F ( J O B . E Q . N J 0 5 » S T O P  
J 0 3 = J 0 B * 1  
GO TO 2 
END
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s u e s  OUT IHE I N P U T t T I T  L x » S P A S . E X  . E Y . N T • GXY.  NOJ . NMK.NOS»NZ0 . NCM.NSTtN 
1FIN.NMOOE..W Y. WZ. T  *MUt PX .P Y .MK.  J l .  J 2  *NJ .  J Z f  JM.XL . CM I 
REAL NY.KU
01 MENS ION T I TL  E l  1SI  *WY(3t • W Z I 81 »T 18 I *M'J I 31 » PX I 8 I * P Y ( 3 ) « MK I 30 ) * J1 ( 3 
1 0 l » J 2 l 3 C I . N J l 2 C I . J Z f 2 D I » J M t 3 3 I . X L l 3 0 l * C M C 3 C l  
READ1 5 * 5 H T  IT L E I 1 1 . 1 = 1 . 1 5 1  
5 FORMAT( ISA 51
R E A 3 I 5 . 1 0 I S P A H . E X . E Y . N Y . G X Y .  NOJ.  NMK.NOS » NZD»NCM * NST»NFIN » NMO OE 
10 F O R M A T ! 5 F 1 5 . 3 / 8 I 5 I
REAOI 5 . 2 0  H  I*WY I I I  »UZ 1 I )  .T  I I I  »MU I I I  »PX( I I  tP Y I I I  t K = l  »NMK I 
20 FORMAT {15» 4F1 E . C / 2 F 1 5  .0 I
REAOI 5 » 3 0 I I  I»MX I I I •J 1 1 1 ) • J 2 I 1» *M=1*N0SI  
30 FORMATI415 I
I F ! N Z D . " 3 . 0  ISO TC 50 
R E A D 1 5 . 4 0 I  IN J  ( J I * J Z I  J I » J = 1 » N Z D I  
40 FORMAT!215!
50 I F I N C ’! . E G . C l G O  TO 70
READ! 5 ».30 11 JM I J  I »XL I J  I .CM I J  I • J  = l .  NCMI 
60 F O R M A T I I 5 . 2 F 1 5 .01 
70 RETURN 
END
SU9R0UTINE FORMS 8 IS 3» ALPHA.DY* 01.H.PX.PY *W •A1.31 I
DIMENSION 53 I 4•4 I.Z 14» 4 I.F14 *4 I•Gl4.4 I•G112»21 * G 2 12*2 I
COMMON Z.F.0.G1.G2
CALL FORMA(Z»ALPHA»0Y»D1»HI
AI=AI*PY/IZ.»ALPHA**2*DYI
BI=BI«PX/iALPHA*«2«DY)
CALL FORMFI F.W. ALPHA. AI,3U 
CALL FORMGIG.F.Z)
DO 110 1=1.2 
DO 110 J=l»2 
Gil 1»Jf = GtZ»Jl 
110 G 2 11» J I =G I 1» J ♦  2 1
CALL F 3 R MSI(S3.G1.G2)
DO 12C 1 = 1»4 
DO 120 J  = 1» 3*2 
TEMP =SB11* J l  
SGI I . J l = 3 3 1 I . J * 1  I 
120 S 3 11 * J * 1 1 = TEMP 
DO 125 J  = 1» 4 
00 125 1 = 2 . 4 . 2  
125 SOI I .  J U - S 9  I I . J  I 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE SETUPA I A 1 1» A12» A21* A2 2* N2. S . M* NI
DIMENSION All IN2.N2I . A12 IN2.N2I »A21 IN2.N2I . A2 2 I N2 . N2 I * SI 4.4 I 
M l = 2 • I X - l I  
N1=2*IN- 1 1'
DO 10 1 = 1 . 2  
DO 10 J = l * 2  
I 1 = 1 ♦ Ml 
J l  = J* N1
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f l l l ( I l » J l l : A l U I l »  J I M S  11» J l  
A 1 2 I I 1 . J 1 I  = A 1 2 1 I 1 » J 1 M S I I » J * 2 I  
A 2 M I 1 .  J l )  = A 2 1 ! I 1 . J 1 M S  { 1*2.  J  I 
10 A22! I I .  J l  l = A22l  I 1 . J 1 M S I  M 2 . J * 2 I  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE SET Z ( A l l *  A12 »A 2 1 » A 2 2 . N 2 . M* J  I
DIMENSION A 1 1 I N 2 . N 2 I . A 1 2 I N 2 . N 2 I . A 2 1  I N2. N2I  . A 2 2 I N 2 . N 2 I
I F !  J . E Q . 3 .  OR. J  .EG .«H GO TO 23
J 1 = J * 2 * I H - 1 1
DO 10 1=1» N2
A l l ! J l * I  1=0.
A 1 1 I I . J 1 ) = C .
A 1 2 I J l  .1 I =C .
10 A 2 1 ( I . J l l = C .
A l l l J l . J l  1 = 1 .
go t o  qc
20 J l = J - 2 * 2 » I M - l l  
DO 30 1=1.M2  
A 2 2 U l . i l  = 0 .
A 2 2 !1» J l I = C •
A 1 2 ! I . J l  1=0.
30 A 2 1 ( J l . X I =G.
A 2 2 I J l * J 1 1 = 1 .  .
*»C RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE COMMAS I B . N2»C . J I  
DIMENSION 9 I N 2 . N 2 I  Jl=2•J31Jl.Jl1=31J1.J1 M C
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE I NOUT1 T I T L E . S P A N . E X t E Y » N Y . GXY• NMK.NOS.NZD.NCM.WY*WZ. I t  D 
1 X . D Y . D 1 . D X Y  . M U . P X . P Y . M K . J l . J 2 . N J . J Z . JM.XL»CM I 
REAL NY.KU
DIMENSION T I T L E  I I S  I »W Y I 3 I .U Z I 3 I .T 19 I . DX I 81 . DY 18 I . D1 I 8 I . DX Y I 8 I . MU I 8 
l i » P X ' ( 8 l » P V  181 t M K f 3 C I * J l  (30 I » J2 13 0 1 *N J (23 I * J Z ( 2 C I • J M(30 I •X L I  30 I * CM( 
2301
URITE(E»305r(TITLE(II.1=1.IS I 
3CS FORMAT!1H1.1SA5I
UR IT E (S « 3131 SPAN.EX.EY.MY.GXY 
310 FORMAT!1HC/13HOOVERALL DATA/
11H3.5X*17HL0NGITJDIMAL SPAN.F23.3/
21HC.5X.13HELASTIC MODULUS EX.F22-3/
31H0.5X.13HELASTIC MODJLUS EY.F22.3/
A1HC.5X.17H?OISSONS RATIO NY.F23.3/
51H0.5X. 17HSHEAR MOD'JLJS GXY.F23.3I 
WRITE!6» 320 I II.1 = 1.NMK1 
320 F0RMATI1HC/17HCSTRIP PROPERTIES/
11H0.5X » 7 HMARK NO • 1 «»X » 6115/1 H .2SX.2I15I 
WRIT El 6.3211iWYlll.1=1. NMKI
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321 FORMAT!1 HO.5X»22HTRANSV WIDTH-HORZ COM? # 3X • SF15.3/ 1 H »3QX.2F15.3J 
URITE(6«322IIW?(XI . I=1.NM< I
322 FORMATI 1HC.17X.1CH-VERT CO MP . 3X . 5 Fl 5.3/ 1 H »30X.2F15.3J 
WRITE(6»323I17!II, I ”1 » N.MK I
323 FORMATI 1 HC.5X.9HTHICKNESS•1GX•SFl5.3/IH »30X.2F15.3J 
WRITE16.32 4MDXIII, I-l.MMK >
32 «I FORMAT! 1 HC» 5X.20HFL EXURAL RIGIDITY DX .5X . 6F15 .3/1 H .30X 2F15.3J 
URITE!6»3251(DYIII.I-1•N M K »
325 FORMAT! 1 HC.5X.20HFLEXURAL RIGIDITY DY»5X»6F15.3/1H *30X 2F15.3J 
WRITE(6.326I101(II.I=1.NMKJ
326 FORMATI 1HC» 5X.20HC0UPL IMG RIGIDITY 01 *5X »6F15 .3/1 H .30X 2F15.3I 
WRITEC6.32 7I( DX Yl11 *1 = 1 » KMKI
327 FORMAT! 1HQ.5X.22HT0RSION AL RIGIDITY DXY»3X»6F15.3/1H ,30X 2F15.3J 
WRITE!6.32 SI l!'UIII»I=1.NM< J
328 FORMAT! 1 HC»5X.14HMASS/UNIT AREA»1IX.6F15.3/IH . 3CX 2F15.3J 
WRITE(6.32SI|PX|II.I=1» ?:m K I
329 FORMAT! 1H0» 5X..1SHINPL AN Z FORCE PX »9X* 6F15.3/1 H »3QX.2F15.3J 
WRITE I 6.33CI tP Y l II .1=1.NM/< I
330 FORMAT! 1HC»5X»loHINPL ANZ FORCE PY.9X»6F15.3/1H »30X.2F15.3J 
WRITEIE. 3351(1* KK H I .  Jllll. J2 ( 11 • I =1 . N OS J
335 FORMAT! 2 5 HI INDIVIDUAL STRIP DETAILS/
11H2.4X.5HSTRIP.SX.4HMAFK.4X.7HJ0INT 1.3X.7HJ0INT 2/
21H .6X.2HN0.3I3X .2HN01/
3Ì1H0.I3.3I1CII 
IFINZD.E3.Q I GO TO 350 
WRITE(G.34CMNJIJI»JZIJJ»J = 1.NZDJ
3*10 FORMAT! 5QH1PRESCRI3ED ZERO DISPLACEMENTS/
11HC.4X . EH JOINT .5X» 5 HOIS PL/
21H • 6 X • 2 H N 3 » 8 X . 2 HM 0 /
3 f1H0.I8.I1DII
350 IFiNCM.E3.QIG0 TO 370
WRITE!6.36 Cl IJK(Jl,XL(JI.CM!J».J=1.NCMI
360 FORMAT! 2'CH1 CONCENTRATED MASSES/
11 HD * 4 X • 5H JOINT •8X.5HLONGIT•1CX.4HCONC/
21H .6X » 2 HNO»1CX.4HP0SN.11X.4HMASS/
3 !1H0.I8.2F15.3 I I
370 RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT IN*NHODE*0MEGA * H Z * X * N 2 . N O J J  
DIMENSION OMEGA (42 I * HZ ( 4 2 l . X t l 7 5 4 l . X J l  ( 4 2 J . X J 2 I 4 2 J  
W R I T E ! S . 371 IN
371 FORMAT! 16H1RESULTS FOR N = . I 3 J  
K l = - 1  
L1 = 0
DO 380 J  =1 • N.MODE 
K l = K l «2 
L 1 = L 1 *  2 
J J l = N 2 - 2 *  J  *2 
JJ2=N2-2•J*1
WRI TE(  6 . 3 7 5 1 Kl*OMEGA ( J J 1 K . L l * O M E G A  I J J 2  I . HZ I J J 1 I  * H Z ( J J 2 I  
375 FORMAT! 1 HG/5HCM0DE.  13.12H FREQUENCY = » E 1 7 . 8 » 6 H  R AD/S • 18X .4 HM ODE » 13 
1 . 1 2 H  FREQUENCY = . E 1 7 . 8 . S H  RAD/S/
2 1 H . 1 9 X . E 1 7 . 8 » 3H HZ . 4 C X . E l  7 . 3 . 3H HZ/
3 1 H 0 . 4 X . 5 H J O I N T . 5 X . I D H T R A N S V E R S E . 8 X  *9H V E R T I C A L . 2 4 X »E H J O I N T » 5 X . I D H T R  
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PROGRAM 2 .
INVA
FORME
PROGRAM <<• FORMG
CS*P.  i FOR MS 1
PROGRAM 5. PROPS1
PROPS2
FORKSP
F0RKS2
PROGRAM 6.
F0RMM3 
FORKMP 
J A C 0 3 I  
R E L S E 1  
INV
PROGRAM 7 . TPKLT
E I GEN
NROOT
PROGRAM 9: DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OP MULTI-PLATE SYSTEMS / COUPLED 
REAL NY*NX*MU.M3*MP
DIMENSION TITLE II6 ItWY (6I.WZIS I»TfBit MU IS I *MKf30I* J1 1 3 0 *  J2 I30I.NJ 
1(201 * J Z( 2 CI * JM t 3 0 I * XL I 33 I« C M (301 * WI 61 *B X (6 I *DY(bl*31IC)*3XY I £ I ♦ H I 6 
2l*AI(6I.B:(ei*AJ(GI.3JI6l*R(4*4l*RTl4*4I.BIGRl&*4*4|*BIGRTie*4*4l. 
3ZI4.4).F|4.4I.SI4.41.G1(2.2).G2(2.2I.S3(4.4I.SP14.41*30SGI1(6*4.4) 
4.33SG1Z16.“* 4 I*333621 (6*4*4 I.BGSG22I6* 4*4 I.All (24.24 1 .A12 124*24 I•A 
5 21 ( 24.24 I .A 22 (24.24J *S(4.4 I * A1 (24 *24» *A2 12 4 *2 4 I.M3(4 *4 I *MP 14 *4 I* BG 
GMG11 16*4*4 I* BGXG12(6.4*41*3GMG21(5*4*4 I.EGMG22IS * 4.41.B11 (24.24 I *B 
7121 24*241 *321(24*241 * 322 (24*24| *PI4*4)*31I24*24 1*32124*24 J » B 3(24 * 2 
8 4 I * OMEG AI56)•H Z (96 1 * X (9216 l* A (95*961 * B (96*961 
COMMON Z*r*G*01*G2
EQUIVALENCE lA11*A1I *(A12.X I *(A21.31I. IA22.3ZI 
INPUT
READ l 5*1 IN J03
1 FORMAT*151 
J0B = 1
2 CALL INPUT(T ITL E.SPAN *EX *EY *NY*GXY* N0J*NMK»N0S#N2D*NCM»NI*N0DD* W Y* 
1WZ.T.MU.MK.J1*J2.NJ*J2.JM.XL.CMI
N2=2*N0J
NA=NT«N2
NN>NA*NA
STRIP PROPERTIES
NX=NY* EX7EY 
DO 90 K=1.NMK
CALL PROP SI l EX.EY .NX.NY.GXY *UY IK I *WZIK1 *TIK I .WIKI * OX IK)«DYIK ItDlIK 
2 I*DXY(KI.H(KI•AI(KI* BIIK i »AJ(KI * 3J(KI I 
90 CALL PR0PS2tWY(KI*WZIKl*UIK I*R*RT*3IGR*3IGRT*K*NMK)
INITIALIZE FOR FIRST HARMONIC
CALL CLEAR!A.NA.NAI 
CALL CLEAR(B.NA.ttAI 
DO 215 N=1*NT
START NEW HARMONIC
N 1 = 2 « N - 1
IF(NODD.EQ.0IM1=N 
BETA=N1*3.14159265 
ALPHA=BETA/SPAN
STRIP STIFFNESSES
DO 170 Krl.NMK
CALL FORMS3 IS 9* A L P H A * O Y I K I * 0 1 ( K 1 . H I K I  *U I K l * A I I K ) * B l t K ) )
CALL FORMSPISP * ALP HA * EX•EY•NY *GXY*T(K1*W(K)*AJ(KI*BJ(K1>
CALL RELSEIR.BIGR.K*NMK*4*4J
CALL RELSEIRT.3IGRT*K*NMK.4.4I
CALL FOR MS2 IS9*3P*1#1*3GSGll*RfRT *NMK *KI
o 
l* 
o 
o 
” 
n
C
c
c
c
c
CALL FORMS 2 ( S B * S P » 1 » 2 * B G S G 1 2 * R . R T » N MK t K I  
CALL F 0 R ,M S 2 ( S 3 t S P t 2 t i  *33SG21»R*RT »NMKtKI  
170 CALL  F 0 R M S 2 f S 8 t S P t 2 t 2 t B G S G 2 2 t R t R T t N M K t K I
OVERALL S T I F F N E S S
CALL  CLEAR ( A l l t N 2 t N 2 > 
CALL C L E A R ! A 1 2 1N 2 tN 2 I 
CALL  C L E A R I A 2 1 t N 2 . N 2 I  
CALL C L E A R ! A 2 2 * N 2 # N 2 I  
DO 18C M=1*N0S
K=MK(MI
CALL  
CALL  
CALL  
CALL  
CALL  
CALL 
CALL  
18C CALL
REL SE  I S .  3 G S G l I » K t N K K t  4»«l I
SETUPA I All , A12t A21 . A22.N2.S. J1 I MI♦ J 1 I M 11
R E L S E  IS t 3 GSG121 K. I
SETUPA I A l l . A 1 2 » A 2 1 t A 2 2 t N 2 » S t J l  I Mlt J 2  t M ) )
R E L S E  I S t 9 G S G 2 1 t K . N H K t ‘4 . m
SETUPA I A l l . A 1 2 . A  2 1 . A 2 2 . N 2 . S . J 2 I M I t J 1 I M J I
REL SE  (S t 3 GSG22 t Kt NXK t <41 M I
SETUPA I A H .  A 1 2 . A 2 1 .  A 2 2 t N 2 * S .  J 2 I MI  t J 2 ( M ) 1
P R E S C R 13 ED ZERO DI SPLACEMENTS
I F t N Z D . E Q . O 1 GO TO 18S  
DO 185 J - l »NZ D
185 CALL S E T Z I A 1 1 . A 1 2 . A 2 1 . A 2 2 . N 2 . N J I J I t J 2 I J l I  
C ■
C REDUCED S T I F F N E S S  MATRIX
188 CALL INV I A 2 2 . N 2 I
CALL  M U L T I A 2 2 t A 2 1 t A 2 t N 2 t N 2 t N 2 I  
CALL M U L T l A 1 2 » A 2 t A 2 2 t N 2 t ' * 2 f N 2 l  
CALL  S U B C A l l .  A22.  Alt,\’2 t N 2 l
COUPLED S T I F F N E S S  MATRIX
CALL S E T U P B I A l t A t N 2 t N A t N I
CONSI STENT MASSES
I F  t N. GT  .1 I GO TO 210  
DO 13D X = 11, NMK 
CALL F0RMK3|MBtM'J(KI  tU ( K M  
CALL FORMMP I M P . M U ( K I . WlKI  I 
CALL  R E L S E ( R  t 3 IGR t K t NMK t *41 *41 
CALL R E L S E I R T t D I G R T t K  tNMK't<l»<4i 
CALL FORMS 2 ( M S » M P t l t l t B G M G l l t R . R T . N M K t  K> 
CALL F0RMS2( M3. MP. 1 . 2 . 3GMG12tRtRT »NMKtKJ 
CALL  FORMS 2 ( M B . M P . 2 # l t  3GMG21*R. RT. NMKt KI  
190 CALL FOR MS2 (M3t MPt 2t 2t 3GMG22t Rt RT  »NMKtKI  
C
C OVERALL MASS
C
CALL C L E A R ! a i l t N 2 t N 2 l  
CAL L  C L E A R ( 3 1 2 * N 2 t N 2  I 
CALL C L E A R ! 3 2 1 *N2»N2I  
CALL  C L E A R ! B 2 2 t N 2 . N 2  I
0
*
*
0
 
0
<
*
0
0
0
0
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DO 200 Mr l . NOS  
K=KK IM ì
CALL R E L S E I P . 3 G M G 1 1 . K  .N’1K»i «.4!
CALL  S E 7 U P A 1 3 1 1 . S 1 2 . 3 2 1 . 3 2 2 . N 2 . P . J 1 I M I  *J1 IMI I
CALL R E l S £ I P * 8 G M G 1 2 t K t N i1K*1**4l
CALL  S E T U P A I B 1 1 . B 1 2 . 3 2 1 . 3 2  2 . M 2 . P . J l l M l • J2 IMI I
CALL R E L S E I P . 3 G M G 2 1 . K  . NM*. 4 . 4 I
CALL  SETUP A I B I 1 . S 1 2 . 5 2 1 . B 2 2 . N 2 . P » J 2 1 M ) . J 1  IMI I
CALL R E I  S E I  P .3GMG22.K .14.1 K .4 «4 !
200 CALL S E T U P A I 3 1 1 . 3 1 2 . B Z 1 . 3 2 2 . N 2 . P . J 2 t M t . J 2 I M l l  
C
Z P R E S C R I B E D  ZERO DI SPLACEMENTS
C
I F  tKZD. EQ- .QI GO TO 210  
DO 205 J = 1 . N Z 3
205 CALL  S E T Z t 3 1 1 . 3 1 2 » 3 2 1 . B 2 2 . N 2 . N J l J l *J Z I J » I  
C
C REDUCED MASS MATRIX
C
210 CALL  MULTI B12.  A2. 81 . K 2 . M2 . N 2  I 
CALL S U 3 I B l l t 8 1 . 3 2 . N 2 . N 2 l  
CALL  T P M L T ( A 2 . B 2 1 . B 1 » N 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
CALL S U 3 I 3 2 . 8 1 * 3 3 . N 2 . N 2 I  
CALL  MULTI S 2 2 . A 2 . 3 1 . N 2 . M 2 . N 2 i  
CALL TP ML TI  A2 . 31  » B 2 . N 2 . N 2 . N 2 J  
CALL  A D D I 5 3 . 3 2 . 3 1 . N 2 . N 2  I
COUPLED MASS MATRIX
215 CALL  S E T U P B I B 1 . 3 . N 2 . N A . K I
CONCENTRATED MASSES
I F I N C M . E Q . C I G O  TO 218  
DO 217 J =1. NCM  
C i r C M I J I  
C2=C1
I F I N Z D . E G . C 1 G O  TO 217  
DO 216 1 = 1 . NZD 
I F I  J  MI J  I • N E » N J  I I l IGO TO 216  
I F  I JZ4 I I  « E3 « 2 I C 1 =0■
I F  C J Z I I  I.EQ*«* IC2 = 3 .
216  CONTINUE
217 CALL  C 0 N M A S 1 3 . N T . N 0 D D . N 2 . K A . C 1 . C 2 . S 3 A N . X L I J I » J M I J I I  
E I G E N  SOLUTION
218 CAL L  E l  G E N I A . B . O ME G A . H Z . X . N A . N N I  
C
Z OUTPUT
C
CALL  INOUT IT I T l E t S PAN. E X • E Y » NY • GXY. NMK•NOS. NZD•NCM»WY. U Z • T •DX»DY. 0  
l l . D X Y . H U . M K . J l * J  2 . N J »  J Z . J M. X L . CMI  
CAL L  0UTPUTINT. f40 3D. 0MEGA. HZ. NA I 
C
C T E S T  FOR LAST J03
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I F  f J 0 B . r Q . N J 0 2  »STOP 
J 0 3 = J O B * 1 
80 TO 2 
END
SUBROUT INE INPUT ( T I T L E . S P A N * E X . E Y * N Y * G X Y *  NGJ* NMK. NDS • NZ 3« NCM.NT.NO 
l D D . W Y * W Z » T * M U . M K » J l , J 2 f N J * J Z f J M * X L . C M I  
REAL NY. MU
01 MENS ION T ITL  E I 161 «inlYf 61 «WZ ! SI  *T 161 «MU I 61 *MK I3D )* J 1  130 I « J 2 I  30 J* NJ  
It 20 I . JZ12C I. JH|3QI«XL(3CI«Ci(30l 
REAOt 5 . 5  H T  I T L E I  I I  , 1  = 1*161  
5 FORMAT I I SA 5 I
READt 5 » 1 G I j PA*1»£X«£Y,NY»GXY »NOJ»NMK*NOS»NZD.NCM*NT *NODO 
10 F O R M A T ! 5 F 1 5 . 3/7151
REAOt 5*201 I I*WY I I I * W Z H I  * T I I I * M U I I I  «K=1«NMK 1 
20 F ORM AT 11 5 . 4  F 1 E ,C I
REAOt 5*301 I I .MK I I I , J 1 I I I •J 2 t11 *M=1 * N0S1 
30 FORMAT t 415 I
I F I N Z D . E 3 . 0 ) GO TO 50 
READ 15«40 I ( NJ (  J i t J Z  t J l * J = 1 , N Z D I  
40 FORMAT I 2151 
50 I F ( N C M . E G . G l G O  TO 70
REAOt 5 » 3 G I I J . ' I I J  I *XL ( J ) » C M I J )  * J  = l .  NCMI 
6 C FORMAT 115» 2 F 1 5 .01 
70 RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE SETUP 3 I A * 3 . N 2 *NA *NI  
DIMENSION A I N 2 . N 2 I  * B INA. NAI  
DO 1C 1=1 • N 2 
DO 10 J=1*N2  
1 1 =N2*t M — 11♦  I  
J i  = N 2 * t r : - i  i * J  
10 B t I I * J l l = A ( I . J I  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE CONMAS t 3* NT•NODO* 42 * N A * C l . C 2 * S P A N . X L . J I  
DIMENSION 3 IN A * N A I 
DO 10 M=1 * NT 
MM=2*M-1
l FtNODD. EQ.DIMM=M 
M 1 = N 2 * < M - l l ♦ 2 * J - 1 
ALPHA=MM«3. 141S92E5*XL  
DO 10 N= 1 *NT 
NN=2*N- 1
I F I N D D D . E Q *  OINN = N Nl=N2«tN-lM2*J-l 
3ETA = NN* 3. 1 4159255*XL.
B t H l . N l 1 = 3 ( M l . N i l « 2 . « C l / S P A M * S I N  t A l ^ H A I * S I N l B E T A  1 
10 9 (Ml* 1 .  Ni t  1 I =B (Ml t l * r i l U  I * 2 . * C 2/ S PAN*  S I N  t ALPHA I *S i Nt  3E TA I 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE E I GE N I At 3*RR*HZ*D»NA*NNl  
DIMENSION A t N A * N A I • 3 t N A *N A I *RR ! NA I # HZ( N A J #DI NN) * 
1 R I ! 96 I . I A N A ! 96 »
CALL IN V ( 3 • N A J
CALL  MULTI 3*A * D»NAtNA. NA »
CALL H S 3 G I N A . D t NA J
CALL  QR! NA*D*RR*RI *I ANA»NAI
00 223 I = l t N A
I F ( R i t i  I . N E . 3 . C I R R 111 = 0 •
I F t R R ! I I « L T , 0 . 3 1 R R I I I =0.
R R « I » = S Q R T I R R C I I I  
220 H Z ! I I = R R l I I / 6 . 2 8 3 1 8 5 3 1  
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE OUTPUTl NTtNODD»RRtHZ *NAI  
DIMENSION RR 135 I * H Z I 9 6 I  
I F C N O D D . E Q .3 I GO TO 372 
W R I T E ! 6» 3 7 1 INT
371 FORMAT! 18H1RESULTS FOR F I R S T  * 1 2 » 1 4 H ODD HARMONICSt  
GO TO 374
372 W R I T E I 6 . 3 7 3 I N T
373 FORMAT!1 8H1 RES'JL TS FOR F I R S T t I 2 * l D H  HARMONICS!
374 W R I T E 1 6 . 3 7 5 I  .
37 5 FORMAT!1 HDt 5X*4HM0DE* 7 X• 5HRAD/S* 14 X * 2 HHZI  
DO 380 J=1*NA 
J J - N A *  J* 1
380 W R I T E I G . 3 8 5 1 J* RRt J  J I . H Z  ( J J  F
385 F O R M A T ! l H C t I 8 » 2 E 1 7 * 3 I  
RETURN 
END
ADDI TI ONAL SUBROUTINES REQUI RED:  
PROGRAM 1.  ADD 
S J 3  
MULT 
SCLMLT  
I NV2  
COPY 
CLEAR  
STORE  
R E L S E  
FORMA 
FORMF 
INVA
PROGRAM 2 .  FORMS 
PROGRAM 4• FORMG 
I S . P . I  F0RMS1 
PROGRAM 5 .  PR0PS1  
PR0PS2  
FORMS B 
FORMSP 
F0RMS2 
F0RMM3
FORMMP
INOUT
PROGRAM B • INV
HS36
. QR
PROGRAM 7.  SETUPA 
S ET Z  
TPMLT
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c
C PROGRAM 1 0 : DYNAMIC A N A L Y S I S  OF ORTHOTROPIC P L A T E S /  COUPLED
C
REAL MY»NX*MU*M3*MP
DI MENSI  ON T I T L E I I S U W Y  I S l * W Z I 8 l * T t 8 » * M U l 8 l * P X l 8 J * P Y  ( 8 f « M K I 3 C ) * J l  t3 
101 • J21 331 *NJ  120)  * J  Z I 2 C 1 * J M I 3 0 I * X L  I 3 C I •C M(30 ) * W ( 3 I * D X I 3 ) * 3 Y ( 3 1 * 0 1 1 3  
2 l * D X Y Î 8 ) * H m * A I I 8 l * S I ( 8 ) . A J I 8 l * B J ( 8 l * R ( 4 * 4 ) * R 7 { 4 . 4 | * S I G R ( B * 4 * 4 » * 5  
31 GR T I 3*4*4)  * Z 14 * 4 1 » F I 4 » 4 ) * G ( 4 « <4 ) • G1 12 *2i * G 2 ( 2 * 2 I * S 3 1 4 * 4 ) * S P I 4 * 4 ) * 8  
4 G S G 1 1 18*4941*8 GSG12 ( 8 * 4 * 4 1 * 8 G S G 2 1 ( 8 » 4 » 4 I * S G S G 2 218*4*4 )*A11 (18*131*  
5 A 1 2 ( 1 3 9 l 6 l * A 2 1 l l d « 1 8 l 9 A 2 2 ( 1 3 * 1 8 l * S I 4 * 4 | * A l 1 1 3 * 1 3 1 « A 2 l i a * 1 3 l * M B I 4 * 4  
5 » * MP l 4* 4)* GGMG111 8*4 *41 * 0CMG12 (8 *4 *4 ) * DGMG21( 8 * 4 * 4 1 * 8 GMG2218*4*41»  
7 B 1 1 ( 1 3 * 1 8 1 * 3 1 2 1 1 3 * 1 3 1  * 3 21 ( 13 *1 81  » 3 2 2 ( 1 8 * 1 8 1  * P (4 » 4 ) *  8 1 ( 1 8 * 1 8 ) * B 2 I 1 8  
8 * 1 8 1 * S 3 ( 1 8 * 1 8 1 * OMEGA I 3 0 I * H Z 1 9 0 I * X | 8 1 3 C  ) * A 1 9 0 » 3 0 I * B I 3 Q * 9 0 I  
COMMON Z*F*G»G1*G2
E Q UI V A L E N C E  ( A1 1 . Al  I * l A 1 2 * X I * ( A21* 31 I » (A22*B21  
C
C INPUT
C
R E A D ( 5 * 1 I N J 0 3
1 FORMA T I 151 
J O B - 1
2 CALL INPUT « T ITL  E *SPAN * E X . EY * NY• GXY * NOJ * NMK* NOS*NZD.NCM»NT*NODD* WY* 
1 W Z * T . M U . P X » P Y . M K * J l , J 2 * N J * J Z * J M * X L * C M 1
N2=2»N0J  
NA = NT «N2 
NN=NA«NA 
C
C S T R I P  P R O P E R T I E S
C
NX=NY*EX/EY  
00 90 K=1*NMK
CALL P R 3 P S 1 ( £ X * £ Y * N X * N Y v G X Y * U Y ! K ) • W Z I Kl * T I K ) * U ( K I * 0 X I K I * 0 Y ( K ) * 0 1 ( K  
1 1 *DXY t K I * H IK I * A l l  K I * 51 IK I * A J I K I  * 3 J  IK I I 
90 CALL PR0PS2 IWY(K 1 *WZ(K 1 *W(KI*R*RT * 9 I G R * S I G R T . K * N M K 1 
C
C I N I T I A L I Z E  FOR F I R S T  HARMONIC
C
CALL CLEAR!A*NA*NA1  
CALL  CLEARI B*NA*NAI  
00 215 M-1-* NT
f i  -
C START NEW HARMONICf* ' ' 'W
N1=2*N- 1
I F ( N 0 D 0 . E Q . 0 I N 1 = N  
3 E T A = N 1 * 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5  
ALPHA=BETA/SPAN  
C
C S T R I P  S T I F F N E S S E S
C
DO 170 K=1.NMK
CALL FORMS B IS B* AL P HA • OY I K 1 • 0 1 T Kl  « HI K I « PX IK 1 *P Y ( K I » Vf ( K I • A11 K 1 . 9 11 K 1 
1 I
CALL FORMS? I S P . A L P H A * E X * £ Y •NY•GXY*T IK 1 »UIK I « AJ I K I •3J  I K 1 I 
CALL  R E L S E  I R . E I G R *K , NMK• 4 . 4  I 
CALL R E L S E I  R T . B I G R T . K  *N.MK*4*4I
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CALL  F O R MS 2 1 S B * £ P » 1 . 1* SGSG11*R»RT»NMK• KI  
CALL F 0 R M S 2 I S 9 . S P 1 1 # 2 13GSG12 .R.RT*NMK *K J 
CALL  FORMS 2 i S 3 # S P t 2 t l * B G S G 2 1 * R * R T * N M K » K I  
170 CALL F 0 R M S 2 I S 9 t 3 P t 2 * 2 » 3 S S 6 2 2 » R » R T f N M X « K J  
C
C OVERALL S T I F F N E S S
*
CALL C L E A R ! A l l » N 2 . N 2 J  
CALL  CLEAR( A1?»N2»M2I  
CALL CL E ARf A 21 * N 2 *N 2 1 
CALL  C L E A R I A 2 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
00 13C M=l tNOS  
KzMKtMl
CALL R EL S E t S y 3GS G11 y K yNM K y 4 y 4 t 
CALL  SETUP At A l l y A 1 2 t  A21 tA2 2 * N 2 t S t J 1 1 M I • J 1 I M i l  
CALL R E L S E t  S . 3 G S G 1 2 * K  yM K * 4 * <4 I 
CALL S E T U P A I A 1 1 » A 1 2 * A 2 1 » A 2 2 « V 2 » S » J 1 I M I * J 2 ( N I I  
CALL R E L S E I S y 3 GS 0 2 1 t K t N MK f My MI  
CALL  S E T U P A I A l l t A 1 2 y  A21*A2 2 . V 2 t S y J 2 I M 1 »J1 (Mil  
CALL R E L S E t  S . 93SG22»K yNMX i M I 
180 CALL  S E T U P A ( A l l t A 1 2 t A 2 1 t A 2 2»M2y S . J 2 I M I »J 2( MM  
C
C P R E S C R I B E D  ZERO DI SPLACEMENTS
C
I F t N Z D . E O . C t G O  TO 188  
DO 135 J =1*NZD
185 CALL  S E T Z t A l l y A 1 2 y A 2 1 y A 2 2 y N 2 y N J t J l t J Z ( J l l  
C
C REDUCED S T I F F N E S S  MATRIX
C
185 CALL  INVt  A22y N2I
CALL RULTt  A22f  A21yA2yN'2*N2*N2l  
CALL  MULTt A12yA2t A22yN2yN2yN2l  
CALL S U 3 I A l l y A 2 2 y A l f N 2 y N 2 l  
C
C COUPLED S T I F F N E S S  MATRIX
CALL SETUP3 lAlyAyN2yNAyNI 
C
C CONSISTENT MASSES
190
C
Cc
IF1N.GT.ltG0 TO 210
DO 19C K=1-*NMK
CALL F0RMM9 l«3yMUIKItWIKM
CALL FORMMP t MP ?MJ t K I * W IK I I
CALL RELSEtRtBIGRyKyNMKyUyM1
CALL RELSE IRTy B ISRT y Kt NMK.t M • «1 I
CALL F0RMS2 tM3y.MP »1 tl *33MG1 ItRyRT yNMK y<i
CALL F0RMS2IMB tMPy1 t2y BGMG12yRtRTy NMKy K t
CALL FORMS2 tMByMP 12 y1 yBGMG21 yRtRT tNMK*Kt
CALL F0RMS2tKByMPy2y2yBSMG22*RyRTy NMKy K t
OVERALL MASS
CALL CLEARteilyN2yN2I 
CALL CLEAR!312yN2*N2l 
CALL CLEARIB21yN2yN2I
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CALL C L E A R I 3 2 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
DO 20C K - l t N O S  
K=MXIMl
CALL R E L S E I P . B G M G 1 1 . I  
CALL SETUPA I B l l • 3 1 2 . 3 2 1  * 322 •N 2 . P • J1 IMl t  J U M I I  
CALL  R E L S E  IP * 3 GMG12 . K » KI'.K * <* * 4 1 
CALL SETUPA I 311 « 312 t 3 21.  322 * N2t P* J1 I M I . J 2 1 M 1 J  
CALL  R E L S E I P  » 3 GMG2 1 * K.  • *U
CALL SETUPA I 3 1 1.3 1 2.3 2 1 .3 2 2 .N 2 . P . J 2 I M I t J l l M I I  
CALL  R E L S E I P t 3 S H G 2 2 * K * N ^ K t * l t ,l l  
200 CALL SETUPA 1 3 1 1 . 3 1 2 . 3 2 1 . 3 2 2 . N 2 . P . J 2 I M I . J 2 I M J I  
C
C P R E S C R 13 ED ZERO DI SPLACEMENTS
C
I F I N Z D •£ Q *3 I GO TO 210 
00 2C5 J=1*NZ D
205 CALL S E T Z I 3 1 1 * 3 1 2 . 3 2 1  . 3 2 2 . N 2 * N J I J I  * J Z I J I  >
C
C REDUCED MASS MATRIX
C
210 CALL M U L T I 3 1 2 . A 2 . B 1 . N 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
CALL  S U G I B l l f B 1 . 3 2 . H 2 . N 2 I  
CALL TP ML T I A 2 . B 2 1 . 3 1 . N 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
CALL  S U B I B 2 . 3 1 . 6 3 .  N2 . N2 I  
CALL MULTI 3 2 2 . A 2 . 3 1 . N 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
CALL  T P M L T I A 2 . 3 1 . 3 2 . N 2 . N 2 . N 2 I  
CALL A D O l 8 3 . 3 2 . 3 1 . N 2 . N 2 Ir .
C COUPLED MASS MATRIXf*
215 CALL SETUP3 I 3 1 . 3 . N 2 . N  A. *11
f .
C CONCENTRATED MASSESr
I F l N C M . E Q *0 I GO TO 218 
DO 217 J r l . N C M  
C =CMI J I
I F f N Z D . E Q . C I G O  TO 217  
DO 216 1 = 1 . NZD 
I F  « J H I  J U N E . N J I I I  IGO TO 216  
I F  I J Z I I I  . E 3 . 2 I C  = 0 .
216 CONTINUE
217 CALL COMMAS 1 3 . NT*NODD.N2 *NA * C . S P A N t X L  I J I  t J M I J I I  
C.
C EIGEN SOLUTION
C
218 CALL E I G E N I A  * 3 . OMEGA * HZ. X . NA.NNl  
C
C OUTPUT
c
CALL I N O U T I T I T L E  .SPAN .EX . EY .NY . GX Y. NMK. NOS • NZ D* N CM «U Y .U Z • T • DX • DY • D 
1 1 . D X Y t M U . P X . P Y . M K , J 1 . J 2 . N J . J Z . J M t X L .  CM »
CALL OUTPUT I NT.NODD. OMEGA.HZ. NAJ  
C
C TEST FOR L AST  J 0 3
“ I F l J 0 3 . E Q - N J 0 3 I S T 0 P
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J 0 3  = J 0 B * 1  
GO TO 2 
END
SUBROUT INS  INPUT IT IT» E »SP A N * EX * EY »NY. GXY. NOJ . NMK. NCS  »NZD.NCM.NT.NO  
1DO.WY *WZ.T » MU. PX . PY . M < » J 1 » J 2 » N J » J Z . J M » X I » C M I  
. REAL NY.  MU
DIMENSION T I T L E I l G I » U Y I 8 l t U Z I 6 t t T ( 8 l » M U I 8 r t P X ( 8 ! « P Y I 8 l » M K I 3 C l f J l l 3
101 * J21 3S ) *N J I  2 C ) »J Z  t 2 0 1 . JM» 3 0 1 . X L  » 3 0 » .CM I 30 J 
REAO» 5. 5 1 l T I T L E » ! » . 1 = 1 *15 I 
5 FORMAT»1SA5 »
READ» 5*1C I S PAN*EX*EY »NY.GXY *MOJ.NMK.NOS.NZD*NCM*NT•NODD 
10 FORMAT» 5F15.0/715»
READ»5*2D» (I»WY(II*WZ(II»T II».MU(I».PX (I)»PYiI)»K = l*NMKI 
20 FORMAT» I5.4F15.Q/2F15.0I
READ15.3CI »I.MKtll.J 1 »11.J2II1tM=l.NOS I 
30 FORMAT I <4 15»
IF »MZD.EQ.CI GO TO 50
READ» 5.4CI ( NJ »J » . J Z <J » *J = 1*NZD»
AO FORMAT(215»
50 IF»NCM.EQ.O »GO TO 70
READ » 5* GO I »JM» J l * X L (J). CM » J I • J = 1 » N CM I 
50 FORMAT!I5.2F15.0 I 
70 RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE COMMAS »3. NT .N0DD.N2.NA. C* SP AN. XL. Jl 
DIMENSION 3 »NA.NA J 
DO 10 M=1.NT 
MM = 2* M-1
IF»NOOD.EQ,D»MM=M 
M1=NZ» » M-1 » ♦ 2 * J  
ALPHA=MK«3. 1‘»1592 55«XL  
DO 10 N = 1» N T 
NN = 2 •M-1
IF I NO DO.EQ.0»NN=N 
N1=N2•» N-lI ♦ 2 • J 
BETA=NN#3.1415926S*XL
10 BfMl.Nl 1=3»M1.N1» *2.*C/SPAN*SINlALPHA I «SINIBETAI 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE E I G E N I A • 9 . RR»HZ . D. NA . NNI  
DIMENSION A» NA. NAI »5 I NA*NAI . RR » N A » . H Z ( N A » . D I N N I .  
1RT » 95 »»I  ANA» 95»
CALL  I N V ( A.NAI
CALL MUL T » A . 3 . 0 . NA . NA * NA  I
CALL  HS E GI HA. Ot NAI
CALL QR( N A* D * R1 • R I . I  AN A *N A»
DO 220 1 = 1 . NA
I F » R I < I I * N E * 0 . C » R R » I » = 1 . E 2 0  
I F  t R R 11 I . L T . D . O I R R  » 1 1 = 1 . E20  
R R » I I = S Q R T 1 1 . / R R I  11 I 
220 H Z t l  I = RR»I  1/5»2 8318531
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT <NTtN03D«RR»HZ»NAJ  
DIMENSION R R I 9 D U H Z  193 1 
I F * NO D O. E Q. Ql GO TO 372  
W R I T E 1 6 . 3 7 H N T
371 FORMAT*1 3H1RESULTS  FOR F I RS  T * I 2 t  1 «IH ODD HARMONICSI
GO TO 3 74 ,
372 WRITE* S .  373 I NT
373 FORMAT*15H1RESULTS FOR F I R S T » 12 * I DH HARMONICSI
374 WRITE* S .  375 I
375 FORM AT*1HG *5X* 4HKODE#7X * 5 HR A 3 / S * 14 X* 2 H H Z *
DO 383 J - 1 » N A
380 W R I T E t E . 3 3 5 1 J . RR*J * r H Z t J»
385 F O R M A T * 1 H 0 . I 3 » 2 E 1 7 . 31 
RETURN 
END
ADDI TI ONAL  SUBROUTINES REQUI RED!
PROGRAM 1.  ADD 
SUB 
MULT 
SCLMLT  
INV2  
COPY 
CLEAR  
STORE  
R E L S E  
FORMA 
FORMF 
INVA
PROGRAM 2.  F0RM3
PROGRAM 4 .  FORMG 
1 S . P . I  F0RMS1
PROGRAM 5 .  PROPS1 
PR0PS2  
FORMSP 
F0RMS2  
FORMMB 
FORMMP
PROGRAM 6 .  INV 
HS3G 
QR
PROGRAM 7• TPMLT
PROGRAM 8» FORMSB 
SETUPA  
SETZ  
INOUT
PROGRAM 9 .  SE TUP B
V  out/>u+
Fig. K1 - Displacement Transducer Calibration
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APPENDIX K. INPUT/OUTPUT CALIBRATION TESTS 
Ki. OUTPUT SCALE FACTOR
The HP 24DCDT-050 transducer was calibrated at the nominal 
excitation voltage of 24V d.c. Core displacements were set within the 
nominal range of jt 1.3 mm in 0.1 mm steps with the aid of a dial 
gauge, and the corresponding outputs recorded on a d.c. voltmeter.
The results are plotted in Fig. Kl.
From this test it may be observed that the linear range is 
actually only t 0.9 mm, and that within this range the output scale 
factor is given as 
k *1.20 V/mm.
y
K2. INPUT SCALE FACTOR
An indirect approach was adopted in calibrating the Philips PR 9270 
exciter, with the aid of the Case IB stiffened plate.
(i) A static test was performed in which the deflection was measured 
at point B (Fig. 12.1) due to the application of a known force at that 
point. In this test the attachment used for the load hanger was 
similar to that used with the exciter. For a force of 22.24 N the 
average displacement was found to be 0.395 mm, or
Cj = 0.0178 mm/N.
(ii) With the exciter and displacement transducer both mounted at 
point B, the response to a low frequency (3 Hz) sinusoidal input signal 
was obtained. Ideally, a static (d.c.) input should be employed, but 
this would require the use of a d.c. amplifier. The particular a.c. 
amplifier (Fig. 11.2) used throughout this work is specially matched to 
the exciter, and has a lower frequency limit of 3 Hz. At this frequency 
the gain factor is not very significant (Fig. 12.7), and the response
Vinput
Fig. K2 Force Transducer Calibration
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is essentially that due to static input.
The input voltage was stepped through the available range of the 
Feedback Instruments TWG 500 function generator (Sec. 12.4), and both 
input and output signals were measured using a HP 7402A 2-channel 
oscillographic recorder. A plot of peak-to-peak values is given as 
Fig. K2. It may be observed that the amplifier saturates at 
approximately 21V peak-to-peak input, and that within this range 
the relationship between input and output voltages (as given by least 
squares regression) is
c0 - 23.8 V . /V .2 input output
(iii) Hence the input scale factor is obtained as
k ■ c..c0.k x 1 2 y
= 0.507 V/N.
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